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C PARLIAMENT MENTHOL
)

1969-1971

Parliament Menthol was introduced in the test market of Southern
Wisconsin beginning Sune 1, 1969 . The style aiso was tested in Arizona
beginning August 15, 1969 .

Parliament Menthol was a king size filter tipped cignrette whose unique
selling point was its menthol with orange .

The brand's expenditures increased yearly in the test markets from
$29, 000 in 1969 to $67, 000 in 1970, to $168, 000 in 1977 . Yet no sales
figures were ever recorded and since 1971 no other data has been noted .
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PA R LIA NIE N P MEIC TII Oi.

AllVEftTISINC EXPENDITIIRES
(000)

Year Spot TV blagazines Outdoor Total

1969 $ 7 $ 22 $ -- $ 29
1970 67 -- -- 67
1971 -- -- 168 168
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PARLIAMENT

C '

Prior to 1954

Introduced in 1931 by the old Benson & Hedges Co . as a specialty brand,
Parliament's small sales were limited to large metropolitan markets and
concentrated in New York City . In an expensive cardboard box and selling
for 8 to 10 cents per package more than regular brands, sales failed to
reach the billion mark until 1950 .

Advertising was limited and snobbish . Expenditures were less than $100, 000
annually prior to 1949 but climbed to $700, 000 in 1951 . Copy was the same,
"A tip to smart smokers ."

In 1952 and 1953 copy became more aggressive as the "recessed tip" was
stressed and the 1953 budget went over $2, 000, 000 . Sales went up rapidly
from a billion in 1951 to an annual rate of approximately 2 .4 billion early
in 1953 and leveled there .

1954-1957

The merger of Benson & Hedges with the Philip Morris Co . made a full field
sales force available to promote Parliament for the first time . Early in 1954
a king size was introduced in the same style packing as regular size . Both
styles continued to carry a premium price . 1954 list prices were : 70mm -
$12 .90 per M ; 85mm - $13 .60 per M ; vs . VICEROY -$10 .00 per M. (In
comparing these prices with those after 1955, it must be remembered that
all list prices prior to July 1955 were subject to a 10% trade discount which
was eliminated at that time . ) Later in 1954 the king size was reduced to the
same price as the 70mm.

Despite an expenditure of $2, 000, 000 in each of the years 1953 and 1954 (about
double previous expenditures) to announce the new king size and to stress "A
filter alone is not enough - for maximum protection it should be recessed, "
and the availability of a field selling force, sales turned down from the 2 .4
billion level prior to king size introduction and had fallen below an annual
rate of 1 .8 billion by the end of 1955 .

In July 1956 the Philip Morris Co. made a fast switch . The name of the old
Parliament package was changed to Benson & Hedges . Everything else
remained the same : product, package and price . Parliament was simulta-
neously introduced in a newly designed 80mm flip-top box at list price $9 .81
per M (still approximately 2 cents per pack more at retail than popular
filters but a considerable cut from the previous $11.61 per M) .
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This change, despite greatly increased advertising expenditures (but no change
in basic copy except for the addition of "new low price"), did little more than
halt the decline in sales, and by the latter part of 1957 sales were running
about 20% below 1953 (the year before the introduction of king size and the
beginning of this series of changes) .

1958-1961

In 1958 Parliament cut its price to $9 . 00 (the popular filter price), and upped
its advertising budget from $3, 000, 000 to $8, 000, 000 to introduce a new cam-
paign . Gone were the pretty pictures and the restrained copy . In their place
was bare, hard-hitting advertising, concentrated in television, featuring
''Parliament' the only high filtration cigarette with no filter feedback because,
unlike other filters, Yarliamcnt's filter is recessed ." Also featured was the
seal of the United States Testing Co . (What the United States Testing Co .
reported and the fact that it was an independent testing laboratory were buried
in the body copy of print advertising and missing entirely from the television
commercials . )

Sales responded dramatically and immediately, going from 2 billion in 1957 to
6 .8 billion in 1953 and 9.0 billion in 195fl . The addition of an 85mm soft pack
in August, 1958 did not seem to affect the rising sales trend one way or the
other .

In 1960 the F .T .C . crad<down on nicotine and tar claims hit Parliament hard .
New copy salvaged only "keeps the filter a good clean 1/4 inch away" with the
addition of "tobacco tastes best when the filter's recessed ." The United
States Testing Co . seal remained, but now clearly identified as "independent
private testing laboratories" which tested the product for "uniformity."

Sales leveled with this change in copy, and, while 1961 sales were up slightly,
share of market was below the 1959 high of 2 . 0% .

1962-1963

In 1962 Parliament continued with the claim "tobacco tastes best when the
filter's recessed" and also began to stress "Parliament gives you Extra
Margin" in advertising . This effort was supported with increased media
expenditure, up from $6, 503, 200 in 1961 to $7, 604, 000 in 1962, but sales
only moved from 9 .4 to 10 . 0 million .

decreased slightly to $7, 194, 700, and sales were almost unchanged from 1962 .
The market share remained static at 2 . 0% at the end of 1963 .

In mid 1963 copy was changed to "there never was a better time, you never
had a better reason to switch to Parliament" and "Extra Margin" was given
as the reason. "HI-FI" was added to the brand name in advertising early in
1963 but was dropped after a few months . Advertising expenditure was
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1964

'1'he advertising expenditure was slashed drastically in 1964 - down to
$4, 312, 000 as compared to $7, 194, 70U in 1963 . This was paralleled by
a sales decline from 10 . 1 billion to 9 .4 billion and a share drop from 2 . 0
to 1 .9 .

Copy was changed in 1964 to "Smolce Neat - Smoke Clean - Smoke Parliament"
but "Extra iVlargin" was retained as a secondary copy point . In TV and press
advertising elegant, well-dressed women were used to project the neat - clean
image with reference to the recessed filter mouthpiece .

In May, 1964, reports were received that Parliament with a charcoal filtcr
was on sale in New Hampshire and Boston, ry4ass . , and the following month
in Connecticut . Charcoal Filter Parliament, as tested in these markets and
later (September) in Denver and Buffalo, was in both soft pack 85mm and
hard box 80mm . In both styles the filter section was identical, i . e . a 7-1/2mm
white acetate mouthpiece and a 7-1/2mm black acetate segment with charcoal
granules embedded in it . The familiar Parliament 5mm depth recess was also
a feature of this new charcoal filter style .

In the summer of 1964 the tar/nicotiue measurements of the 85mm cigarette
were 12 . 2mg of tar per cigarette and 0 . 91mg nicotine per cigarette . The
80mm version measured 11 . 3mg tar per cigarette and 0 .87mg nicotine per
cigarette . These differenceswerenotconsidered significant since other
smoking characteristics of the twc versions were fairly similar .

The regular filtor Parliament with the recessed mouthpiece was still in nation-
wide distribution through 1964, and the brand was advertising as a regular
filter, with no mention of a charcoal filter in copy or illustration.

1964 sales of the charcoal filter version were ev-tremcly small and were not
traced separately .

1965

in
The Cigarette Advertising Code has its effect in tho advertising eopy for ~
Parliament . The "Extra Margin" claim employed since 1962 was dropped, 42%
along with 'smoke neat . . .smoke clean . . ." Copy now stressed "Parliazncnt jQ
has the filter that's in . . .reccssed in" and featured a female model dressed ~
in blue and white and photographed againat a blue background . The package N
is displayed in the bottom third of the ad, tilting taward the reader with
cigarettes protruding and light/dark tones working together to visually depict
the recessed filter . The claim "tobacco tastes best when the filter's recessed"
remained in the body copy . TV commercials featured individuals engaged in
sophisticated leisure time activities and jingle copy read "the right time, the
right place, the right people, the right cigarette . . . Parliament, with the filter

that's in, recessed in',"
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Advertising campaign featuring "'1'he Ivigh6 Peoplc" advocated that "Parliament
recesses the filter away from your lips, so you taste the flavor but not the
filter. " "The filter that's iu-recessed in" continues in print ads but has been
omitted from all TV commercials exccpt billboards . Copy continues to show
sophisticated people during leis'~re hours, concentrating on the evening hours,
i .e ., "the night peoplc."

1967-1971

Parliament sales dropped over 1 .0 billion units in 1968 for a total of 8 .7 billion .
Total market share slipped to 1 .7~,while the brand's share of the king size filter
segment sank to :3 . 6% . Advertising' expenditures were cut by 24% ($1 .2 million)
in 1967, leaving Parliamcnt's budget at $5 .8 million . Television was allocated
more than 78 0 of this, with magazines getting another 21% . The remainder
went to newspapers, the only other medium used by Parliament in 1967 . CPll1
for the year was $ .4 .3 .

The "Night People" campaign continued to run in the early part of 1967, but was
later replaced . The ncw camoaign entitled, "London Dincovers Parliament,"
featured a play on the brand's name as Americans attempted to explain the brand
to Londoners . Copy included, "good mild taste," and "the filher's recessed,"
while, "You get the most out of mildness with Parliament cigarette," was
repeated in jingle form several times during each commercial .

In December, 1967, an ad run in Albany, New York (an apparent test market)
stated, "Introducing New Parliament 100 with the Flute ." The ad featured a
diagram of the fluted filter (vents and air chutes which brought air through the
filtcr, but did not mix it •.vith the smoke). Copy explained, "The tobaccos in
the new Parliament 100 are specially aged for mildness . And the purpose of
the Flute is to make sure you taste all that mild flavor ."

ICing size Parliament sales remained steady at 8 .8 billion units in 1968 as did
market share at 1 .7% .

Advertising expenditures were boosted by 63,% in 1968 for a total budget of
56 .2 million . Over $5 .6 million went into television with the remaining $ . 6
million allocated to magazines . CPM for 1968 was $ . 70 .

Throughout 1968 heavy use was made of the "London 17iacovers Parliament"
commercials . These were translated into print through graphic illustrations
of Londoners with the headline, "America's Parliament, you get the most out
of mildness ."

In Providence, Rhode island (another apparent test market), a commercial
for Parliament 100's with the "fluted filter" was run . An announcer explained
and demonstrated the filtcr in much the same style and words as the print
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advertisement run in Albany . The commercial stressed Parliament 100's
was "the one-hundred with a diffcrence ."

C

Parliament also sponsored a "London Sweepstakes" in 1968, offering trips
to London or $2, 000 as prizes .

Sales slipped to 8 . 1 billion units in 1969, causing Parliament's market share
to drop to 1 .6% . The brand's share of the plain filter segment was 3. 2% .

Parliament's advertising budget was cut again to $4 .9 million . Television
continued to get the major portion of Parliamcnt's expenditures (75%) .

Magazines received about 18 % of the 1969 budget while newspapers were
allocated the remaining 7% . CPl4 for 1969 was 5 .58 .

The "London" campaign was continued through 1969 . "Recessed filter" was
added to the jingle in commercial .s . In print, headlines were changed to,
"Discover Parliament, America's recessed filter cigarettc ." Otherwise
advertising style and format remained unchanged .

On November 10, 1969, Parliament introduced its extra-length style nationally .
It was not the "fluted filter" style, however, but a charcoal filter . The style
was introduced in a white package with a vertical rectangle split diagonally
into a darx blue triangle and a black triangle . The black triangle contained
the Parliament crest and "100's" in gold . Above the rectangle was the word
"Parliament" in blue ; below the rectangle was, "Recessed Filter with
Charcoal," in gold . .

King Size Parliament sales dipped to 7 .3 billion units in 1970 causing its
total market share to drop to 1 . 4 % . The brand's snare of the plain filter
segment also dropped in 1970 to 2 .7% . Parliament Charcoal 100's sold
1 . 06 billion units in its first year and got . 02% of the total market and 3 . 3%
of the charcoal segment .

Expenditures for the 3ing size style were cut to $2 .3 million in 1970 . Tele-
vision was allocated 79% o'[ thc budget,while magazines received the remaining
21',, CPM for 1970 was $ .32 .

Parliament Charcoal 100's had an introductory budget of $3 .2 million. Tele-
vision was the style's base medium with 70 % of the budget . Magazines were
allocated 29%,with newspapers and mrtdoor advertising splitting the remainder. ~
CPIl'I was $3 . D2 .

Introductory advertising for the 100's style followed the "London" campaign . N
Commercials closed with "Now there are three Parliaments . Two with O
recessed filters ." In print headlines read, "Parliament's new 100 millimeter C^
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cigarette offers a difference that means something ." Both print and broad-
cast advertising stressed, "It's the only 100 with a recessed filter and
charcoal besides ."

All other Parliament advertising was shared between the two stylcs . A new
campaign was begun in 1970 which emphasized Parliament's tip as working,
"like a cigarette holder works ." Headlines included "There are 20 cigarette
holders to every pack ot Parliament," and, "Think of it as a cigarette holder ."

A disposable flashlight offer was noted in point -of-purchase advertising in
1970 . A Tensor flashlight valued at $8 . 00 could be purchased for $1 .00 and
two bottom panels from either style of Parliament .

King size Parliament's sales leveled at 7 .3 billion units again in 1971 . Total
market share rcmained 1 .4^Jo, while its share of ihe king size filter segment
dropped to 2 .6% .

The style's 1971 advertising media consisted of magazines ($1 .7 million),
outdoor advertising ($41G, 000) and heavy use of supplements .

ParliamentCharcoal 100's sales rose to 1 .55 billion units in 1971 . The
style's total market share was 0 .3%, while its share of the charcoal filter
segment jumped to 5 . 2% .

Magazines carried 51 .7 million of Pariiamcnt Charcoal 100's advertising .
Outdoor advertising received S416, 000 .

Both styles continued to share the "cigarette holder" campaign throughout
1971 . Occasional use was made of old photographs (or those appearing to
be old) of people using cigarette holders . Headlines read, "Years ago
people thought the cigarette holdcr was a pretty good idea . It still is ."
Copy stressed, "you never taste the filter, only the flavor ."

1972

version's sales continued to climb in 1972 to 1 .63 billion . Market share
remained 0. 3% for Parliament 100's, bnt its share of the charcoal filter ~
segment jumped to 6 .3% . ~

1Cing size Parliament's expenditures in 1972 were over S1 . 39 million, N

Sales rose for king size Parliament ivith 7 .45 billion units in 1972 . The
style's market share and share of the non-menthol filter segrnent, however,
dropped slightly to 1 .3% and 2 .5So respectivcly . The estra-length charcoal

with magazines accounting for 71% of the budget . The style also had ~
smaller allocations to newspapers and outdoor advertising. CPM for ~
Parliament Kings was $ .25. ~
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Parliament Charcoal a00's expenditures were near 52 .15 million. 114aga-
zines were the basc medium for the extra-length style also accounting for
78% of its budget . Again newspaper and outdoor advertising also received
allocations . CPM for Parliament Charcoal 100's was $1 . 17 .

Variations of the cigarette holder campaign appeared in 1972 . Full-page,
four-color magazine and supplement ads included headlines such as, "How
to make a cigarette holder, " "Parliament . It works like a cigarette
holder works," and "The cigarette holder then . The cigarette holder now ."
Most ads were illustrated with the Parliament packs and one or more
cigarette holders next to a single Parliament. Occasionally during 1972,
however, ads featured graphically illustrated smokers from the 1930's or
1940's with cigarette holders and the headline, "Their cigarette holder ."
Below with the Parliament packs was the headline, °Yours" .

Parliament sponsored a combination sweepstakes/self-liquidator offer in
May . The promotion featured two-page, full-color spreads for a golf
sweepstakes (with a first prize of a week of unlimited golf for the winner's
foursome at a famous golf course) and offers of a set of golf glasses for
$5 .00 and/or a set of golf glasses for d5 .00 and/or a set of gol prints
for $3 . 00 . Each offer and the sweepstakes required two ends frum
Parliament packs .
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Parliament

Advertising executions are basically unchanged unless otherwise noted .

1973

Parliament featured 10 grand prizes consisting of an Egg chair and
Panasonic sound system in the 1973 Musical Chairs Sweepstakes .

A compact bike was offered in a self-liquidator campaign for $55 .00
and 5 empty Parliament Packs, silver-plated snifter sets were also
offered for $12 .50 and 2 pack bottoms .

% Change vs . Year Ago

C

Sales 9 .7bu 5 .4%

SOM 1 .7% --
SOS (Charcoal) 32 .4% 1 .9%

CPM $ .53 23 .3%

Expenditures $5 .1MM 24 .4%

SOV -- 2 .2% 29 .4%

1974

% Change vs . Year Ago

Sales 9 .9bu 2 .1%
SOM 1 .7% --
SOS (Charcoal) 33 .7% 4 .0%

CPM .67 26 .4%

Expenditures $6 .8MM 33 .3%
SOV 2 .3% 4 .5%

1975

In 1975 Parliament's king size filter package was altered considerably .
The new design was a replica of Parliament 100's pack (see a969) . The
change was announced by a pack-as-here execution . Copy explained, "In
the interest of good taste we changed our pack . For the same reason,
we didn't change our cigarette ."

Promotional events in 1975 included the "Holder Sweepstakes" which
featured prizes from a set of luggage to "hold your clothes" to a key
case which held the keys to a Porshe 914 . A six foot crossword puzzle
was offered in a self-liquidator campaign for $1 .50 and 2 Parliament
pack bottoms. ~
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1975 (Continued)

B Change vs . Year Ago

Sales 9.7bu -2 .0%

SOM '1.68 -5 .9%

SOS (Charcoal) 24.1% 1.9%

CPM $ .54 -19 .4%

Expenditures $5 .2MM -23 .5%

SOV 1.5% -34.8%

1976

In addition to the "cigarette holder" campaign, Parliament experi-
mented with another whose major emphasis is hard to determine . Head-
lines in the new format read, "The low tar cigarette with the recessed
tip ." To the left of the page was either a male or female model
striking a contemplative pose . Copy above the model said, "The
thoughtful choice in low tar smoking ." To the right of the page was
an illustration of the filter with body copy describing it . Pack
illustrationss were included in the corner of the ad .

% Change vs . Year Ago

Sales 9 .Obu -7 .2%

C ) SOM 1 .5% -6 .3%

SOS (Charcoal) 36 .9% 8 .2%

CPM $ .66 22 .2%

Expenditures . $5 .9mK 13 .5%

SOV 1 .4% -6 .7%

1977

Parliament apparently test marketed an ultra light version (5mg .) in
1977 however, the style did not achieve national distribution .

Parliament'developed the "More to Choose" campaign in 1977 . Headlines
above a cartoon illustration were, "There's more to choosing a low tar
cigarette than just picking a number ." The illustration featured a
figure bewildered by a forest, sea, etc . of numbers . Body copy described
"filter feedback" that could be avoided by Parliament's recessed filter .
The tag line concluded, "More than just a low tar number . Parliament ."
Tar delivery in 1977 was 10mg . (king size) and 12mg . (100's) .

% Change vs . Year Ago

C
Sales 8.4bu -6 .7%

SOM 1.4% -6.7%

SOS (Charcoal) 36 .6% - .8%

CPM $1.39 110 .6%

Expenditures $11 .7MM 98 .3%

SOV 2.4% 71.4%
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% Change vs . Year Ago

Sales 8 .Obu -4 .8%
SOM ' ' 1 .3% -7 .14
SOS (Charcoal) 37 .9% . 3 .6%
CPM $ .96 -30 .9%

Expenditures $7 .7MM -32 .2%

SOV 1 .5% -37 .5&

1979

Parliament's ovall strategy underwent a major change in 1979 . Lights
was added to the name and placed in the lighter blue diagonal on the
pack . King size tar delivery was reduced to 9mg .

This change was announced in a spotlight campaign . Headlines were
simply "Parliament Lights" . Both king size and 100's styles were
featured in a pack-as-hero execution . Copy beside the pack illustra-
tions proposed, "Tastefully light with the recessed filter ."

8 Change vs . Year Ago

C ~ Sales
M

7 .7bu -3 .7%

SO 1 .3%

SOS (Charcoal) 40 .0% 5 .5%
CPM $ .61 -58 .3%

Expenditures ' $4 .7MM -39 .0%

SOV .7% -53 .3%

1980

In 1980 Parliament Lights campaign placed more emphasis on the filter .
Filter illustrations were accompanied by headlines such as, "Grand
openings" and "Quarter-back option ." Body copy explained that the
recessed filter tip kept "lips from touching the tar that builds up
on the end of the filter ." Pack illustration was placed in the lower
half of the ad . The filter opening of a cigarette resting on the top
of the pack formed an "O" to complete the tag line "Only Parliament
Lights has the famous recessed filter ."

% Change vs . Year Ago

Sales 5bu7 -2 6%
C7. . ~SOM 1 .2% -7 7%

SOS (Charcoal) 43 1%

.

7 8% O. . ~
CPM $ .31 -49 .2% N
Expenditures $2 .4MM -48 .9% IA

C SOV .30% -57 .1%

CA
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PARLIANIENT
\

ADVERTISING r:XP EnllITU12ES

(000)

Cost

Year Pr9nt Radio Tclevision Total
Pcr .yl
Cie s .

1949 $ 200 $ 100 $ --- $ 300 $ .50

1950 400 --- 100 500 .50

1951 400 --- 300 700 .50

1952 400 --- 900 1,300 .68

1953 900 --- 1,100 2,000 .87

1954 970 90 1,000 2,060 .90

1955 1,420 --- --- 1,420 .79

C 1956 1, 300 --- 700 2, 000 1, 05

1957 1,259 41 1,780 3,080 1 .54

1958 2,'745 20 .5,379 8,144 1 .20

1959 2,237 54 5,904 8,195 .91

1960 2,327 --- 4,799 7,126 .80

1961 957 47 5,499 6,503 ,69

1962 981 572 6,051 7,604 .76

1963 465 726 6,004 7,195 .71

1964 224 --- 4,088 4,312 .46 ~

~
1965 243 --- 4,934 5,177 .53 N

1966 351 --- 4,639 4,990 .51 ~
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PARLIAMENT KING SIZE

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES

(000)

Year Television Newspaper NIagazine Outdoor Total

1967 $ 2,°92 $ 12 $ 822 $--- S 3,316

1968 5,612 -- 611 --- 6,226

196 9 3,C.06 334 891 --- 4,831

1970 1,842 -- 460 --- 2,302

1971 36 v 1, 697 166 1, 899

` 1072 32 :i 1,436 133 1,894

,' Newspaper eigures unavailable ; therefore, no CPhT could be figured
and advertising figures not complete .
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YAHLIA>A-IENT CIIARCOAL IOO's

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES

(000)

Ycar Television '~ewspaper Magazine Outdoor Total

1970 $ 2,263 $ 2 $ 945 $ 2 S 3,212

1971 . 13 .~ 1,693 416 2,132

1972 329 1,684 133 2,146

C

*° Newspaper figures unavailable ; therefore, no CYR4 could be Pigured
and advertising figures not complete .
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C PARidAMENT

Sales by Style

All 70mm Soft Pack Prior to 1953

Year
8 .5mm
Soft Pack

70mm
Soft Pack

80mm
Box Total

1953 .5 1 .9 -- 2 .4

1934 .7 1 .6 -- 2 .3

1955 -- -- 1 .8 1 .8

1956 -- -- 1 .9 1 .9

1957 -- -- 2 .0 2 .0

1958 .5 -- 6 .3 6 .8

1959 2 .2 -- 6 .8 B .0
C

1960 2 .5 -- 6 .4 8 .9

1961 2 .9 -- 6 .5 9 .4

1962 3 .7 -- 6 .3 10 .0

1963 4 .2 -- 5 .9 10 .1

1964 4 .4 -- 5 .0 9 .4

1965 4 .7 -- 5 .1 9 .8

1966 5 .1 -- 4 .7 9 .8

1967 4 .7 -- 4 .1 8 .8

~
1968 4 .9 -- 3 .9 8 .8 ~

1969 4 .6 -- 3 .5 8 .1 N
8A

1970 4 .1 -- 3 .2 7 .3 ~

~
N1971 4 .1 -- 3 .2 7 .3

1972 4 .1 -- 3 .3 7 .4
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PARLIAMENT CHARCOAL 100'e

SALRS

Sales
Market

Share Advertising CPM
Segment
Share

1969 .28 --- --- --- 0 .1

1070 1 .06 0 .2 3 .2 3 .02 3 .3

1971 1 .55 0 .3 2 .1Y+ --- 5 .2

1972 1,03 0.3 2,1 1 .17 6 .3

C

= Newspaper figures unavailabie; therefore, no CPM could be figured
and advertising figures not complete .
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1963 - 1964

Paxton was introduced in June, 1963, in the llumiflex Pack and was de-
scribed as the first menthol cigarette to meet the challenge of today's
smoking needs . The first filter was described as fortified with Peclon .
This was a 7-1 /2mm of white acctate with rice starch . The second filter
was a regular white acetate plug . Through the rest of 1963 Paxton was
advertised via television, newspaper and magazine ads ; much was made
of the Humiflex Pack being moisture proof. Philip Morris used several
copy expressions for Paxton during 1963 such as, "And suddenly you're
in a new world of flavor with new 1'axton ;" "The filter you hoped for,
the flavor you smoke for ;" "Smoke free, full, fresh . . . Pick the pleasure
of Paxton ."

In 1963 sales of Paxton totaled 2 billion, and $6, 372, 700 was spent to
advertise the product, resulting in a CPVI of $3 . 19 .

In August, 1964, Philip Vlorris introduced Paxton with a charcoal filter .
They retained the Humiflcx Pack, which is an oriented Polystyrene case,
but increased the length of the filter to 20mm overall which comprised a
7-1/2mm white acetate mouthpiece and 12-1 /2mm black acetate with
charcoal granules embedded in it . The overall length of the cigarette
was 85mm .

Measurements of menthol were analyzed in the acetate, the carbon, and
the tobacco sections of the new Paxton . Tar/nicotine mcasurements were
15 .8 mg . tar per cigarette and 1 .05 mg . nicotine per cigarette .

Sales in 1964 amounted to 1 . P5 billion . Advertising cost 92, 012, 000, all
in TV, at a CP1V1 of $1 . 03 . TV advertising copy mentioned, "Vew, im-
proved Paxton" -- "I'lavor's all new . . . and the filter's new too . " Also,
"People who like their smoking very, very cool . . . will like new Paxton . "
Pictorially, an Eskimo girl and snow falling on a Paxton pack were featured .
Sales continued to fall through 1964 on a monthly basis .

1965 - 1966

A continuing decline in sales during 1965 led to the
decision to withdraw

the brand from the market during the summer of 1D66 . It was replaced
by Philip Morris Menthol, charcoal filter, in a flip-rop version of the

Iwmiflex park .

Withdrawn from the market - Summer, 1966 .
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PETER STUYVESAN T FII,TER KINGS & 100 (1969)

The House of Edgeworth, one of the Rothmans World Group of
Companies began manufacture and distribution of Rothman's
internationally marketed Peter Stuyvesant cigarettes in a modified
version blended especially for the U . S. market in November, 1969,
in Boston .

The American version was marketed in the same package usud
internationally for Peter Stuyvesant--a predominately white cup
pack with green and red lettering for king size and a gold foil cup
pack with green and red copy and design for the 100's .

No advertising activity was noted in 1969 nor has any activity been
observed since then .

`
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PHILIP MORRIS FILTER

C \

1963-1964

In the fall of 1963, in the Pacific Northwest, Philip Mo'ris introduced
Multifilter2, which they claimed was fortified with a new and advanced
filtration agent to restore tobacco flavor after it filters the smoke . They
called this product the 1970 cigarette . This test was short-lived and in
February, 1964, a month after the issuance of the Surgeon General's
Report on smoking and health, Philip Morris began test marketing Multi-
filter (with no numerical 2 after the name) - a charcoal filter product .

The first five markets chosen were in New York State and New England .
Shortly after, the product was tested in the midwest and west coast, and
by May, 1964, the brand was in national distribution .

Multifilter was test marketed in two packs, soft cup 85mm and Humiflex
83mm . The total filter plug length for both was 20mm, comprising
7-1/2mm white acetate mouthpiece and 12-1/2mm black acetate with
charcoal granules embedded in it . Tar/nicotine measurements in the
spring of 1964 were 14 . 2mg tar per cigarette and 1 . 14mg nicotine per
cigarette . Both packs were basically brown with Philip Morris' crest
on the front and a cut-away illustration on the back . In the case of the
Humiflex Pack, a paper outsert was used for the filter illustration and
filter description between the cellophane and the Humiflex . The price
of Multifilter was $9 . 00 per mille with the usual distribution allowance
of 50 cents per thousand offered .

The term Estron was used by Multifilter to describe the white acetate
filter section in the early stages of the brand's introduction . However,
this was later changed, as Estron was still an Eastman Kodak registered
product name (we made the change in the fall of 19G3 with AVALON for
the same reason) .

Within the charcoal filter derby, Multifilter had a better reception than
most of its immediate competitors, and by the end of 1964 was in third
position after Tareyton and Lark - as with all three brands their filters
were not extraordinarily efficient in the usual sense and more natural
tobacco taste and less "charcoal" taste was noticeable .

Advertising, by means of newspaper, magazine, and network and spot
TV, took place throughout the remainder of 1964 . Advertising copy
stated, "This is America's great new charcoal filter cigarette . . . with
the name you can trust for flavor : Philip Morris Multifilter." By .
August, 1964, Philip Morris was making much of coconut shell charcoal,
and headlines through the remainder of 1964 read, "Discover coconut-
shell charcoal" ; "Tough nut to crack" ; "New idea in filters ." These
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expressions were followed by such statements as, "Rare coconut-shcli
charcoal brings you honest tobacco taste through a charcoal £ilter" ;
Coconut-she11 charcoal has no charcoal taste" ; "You get the natural
taste of tobacco, unchanged ." $8, 403,700 was spent advertising Multi-
fitter, almost all in television, in 1964. Sa].es amounted to 3, 392 million,
with 75% being in the Humiflex pack .

In December, 1964, a nationwide sampling campaign took place in super-
markets . Women were employed to distribute to adults free 20's packs
of 3iultifilter with the retail profit provided to the stores . Often the packs
were handed out without any sales pitch ; sometimes a pitch was given on
the taste of Multifilter and its coconut charcoal filter . In January, 1965,
the brand was called Philip Morris Filter - this change was necessitated
as a result of the C .A . C . 's ruling on filter descriptions on cigarette
packages .

1965

In 1965, Philip Morris Filter cut ad expenditures $1 . 3MM - that is, from
$8 .4h1&1 in 164 to $7 . 1M111 . Print was reduced about $453yT in '65 and
TV $852M .

In reviewing the advertising of Philip Morris Filter and Lark for the ycar
1965, it is quite striking to notice the similarity in marketing strategy
employed by these two charcoal filter brands . The year before, both
brands tended to vivid illustrations, both in print and TV, of filter cross
sections and charcoal granules . Ilowever, as the public's concern over
cigarettes and health diminished, both brands found it advisable to place
less stress on the apparently passing excitement over charcoal aod mure
profitable to sell flavor instead .

Philip Morris used the device of picturing confirmed smokers of c.ompeti-
tive brands reluctantly trying Philip Morris Filter and, to their astonish-
ment, liking them . "73y golly! I likc'cm!" The advertisements go on
to explain it's the Coconut-shell charcoal that gives the cigarette that
great flavor but the charcoal claim is only supporting documentation to
the basic selling point of "Flavor ."

Toward the end of the year, this campaign was varied only to the estent
that people were no longer reluctantly being sarnplcd but hau already
recently switched and, as the Prodigal Son, had just "Come home to flavor ~
again ." ~

/
Philip Morris Filter enjoyed some success with its 165 switch in adver-
tising emphasis and increased sales from 3 billion to 4 .6 billion units .

O
N
~

~
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c ) 1966

Advertising claims are "brings back honest tobacco flavor" and "Come
home to flavor" ; emphasis continues on "coconut shell charcoal - the
charcoal that lets full flavor through ." Philip Morris Menthol also
included in commercials on television .

1967-1971

Philip Morris Filters dropped another billion units in 1967 to 2 .8 billion,
bringing the brand's market share to 0, 6% and its share of the charcoal
segment to 8 .7% .

Advertising expenditures were $856, 000 in 1967, all of which were allocated
to spot television . CPM for 1967 was $ . 32 .

Commercials continued to use the "Come home to flavor" idea in 1967 .

Although not as drastically as in 1967, sales again slipped to 1968, ending
the year with 2 . 5 billion units . Market share dwindled to 0 .4% as the style's
share of the charcoal segment sank to 7 .7% .

Spot television continued to be the primary advertising medium for Philip
Morris Filter with $854, 000 . The style's only other medium in 1968 was
spot radio, which was allocated $4, 000 . CPM for 1968 remained $. 32 .

The "Come home to flavor" commercials were again used in 1968 .

Philip Morris Filter's downward trend in sales continued throughout 1969,
ending the year with 2 . 14 billion units. Although the style's share of the
market remained 0 . 41o, its charcoal segment share dropped to 6 . 6% .

The brand received no advertising support during 1969 .

InJune of 1969, Philip Morris introduced a king-size, charcoal menthol
cigarette called Philip Morris Multifilter Menthol into the Colorado test
market . In October, a non-menthol style with the same filter was test
marketed in Colorado and Arizona under the name Philip Morris Multifilter .

The brand's uniqueness was advertised as a filter of charcoal granules and
acetate fibers . Actually, Philip Morris Filter had always had these features . ~
What may have been new was a series of air chutes and channels running ~
along the outside of the filter . The system resembled Parliament's "fluted ~j
filter" which was test marketed in 1967 and 1968, but never put into national ~7
distribution. {a

~
W
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Distribution of Philip Morris Multifilter in both styles was begun in
August of 1970 . Each style was distributed in hard box (plastic) and
soft pack . The non-menthol style's package was off-whitc with three
large horizontal stripes in shades of brown running across the front
and two patterned circles . The name was printed in brown just above
the stripes. Although advertising presented it as a new product, the
brand was generally viewed as Philip Morris Filter with a new package
and gimmick .

i C /

The name "Multifilter" had been used instead of Philip Morris Filter in
test markets and nationally in 1964, but was dropped to comply with the
Cigarette Advertising Code's ruling on filter descriptions on cigarette
packages . With Philip Morris Multifilter on test market in June of 1969,
it appeared Philip Morris had plans to re-introduce the name even before
the C . A. C . ceased operations in March of 1970 .

Sales edged upward in 1970 at 2 . 3 billion units . Philip Morris Multifilter's
total market share remained 0 . 4% but the brand's share of the charcoal
segment jumped to 7 .2% .

An advertising budget of $4 . 0 million undoubtedly played a large part in
Multifilter's sales increase . Network and spot television acted as Multi-
filter's base medium with over 76% of the budget, while magazines with
another 22% provided primary support . Newspapers with a slight alloca-
tion provided the only other medium used by Multifilter in 1970 .

Commercials centered around "Tobacco country . . . where tobacco men
have a new kind of cigarette ." Boasting "only 14 milligrams of tar and
1 . 1 of nicotine," commercials mentioned the range of tar and nicotine
contents of U . S . Government tested cigarettes and added "New low tar
Multifilter with a unique filter combination of activated charcoal, acetate
fibers and a special fresh air system for extra mild taste . "

Commercials concluded with "New Multifilter, a low tar cigarette with a
tobaccoman's kind of flavor . Consider it ."

Multifilter's print campaign emphasized "Lower in tar than 95% of all
cigarettes sold ." Copy was basically the same as commercials and
centered around an illustration of a filter . The "tobaccoman's kind of
flavor" slogan was generally used as a sub-head, although "The perfect
balance of flavor and filtration" was occasionally emphasized .

Multifilter's sales gain was short-lived, however, as the trend reversed
in 1972 when sales dropped to 2 . 2 billion units . Market share again was
unchanged at 0 .4%, although the brand's share of the charcoal segment
was up to 7 . 4^/0 .
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Magazines were allocated $1 .4 million in 1971 with supplements and out-
door advertising each receiving $35, 000 .

Advertising was unchanged through April, 1971 when Multifilter sponsored
a"Kentucky Derby" sweepstakes . The idea behind the contcst was to pick
the post position of thc winning horse . Of the entries which correctly
picked the post position, the first drawn received $25, 000 ; the second,
$10, 000; the third, $5, 000 . All received two-week vacations in Kentucky .
The next 300 drawn received binoculars . All entries were to include the
word "Multifilter" cut from the top of a plastic Multifilter pack or hand-
printed on a sheet of paper .

Throughout 1971, ad illustrations had used horse farms and tobacco fields
as background settings . By October, advertising sub-heads had been
changed to "Full Kentucky flavor in a low-tar cigarette . " The ad layout,
which had traditionally featured the packages of both styles in the lower
right corner, now moved the packs up to center left . Illustrations, which
were always basically green with white copy (often resembling the Salem
green field type of setting), covered the lower third of the page . The upper
portion of the ad was always white, and, besides featuring the packages,
also had either an illustration of the filter or a large copy block in Vlulti-
filter's traditional brown . The copy block mentioned three points : "Lower
in tar than 93'$ of all cigarettes sold ; Two modern systems ; Premium
flavor-Leaf tobaccos ." The ads appeared to emphasize the regular and
menthol styles separately by the layout of the ads rather than by copy .

1972

Sales continued to drop in 1972 for llultifilter sinking to 2 . 11 billion units .
The style's total market share remained 0 .4%, but its share of the charcoal
segment fell to 7 . 21a .

'Potal Vlultifilter expenditures (those listed under Benson & Hedges Multifilter
and those listed under Philip Morris Multifilter) were over $1 .24 million in
1972 . Magazines accounted for 78`,& of the non-menthol style's budget with
newspapers receiving the remaining 22% . Cpm for 1972.was 5 .59 .

On May 31, 1973, the VIultifilter brand underwent aa slight name change, from
Philip Morris Multifilter to Benson & IIedges Multifilter . The change had ~
little effect on the brand's package design as "Vlultifilter" continued to ~
cominate the logo . ~

N
f~1

L
j
N
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No mention was made of the mentholated version in Multifilter ads during
1972- Full-page, four-color magazine and supplemcnt ads were predominantly
brown with white copy, and headlines . Illustrations consisted primarily of the
pack and occasionally a framed portrait of a male or female smoker . Headlines
read, "The Moderatc Smokc, " while copy explained, "It's not strong . It's not

weak . It's blended for the middle . " Other qualities, including "premium tasting
tobaccos, two advanced filter systems and a Humidor Pack" were also mentioned .
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PHILIP MORRIS FILTER

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES

Year

(000)

Print Radio Television Total CPM

1964 g 1, 056 $-- $ 7, 348 $ 8, 404 $2 .80

1965 603 -- 6,496 7,099 .70*

1966 163 -- 3 442 3 0, ,6 5 .97

1967 -- -- 856 856 .32

1968 -- 4 854 858 .32

1969 (MultiPilter) No advertising support .

1970 1,1.50 -- 3,673 4,823 2 .09

Broadcast advertising prohibited effective January 1, 1971 .

Newspapers Magazines Supplements Outdoor Total CPM

1871 N .A . $ 1, 385 $ 35 $ 35 $ 1,455 .,
1972# $ 268 973 -- -- 1,241

- CPIl1 figured with total Philip Morris sales .

#

Newspaper figures unavailable ; therefore, no CPM could be figured and
total expenditure not complete .

Name changed to Benson & Hedges Multifilter during 1972 ~

O
07
N
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PHILIP MORRIS FILTER/MULTIFILTER

SALES

Sales
Market
Share Adverfising CPM

Segment
Share

1967 2 .31 0. G 0.9 . 32 8 .7

1968 2 .50 0 .4 0 .8 .32 7 .7

1969 2 .14 0 .4 -- -- 6,6

1970 2 .30 0 .4 4 .8 2 .09 7 .2

C
1971 2 .20 0 .4 1 .4': -- 7 .4

1972 2. 11 ' 0. 4 1 . 2 . 59 7. 2

• Newspaper figures unavailable ; thcrefore, no CPVI could be figured and
advertising figures not complete .

07
~
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PHILIP MORRIS FILTER

SALES

(1966 and prior - See Plain Ena Section)

C

~
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PHILIP VIORRIS

1933 - 1945

The name Philip Morris had been used for years on various Turkish blends but
it was not until !Vlay, 1933, that Philip i/lorris E,nglish hlend was introduced . This
was a blend comparable to the leading brands except for the addition of a little
Latakia and the use of a different hygroscopic agent. The new blend was priced
at $6 . 85 per thousand at a time the "Big 3" were down to 55 . 50 fighting the 10G
brands . A rebate was given dealers in states with a state tax on cigarettes and the
15p price resulting, was prominent in Philip Morris advertising during the first
few years .

This $6 . 85 price was held unchanged until 1941 at which time it sas reduced to
the general price of $6 .53 and the special state tax allowances discontinued .
Since then, price has Pollowed the general industry changes without deviation .

Philip Morris advertising has been thc most consistent in the industry and their
progress steady except for the post-war setback . Starting with a media budget
of $500, 000 in 1934, most of the money was spent on radio . The budget increased
slowly but steadily until it passed the $2 million mark in 1939 with the emphasis
still on radio . It was not until 1941, with a budget over $4 million, that newspaper
and magazine were used extensively .

Copy, after the opening announcement of "America's finest ISf cigarette," con-
sistently featured versions of "When smokers changed to Philip Morris every
case of irritation due to smoking clcared completely or definitel,y Improved . "
From the beginning the page boy, dolmny, and his "Call for Philip Morris" were
a visual and aural identification .

By the shortage vcars of 1944-45, sales were over 25 billion with share over 10% -
double that of Old Gold who Philip Morris passed to go into fourth place in 1938 .

1946 - 1955

After the war Philip Morris not only suife-ed from the loss general to all hut the
"Big 3", but lost their aggressive copy. A budget around S4 million, again mostly
in radio, plugged "pasteurized" in 1946 . Sales fell 6 billion cigarettes . A budget
of S5 million teaturing "pleasure" and "taste° in various ways failed to improve
the situation
. M

~j
In 1943, despite an b"1'C ruling (which had prohably caused the change in 19461, ~
Philip Morris was back to "Lcading Nose and 1'hroat specialists suggest . "
Sales responded immediately and by 1850 Philip b7nrris was back to an all time ~
high in sales and share of market. ~

~
~
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A continuation of the "Vosetest" campaign in 1951, after the public had generally
discredited it, started sales sliding down despite a record $12 million budget .

In 1952 continued expenditures of over S12 million and the most popular TV show
in the country couldn't sell "Smoke for pleasure today -- no cigarette hangover
tomorrow" and sales slipped still further . (The FTC °cease and desist" on some
earlier statements was now backed up with a court order . )

The introduction of king size in January, 1953, could not stop the downtrend .

Desperate in 1954, Philip NIorris threw discretion to the winds with "The cigarette
that takes the fear out of smoking" and an undisguised attack on filter tip brands,
(No other cigarette . . . with orwithoin filters, . . can remove all these irritating
vapors) . This lasted only a few months before they were forced to retreat to
"vintage tobacco" and an announcement of the "exelusive Snap-Open Pack" (an
inconsequential opening device on the conventional soft pack) . All of this only
accelerated the sales loss and advertising expenditures had to be curtailed .

In 1955 with a somewhat larger budget, the bulk of which was concentrated in
print rather thun broaduast medi.a for the first time in Philip Ylorris advertising
history, copy went to the other extreme with "Gentle for modern taste" and very
attractive'boy-girl" illustrations . Rcsult The downward trend became even
sharper . So in the two years after the introduction of king size, total Philip iVlorris
sales had dropped 3oy5 and were still going down .

1956 - 1960

Sales continued to decline at about 207o each year, despite a complete redesign of
the package in the beginning of 1956 and the replacement of the 85mm soft pack by
an 80mm flip-top box later that same year .

Advertising expenditures in 1956 and 1957 were maintained above the $7 million
per year level to publicize these changes and in 1957 supporting copy changed
from "gentleness° to hatural smoke" .

In 1958, as a result of this continued heavy loss in sales, the budget was cut in
half and concentrated in a Sunday Comic Strip Campaign selling "a man's kind of
mildness" .

By 1959 advertising expenditures wcre under $2 million, the lowest since the early
introductory years in the 1930's . Sales alsn were the lowest since 19 :39, having
fallen Irom a high of approuimately 40 billion in 1950 to an annual figure of approx-
imatcly 10 billion .

In 1960 Philip [t/Iorri .s made still another change replacing the box style with a newly
designed king size soft pack and calling the new styte Philip Morris Commanders .

670624077
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They doubled the budget to announce the new "Commander" as a"new and noticeably
better cigarette made a new way on a rather remarkable machine" .

Sales of the new style held and tended to increase slightly over those of the discon-
tfnued box and, although total sales were off 10°j, as a result of the continucd fall
of the 70mm style, the trend showed definite improvement when compared to the
previous six years .

The "Commander" campaigm continoed into 1961 with bold, 4-color package photos
and prominently featuring stacks of their oigarette - plain tobacco ends facing the
reader . Double sprcads werc used in a few of the magazine ads .

Expenditures jumped almost $2 million over 1960. CPM accordingly shot up 20c
to 62,C on a slight sales decline . Market share aiso dropped . 1% to 1 .9% . .

1962

The "Commander" theme was subordinated in 1963 to the "You get n richer taste
because the tobacco is vacuum clcaned" headline . Pictorially, the ads closely
resembled those of 1961 with only minor variations crceping in . It's interesting
to note that in Augu.st they tried slipping in a completely different, all-blue sail
boat ad, playing on the "Commander-Welcnme Aboard" theme . This evidently
starched poorly because the following ads immediately reverted back to the brown-
orange, grainv tobacco ibrmat .

Expenditures declined about $1 . 6 million below 1061 . CPM fell 10C to 520 on a
sales drop of 600 million units . Share fell .3°f~ to 1 .6°0 .

1963

Philip IVlorris eontinued its "Rich taste - vacuumed tobacco" campaign in 1963 .
The art also remained unchanged . It should be noted, however, that it was in
1963 that they began introduction of their Multifilter brand. Pi

~
Plain end expenditures dropped almost $2-1 /2 million from the preceding year ~
to $1 .6 million in 1963 . CPM fell 31r to 21 ~, with sales declining 200 million N
units . Share held just about even at 1 .3'9. IA

1964 - 1965

~ Our records indicate only marginal advertising support for Philip Morris plains in
1964 and none in 1965 . };xpenditure,s amounted to only $101, 000 in 1964, $7®, 000
in Spot TV and $28, 000 in newspapers . CPM plummeted from 414 to 01c . Sales
declined 5 .6 billion in 1965, and share decreased to 1 . 1% .
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1966

Again in 1966, Philip Morris non-filter received nn advertising support. Sa1es-
fell .7 btllion units and market sharc fclt .2 points to . 9% .

1967 - 1971

Without advertising support from 1867 to 1971, Philip Morris plain end, king Size
and 70mm sales tell yearly .

In the regular style, sales fell from 1 . 3 billion units in 1967 to . 54 billion in 1971 .
Vlarket share for the style dropped from 0 . 2% to 0 . 13`0, while its share of the
regular plain-end segment dwindled :rom 1 . 9 f in 1967 to 1 .2 o in 1971 .

The king size style sales also dcclincd yearly from 3 .0 billion in 1967 to 2 .03
billion in 1970 . Market share sank from 0 . 6% to 0 .4 f . Philip Morris king size
plain end steadily lost its share of the king-size plain-end segment from 4 . 0% in
1967 to 3 . 7% in 1970 . ln 1q71 the stvle mustered 3 .8% of a dying scgment .

1972

Both styles of Philip hlorris plain-end continued to fall in 1972 . The regular
version registered 450 million units for 0 . 1/ of the total market and 1 . 1`7 of
the regular plain-end segment. King size sales slipped to 1 . 94 billion units,
but the style's market and segment shares were unchanged at 0 . 4% and 3 . 8°)0
respectively .

The plain-end styles' total expenditures for 1972 consisted of $3, 000 for out-
door advertising .

`
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PHILIP MORRIS (Non-filter)

1973

Advertising expenditures were discontinued .

% A Vs Year A4o

C?

`

Sales 2.48 bu - 6.4%

SOM .43 % -10.4%

SOS (Plain) 2.81 % - 3.4%

1974

Sales 2.31 bu - 6.9%

SOM .39 % - 9.3%

SOS (P1ain) 2.76% - 6.2%

1975

Sales 2.10 bu - 9.1%
SOM .35 -10.3%
SOS (Plain) 2.71% - 1.8%

1976

Sales 2.16 bu 2.9%
SOM .36% 2.9%
SOS (Plain) 3•09% 14.0%

1977

Sales 1.75 bu -19 .0%

SOM .29% -19.4% .
SOS (plain) 2.7 % -12.6%

1978

Sales 1.57 bu -10.3%
SOM .26% -10.3%
SOS (plain) 2.68% - .7%

1979

Sa le s
SOM
SOS (plain)

1980

Sales
SOM
SOS (Plain)

1.41 bu -10 .2%
.23% -13 .0%

2 . 60'~ - 3 .0%,

1.25 bu -11.3%
.20% -13.0%

2. 19°% -15.89G
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PHILIP MORRIS

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES

(000)
\

Year Newspaper Magazine Radfo Television Total CPM

1934 s $ 100 $ 400 $ --- $ 500 $ .83
1935 100 100 600 800 , 38
1936 200 100 600 900 .26
1937 100 100 1,100 1,300 ,25
1938 100 200 i, 200 1,500 .19
1939 100 700 1, 400 2, 200 . 24
1940 200 300 1, 800 2, 300 18
1941 1 900 600 1 600 4 100 2, , , . 3
1942 1,400 1, 000 2, 000 4,400 .20
1943 1,200 1, 100 1, 600 3, 900 . 14
1944 500 1, 200 1,700 3, 400 . 13
1945 100 1, 200 1, 700 3, 000 , 11
1946 800 500 2, 600 3,900 .17
1947 900 700 3, 300 4, 900 . 22
1948 1, 800 4, 000 200 6, 000 . 21
1949 2, 800 4, 200 700 7, 700 . 24
1950 2, 600 4, 800 1, 700 9, 100 . 23

C 1951 2,100 300 4, 900 4, 700 12,000 .30
1952 1, 900 600 3, 800 5, 900 12,200 .34
1953 2, 500 1,000 1, 900 5 , 700 L1,10o .32
1954 450 1, 380 1, 090 230 8,150 .28
1955 4, 800'. 940 2, 700 8,440 .37
1956 4, 000 400 3, 100 7,500 .39
19~7 3,400 150 3, 700 7,250 .48
195fl 2,300 200 800 3,300 .27
1959 280 180 1, 520 1,980 .19
1960 1,948 315 1, 654 3,917 .42
1961 2, 2 :36 833 2, 662 5, 731 . 62
1962 190 217 2, 719 4,127 .52
1963 53 1, 578 1,631 .21
1964 28 73 101 .01
10ti5 ADVLRTISISG DISCOV'PINUPllJ

1972 3 (Outdoor) 3

~
~
~

'°Total Print -- Innludes llailv Ncws a ers S d S l t V[
0~

'p p , un ay upp emcn e, agazines, j3J
B'arm Papcre, Car Cards and Outdoor

. ` ~
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PIIILTP MORRIS

Sa1ea by S6y1e

All 70mim Soft Pack Prior'1'o 1953

Aon-Fi1t2r Filter

Year
70mm

Soit Pack
35mm

Soft Pack
80mm
Box

85mm
5oft Pack & Box Total

1953 26 .6 8 .5 - - 35 .1
1954 21 .0 3 .0 - - 29.0
1955 16 .3 6 .7 - - 23 .0
1956 13 .3 5 .5 - - 19.3
1957 10 .0 - 5 .0 - 15 .0
1958 7 .8 - 4 .3 - 12 .1
1959 6 .6 - 3 .8 - 10 .4
1960 5 .5 - :3 .8° - 0 . 3
1961 4 .5 4 .7 - - 9 .2
1962 3 .8 4 .2 - - 8 . 0
19G3 3 .3 4 .5 - - 7 . 8
1964 2 .3 3 .9 - 3 .0 9 . 2
1965 2 .0 3 .6 - 4 .6 10 .2
1966 1 .6 3 .3 - 3 .7 8 . 6
1967 1 .3 3 .0 - 2 .8 7 . 1

C 1968 1 .0 2 .6 - 2 .5 6 .3
1969 . 2 .5 - 2 .1 5 .4
1970 . ~2 . ., - 2 .3 5 .2
1971 .5 2 .0 - 2 .2 4 . 7
1972 . 5 1 . 9

= Au3ust, 1960 changed to 85mm Commander .
L
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PHILIP MORRIS MFNTHOL/12iJLTIFH .TF.R MENTHOL

1966

In the spring of 1966, Philip Morris changed the name of Paxton to
Philip Morris Menthol and discontinued the Paxton label . It was
packed in the humiflex package, identical to the non-menthol version
except for the eolor, which was green. Later in the year, the humi-
flex package was modified as a flip-open pack .

TV ads were shared with the non-menthol version and used the same
"Come home to flavor" theme . The menthol copy stated, "Now
there's new Philip Morris Menthol, too . This green plastic pack
keeps that menthol taste as fresh as we make it. Come home to
flavor. " Network commercials were first aircd the week of July 25
and continued through the week of September 12 .

Print ads offered a free pack upon submission of a coupon with a
headline challenge reading : "One free pack says you won't go back
to your old menthol brand. " Body copy positioned the brand as a
°new flavor-mate to Philip Vlorris Filter . "

The name change from Paxton to Philip Morris didn't help lhe brand .
When compared to Paxton's 1965 position, the new name lost sales
and share of sogment . It finished the year with 1 . 5 billion units and
1 . 5% segmcnt share_

1967 ( . 404 % Menthol)

.73 billion cigarettes were sold in 1967, giving a . 14 share .
$134, 000 were spent entirely in spot TV .

1968 -1971

Sales dropped to 4 . 3 billion units in 1968 and although Philip Morris
Menthol76 market share remained 0. 1%, its share of the menthol
segment slipped to 0 .4~70 .

The style received no advertising support in 1968 .
07

Philip Morris Menthol sales continued to dwindle in 1969, ending ~
the year with .31 billion and a menthol segment share of 0 . 3%. The ~
style's total market share remained 0 . 1% .

` ~
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Again in 1969, Philip Motris Menthol had no advertising expenditures .

In June of 1969, Philip Morris introduced a king-size, charcoal
menthol cigarette called Philip Morris Multifilter Menthol into
the Colorado test market . The cigarette had a filter containing
charcoal granules, acetate fibers, and a special air system .

The style was nationally introduced in August, 1970 in a white pack
with three horizontal stripes in various shades of green beneath two
patterned circles . The name was printed in black above the stripes .
It was made available in a plastic hard box and soft pack .

Although advertising presented it as a new product, the brand was
generally viewed as Philip Morris Menthol with a new package and
gimmick .

The downwa rd trend in sales slowed in 1970, but failed to stop as the
style was down to 290 million cigarettes . Market share was again
unaffected although Multifilter 1Wenthci's share of the menthol segment
slipped to 0 . 2% .

Multifilter Menthol had an advertising budget of S209, 000 in 1970,
all of which was allocated to magazines . CPM was $ . 67 .

Nearly all Multifilter print advertising was shared by the regular and
menthol styles . Ads focuacd on the "fresh air system" and the "activated
charcoal granules" of the filter-, emphasizing low tar and a"tobacco-
man's kind of flavor . "

Sales slipped to 260 million units in 1971 although Multifilter Menthol's
market share and segment share remained 0 . 1% and 0 .2% respectively .

Magazines were allocamd $1 . 4 million in 1971, while supplements
received $35, 000 .

Again ads were shared by both styles of Multifzlter and generally
delivered the same messages . Illustrations began taking a very green
appearance, centering priroarily aroimd horse farms .

Multifilter sponsored a"Kentucky Ucrby" swcepstakes in April, 1971 .
The object of the contest was to pick the post position of the winning horsc. ~
Of the entries correctly doing this, the first drawn received $25, 000 ; ~
the second, $10, 000; the third, $5, 000_ All also received 2-week 0
vacations in Kentucky . The next 300 drawn reeeivedpairs of binoculars . >T
All entries were required to include the svord, "VluRifilter" from the ~
top of a pack or hand-printed on a sheet of paper. ~

~
/p
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By October, ads were including "Full Kentucky flavor in a low-tar
cigarette" and layout seemed almost split between regular and menthol
Multifilter . The top of the ads had brown copy on a white background,
while the bottom contained a very green illustration (usually a
horse farm) with white copy . The packages of both styles were located
in the center of the ad . Neither style was mentioned specifically
in copy .

1972

Menthol Multifilter sold 250 million units in 1972 . The style's
market share fell below 0 .1%, but its share of the mentholdated
filter segment remained 0 .2% .

Multifilter Menthol expenditures were $94,000 in 1972 with 79%
allocated to magazines and 21% to outdoor advertising . CPM for
1972 was $ .38 .

On May 31, 1972, the Multifilter brand underwent a-slight name
change, from Philip Morris Multifilter to Benson & Hedges Multi-
filter . The change had little effect on the brand's package
design as "Multifilter" continued to dominate the logo .

No ads were noted during 1972 for Multifilter Menthol, nor was .
the style mentioned in non-menthol Multifilter ads .

Philip Morris Menthol Multifilter will hereafter be included with
Benson & Hedges Multifilter .

~
~
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No mention was made of the mentholated version in Multifilter
ads during 1972 . Full-page, four-color magazine and supplement
ads were predominantly brown with white copy, and headlines .
Illustrations consisted primarily of the pack and occasionally
a framed portrait of a male or female smoker . Headlines read,
The Moderate Smoke," while copy explained, "It's not strong .
It's not weak . It's blended for the middle ." Other qualities,
including 'premium tasting tobaccos, two advanced filter systems
and a Humidor Pack" were also mentioned .

Philip Morris multifilter will hereafter be included with Benson &
Hedges multifilter .

I
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PHILIP MORRIS ffiEV'PHOL/MULTIFILTER MENTHOL

SALES

Sales Mkt. Share Advcrtising CPM SegmentShare

Menthol
1967
1968

Multi-
filte r
Men[ho1

.65

.43
0 .1
0 . 1

0 .1
---

.14
---

0 .6
0 .4

1069 ,31 0 .1 --- --- 0.3
1970. ,29 0 .1 0 .2 .67 0 .2
1971 .26 0 .1 1 .4"+ --- 0 .2
1972 .25 --- .00 .38 0 .2

mNewspaper figures unavailable ; therefore, no CPM could be figured
and advertising figures not complete .

C.
~
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PINNACLE FILTERS

1970 - 1971

In August of 1970, American introduced a second product under the i11-
fated Pinnacle brand name . The ncw brand was a king size filter and
was test marketed in eastern New York State. Nothing was reported on
any sales or advertising activity for this test brand .

By October of 1971, American was test marketing a third product using
the Pinnacle name . The test market was Oklahoma City and the product
was a king size hi-fi . The unique characteristic of this Pinnacle was its
Triple Density Filter which left a triangular hole in the end of the cigarette .

The brand was marketed in an orange and white soft pack with a large
illustration of the end of the filter .

Two-color newspaper ads were illustrated with the pack and a lighted
cigarette with the smoke forming a genie who announced "At last a low
'tar' cigarette khat grants you 3 wishes . (1) Low 'tar' -- only 10 mg .
(2) Easy draw . (3) Great taste." Ads also featured a small illustration
of Pinnacle's Triple Density Filter .

No advertising or sales figures were published in 1971 .

1972

It was later noted that the Pinnacle brand was identical in product
and filter construction to American's Lucky Ten and LTC, which
were being test marketed in other areas at that time .

Pinnacle and LTC were eventually withdrawn as Lucky'Len went
intonational distribution in January, 1972 .
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1965 - 1D66

In addition to Brighton and Compass, American also introduced
Pinnacle, a third new filter-tip menthol entry in 1965 . IIouston,
Texas, was selected as the test market in IYlarch, 1965 .

American again chose Sunday Supplements to introduce the brand ;
however, unlike the Compass and Tennyson introduction, there was
no offer of two free packs .

ileadline of the advertisements "Introducing smoking on the rocks ."
As one would expect, illustration consisted of a pack of Pinnacle
sitting in a martini glass loaded with ice .

Lead- in body copy promised the "frosty flavor of smoking on the
roeks . " This cold advertising led to a cold reception in the market-
place . The brand was withdrawn six months later .

Withdrawn from the market .

~
( N

X
CD
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PRINCE ALBERT

1965-1966

Introduced in seven test markets by R . J . Reynolds 8/16/65 . Print
copy was "Meet the Prince" and °King size flavor in a king size
cigarettc . "

DISCONTINUED IN NOVEMBER, 1966.

`
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1964

In late Vlarch, 1954, Philip SUiorris introduced Puritan in Baltimore
and Washington, D. C . test markets . The product was called a cigaretto,
and this was made of pipe tobacco wrapper. The product was 83mm long
with an overall 20mm filter comprising 10mm black acetatc plus 100 mesh
charcoal granules and a 1 .Omm white acetate plug. It was packed in the by
now well known Philip 17orris IIumiflex Pack of gold and blue with a sailing
ship symbol front and back .

Compared to the other charcoal filter cigarettos, this product had high
tar/nicotine measurements which were as follows (measured in summer,
1964) : Tar per cigarette - 24 .8mg; Nicotine per cigarette - 2 . DOmg.

Advertising via TV spot and newspaper stressed in copy that this cigarette
was filled with pipe tobacco and crcatcd for smokers who want flavor with-
out inhaling. Shortly after the introduction of Puritan, A .'1' . Co. brought
out Half & Half Filter CigareLtes, using pipe tobaccos surrounded by white
cigarette paper, and later in 1964 Kentucky Club produced P . T. , another
pipe tobacco cigarette . By December, 1964, Puritan Cigarettos were
still in test, were quite dormant, and had received very little attention
apparently by the public and far less advertising support than . for
example, IIalf & Half .

1965-1966

No activity in advertising or sales recorded for 1965-1966 .

APPARENTLY DISCONTINUED
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Real

Advertising formats are unchanged unless otherwise noted .

1977

Real, a 9 mg. tar kingsize filter cigarette was introduced nationally by
R. J . Reynolds in June, 1977 . The new brand was marketed in white
wrap and cork tipping. Pack design (soft pack) for the filter style consisted
of tobacco leaves illustrated on red graphics against a white background,
the menthol style utilized green graphics . The brand name was printed in
brown letters and package copy stated that Real had, "nothing artificial
added".

Advertising campaigns featured both styles of Real on top of some leaves
of tobacco. Introductory headlines exclaimed, "The natural cigarette is
here! Announcing Real . Taste your first low tar cigarette with nothing
artificial added . Feel the Real difference ." Body copy explained that
nothing artificial (found in other brands) was found in Real and described
a rich satisfying smoke with "full, natural taste you can feel" . Headlines
later developed into "Real discovers the way to keep natural taste in,
Artificial taste out" . "Low tar Real is the natural cigarette" was used as
the tag line .

Real also employed a newspaper format with headlines claiming that,
"National taste tests prove Real is best tasting low tar" .

Cents-off coupons were a primary promotion devise used in the launch
of the new brand .

% Difference Vs. Year Ago

Sales 2 . 476 . u .
SONI 4%
SOS (HiFi) 1 . 9%
CPM $ 9. 77 ~
L:xpenditures $23 . 9MM ~
SOV 4. 9% O

1978

N

C

Headlines on the previously described format change
i

d to, "Only Real the
natural cigarette can taste so rich yet be low tar . Follow your taste to Real" .
An additional format in 1978 consisted of a divided page, the upper half
featured an action shot of a racing duno buggy while the lower half contained
copy. A mortice of a close up of the driver was used to connect the divisions .
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"Real tastes strong . More like a high tar ." was utilized as the headlire
while body copy explained why the driver switched to 1ow tar Real .

The package line was changed to, "'1'he strong tasting low tar . " .

Free packs of Real were offered with a mail-in coupon . A 50G store
coupon was also distributed in 1978 .

% Diffcrence Vs . Year Ago

Sa1es 2 . 55b . u . 3 .2%
SOM , 4% -
SOS (HiFi) 1 .5% -21%
CPM $7.76 -20 .6%
Expenditures $19 .8141V1 -17 .23'0
SOV 3 .8°Jo -22 .4%

1979

Apparently the product changed in 1979 as headlines announced, "Taste
Real's new golden taste! Richer . . .mellower than before ." The format
featured the mortice of the driver used in previous executions against a
gold background. The tag line concluded, "The smoking man's low tar .''
Tar delivery increased from U to 10 mg . The pack line changed again, to,
"Rich tastc-low tar" .

Coupons continued to be used as a primary promotion devise .

% Difference Vs. Year Ago

Sales 2.09b .u . -18%
SOM . 3% -25%

So9 (13iFi) 1 .1% -26 .7°/%
CPA1 $3 .83 -50.6%
Expenditures $8 .0MM -59 .6%
SOV 1 .3% -65.8%

Real was withdrawn from the market in 1980. ~

~
~
~
N
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Redford

1973

Lorillard introduced Redford, king size filter tipped regular cigarettes, to test
markets in Illinois and Nebraska in April 1973 . The diameter of the cigarettes
was two centimeters wider than normal. The brand was positioned as a full
taste cigarette designed to appeal to Marlboro smokers .

The pack was bright red with a white band running diagonally from the lower left
to the upper right, the name Redford in black print . The naming of the brand,
according to company spokesman, was not in any way connected with actor
Robert Redford .

Advertising executions were ecologically oriented and featured farmers and
ranch hands against appropriate backgrounds . Headlines claimed . °Grown to
taste . " . Body copy added, "Because you can't just make a better tasting ciga-
rette . You've got to grow it . New Redford is grown to taste, then 'moisture
blended' to keep its taste . A taste that's sure and hardy . . .yet mild."

$23, 000 was allocated to advertising expenditures . Sales volume could not be
determined; the brand did not achieve national distribution .

C7
~
0

~N
~

L ~
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REGENT

1954-1958

Regent, oval and king size, packed in a hinged-lid, cardboard box,
manufactured by the old Riggio Tobacco Company and selling at
popular prices, had sales of about a billion cigarettes a year con-
centrated largely in New York City . It rocked along at this level
for years until 1954 when a king size filter tip in a soft pack was
added . This seemed to have a depressing effect on sales which
were already slipping . With practically no advertising support,
sales slipped to about 300 million per year in 1955 .

In the fall of 1955 Riggio sold out to Rothmans . The non-filter was
dropped and the filter was repackaged in a newly designed flip-open
box (not .thc conventional shaped flip-top but shaped like a slide and
shell) . This was the only king size cigarette in a crush-proof box
selling at popular prices .

About $250, 000 was spent on the brand in the year after the purchase,
mostly in New York City. The inclusion of the name "Rothmans of
Pall Mall, London " in the ad caused some confusion . Perhaps the
confusion led the smokers to Pall Mall since sales slipped to such
a low point that-they have not been reported since 1958 . Needless
to say, advertising was discontinued after the first year .

APPARENTLY DISCONTINUED
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Safari

Non-menthol Safari 100's (19 mg 'tar' . 1 .4 mg nicotine) were test rnarketed by
ATC in Il4iami and Fort lauderdale, Florida in November 1973 . The brand
was packaged in a hermetically sealed Polyfoil Pak .

Advertising expenditures during the test market totaled $23, 000 .

Two advertising strategies were developed for the test market of the new brand .
Both featured the Polyfoil Pak and positioned the brand as an ever fresh ciga-
rette . The first utilized a pack as hero execution, headlines stated, "Born
fresh" . Body copy continued with, "Safari, born fresh . Stays fresh . Because
it's hermetically sealed in the new Polyfoil Pak . Airtight!" . The pack illustra-
tion was placed against a grassy background.

The second strategy utilized two formats . In one, Safari's pack was compared
to that of an "ordinary cigarette" with diagrams illustrating air flow . The
second featured only Safari's airtight pack . The following body copy was util-
ized with the two diagrams : "Because Safari is the first cigarette hermetically
sealed in the new airtight Polyfoil Pak, the air can't get in and the flavor can't
get out . All cigarettes start out fresh but air gets into the ordinary cellophane
cigarette pack and something happens . They start getting stale, start getting
dry right in the pack. Sealed inside four layers of protection, Safari can't go
stale or dry out, or lose flavor on the way to you like other cigarettes do .
Take a Safari anywhere . Over Lambesi Falls in a barrel . On a cross-Pacific
canoe race or a trans-Sahara trek . Safari's flavor is born fresh . With Safari
you get all the flavor you pay for," The execution featuring a=ingle pack of
Safari utilized a shorter version .

Safari failed to register an SOM according to bLSA and was later withdrawn from
the market .

~
~
~
~
N

~
~
~
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ST . MORITZ FILTER 100's and MENTHOL 100's

1971

Test marketed by Larus & Brothers Co ., Inc ., House of Edgeworth, in
Charleston and Columbia, South Carolina beginning in December, 1971,
St. Moritz was listed as a product of Turmac Tobacco Company, N . V .,
Netherlands (which like House of Edgeworth is owned by Rothmans
Intcrnational) .

The brand featured regular and menthol filter 100's which sold at thc
popular long price . The product was billed as the "World's First Gold
Bank Filter 100'su and each cigarette had a quarter inch gold foil band at
the tobacco end of the filter .

Each style's pack was basically a gold foil soft cup with a red (Filter
100's) or green (Menthol 100's) overlay on the front . A large gold crest
was centered on each pack below the name and above, "By Appointment
to His Royal Highness the Prince of the Netherlands ." The overall design
on the front was reminiscent of that of Pall Mall . Elsewhere on the pack
lettering was done in style's overlay color .

Little or no advertising was done for St . Moritz in December of 1971 .

1972

Although sales and advertising figures were not reported for St . Moritz
in 1972, the brand seemed to be expanding its test market as St . Moritz
ads appeared in Atlanta, Georgia .

Ads were large black and white partial page newspaper insertions with
the headline, "Good Evening, Atlanta . Did you enjoy our new cigarette
today? St . Moritz Gold Band 100's . " Copy mentioned, "St . Moritz is
an internationally famous cigarette, specially blended to American
tastes, and at the same price as ordinary cigarettes . . . They taste as
rich as they look . And that's a promise . " Ads were illustrated only
with a photograph of the packs . Tag lines billed St. Moritz as "The
world's first Gold Band filter 100's . "
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1973 - 1974

Neither sales nor advertising expenditures were noted for the
brand in 1973 .

Advertising expenditures in 1974 totaled $189,000 . Ad illustrations
continued to utiL:_ze pack photos . Headlines were changed to,
"Taste the difference a great tradition makes" . Body copy described
St . Moritz as luxurious and distinctive and frequently mentioned
the gold band filter . The brand was also described as "Specially
blended to American tastes, yet priced the same as "ordinary"
cigarettes ." Tag lines concluded, "St . Moritz . Richer . . . by
tradition" .

1975 - 1979

In 1975 St . Moritz attained a .01% SOM . Advertising expenditures
declined 28 .6% to $135,000, executions remained the same .

Advertising expenditures were discontinued in 1976 . SOM did not
change through 1979 . No share was noted for 1980, apparently
the brand has been discontinued .

J
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SALEM

1956-1961

. Salem was introduced by R . J. Reynolds in May 1956, going national without
benefit of a test market . A king size filter with white tipping, it was the first
menthol filter on the market and had significantly less menthol than KOOL,
the only menthol cigarette then on the market, Advertising expenditures ran
about $4, 000, 000 in 1956 and sales were a very healthy 4 billion .

The original Salem ad set the tone and style for all Salem advertising with a
boy and a girl in a pleasing, cool outdoor scene (usually a shady woods scene)
and copy headlined "Salem refreshes your taste", supported by "Menthol
fresh -- rich tobacco taste -- modern filter, too. " In the body copy of the
first ad was the phrase that has become synonymous with Salem television
advertising, "Take a puff, it's springtinne. "

Backed with adequatee advertising pressure (approximately $7, 000, 000 vs .
KOOL $6, 000, 000 in 1957) but not the heavy introductory pressure that was
becoming usual, sales responded nicely . By the end of 1957 Salem was
about even with KOOL in sales .

When KOOL abandoned their established copy platforxn in mid-1958 and
copied Salem's refreshing theme, the contest was over (if not before) .

With a sensational 60% increase in 1958 to go on, Reynolds pulled the plug
in 1959, spending over $18, 000, 000 (the biggest advertising budget that year
for any cigarette except Kent, which was about the same) . This was accom-
plished by shifting some TV properties from Winston to Salem . This paid
off with an increase of 10 billion in sales . Added to copy in late 1959 was
a claim based on Salem's switch to fast burning paper -°Special higlr
porosity paper breathes new mildness into the smoke . . . ncw freshness
into the flavor . . . air-softens every puff . " A number of brands added
similar claims on high-porosity paper about that time, but the public
took little notice and any effect on Salem's sales certainly could not be
seen .

1961 was a continuafion of this incredible success story . With no change
in product, package or advertising, Salem increased 18 . 2%, and by the end
of the year had edged Lucky Strike out of 4th place in the market .

1962-196•4

Salem's basic copy continued but with some minor variations . The special
( high-porosity paper copy was changed to "the special paper that breathes :
` invisible porous openings - breathes in fresh air ." The visual techniques

were also modified slightly . The brand no longer opened with a winter
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scene and changed to a springtime scene with the first puff of the cigarette .
The commercials now open with Salem green meadows and other spring
scenes. Slight copy changes occurred during this period as well with,
"Salem welcomes you to a wonderful world of softness, a wonderful world
of freshness. Salem's softness freshens your taste . ° They claimed, "It's
the wonderful, wonderful, wonderful world of Salem cigarettes . " Late
1964 found Salem making major changes in their copy which subsequently
became a future campaign . The copy went to, "Try something different
for a change. Turn to Salem for a taste that's springtime fresh . "

C

Whether or not these slight modifications effected the brand is hard to tell,
but for the first time since introduction Salem's sales indicated a slight
break in its rapid growth . With no change in advertising, share of market
slipped from 8 . 9% in 1962 to 8 . 8% in 1963 although it had obtained its
highest level of sales, 44. 8 billion cigarettes . This occurred with a
budget increase as the brand reached its highest level of expenditures . . .
$20,000 . 000 . 1964 brought continued loss of market share and for the
first time a decrease in sales . Share fell to 8 . 4% in 1964 with sales
dropping to 42 . 1 billion cigarettes .

1965

During the entire year, Salem continued the campaign of "perpetual springtime"
and the copy line °Try something different for a change . Turn to Salem for a
taste that's springtime fresh. " TV video situations featured scenes of spring-
time in various regions of the country, and print ads continued to use the now
familiar boy and girl strolling through or relaxing in a pretty springtime scene .

Sales responded, and Salem gained both in units, 45 . 1 billion, and share of
total market, 8 . 8"0. Although still below their previous record of 8 . 9% mar-
ket share in 1962, unit sales exceeded their previous record of 44. 8 billion
in 1963.

1966

The 1965 advertising campaign continued without change until about August,
at which time thc copy line changed to "Try the flavor that's springtime
fresh. Salem refreshes your taste . ° Base line copy continued to be °Rich
tobacco taste - menthol soft taste . ° Video in TV and illustration in print
continued with "perpetual springtime" scenes .

~
Sales increased to 45 . 7 billion units, a new record, but total market share O
declined slightly to 13 . 7i~ . ~

N
rA
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1967 ( . 269% menthol in King Size ; . 269,o in Super ICings)

In late summer, smokers with tired cigarette taste appeared on the TV screen .
A chorus sung the standard theme, and Salem was touted in actor-given dialogue
as a good-tasting cigarette .

- In the fall, the problem(solution had an announcer appear optically in the middle
of the scene. He discussed the four o'clock taste. Waterfalls, trees, and green
fields were in abundance throughout the year . Actor-given dialogue was often
tagged : "New Super King-Siee Salem, too . ° At the very cnd of the commercial,
two packs popped on the screen. The whole approach was quite similar to KOOL .

In 1967, $12, 574, 000 was spent behind the king-size style in TV . Print, to the
tune of $2, 657, 000, looked exactly like Salem campaigns of other years . "Rich
tobacco taste, menthol, soft flavor, springtime fresh," all with happy people .

At Christmas, newspaper advertising in New York said, "You can take Salem
out of the country, but you can't take the country out of Salem . "

In no case was the 99mm brand featured or tagged in print along with the R4mm
version .

In June, after a test in Kansas City and North Carolina lasting only a few weeks,
Salem Super Kings wcnt national . Spectacolor to show length, its own magazine
campaign with city scenes, and shorter-length TV spots introduced the brand .

Initially, Salem had a 20mm filter and 24mm of tipping. In November a change
was made . The product was a 99mm with white tipping, but now 30mm with
25mm cellulose acetate plug was used . Tar and nicotine were still the highest
of any cigarette in the extra-length menthol segment .

The package for the longer-leng4i Salem had a cartouche similar to KOOL's
which said, "Premium Length . " The Salem signature moved to the tup of the
package in a block-like treatment. The relatively soft Salem green still per-
sisted on both packages .

Copy lines were, "The one cigarette worth making longer" and a suggestion on
what to do with the extra smoking time new Salem Super Kings gave took the
form of "Walk the long way home and meet the neighbor and her dog," with
scenes of the city again but with lots of greenery. ~

Salem 100's media expense fnr 1967 was $5, 834, 000, It was split with $3, 752, 0000
in TV and the remaining $2, 048, 000 going almost entirely into print. N

Sales and share for the two styles were: ~

~
King Size: 40. 5 billion 7 . 68°fo (trending down) N
Super Kings: 2. 6 billion . 52% (trending up)

Total Salem: 43. 1 billion 8 . 20,0 (trending down slightly at mid-
year and slowly gaining towards year-end)
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1966 - 71

Salem's sales rose to 44 .5 billion in 1968 . Salem Super Kings (99mm) were
responsible for the over-all gain, more than doubling its 1967 sales with 6 .6
billion units, while King Size dropped to 37 . 6 billion . Salem's total share
was 8.4, although the King Size share dropped to 7 .2 .

Salem's advertising budget increased to $23 . 3 million, as did its CPM to
$. 52 .

Although the problem/solution technique was still used early in 1968, Salcm's
advertising made heavy use of "You Can Take Salem Out of the Country, But
You Can't Take the Country Out of Salem . "

Television viewers heard it put to music and saw Salem packs tumbling across
country scenes, instant city to country scene changes and stop action on the
word, "but'-" .

Magazine ads featured a white silhouette of a Salem package containing the
first half of the jingle, transposed on the typical Salem scene . Below was
the actual Salem package and the completion of the jingle . "Take a Puff . . .
It Is Springtime" was occasionally used as a sub-head .

Salem Super Kings, which reached national distribution with eleven other extra
length extension brands<in 1967, was advertised separately from Salem Kings
in its introductory stages . Since then, however, the two have generally shared
campaigns . Occasional non-pattern advertisements and offers have been noted
for the Super King version .

= KOOL (99's), Newport (99's), T .&M (Menthol 99's), Winston (Menthol),
Winston (99's), Tareyton (99's), Kent (99's), Marlboro (99's), L&M (99's),

Chesterfield (101's), Silva Thins (99's)

C7

C

Country" theme both in broadcast and in print . "Take a Puf'f . . . It Is Springtime"
came into wider use .

Sales declined in 1969 to 43 .6 billion although Super Kings again rose to 7 . 6 . ~
King Size slipped to 36 . 1 billion but Salem's total share remained at 8 .4 . ,, .,

'~'Salem's expenditures were cut back to $21 . 8 million and the CPM dropped to i.
$ . 50 . N

O
Salem's 1969 advertising campaign continued with variations of the "Out of the W

Salem Super Kings' 1969 campaign included "Springtime Lasts Even Longcr ."
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C : Sales were up slightly in 1970 to 43 . 6 billion . While King Size continued to
drop (35 .0 billion), Super King continued to gain, now up to 8 . 6 billion. Though
Salem's share of the market remained at 8 .4, its segment share dropped to 36 .4
as KOOL continued to gain in 1970 both in total market share (8 .0) and segment
share (32 .4) .

Salem's expenditures rose to $22 . 1 million although the CPM remained at $ . 50 .

Salem's advertising remained basically unchanged through 1970 except for the
introduction of "Springtime, It Ilappens Every Salem ."

Although it received little emphasis, a jewelry offer was run in certain women's
magazines for Salem Super Kingss in 1970 . One ad offered a ring for two Salem
Super King end flaps and $39 . Another featured a charm bracelet for $205 and
two end flaps .

At first glance, 1971 appeared to be a good year for Salem . Sales continued to
increase, now to 45 . 96 billion . Salem Super King showed steady gains at 10 . 75
billion, as did Salem King Size at 35 .2 (the first time since the introduction of
Salem Super King in 1967) . Salem's total market share climbed for the first time
since 1968 to 8 .6 .

Yet during 1971 KOOL King Size surpassed Salem Kings by nearly a billion ciga-
rettes as the best selling brand of menthol cigarettes . Accordingly, Salem's
segment share dropped to 35 . 9 .

Salem's 1971 expenditures included $7 . 3 million for Salem King and $2 million
for Salem Super King (Newspapers and individual supplement expenditures not
available) . About half of this went into magazines . The CPM was $ . 20 (without
Newspaper and individual supplement expenditures) .

The "Out of the Country" theme had been completely dropped by 1971, Instead,
Salem's print campaign featured, "Springtime - It Happens Every Salem, " and
"It's Only Natural - Natural Menthol ."

With electronic media no longer allowing cigarette advertisements, Salem seemed
to turn to contests to attract consumer attention . In 1971 Salem co-sponsored the
Winston and Salem Bowling Bonanza, and sponsored a boating sweepstakes, a
"World Games" sweepstakes (aimed primarily at Blacks) and a vacation sweepstakes .

Salem Super Kings featured "The Long, Long Springtime" theme .
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1972

C

Salem King sales continued to nudge upward reaching 35 . 35 billion units
in 1972 . Super King sales were also up for (he year at 12 . 3 billion. The
brand's total market share remained 8 .6%, but its share of the mentho-
lated filter segment dropped to 35 . 2% .

Expenditures for the king size version were near $9 .01 million . Mxgazines
received over 39 % of the style's budget with newspapers accounting for
another 28%; outdoor ads, 21%; and national supplements, 11%. CPM
for Salem King in 1972 was $ . 25 .

The extra-length style had expenditures of $6 . 58 million in 1972 with
magazines accounting for the major portion (38f;) and additional support
from outdoor advertising (29%), newspapers (27%), and national
supplements (6%) . Salem Super King's CPM was .$ .54 .

The two styles shared most ads in 1972 as all Salem advertising
centered around "Natural Menthol ." The brand's illustrations
continued to picture Salem smokers in grassy fields or near streams .
Salem's advertising execntion varied from fu1L-page, black and white
newspaper ads to fuLL-color, horizontal, partial-page spreads . Pull-
page, four-color newspaper and magazine ads were most common for
Salem in 1972 .

During the first half of the year, Salem headlines read, "Natural
Menthol. Not the artificial kind. That's what gives Salem a taste
that's never harsh or hot . " In July, copy was boxed-off with crossed
green leaves and a single Salem . The copy and illustrations were
basically unchanged, but headlines were altered to read, "Salem
refreshes naturally! ° in the second half of 1972 .

A number of exceptions to SaLcm's 1972 campaign (perhaps test ads)
were noted in various newspapers around the country . In October,
giant headlines in Kansas City newspapers read, "Cotton
Mouth! (Do you ever get it from your cigarettc?), " Copy lead into
the °natural menthol" themc and a alosing line added, "Salem refreshes
naturally . . . everytime . . . anytime!" Detroit newspapers ran a two-color,
fractional page with a photograph of a local Black fashion designer . The
woman was identified as such and headlines read, "I changed to . . .
Ripe-n-Ready Natural Menthol Salem . " In November, a fu1L-page, ~
color ad, which ran in Pittsburgh newspapers, showed a couple near ~
a stream with a man playfully splashing ulater on his female componion . ~
A large headline read, ' A Salem is . . . splashing aroundl" A tag Line N
added, "A Salem refreshes naturally'" ,~

~ ~^~
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Salem promotions in 1972 consisted of at least three contests including
a'$alem Country Stakes" in April, the "Winston-Salem '300' Bowling
Sweepstakes° in October, and a"Sike Stakes" also in October. All
contests required entrees to include either two empty Salem packs
or the phrase "Natural Menthol Salem" written in block letters on a
3" x 5" card .

C
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C
Salem Parent

Advertising executions are basically unchanged unless otherwise noted .

1973

Salem developed a"great outdoors" shop in 1973 . Merchandise offered
included lanterns, coolers, backpacks, tents and other camping gear .

A number of self-liquidator campaigns were offered in 1973 including :
a Bonne Bell facial kit ($1 .99), a needlepoint kit ($3 . 50), a crew hat ($2. 50)
and a dress pattern ($ . 50) .

Salem also presented a consecutive 3-page unit in women's magazines
which featured designer clothes .

°J~, Difference
Vs. Year Ayo

% Difference
%'1'otal Brand Vs . Year Ago

Sales 49 .OOb .u. 2.8% 100%

~ SOM 8.5% -1 .2°Jo 100%

SOS (}IFT) 36.4% -4.7% -
CPM $ .41 24.2% -
Expenditures S20. 2MM 20. 5% 100°J,

SOV 8.7Ta 19.2~0 100%

1974

`

R . J . Reynolds introduced Salem's hard box (85mm) nationally in February
1974. Pack design was consistent with the other Salem styles . Advertising
executions featured different ways of carrying the crush proof box in
pockets, boots, and bags .

A separate format was developed for Salem Longs and featured in women's
magazines . Main copy said, "For more of a woman, more of a Salem" .
A lavender mortice containing copy and pack divided the page . Fashionably
dressed models or career women were featured on the opposite side. ~

Salem Extras, a more heavily mentholated version of Salem was test QOy
marketed in Birmingham. Alabama and New Orleans, Louisiana in October N
1974. The style did not achieve national distribution. ~

Salem's outdoor shop was again featured in 1974 . In a self-Iiquidator -]
campaign a men's sweater was offered for $15 . 95, retail value $30 . 00 .
Salem also co-sponsered the Watts festival concert and featured the
'Listen Easy Sound Sweepstakes in which $25, 000 worth of prizes were given
away.
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C
% Difference

Vs . Ycar Ago
°'u Difference

) Total Brand Vs . Year Ago

Sales 50 .85b.u. 3.8% 100% -
SOM 8 .6% 1 .2% 100% -
SOS (MFT) 35 .4% -2 .7°fo - -
CPnI .$ .4£3 17% - -
Expenditures $24 .5MM 21.3°/a 100% -
SOV 8.2% -5 .7% 100% -

1975

Three different campaigns were developed in 1975 . In a format similar
to that used in 1974 copy was shortened from, "Salem refreshes naturally"
to "Refresh yourself" . In executions developed for black publications copy
changed to, "Smoke Easy" . Models were shown relaxing after some kind of
outdoor activity. The final execution noted in 1975 was a closcup of a model
explaining why he smoked. °People ask me if I really enjoy smoking .
I sure do. And Salem Longs are why. They give me all the good cigarette
taste I'm smoking for. Plus Salem's fresh menthol." ' . . . that's why I

1

enjoy smoking . That's why I smokc Salem'' .

A$1 .50 store coupon off a carton of any style of Salem was distributed in
1975 . A Salem belt buckle was also featured .

Salem Lights were introduced nationally in November .

°fo Difference % Difference

Vs . Year Ago %o Total Brand Vs . Year Ago

Sales 50.5h .u. - .7g'o 100",b
SOM 8.4% -2.3% 100%
SOS (MFT) 34.3%a -3.1% -
CPll1 $.44 -8.3% -
Expenditures $22 .3.1/Ll'1 -9.0% D00%
SOV 6.6% -19.5% 100%

~
.5
O
~
N
~

L O
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C
1976

A rugby shirt was offered in a self-liquidator campaign for $13 .99,
retail value $24 . 00 .

% Difference
Vs . Year Ago % Total Brand

% Difference
Vs. Year Ago

Sales 45 .42b.u . -10 .1% 86 .3% -13 .7 %
SOM 7.6% - 9 .5% 86 . 4% -13 .6%
SOS (MFT) 33% - 3 .8% - -
CPVI $ .38 -13 .6% - -
Expenditures $17.1T4M -23 .3% 66 .3% -33 .7%
SOV 4.1% -37 .9% 66 .1% -33 .9%

1977

C

Another advertising campaign was utilized in 1977 in addition to the
'testimonial' campaign . "Flavor breakthrough" headlined the new execution .
A male model breaking through a wall of paper held a pack of Salem Kings .
Body copy described, "Now, a richer, smoother, more satisfying Salem!
As the leader in tobacco technology we have discovered a way to improve
that great Salem flavor. At the same time we have actually lowered the tar!
You get all that famous menthol freshness plus a richer, smoother, more
satisfying smoke." The tag line emphasized, "Lower in tar, too" .

Salem kingsize tar delivery was reduced from 19 mg . to 18 mg .

A$1 .00 off store coupon on a carton of Salem kingsize was offered in 1977 .

% Difference
Vs . Year Ago % Total Brand

% Difference
Vs . Year Ago

Sales 39 . 65b. u . -12 .7°jo 73 .8°fo -14.5%
SOM (MFT) 6 .6% -13.2% 74.2% -14.1%
SOS 30 .9°0 - 6.4% - -
CPM $ .39 2 .6% - -
Expenditures $15 .0ilQM 12 .3% 50 .2% -24.3%
SOV 3 .1% -24.4% 50 .8°fa -23 .1°)0 ~

0
~
~

L
tA

O
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1978

Advertising campaigns in 1978 reverted back to an outdoor background,
occasionally employing a model . Headlines said, "Enjoy the taste of
country fresh Salem. Kingsize and hard box packs were included in the ad .
A tag line concluded, "Country fresh menthol . Mild, smooth and refreshing .
Enjoy smoking again" .

% Difference
Vs. Year A^o % Total Brand

% Difference
Vs . Year Ago

Sales 35 .75b .u. -9 .8 % 65 .8°0 -10.8%
BOM 5 .9% -10 .6% 65 .6% -11 .6%
SOS (MFT) 32 . 1% 3.9% - -
CPM $ .40 2.6% - -
Expenditures $14 .3111M -4.7% 41 .1 ~w, -18 .1%
SOV 2 .8% -9. 7 % 41 .2°jo -18 .9%

1979

C % Difference
Vz. Year Aqo Total Brand

% Difference
Vs . Year Ago

Sales 31 .82b . u . -11% , 58 . 9% -10. 5%
SOM 5 .2% -11 .9% 59 .1% - 8.1%
SOS (MFT) 30 .5°fo -5 .0% - -
CPM $ .55 37 .5% - -
Expenditures $17.5MM 22 .4%a 37 .6% - 8.5%
SOV 2 .8% - 38 .4% - 6.8%

~

O

~
N
N

O
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Total Sa1em

1973

% Difference Vs. Year Ago

Sales 49.00b.u. 2 .8%
SOM 8 . 5% -1 . 2%
CPM $ . 41 24 . 2%
Expenditures $20 .2MNI 29 .5%
SOV 8 . 7% 19 . 2%

1974

Difference Vs. Year Ago

Sales 50 .85b.u. 3 .8%
SOM 8 .6% 1 .2%
CPM $ . 48 17%

~ Expenditures $24.5MM 21 .3%
SO V 8 . 2% -5 . 7%

1975

% Difference Vs . Year Ago

Sales 50. 50b. u . - . 7%
SOM 8 .4% -2 .3%
CPM $ . 44 -8 . 3%
Expcnditures $22 .31111 -8,g%
SOV 6 . 6°h -19 . 5-0

1976

% Difference Vs. Year Ago ~
~

Sales 52 .63b.u. 4.2% N
L SOM 8. 8% 4.8% ~

CPM $. 49 11.A% ~i
Expenditures $25 .8M111 15.Tf ~o
SO V 6 . 2% -6.1%
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C 1977

% Difference Vs . Year Aso

Sales 53. 70b . u . 2 . 0%
SOM 8 . 9% 1 . 1%
CPM $ . 56 14 . 3%
Expenditures $29 .9MM 15 .9$'a
SOV 6 .1% -1 .6%

1978

°)o Difference Vs . Year Ago

Sales 54. 35b. u . 1 .2%
SOM . 9 .0% 1 .1%
CPM $ . 64 14 . 3%
Expenditures $34 . 8MM 16 .4%
SOV 6 . 8% 11 . 5"/0

\
1979

% Differencc Vs. Year Ago

Sales 54.02b.u. - .61%
SOM 8.8 % -2.2%
CPM $ . 86 34. 4%
Expenditures $46 . 6MM 33.9rjo
SOV 7.3% 7.4%

~.F
O
~
~

C F+
~
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SALEM KING SIZE

C
Year Sales

Market
Share Adv . CPM

Segment
Share

1967 40 .5 7 .7 15 .3 .38 38 .8
1968 37 .9 7.2 18 .0 .47 34 .5
1969 36 . 1 6 . 9 18 .0 .50 31 . 9
1970 35 .0 6 .7 18 .1 .52 29 .0
1971 35 .2 6 .6 7 .3 .21* 27 .5
1972 35 .4 6 .4 9.0 .25 26 .1

SALEM SUPER KING

1967 2 .6 .5 5 .8 2 .23 2 .4
1968 6 .6 1.2 5 .3 .80 6 .0
1969 7 .5 1.4 3 .7 .49 6 .7
1970 8 . 6 1 .7 3 .9 .45 7 .4l
1'J71 10 .75 2 .0 2 .0 * .19~ 8 .4
1972 12 .3 2 .2 6 .6 .54 9 .1

TOTAL SALEM

1967 43 . 1 8 . 2 21 . 2 .49 41 . 2
1968 44 . 5 8 . 4 23 .3 .52 40 .5
1969 43 . B 8 . 4 21 .8 .50 38 .6
1970 43 . 9 8 . 4 22 . 1 .50 36 . 4
1971 45 .95 8 .6 9 .3 ,,' .20* 35 .9
1972 37_7 8 .6 15.6 .40 35 .2

*Newspaper expenditures unavailable
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C
SALEM SUPER KING

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES
(000)

Radio
News-
a.p per Maeazines

Supple-
mcnts Outdoor Total

1967 $3,752 $ 34 $ 863 $1,185 $--- $--- $5,834
1968 3,219 1,052 --- 1,142 --- --- 5,413
1969 2,993 140 2 576 --- --- 3,711
1970 2,380 357 4 1,193 --- --- 3,934
1971 20 --- • 7241 281 --- 2 025
1972 1,794

,

2,482 399 -li ° 1,915

,

6,590

C

*Newspaper expenditures unavailable. ~

m*Independent supplement figures not available. Q
07
N

( W
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SALEM KING SIZE

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES
(000)

Year Television Radio
News-
Uaoer Magazines

Supple-
ments Outdoor Total CPM

1956 $1,400 $ 400 $2,200" $ 4,000 $1 .00
1957 3,515 242 3,412 7, 169 . 60
1958 5,492 288 4,665 10,446 . 55
1959 8,054 438 9, .530 18,022 .64
1960 7,626 146 7,200 14,973 .43
1961 8,153 1,106 7,091 17,250 .41
1962 12,170 82 6,431 18, 683 . 43
1963 12,866 980 6,166 20,012 .45
1964 14,456 545 7,401 22,403 53
1965 15,797 925 3,451 20,173 .45
1966 16,627 818 3,683 21,128 .47
1967 12,574 88 $ 38 $2,619 $ --- $ --- 15,319
1968 13,831 1,585 9 2,666 --- --- 16,091

, 1969 14,779 824 2 2,457 --- --- 18,062
J 1970 13,671 1,799 49 2,584 --- 19 18,122

1971 35 --- ~= 3,603 1,031 2,660 7,329
1972 2,529 3,546 1, 01.8*^•>* 1, 915 9,008

*Total print : includes newspapers, magazines, supplements, car cards and outdoor .

**Newspaper expenditures unavailable .

-='~4ndepcndent Supplement figures not available
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Salem Lights

C

1975

Salem Lights, an 85mm 12 mg . tar cigarette was launched nationally in
November 1975 .

Two green stripes divided the white pack . "Menthol fresh° was written
above the first stripe, ''Salem Lights" was in the middle of the pack and
"Lowered tar and nicotine" was featured at the base of the face panel .
"New Salem Lights", written in neon green against a black background in
a pack as hero execution introduced the style . Body copy added, " Lowered
'tar' . Same fresh taste" .

1976

Salem Long Lights (12 mg . tar) were introduced nationally in June 1976 .

Headlines in a pack as hero execution said, "It's new!, It's longer!,
It's low tar! Salem Long Lights" . Body copy said, "We've put all the
great taste of Salem Lights into a long low tar cigarette . New Salem Long
Lights . The only long low tar cigarette with that fresh Salem taste" .
A 15( store coupon was inctuded in the ad .

% Difference % Difference

Vs . Year Ago °fc ToLal Brand Vs . Year Ago

Sales 7.21b .u. - 13.7% -
SOM 1.2% - 13.6% -
SOS (p'II;iPi) 28.7% - - _
CPM $1.21 - - _
Expenditures $8.7M111 - 33.7q'o -
SOV 2.1% - 33.9% -

1977

Headlines in 1977 advertising executions invited smokers to "Enjoy Salem
Lights" . Both styles were included in the ad. "Salem Lights and Salem

M

Lights 100's" was featured as a headline in another execution, ''Enjoy real
0
~

satisfaction and fresh mcnthol taste in a low tar cigarette", followed as a ~7

~

tag line .

Tar delivery in both sizes was reduced ; Kings from 12 mg . to 11 mg. and

f{]

~
100's from 12 mg . to 9 mg .
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C
A$1 . 00 off store coupon on a carton of either Salem Lights Kingsize
or 100's was offered in 1977 plus a 25G off coupon on a 2-pack purchase .

% Difference
Vs. Year Ago %Total Brand

% Difference
Vs . Year Ago

Sales
-

14.05b.u. 94.9% 26 .2% 91 .2%
ro7m 2 .3% 91 .7% 25 .8% 89 .7%
SOP 39.3% 37 %, - -
CPM $1 .06 -12 .4%0 - -
P)xpenditures $14.9MM 71 .3% 49 .8~0~ 47 .8%
SOV 3 .0% 42 .9% 49 .2% 45 .1%

1978

Headlines varied in 1977 from, "Enjoy Salem Lights" over the outline of
a cigarette to, "The preferred taste," over an outline of a map of America .
The basic format of the ad remained the same as that developed in 1976 .

\
% Difference
Vs . Year Ago % Total Brand

% Difference
Vs . Year Ago

Sales 18 .60b .u . 32 .4% 34 .2% 30 .5%
7MMI 3 .1% 34 .8% 34.4°/a 33 .3°Jo
SOS 34 .5% -12 .2 % - -

CPM $1 .10 3 .8°0 - -
Expenditures $20 . 5MM 37 .6% 58 .9% 18 .3%
SOV 4 .0','a 33 .3% 58 .8% 19 .5 %

1979

Headlines in a 1979 execution over a pair of red lips with a cigarette, said,
"Taste Salem Lights" . Body copy added, "Light menthol refreshment .
Low tar. Satisfying taste . The best selling low tar menthol" . The tag line
concluded, °The best of the Lights" .

% Difference
Vs . Year Ago % Total Brand

~

^Jo Difference
Vs . Year Ago

Sales 22 .2b .u . 19 .4% 41 .1% 20 .2%
` SOM 3 .6% 16 .1% 40 .9°jo 18 .9°fo

SOS (1biHiFi) 36 .8% 6 . 7 % - -
CPM 51 .31 19 .1% - -
Expenditures $29 .1MM 42% 62 .4°fc 5 .9%
SOV 4.6% 15% 61 .6% 4 .8°Ja
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C , SARATOGA

`

1963-1964

In February, 1963, Saratoga was first introduced into Hartford, Conn .
and Sacramento, California . Once again this Philip Morris product
was packed in the Humiflex Pack, colored red and white . Saratoga had
what Philip Morris described as a Charcron Filter and a white acetate
filter as the mouthpiece . This was 20mm overall in length. Charcron
was a paper filter with fine charcoal granules in it .

The brand was advertised in much the same way as Philip Morris's
advertising for Paxton and Multifilter, insofar as the Humiflex Pack
and filter are concerned . They described Saratoga as the first ciga-
rette to meet the challenge of today's smoking needs . They featured
descriptive copy concerning the Humiflex Pack and described the new
team of filters "back-to-back."

In July, 1964, Saratoga was again test marketed with a different char-
coal filter 15mm overall, comprising 7-1/2mm white acetate and a
7-1 /2mm charcoal segment . Sales were again extremely low (no
records being kept), and by the end of 1964 Saratoga had been with-
drawn as Philip Morris concentrated on their other charcoal filter
entry, Multifilter .

According to jobber reports, Saratoga was withdrawn by Philip Morris
by the end of 1964 .

1965-1966

Saratoga was still being withheld from the market in 1965 .

On October 17, 1966, Philip Morris re-introduced Saratoga to the
Peoria, Illinois test market . Saratoga appears in a red plastic flip-
top box. The cigarette has a strong licorice flavor. As of November,
1966, Saratoga has not been introduced nationally .

~
~

O
~N
rA

NC m
APPARENTLY DISCONTINUED
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STi .VA THINS FILTER 100's

C

C

1967-71

Following test marketing in New York City beginning September 1, 1967,
Silva Thins began national distribution in May of 1968 . Packaged in a
silver foil pack with the name in black below a pattern of flcurs-de-lis on
a black rectangular background, the brand sold 400 million cigarettes in
its four months on test market and got 0 .2,0 of the plain filter segment .

The New York City test was supported by $700, 000 of advertising, primarily
in spot television and newspapers . The brand's CPM was $1 .75 for 1967 .

Advertising in New York (which would later be used on a national scale),
presented the brand as "the impossible cigarette . " Copy explained "Less
'tar' and nicotine than other 100's . Less than many Kings . Yet Silva Thins
taste better . Impossible? Try Silva Thins with the Skyline filter ." The
filter never received more than a mention .

Commercials, generally :60's, showed a male smoker wearing sunglasses
constantly leaving females (who tried to get his Silva Thins) on country
roads, in elevators, etc .

Print ads were always black and white, and were illustrated with the pack-
age and a male model (wearing sunglasses), smoking Silva Thins .

In its first complete year in national distribution (1968), Silva Thins sold
2 .0 billion units for a market share of 0 .4'"o and 0 .7 0 of the plain filter
segment .

Expenditures were 512 . 1 million in 1968 with over 510 .7 million allocated
to network and spot television, .R1 .0 million to newspapers and the remainder
to spot radio and magazines . CP71 for 1968 was S6 . 00 .

Basic advertising messages and format for Silva Thins werc unchanged until
June, 1968, when both the broadcast and print campaign announced, "i .atest
U. S, Government figures show Silva Thins !owest in tar and nicotine of all
l00's tested, lower than most kings . "

Heavier use was made of :30 commercials in 1963 . The "tar" and nicotine
content of Silva Thins was supered on the scrcen during most advertisements .
Commercials continuously featured the male smo'<er taking his Silva Thins
away from women, leaving them stranded in motorcycle sidecars, in gondolas,
taxi cabs, etc . Each commercial seemed to imply Silva Thins were for men ~
only. `f

~N
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Also in 1968, Silva Thins Menthol was marketed nationally, The avail-
ability of the menthol style was mentioned in the regular style's print
and broadcast campaigns .

/

Sales in 1969 jumped to 3 . 1 billion units causing Silva Thins market
share to rise to 0 .6% and its segment share to climb to 1 .2%.

Silva Thins' 1969 advertising budget was $11 .8 million with nearly 90%
allocated to television and another 10%to magazines . Cl'M for 1969
was $3 .81 .

For the first time, women were not completely discarded in the Silva
Thins campaign . In commercials females were rescued rather than
stranded as they thought to themselves, "It may be his cigarette now,
but I want in" and announcers encouraged, "Silva Thins . Get 'em . Any-
way you can. " The slogan, "Silva Thins, the one that's in" was added
during 1969 .

In print females were pictured standing behind the male smoker or double
exposed over him in hazy miniature . The only color used in Silva Thins
print campaign was for the menthol package in regular Silva Thins advertisements .

Silva Thins sales in 1970 were slightly above those of 1969, reaching 3 .15
billion units . Market and segment shares, however, remained 0 . G% and
1 .2% respectively .

Expenditures were cut back to $8 .4 million in 1970 with 82°jo allocated to
network television, 16%to magazines and the remainder to newspapers and
spot television. CPM for the year was $2, 63 .

Commercials were generally :30's in 1970, stressing, "Cigarettes are like
women . The best ones are thin and rich . Silva Thins arc thin and rich .
Thin so they taste light ,, rich because rich is better . " Other commercials
mentioned Silva Thins "look smart and taste smart, too . "

Print advertisements continued to emphasize low "tar" and later added the
"thin and rich" slogan .

Sales dropped to 3 .0 billion units in 1971 and although the brand's total
market share remained 0 .6%, its share of the plain filter segment slipped
to 1 .1%a . . ~

O
In 1971 magazines ivere allocated $745, 000, outdoor advertising $2, 000, and ~
newspapers an undetermined amount. N

~

N
N
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Occasional two-color ads were noted in 1971, particularly using blue
as a background color . The Silva Thins smoker was sometimes graphically
illustrated in 1071 although he was still generally seen in photographs .
Ileadlines read, "America's first thin 100's have less 'tar' than most
Kings ." Also thetwin-bed format (ads on opposite facing pages) was used
on occasion in 1971 with the menthol style .

1972

Silva Thin Filter sales increased in 1972 to 3 .09 billion units. The
style's market share remained 0 . 6%, but its share of the non-menthol
filter segment slipped to 0 . 1T .

Magazines provided the base medium for Silva Thin Filter 100's
accounting for 58% of the style's $1 . 42 million budget . Newspapers
also received a large allocation . CPM for 1972 was $ . 46 .

Although neither sales nor advertising activity was noted during 1972,
advertising expenditures in the amount of $21, 000 in newspaper ads,
were reported for a king size Silva Thins .

Silva 1'hin ads in 1972 consisted of two-color partial pages and full-
page black and white magazine ads as well as occasional small black
and white newspaper ads .

The brand's 1972 campaign centered around the headlines "Think
Thin" and "Silva Thins 100's have less 'tar' than most kings, 100's,
menthols, non-filters" with the tag "and more flavor than all of them . "

Silva Thin promotions for 1972 featured a point of purchase offer
for a free (for 10 Silva Thin enclosures) disposable flashlight, In
July, ads offered °Your likeness (or someone else's) on a beach
towel, T-shirt or sweatshirt. " Beach towels and T-shirts were $4 . 95
and five closure seals while sweatshirts were $5 .95 and five closures .
Each order was to include a large photograph of the person to be
imprinted on the item ordered .
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SILVA THINS FILTER 100's

Year Sales Mrkt . Share Advertising CPM Segment Share

1967 0 .4 - 0 .7 1 .75 0 .2

1968 2 .0 0.4 12 .1 6 .00 0 .7

1969 3 .1 0.6 11 .8 3 .81 1,2

1970 3 .15 0 .6 8 .4 2 .63 1 .2

1971 3,00 0 .6 .73=? - 1 .1

1972 3 . 09 0 . 6 1 . 42 .46 1 .0

L

*Newspaper figures not available ; therefore, total expenditure not complete .
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SIi .VA TFRNS FILTER 100's

ADVERTISING UXPENDITURES
(000)

Year Television Radio Nsprs . Magazine Supps . Outdoor Total

1967 $ 491 $ - $ 199 $ - $ - $ - $ 690

1968 10,785 116 1,047 190 - - 12,148

1969 10,623 29 - 1,182 - - 11,834

1970 6,007 - 121 1,359 - - 8,387

NOTE: Broadcast Advertising prohibited effective 1/1 /71

1971 N .A . 745 - 2 747=~

1972 -- -- 586 829 - 6 1,421

`

*Newspapcr figures not available ; therefore, total expenditure not complete .
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SILVA THInS MENTHOL 100's

C

`

1968-71

Silva Thins Menthol 100's were introduced nationally without prior test
marketing on September 5, 1968 . The style was packaged in a green foil
pack with black print and iteurs-de-tis pattern, resembling regular Silva
Thins' package .

The brand was introduced rather quietly and shared most Silva Thins
advertisements in print and received availability mention ("Now in Menthol
too . ") in most Silva Thins commercials . Perhaps most notable in Silva
Thins Menthol advertising was the addition of color for the menthol style's
package in the traditional black and white Silva Thins magazine advertisements .

Sales for the style were 500 million for the few months it was in national
distribution in 1968 . It received 0 . 7% of the total market and 0 . 3% of the
mentholated filter segment .

Si1va Thins Menthol's 1968 expenditures were .$763, 000, primarily in tele-
vision with support in magazines . Initial CP1VI was $1 .60 .

From 1968 to 1971 most Silva Thins advertising centered around, "Latest
U . S . Government figures show Silva Thins lowest in 'tar' and nicotinc of
all 100's, lower than most Kings . Yet better taste . " Broadcast and print
featured a male smoker wearing sunglasses . Both styles' packs were shown
at the end of commercials and at the bottom right corner of most newspaper
and magazine ads .

The menthol style's sales reached 1 . 53 billion units in 1969 for a total
market share of 0 . 3% and a segment share of 1 . 4% .

Expenditures for 1969 were .$3 .3 million with $2 .6 million allocated to net-

work and spot television, and another $700, 000 allocated to magazines .
CPM for 1969 was 82 .20 .

Sales remained steady at 1 . .54 billion in 1970 and 1 .53 billion in 191 1 . Al-
though the style's market share was unchanged for the two years, its share
of the mentholated filter eegment dropped to 1 .2%by 1971 .

A budget of $748, 000 in 1970 was divided between television, which received Qt

80%, magazines 15% and newspapers 5% . CPM for 1970 was $ .49. ~

Magazines received $497, 000 in 1971, outdoor advertising S2, 000 and news- N
papers an undetermined amount. y~

N
Silva Thins Menthol 100's advertising continued to consist primarily of N
shared newspaper and magazinc ads with the plain filter style . In 1971
the twin-bed format (ads on opposite facing pages) was also occasionally
shared by the two styles .
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1972

Silva Thins Menthol sales turned upward in 1972 reaching 1 .56 billion units .
The style's market share and s'nare of the mcntholated filter segment re-
mained 0 . 3% and 1 . 2% respectively .

Expenditures for the menthol style in 1972 were near $1 .53 million . Major
allocations were split between magazines and newspapers with outdoor ad-
vertising receiving a smaller allocation . CPNl in 1972 was S . 98 .

Although neither sales nor advertising activity was noted in 1972, advertising
expenditures, in the amount of $21, 000 in newspaper ads, were reported for
a Silva Thins 113enthol King Siae .

Advertising fur Silva Thins Menthol 100's in 1972 consisted primarily of
"Menthol, too" tags in Silva Thin Filter ads . The brand's campaign theme
was "Silva Thins 100's have less 'tar' than most Kings, 100's menthols,
non-filters and more flavor than all of them . "

Silva Thins promotions for 1972 featured a point of purchase offer for a frac
(for 10 Silva Thin closures) disposable flashlight . In July, ads offered "Your
1_:ceness (or someone elsels) on a beach towel, t-shirt or sweatshirt . " Beach
towels and t-shirts were $ .96 and five closures, while sweatshirts were S5 .9o
and five closures . Each order was to include a large close-up photograph of
the person to he imprinted on the items ordered .
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Silva Thins (Regular and Menthol)f

\ Advertising executions are basically unchanged unless otherwise noted .

1973

- o Change vs . Year Ago

Sales 4 .74bu 1 .9%

SOM .82g 2 .4%

SOS (FT) 1 .08% 2 .7%

CPM $ .31% -50 .8%

Expenditures $1 .49MM -49 .5%

SOV .64% 1 .4%

1974

& C4ange vs . Year Ago

Sales 4 .76bu .04%

SOM .80% 2 .4%

SOS (FT) 1 .05% -2 .8%

CPM $ .61 96 .8%

Expenditures $2 .BBMM 93 .3%

SOV .97% 51 .6%

C

1975

The health oriented " .^hink Thins" campaign continued . Copy below
heaslines was simply "Think Thins 100's . They have less 'tar' than
most Rings, 100's, menthols, non-filters ." Some executions included
tar and nicotine levels of the best selling filter and lowest overall
brand in a comparison chart with Silva Thins .

Silver-plated flatware by Oneida was offered in a self-liquidator

campaign for $5 .95 a place setting plus five closure seals .

% Change vs . Year Ago

Sales 4 .70bu -1 . 3%
SOM .78% -2 .5%

SOS (FT) 1 .03% -1 .9%

CPM $ .30 -50 .2%

Expenditures $1 .42 -50 .7% Q'
SOV ~.42% -56 .7% 0

07
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1976

Silva Thins' advertising strategy underwent a major change in 1976 .
The new campaign attempted to develop a female/stylish image for the
brand . Executions developed were totally female oriented, a complete
reversal from the male orientation of the middle '60's . The format
featured female models participating in recreational activities en-
closed in a mortise on the left side of the page . Copy and pack
illustration were placed on the right . "I'm a Thinner" was consistently
utilized as a headline . The first four or five lines of copy varied
depending on the models activities . 6'or example, copy beside a golfer
said, "Keep in trim and play to win . Tl:at's my way of thinking . I'm
really into thin . My figure . My clothes . Even my cigarette ." Copy
continued in all executions with, "Silva Thins 100's . Long and thin
in looks . Lower in tar than many filter 100's . Think about it." Tag
lines added, "In menthol too" .

E Change vs . Year Ago

Sales 2 .69bu -42 .7%
SOM .45% -42 .3%

SOS (PT) .62% -39 .8 %
CPM $ .54 80 .0%
Expenditures $1 .45MM 2 .1%
SOV .35% -16 .7%

1977

In addition to the "I'm a Thinner" campaign, Silva Thins attempted a
humorous approach . A pack as hero execution was utilized with head-
lines comparable to "Silva Thins makes your minnie ha ha . Your tick
tock, razzle dazzle ." and so forth . Copy added, "Long, lean, elegant
Silva Thins does somethin different for everybody . Give 'em a try .
They may even make your hotsy

In order to encourage consumer participation in these catchy phrases,
Silva Thins offered five free packs to anyone who would complete a
counon blank saying, "Silva Thins makes your .

% Change vs . Ycar Ago

Sales 2 .23bu -17 .1%

SOM .37% -17 .8%
SOS (YT) .58% -6 .4% ~
CPM $ .58 7 .4% ~F
Expenditures $1 .29NM -11 .0% ~
SOV .26% -25 .7% ~

N
~

L N
m
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1978

l

in tag lines .

% Change vs . Year Ago

Sales 1 .82bu -18 .4%

SOM .30% -18 .9%

SOS (FT) .52% -10 .3%

CPM $ .68 17 .2%

Expenditures $1 .24d4f - 3 .9%
SOV .245 - 7 .7%

Although tar delivery was lowered from 17 to 12mg ., in 1978, consumers
continued to perceive Silva Thins as a full taste cigarette . For that
reason SOS will remain in the full taste category .

The humorous approach was not continued in 1978, style in the "I'm a
Thinner", was further developed . Models were featured in both business
and recreational pursuits . Body copy explained below headlines . "Here's
another reason why I'm a Thinner" although "I" began smoking Silva Thins
for their )ooks, "Long, lean, and elegant" lower tar was "another good
reason for being a Thinner ." Menthol versions continued to be mentioned

1979

"Why I'm a Thinner" was utilized as a hcadli.ne in 1979 . A close up
of the model more contemporary/stylish was placed in the upper corner
of the ad . Body copy continued to explain headlines . The pack
illustration was mortised in the left corner of the ad .

% Change vs . Year Ago

Sales 1 .58bu -13 .2%

SOM .26% -13 .3%

SOS (FT) .48% - 7 .7%

CPM $ .86 26 .5%

Expenditures $1 .36MM - 5 .9%

SOV .21% -12 .5%

1980

Advertising formats were altered again in 1980 . The pack illustration
became more prominent and was placed at the top of the page . A model
in evening clothes was mortised in the left corner of the ad . Head-
lines read, "Low tar . High style ." "Long lean and low with lots of Cn
style . Silva Thins" was utilized as body copy. O

( C7

N
~
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1980 (Continued)

C % Change vs . Year Ago

Sales 1 .35bu -14 .6%

SOM .22% -15 .4%
SOS (FT) .41% -14 .6%
CPM $ .41 -52 .3% '
Expenditures $ .56MM -58 .8%

SOV .08k -61 .9%

l

O
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SILVA THINS MENTHOL

ADVERTISING F,XPENDITIIRES
(000)

Year Television Nsprs . Magazine Supps . Outdoor Total

1963 $ 637 .$ 8 $ 68 $ - $ 763

1969 2,fi80 # 670 - - .3,250

1970 007 37 114 - - 743

NOTE : Broadcast Lldvertisingprohi6ited effective 1/1/71

1971 N.A, 497 - 2 489'~

1972 721 791 14 1,526

C

~
~
~
C)

N

$less than $500

*Newspaper figures not available ; therefore, total expenditure not complete,

**Independent Supplement figures not available .
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SILVA TIIINS MPNTHOL

Sa1es Mrkt . Share Adverfising CPM Seg . Share

1968 0 .5 0 .1 0 .8 1 .60 0 .3

1969 1 .53 0 .3 3 .3 2 .20 1 .4

1970 1 .54 0 .3 0 .7 .49 1 .3

1971 1,53 0.3 0 .5* 1 .2

1972 1 .06 0 .3 1 .5 .98 1 .2

~

O
~N

L.7
N

=Newspaper figures not available ; therefore, total expenditure not complete .
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~ % SPRING

C

1959-1961

Spring was Lorillard's sneak entry in the high-filtration field during
the rash of entries in that field in the summer of 1959 .

Not advertised as a high-filtration cigarette nor as a menthol cigarette,
it is hard to classify .

Spring is the "air-conditioned cigarette" as a result of "hundreds of
microscopic openings" in Spring's paper made by "Lorillard's exclu-
sive electronic process.° Spring also contains °the lightest possible
touch of inenthol ."

By mid-1960, copy had settled somewhat to "the gentlest tasting cigarette
made today . . . with just a wisp of menthol! " .

Sales were in the same range as other high-filtration brands introduced
at that time, selling about one billion during the introductory period,
dropping to less than half that the following year and continuing to trend
down . Lorillard didn't spend as much as some in this frantic period
but still dropped $4, 500, 000 in 18 months . Unlike the others, however,
Lorillard is continuing to advcrtisc Spring and spent over $2, 000, 000 in
1961 largely concentrated in the last half of the year . A new approach -
"Smoke light, smoke light, smoke light - the one cigarette that goes all
the way to lightness . . . Spring" was used in this campaign .

1962-1964

The "smoke light" campaign continued during 1962 and 1963 but in early
1964 this copy was changed . The new copy was developed by taking minor
points from the old campaign and making them basic selling ideas . The
campaign then became "Spring is the most desirable cigarette for you to
smoke . Longer filter, lighter menthol, light tobacco taste . " The adver-
tising budget stayed around the $2, 000, 000 mark in 1962 and 1963, and
rose to $3, 000, 000 in 1964 . Sales moved from 1 .4 billion in 1963 to
1 .5 billion in 1964, a 7, 9% gain . In Suly, 1963, Spring went into test
market with the Gift Star premium program, a cooperative effort which
included other major manufacturers in the same operation . They were ~
in Denver and Salt Lake and few other western areas throughout this period. ~
The premium program was supported in print ads but was not carried in- Q7
to television during '63 and '64 . In 1964 Spring held a .3% share of the ~
total market ; this was identical to their 1963 share, reflecting an overall ~
increase in the menthol category sales. ~

IA
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1965-1966

Spring's campaign remained essentially the same through 1965 . 1965 saw
a cut-back in advertising expenditures to $1, 567, 000, with a CPM of $ . 98 .
Advertising dollars were invested almost entirely in spot TV . Spring's
share of segment decreased from 2 .0 to 1 . 7 (Maxwell - 1964 vs . 1965) .

Spring continued to'run print ads, shared with York and Old Gold Filters,
advertising their Gift Star Coupon test, which was begun in 1963 . At the
end of 1966, Lorillard announced that Spring, along with Old Gold Regular
and Filter, and York, would he launched nationally with Gift Star Coupons .
The anticipated launch is March, 1967 . 1966 saw a decline in sales and
share of segment for Spring . Sales fell from 1 .56 billion in 1965 to 1 .42
billion in 1966, and share of segment fell from 1 . 7% to 1 . 5% (source -
Maxwell Reports) .

1967 ( . 206% Menthol in King Size ; . 311% in Super Kings)

Spring 100mm was introduced nationally in March without a test .

Spring 84. 5mm, as it was measured, had a white acetate filter and 24mm
of white tipping. Tar and nicotine delivery were relatively low . The 99mm
style had the same filter and tipping but had low pressure drop and typical
tar and nicotine delivery .

Spring 100mm had a white package with a light blue, white, and a little
green band running at the girth of the package . There was a resemblence
to the extra coupon partner - non-menthol York.

100mm Spring and Old Gold shared :60 commercials that hit the viewer
with various gift opportunities or trading stamps for coupons . "The best
coupon with a cigarette . The best cigarette with a coupon . " The format
was executed with actor-given dialogue, husband and wife situations, and
whimsy to a degree. Some daytime TV was used .

$ l, 101, 000 was placed in this TV effort, which was basically unchanged
through 1967 . A total expenditure of $1, 279, 000 was made with the re-
maining dollars in print .

~
In print, Spring packages appeared boldly with York or with Old Gold. O
Ads always offered a coupon starter kit reply cut-out in the ad. Sup- ~
plements and magazines comprised the print mix. ~j

a
Sales were: N

WC U1King Size

.274 Billion , 05% share (trending down fast)

100mm Style
.867 billion . 16% share (upward slowly)
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No promotion activity was seen for 85mm Spring .

The brand's coupon plan in 1967 immerged from a lengthly regional
test . It is called a "Gift Stars" coupon which allows one to trade stamps
for cash at certain participating retailers, a minimum of 300 for con-
version, only at A&.P to date . A coupon saver may also select gifts from
a catalog which quotes gift cost in number of books . Finally, the gift
stars may be redeemed in regular participating stamp redemption centers .
These participating centers were not to be found anywhere in 1967 .

1968-1971

Spring 100's sales reached 1 . 1 billion units again in 1968 . Although the
brand's total market share remained at 0, 2%, its share of the mentholated
filter segment slipped to 1 .0% .

Expenditures in 1968 were $991, 000 with $549, 000 allocated to network
television ; $257, 000 to supplements ; $183, 000 to newspapers ; and $2, 000
to spot radio . CPM for 1968 was $ . 91 .

Spring's 1968 broadcast campaign consisted primarily of tags on :60 Old
Gold spots mentioning, "And if you like to smoke menthol cigarettes but
don't want to lose getting coupons, new menthol Spring 100's . "

Early print ads featared large photographs of both the Spring 100's and
the Old Gold packs with headlines such as, "America's best-tasting filter
cigarettes bring you gift coupons (and they pay off 3 ways) . " Copy generally
de a lt with the coupons being traded in for catalog gifts, cash, or trading
stamps . By April, ads centered around premium gifts with package il-
lustrations positioned near the bottom . Throughout 1968, ads featured the
slogan, "Best coupon that ever came with a cigarette . Best cigarettes
ever came with a coupon, " and coupons worth 200 Gift Stars .

Sales fell to 810 million in 1969 . Again Spring 100's total market share
remained 0 . 2%, but its share of the mentholated filter segment fell to 0 .8%

. Expenditures were cut to $432, 000 in 1969 with $217, 000 allocated to sup- ~
plements, $154, 000 to network television 557, 000 to newspapers, and Q
$4, 000 to spot television . CPIl4 for 1969 was $ . 40 . ~

N
By 1969, tags on Old Gold commericals consisted of, "The same coupon ~
that comes on fresh tasting Menthol Spring Filtcrs

. " Cj

Emphasis in print was on premium gifts through March, 1969 . In April, n
Spring 100's pack was no longer featured with the Old Gold pack . The menthol
brand's only mention was in the last line of copy and read, "Get Gift Star
Coupons on Menthol Spring 100's too! " .
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Spring 100's sales sank to 680 million units in 1970 . The brand mustered
0 . 1% of the total market and 0 .6% of the mentholated filter segment.

The entire $69, 000 allocated to Spring !00's in 1970 went into print .
Magazines received the major portion of it with $63, 000, while the
remaining $6, 000 went to supplement . CPitT for 1970 was $ . 10 .

Spring 100's were seldom mentioned in Old Gold ads in 1970 .

Sales dropped to 590 million units in 1971. Although Spring 100's retained
0 . 1% of the total market, its share of the mentholated filter segment slipped
to 0 .5%.

No advertising expenditures were recorded for the brand in 1971 . The
Spring 100's pack illustration, traditionally fmrd on Gift Star Coupons,
was eliminated.

1972

Spring 100's sales fell to 530 million units in 1972 . The brand's market
share remained 0 . 1%, but its share of the mentholated filter segment
fell to 0 .4%.

~

1973 %Q vs Year Ago

Sales . 49 bu - 7 . 5%
SOM .08% -20 .0%
SOS (Menthol Filter) .33% - 17 .5

1974

sales .45 bu - 8 .2%
SOM '.b8% --
SOS (Menthol Filter) .29% -12 .1%

1975

Sales .36 bu -20 .0%
SOM .06m -25 .0%
SOS (Menthol Filter) .22% -24 .1 %

1976

Sales .27 bu -25 .0%
~ SOM . 05% -16 . 7%,

SOS (Menthol Filter) . 16% -27 . 3
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%Qvs Year Ago

1977
c

Sales .19 bu -29.6%
SOM .03% -40 . (%
SOS (Menthol Filter) .117, -31. 3%

1978

Sales .15 bu -21 . 1%
SOM .02% -33.3
SOS (Menthol Filter) .09% -22 .2

1979

Sales .12 bu -20.0%
SOM .02% --
SOS (Menthol Filter) . 07% -22. 2

1980

Sales .09 bu -25.0%
SOM .02% --
SOS (Menthol Filter) .05% -28 .6%

l
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Spring 100's sales sank to 680 million units in 1970 . The brand mustered
0 . 1% of the total market and 0 .6°fo of the mentholated filter segment .

The entire $69, 000 allocated to Spring 100's in 1970 went into print .
Magazines received the major portion of it with $63, 000, while the re-
maining $6, 000 went to supplement . CPM for 1970 was $ . 10 .

Spring 100's were seldom mentioned in Old Gold ads in 1970 .

Sales dropped to 590 million units in 1971 . Although Spring 100's retained
0 . 1% of the total market, its share of the mentholated filter segment slip-
ped to 0 .5% . .

No advertising expenditures were recorded for the brand in 1971 . The
Spring 100's pack illustration, traditionally found on Gift Star Coupons,
was eliminated .

1972

Spring 100's sales fell to 530 million units in 1972 . The brand's market
share remained 0 . 1%, but its share of the mentholated filter segment fcll
to 0. 4% .

~~
0
~
N
iA
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SPRING

Market Segment

Year Sales- Share Adv . CP11 Share

1967 1 .1 0.2 l .3 1 .18 1 . 1

1963 1 . 1 0.2 1,0 .91 1 .0

1969 . 81 0. 2 0 . 9 . 40 0 . 8

1970 .88 0. 1 .07 . 10 0 . 6

1971

1972

.59

.53

0 . 1

0 .1 --

--

--

0 .5

0.4

C

*National distribution during 1967

**Newspaper expenditures unavailable

~
~
~
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SPRING
ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES

(000)

Year Televisipn Radio Newspaper Maeaziaes S~u olements Total

1963 $ 549 $ 2 $ 183 $ --- $ 257 $B91
1969 158 - - 57 --- 217 432

1970 --- -- --- 63 6 69
1971 --- -_ ___~ ___ ___ ___
1972 --- -- ---

C

~
.F
O
~
N
{A

*Newspaper expeoditores unavailable ~
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1974-1975

Super M menthol 100's were test marketed in selected counties of Pennsylvania
in May 1974 . American launched the brand in a hermetically sealed airtight
pack. 'Tar' delivery was 17 mg, nicotine 1 . 3 mg . Menthol content was .51%.

Package design was an important element in Super M's advertising campaign .
The packaging material consisted of separate foils and wraps laminated together .
The seal pouch was metallic, ultramarine blue with a separate metallic printed
silver label that overwrapped the lower three-fourths of the package . The entire
pack was enclosed in conventional transparent polypropylene outer wrap with a
white tear-tape . The name "Super M Menthol 100's" was placed in the upper
portion of the package, a starburst above, "20 filter cigarettes" below . The
closure seal stated, "stay-fresh airtight pack" . (The same pack construction
was utilized for American's Safari in November 1973 . )

$I .6MM was allocated to the brand's advertising expenditures .

The brand was positioned as a stronger fresh menthol cigarette with an econo-
mical orientation . Introductory formats utilized a pack as hero execution .
Headlines queried, "Getting all the menthol you pay for?" Body copy sugges-
ted that, "if you're not smoking Super M, you may not be . Super M preserves
100% of the menthol flavor in its hermetically sealed, airtight pack . Other
menthols don't. Menthols in ordinary packs can lose flavor on the way to you
or on the shelf. Super M . No air gets in . No flavor gets out . It's the only
super menthol."

Super M split an ad with the weekend sports lineup on local television stations
in December .

The brand achieved a .01% SOM in 1974 and 1975 ; apparently it has since been
withdrawn from the market .

~
~
O

N
~

C~ F~
N
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SWEET CAPORAL

1965-1966

Introduced in 12 test markets in Northeast 10/18/65 . Although they
have not officially gone national, Sweet Caporal is available nationally
if ordered . Radio advertising copy consists of slapstick type humor
with tag line, "Sweet taste and Sweet Caps are back . " Sweet taste is
the only claim made on radio ad or print ads other than they now have
a filter. Print ad has bold heading of "Sweet News from 1870" followed
up with similar "sweet taste" line . Large picture of pack appears
below smaller picture of girl with handlebar moustache . Advertising
expenditures were reported at $188, 000 (print and radio) but no sales
were reported for 1966 .

APPARENTLY DISCONTINUED
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TAREYTON

Prior to 1954

Herbert Tareyton was an old brand name acquired from Tobacco Products
Company by the American Tobacco Company in 1923. Nothing much was
done with the brand until 1940 when it was made king size and cork tipped .
After that change, it was promoted with Pall Mall with indifferent success .

The brand was practically withdrawn from the market during the shortage
years and reintroduced in 1946 . Spot announcements at the time of reintro-
duction were the first media advertising for the brand and then only $100, 000
was spent. Sales in 1946 reached 3 billion, a little less than one-third
Pall Mall's volume . Sales rose with Pall Mall and maintained about the
same relative position .

No media advertising was used after the announcements (which merely
said "Herbert Tareyton is back") until 1949 . Since then a modest amount
has been budgeted in magazines and, in 1953, in newspapers, in which
year the budget reached $1,700,000 .

Copy was reserved, simply "Discriminating people prefer Herbert
Tareytort " supported by pictures and testimonials of prominent people
in society .

The position of'the brand in respect to Pall Mall remained much the
same (about 30% of Pall Mall's steadily increasing sales) until 1952 .
Although Tareyton increased 25% in 1952, even this couldn't keep pace
with the Pall Mall surge and, in 1953, Tareyton's growth slowed to
about 8%, by then the smallest percentage increase since its reintro-
duction, nevertheless sales hit an all time high of 13. 5 billion .

1954-1958

By mid-1954, American Tobacco was the only major company without an
entry in the runaway filter field . (1954 was the year that filter share of
market jumped from 3% to 10%. ) Whether caught unprepared for a new
brand introduction or whether encouraged by the very satisfactory growth ~
of cork tip Tareyton with nominal advertising pressure, American in ~
August 1954 introduced the filter tip style of Herbert Tareyton . The ~
package was identical to the cork tip package except for a very small N
red, white and blue diagonal stripe across the lower right corner. ~

N
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Although the filter style was featured, both styles were included in adver-
tising during that first year . At first the featured claim was "Gives you
true tobacco taste and real filtration too" with the "Activated charcoal
filter" story in the body copy to describe the "Selective Filter (Patents
Pending)" . Despite an increase in advertising expenditure fromn $1 . 7
million to over $4 million with the increase all going into television,
(heretofore unused by Tareyton) sales of the filter style during 1954
were 1 . 5 billion while the cork tip style lost 2 . 5 billion. Thus Tareyton
completed the year of introduction with a net loss of one billion cigarettes .

SEE TAREYTON FILTER .

~ ~~
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~ Although the filter style was featured, both styles were included
in advertising during that first year . At first the featured
claim was "Gives you true tobacco taste and real filtration too"
with the "Activated charcoal filter" story in the body copy to
describe the "Selective Filter (Patents Pending)" . Despite an
increase in advertising expenditure from $1 .7 million to over
$4 million with the increase all going into television, (hereto-
fore unused by Tareyton) sales of the filter style during 1954
were 1 .5 billion while the cork tip style lost 2 .5 billion . Thus
Tareyton completed the year of introduction with a net loss of
one billion cigarettes .

1959

Advertising expenditures have not been allocated to the plain
end style since 1959 .

% ~ ys Year Ago

Sales 3 .0 bu -16 .1%
SOM .66% -17 .5%
SOS (Plain) 1 .32% -12 %

3
1960

Sales 2 .7 bu -10 %
SOM .57% -15 .8% ~
SOS (Plain) 1 .2 % - 9 .1%

1961

Sales 2 .6 bu - 3 .7%
SOM .53% -7 . %
SOS (Plain) 1 .14% - 5 .0%

1962

Sales 2 .5 bu - 3 .8% ~SOM .51% - 3 .8% ~
SOS (Plain) 1 .16% - 1 .8%

~
1963 N

Sales 2 .4 bu - 4 .0%
r

J SOM
SOS (Plain)

.47%
1 .14%

- 7 .8%
- 1 .7%

~
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1964 % d vs Year Ago

C
Sa1es 1 .8 bu -25. %
SOM .36% -23 .4%

SOS(Plain) .90% -21 .0%

1965

Sales 1 .4 bu -22 .2%

SOM .27% -25 %

SOS(Plain) .77% -14 .4%

1966

Sales 1 .4 bu
SON .27%

SOS(Plain) .85% 10 .4%

1967

Sales 1 .2 bu -14 .3%
SOM .23% -14 .8%

SOS (Plain) .82% - 3 .5%

~ '.
1968

Sales 1 .0 bu -16 .7%
SON -19% -17 .495

SOS(Plain) .75% - 8 .5%

1969

Sales
SOM

.95 bu

.19%

-5 %

----
SOS(Plain) .80% 6•7%

~L ~ ~
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% Q vs Year Ago

`
1970

Sales .75 bu -21 %
SOM .14% -26 .3%

- SOS (plain) .67% -16 .3%

1971

Sales .61 bu -18 .7%
SOM .11% -21 .4%
SOS(P1ain) .62% - 7 .5%

1972

Sales .52 bu -14 .8%
SOM .09% -18 .2%
SOS (plain) .57°p' - 8 .1%

1973

Sales .48 bu - 7 .7%
~ SOM .08`/6 11 .1%

SOS(P1ain) .54% - 5 .3%

1974

Sales .42 bu -12 .5%

SOM .07% -12 .5%
SOS(Plain) .50% - 8 .0%

1975

Sales .34 bu -19 .0y,
SOM .06% -14 .3%
SOS (Plain) .44% -12 .0%

`
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C % c vs Year Ago

1976

Sales .24 bu -29 .4%

SOM .04% -33 .3%

SOS(Plain) .34% -22 .7%

1977

Sales .35 bu 45 .8%
SOM .06% -12 .5%
SOS(PLain) .55% 61 .8%

1978

Sales .28 bu -20 %
SOM .05% -28 .6%

SOS(Plain) .48% -12 .7%

1979

Sales .25 bu -10 .7%

C SOM 04% -20 %
SOS(Plain)

.

.46% - 4 .2%

1980

Sales .16 bu -36 %
SOM .03% -25 %
SOS(Plain) .32% -30 .4%
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c HERBERT TAREYTON

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES
(000)

Year Print Radio Television Total CPM

1946 $ --- $ 100 $ --- $ 100 $ .03
1947 ___ ___ ___ ___
1948 ___ ___ ___

1949 400 --- --- 400 .08
1950 800 --- --- 8oo . .1
1951 800 --- --- 800 09
1952 1,000 --- --- 1,000 .08
1953 1,700 --- --- 1,700 .13
1954 1,910 260 1,880 4,050 .32
1955 3,660 160 2,420 6,240 .57
1956 3,700 300 1,700 5,700 .63
1957 1,208 320 1,489 3,017 .43
1958 3,609 219 2,529 6,357 85

C 1959 6,370 140 4,570 11,080 1 .04
1960 3,393 682 5,566 9,641- .80
1961 2,500 1,248 d,719 9,467 .70
1962 3,137 1,515 :i,477 10,129 .72
1963 3, 615 1, 234 6, 171 11,020 . 74
1964 1,806 269 10,855 12,930 .72
1965 2,564 656 8,708 11,928 .60

See Tareyton Filter for advertising expenditures beyond 1965 .

`
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TARFYTOV

Sales by Style

All King Size Prior to 1954

Year
85mm
Pl.ain Filtcr Total

1954 11 .0 1 . 5 12 . 5

1955 7 . 5 3 .5 11 . 0

1956 5 .4 3 .6 9 .0

1957 4 .0 3 .1 7 .1

1958 3 . 5 4 . 0 7 . 5

1959 3 . 0 7 . 7 10 . 7
`

1960 2 .7 9.3 12 .0

1961 2 . 6 10.9 13 .5

1962 2 .5 11 .5 14 .0

1963 2.4 12 .5 14.9

1964 1 .8 16.1 17 .9

1965 1 .4 18 .0 19 .4

Q1
~

See Tareyton Filter for sales by style beyond 1965. ~

~N
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TAREYTON

C1

1954-1958

By mid 1954, American Tobacco was the only major company without an
entry in the runaway filter field . (1954 was the year that filter share of
market jumped from 3% to 10% . ) Whether caught unprepared for a new brand
introduction or whether encouraged by the very satisfactory growth of cork
tip Tareyton with nominal advertising pressure, American in August, 1954
introduced the filter tip style of Herbert Tareyton . The package was identical
to the cork tip package except for a very small red, white and blue diagonal
stripe across the lower right corner .

Although the filter style was featurcd, both styles were included in advertising
during that first year. At first the featured claim was "Give you true tobacco
taste and real filtration too" with the "Activated charcoal filter" story in the
body-copy to describe the "Belective Filter (Patents Pending)° . Despite an
increase in advertising expenditure from S1, 700, 000 to ovex$4, 000, 000
with the increase all going into television, (heretofore unused by Tareyton) sales of the filter style during 1954 were 1

. 5 billion while the cork tip style
lost 2 . 5 billion . Thus Tareyton completed the year of introduction with a net
loss of one billion cigarettes .

In 1955 advertising was concentrated exclusively on the filter style . The
"Aclivated Charcoal" story was moved up from the body copy to dominate the
ad . Advertising expenditures were increased another $2, 200, 000 . Results~
filter incrcased 2 billion ; cork tip lost 3 . 5 billion ; net loss 1 . 3 billion cigarettes .

During 1956, 1957 and the first half of 1958, as sales of the filter style peaked,
then began to slide down and cork tip sales continued down, Tarcyton share of
market fell to half what it had been before the introduction of the filter style
(1 .7% of share in 1957 vs 3 . 5%u in 1953) .

1958-1961

On August 1, 1958, American brought out the new Tareyton Dual-Filter . Gone
was all resemblance to the old tferbert Tareyton pack and added was a white
ring around the middle of the cork tip to emphasize the dual-filter, "The pure
white outer filter, with a unique inner filter of activated charcoat ." All Tareyton
advertising featured the dual-filter Tareyton . No advertising for cork tip 0~
Herbert Taryeton has been seen since , and the budget in 1959 was raised to ~j
over $11, 000, 000. O

~
N
lA
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N
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In assessing this action on the part of the American Tobacco Co ., it must be
remembered that their new entry in the filter market, Hit Parade, (introduced

0
in late 1956 and backed by fantastic expenditures in media advertising, sampling
and sales promotion) was, by mid-1958, dying on the vine .

Despite the fact that the dual filter was inefficient as a filter and Tareyton
had about the highest tar deliver of any filter on the market, the public
interpreted °filters as no single fitter can" to mean "filters better than any
single filter can" and sales turned up immediately . Although forced by the
FTC to abandon any filtration claims, Tareyton has been able to retain the
high filtration image by clever use of "Dual Filter Does It!" in relation to
taste claims, with a cut-away illustration of the "pure white outer filter and
activated charcoal inner filter."

Advertising expenditures since introduction of dual filter have been very heavy,
equaling those of the established filter brands with over double Tareyton's sales .

As a result, by the end of 1961 Tareyton Fitter was established as a contender in
the filter field with a sales of 10 .9 billion that year. Herbert Tareyton cork tip
was tending to level, having dropped to around 2 . 5 billion . So the close of 1961
found combined sales of the two styles at exactlv the same level, 13 .5 billion,
as the corl< tip style alone achieved eight years earlier before the introduction of
the filter style .

Although share of market in 1961 was less that 2 . 8°Jr, compared to 3 . 5% in 1953
(before fittcr), Tareyton was well started on the way up from its low of 1 .7%
(before dual-filter . )

1962-1965

In November, 1962, Tareyton was packed in the "new pull tab pack . " No
closure on the pack was necessary as only one-third of the top could be opened .
At this time Tareyton was using the copy °Hungry for Plavor7 Tareyton's
got itl" and this copy continued through the fall of 1963 . In October, 1963,
Tareyton copy radically changed to "Us Tareyton smokers would rather fight
than switch, " and "Soin the unswitchables and enjoy the great taste that inspires
their agressive loyalty ."

In December, 1963, American Tobacco first used the copy expression, in
connectlon with Tarcyton, "Get the filter that made activated charcoal famous . "
This almost seemed like a premonition that following the Surgeon General's
Report in danuary, 1964, there would be several different charcoal filter ~
cigarettes introduced . This, of course, happened . ~

Q7
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-1)
In 1962 Tareyton sales amounted to 12, 021 million with an advertising expenditure
of $10, 129, 200 . In 1963 sales increased to 13, 621 million, and the advertising
expenditure increased to $11,020,900 .

During 1964 Tareyton sales gains were impressive and while Kent, the major
high-filtration brand on the market, suffered sales losses as a result of the
Surgeon General's Report, Tareyton, through its charcoal filter characteristics
and some extremely catchy copy involving the unswitchables campaign and
black-eyed models, rose to a total of $16, 503 million in 1964 . The brand was
heavily advertised by means of network and spot television, newspaper and
magazine ads during 1964, and the A . T. Co. spent that year $12, 928, 000 on
Tareyton advertising,

On the 8th of May, 1964, A . T. changed the Tareyton pack . The copy on the
front of the pack under the Tareyton symbol was changed from "Dual Filter" to
"Activated Charcoal Filter ." Advertising copy changed from "Join the un-
switchables and enjoy the great taste that inspires their aggressive loyalty" to
"Join the unswitchables . Get the charcoal filter with the taste worth fighting for ."
Body copy went on to state "There's a difference you can see in the filter . It
makes a difforcnce you can taste in the smoke ." '1'areyton cigarette character-
istics remained constant through 1964, i . e . an 85mm cigarctte with a 15mm
filter comprising 7-1/2mm white acetate and 7-1/2mm of paper with charcoal dust .

On January 1, 1965, as a result of the C . A . C . 's ruling on filter descriptions, the
"Activated Charcoal" wording on the Tareyton pack was removed and, though
retaining the black-eyed models and "I'd rather fight than switch" campaign, the
advertising copy was modified to conform to the Code . The headline copy still
reads "Us Tareyton Smokers Would Rather Fight than Switch. " In accordance
with Code restrictions, the body copy was changed to "Get the Filter Cigarette
with the Taste Worth Fighting For" and "Tareyton FIas a White Outer Tip and an
Inner Section of Charcoal . Together, they actually improve the flavor . . ." 1965
expenditures for Tare,vton declincd $1 million ; TV effort was reduced $2 million,
while radio and print budgets were increased aa total of $1 million. CPM dropped
from .72 to .60 as sales increased from 16 . 1 in 1964 to 18 . 5 billions ; and
market share rose from 3 .2% to 3 . 6% . Herbert Tareyton King Size Plain
continued at steady sales decline, from 1 .8 billion in 1964 to 1 . 2 in 1965,
resulting in a dip from .4°5 to .2% share of market .

1966

"Rather Fight than Switch" campaign continues . During latter part of 1966, ~
tag line changed from "Tareyton, with the taste worth fighting for" to "Tareyton0
with the charcoal tip." ~

N
G
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1967 - 1971

Tareyton Filter's sales dropped 1 .7 billion units to 17 .5 billion in 1967 . The
brand's market share settled at 3 . 2% while its sh~re of the charcoal filter seg-
ment slipped to 52 .8% .

Advertising expenditures were cut by $5 . 9 million to .$7 .7 million . Money was
allocated to nearly every medium with 68% allocated to network and spot tele-
vision, 22% to magazines, 7% to network and spot radio, and 2% to newspapers .
Supplements also received a slight allocation . CPM for the year was 5 .45 .

Commercials centered around the question, "What gives Tareyton the taste
worth fighting for?" It was used in various situations (game show setting, etc . ),
sung by a chorus and provided a lead into discussions of Tareyton's dual filter .
In 1967 Tareyton commercials were usually :60's, although occasionallv a :40
was used with a :20 Tennyson commercial .

Full-page, full-color magazine ads used the question as a headline with a filter
diagram, short copy explanation, and a black-eyed smoker with the "rather
fight than switch" tag line .

Beginning in June of 1967, print advertisements were shared with Tareyton 100's
introductory campaign, featuring both packs, the standard "rather fight than
switch" line, and "now us Tareyton smokers have even more to fight for" .

The 85mm filter styles sales continued to slip, ending 1968 with 16, 5 billion
units . Its share of the total market dropped to 3 . 1% as segment share sank to
50 .7% .

Expenditures were boosted to $9 . 3 million in 1968 with the entire budget
allocated to network and spot television. ~

~
Commercials were generally :60's and :30's and were shared with Tarcyton ~
100's . The campaign (which had been used by the 100's style in 1967) cen- N
tered around, "If you could put Tareyton's charcoal filter on your cigarette, ~4
you'd have a better cigarette . But not as good us Tareyton, " and featured ~A
smokers attempting to scotch tape, paper clip, tie, etc . Tareyton's filter ~
onto another cigarette .

In March of 1968, perhaps as a result of American Tobacco resigning from the
Cigarette Advertising Code, "activated charcoal" was reinstated in Tareyton
advertising . Black-eyed smokers continued to be featured with the "fight" slogan .

Sales in 1969 dwindled to 16.0 billion and although market share remained 3 .1%,
Tareyton Filter King's share of the charcoal filter segment slipped to 49.5%.

C '
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The style's expenditures were boosted by $5 . 8 million in 1969 for a budget of
$15 . 1 million. Network and spot television were allocated 92% of the budget
with newspapers receiving another 5% and spot radio the remaining 3% . CPM
for 1969 was $ . 92 .

C

Tareyton continued heavy use of :30 and :60 commercials with the "if you could
put Tareyton's filter" theme . Most ads were shared by the 85mm and 100mm
styles .

Following a magazine article in January of 1969, Tareyton launched a news-
paper campaign with the headlines, "Hope for cigarettes is how Fortune Maga-
zine describes the activated charcoal filter ." Copy included, "Tareyton is
America's first . . . largest selling . . . best tasting charcoal filter," and con-
cluded with the "if you could put Tareyton's filter" tag line . Otherwise Tareyton's
print campaign followed the same "if you could put" theme, featuring cigarettes
with filters paper clipped on, etc .

A decline of over 1, 0 billion cigarettes in 1970 brought Tareyton Filter King
sales to14 . 93 billion units . The style's market share dropped to 2 .9%, while
its share of the charcoal filter segment settled at 46 . 9% .

Expenditures were cut back to $11 . 1 million with $8 . 0 million going to network
television, $2 .5 million to magazines, and $0 .5 million to newspapers . CPM
in 1970 dropped to $ . 74 .

Tareyton's broadcast campaign continued the "if you could" theme through the
first three Quarters of 1970 . In September commercials used a chanting
chorus, repeating, "Tareyton is better, charcoal is why ."

Early in 1970, headlines read, "we wouldn't ask you to put Tareyton's charcoal
filter on your cigarette without a reason ." Copy explained, "Tareyton's
activiated charcoal scrubs the smoke to smooth the taste ." Ads always included
an illustration of the Tareyton filter and a black-eyed smoker with the "rather
fight" tag . Other headlines included, "Here's something no smoker should be
without, " both again emphasizing the charcoal filter . In September, head-
lines were changed to "Tareyton is better . Charcoal is why?"

Tareyton Filter's downward sales trend failed to slow in 1971 as sales fell to
13 .2 billion units . 'Phe style's market share dwindled to 2 .5% as its share of
the charcoal filter segment slipped to 44 . 3% .

In 1971, magazines were allocated $2 . 15 million, outdoor advertising $16, 000 .3
and newspapers an undetermined amount. ~

Newspaper ads were generally smaller in 1971, often two-color (red), and kl~
frequently featured graphically illustrated black-eyed smokers. N

G!l
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2
Magazine ads were usually full-color, full pages, although on occasion two-
color twin-bed ads (vertical ads on opposite facing pages) were used . The
"Tareyton is better . Charcoal is why", theme continued throughout most of
1971 . In August, 1971, Tareyton made a charcoal water filter offer . Listed
as a$12 . 99 value, consumers could purchase the filter for $5 . 00 and two
Tareyton wrappers .

1972

Tareyton Filter sales slipped to 12 . 45 billion units in 1972 . The style's
market share and share of the charcoal filter segment were 2 . 2% and

42 .7% respectively .

The extra-length version's sales, however, were up to 6 .22 billion units
in 1972 . Although Taryeton 100's total market share remained 1 . 1% its
share of the charcoal filter segment rose to 21 . 3% .

Advertising expenditure for Tareyton Filters were $2 .4 million in 1972 with
over 75% allocated to magazines . Another 23% was attributed to newspaper
support with outdoor ads making up the remaining allocation .

Tareyton 100's received $4 .4 million for advertising in 1972 . The major
portion of the extra-length style's budget was allocated to newspaper ads
with additional support in magazines and a smaller allocation to outdoor
ads .

Tareyton continued to feature its activated charcoal water filter offer in
most of its magazine advertising throughout 1972 . Half of each ad was
illustrated with a full-color graphic of the water filter and the headline,
"This charcoal filter gives you better tasting water ." The other half featured
the Tareyton pack and the headline, "This charcoal filter gives you better
tasting cigarettes . " Similar small black and while or two-color ads ap-
peared in newspapers . Later, magazines featured a Tareyton pack lying
beside a glass being filled with water and the headline, "Your water tastes
better filtered through charcoal. So does your Tareyton . "

Newspaper ads were generally black and white or two-color small partial
pages with the headline, "Tareyton is better charcoal is why . " Larger
black and white newspaper ads appeared in November announcing, "There've
been 24 charcoal filter cigarettes, but there's only one number one . '1'his one."

In December, black-eyed smokers re-appeared as Tareyton seemed to be re-
turning to its "rather fight than switch" theme . 0)

~
0
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TAREYTON PARENT
(All Styles)

Advertising executions are basically unchanged unless other-
wise noted .

1973

The "Rather Fight Than Switch" campaign which positioned the brand
as the best tasting because of it's charcoal filter was reinstated .
"Tareyton is better, charcoal is why" was utilized as a tag line in
the new executions . The "Number One" campaign was also featured .

The charcoal water filter offer was repeated .

8 & Vs . Year Ago

Sales 18 .9 bu 1 .18
SOM 3 .30% -3 .0%

SOS (Charcoal) 63 .2% -1 .0%

CPM $ .28 -20 .0%

Expenditures $ 5 .3MM -26 .4%

SOV 2 .3% -25 .80

1974

In 1974, the "Rather Fight Than Switch" campaign continued . Models
were laughing in the new executions, (formerly smoking) . Copy and
pack illustrations were placed across the lower portion of the ad .
Some executions included a filter illustration .

Sales 18 .5 bu -2 .1%

SOM 3 .1% -6 .1%

SOS (Charcoal) 63 .0% - .3 %

CPM $ .36 28 .6%

Expenditures 6 .6MM 24 .5%

SOV 2 .2% -4 .3%

1975

The tag line concluded "Tareyton is American's
coal filter cigarette. -

best-selling

~ Sales 17 .9% -3 .2%

SOM 3 .0% -3 .28
SOS (Charcoal) 62 .9& - .2%

CPM $ .46% 27 . 8%

Expenditures $ 8 .2MM 24 .2%

SOV 2 .4% 9 .1%

Tareyton developed a new campaign in addition to "Fiqht Than switch"
in 1975 . The campaign maintained best taste positioning . Head-
lines asked, "Why is Tareyton better?" Body copy explained .be- .
cause of the charcoal filter . Beside the pack illustration, a ~
black eyed smoker said, "Join the unswitchables and see why . . ." ~F

char- ~
~
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C

fight than switch ."

$ A Vs Year Ago

Sales 15 .2% -15 .1%

SOM 2 .5% -16 .7%

SOS (Charcoal) 61 .0% - 3 .0%

CPM ' $ .45 - 2 .2%

Expenditures $ 6 .9hW, -15 .9%

SOV 1 .7% -29 .2%

1976

The "Rather Fight Than Switch" campaign was discontinued in 1976 .
hhy is Tareyton better" continued with a different format, posi-
tioning remained the same . Headlines in the new execution featured
"Others remove" above a cigarette illustration ; "Tareyton improves ."
below . Body copy reasoned "charcoal is why" and cited examples
of its historical use i .e . air freshener, mellower of bourbon,
an aid in auto pollution control and cigarette tar reduction and
taste improvement . Some ads included a pack illustration beside
a model saying, "That is why us Tareyton smokers would rather

1977

Tareyton Lights Ringsize were introduced nationally in March,
low tar menthols in September, 1977 . The line extension will
be discussed separately .

~

Sales 12 .6 bu -17 .14
SON, 2 .1$ -16 .0%
SOS (Charcoal) 55 .0% - 9 .88
CPM $ .19 -57 .8
Expenditures $ 2 .4MM. -65 .2%
SOV .5% -70 .6%

1978

Sales 10 .6 bu -15 .9%

SOM 1 .8% -14 .38
SOS (Charcoal) 50 .2% - 8 .7%

CPM $ .07 -63 .1%

Expenditures $ .BPiy -66 .7%

SOV .2% -60 .0%
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1979 8 ~_ Vs . Year Ago

Sales 9.4 bu -11.38
SOM 1 .5%

SOS (Charcoal) 48 .9% - 2 .6%
Expenditures $ .3MM -62.5%

1980

Sales 8 .3 bu
SOM 1 .3%

SOS (Charcoal) 47 .7%

Expenditures $ .2MM

-11 .7%

-13 .3%

- 2 .5%

-33 .3%

O>
~
O
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TAREYTON

Sales by Style

C

Note : See Tareyton Plain section for sales prior to 1966 .

85mm
Year Plain F'1_} ter 100mm Total

1966 1.4 19.2 --- 20.6

1967 1. 2 17. 5 2. 1 20. 8

1968 1.0 16.5 4.4 21.9

1969 .95 16.0 5.05 22.0

1970 .75 14.9 6. 1 21 .8

1971 .61 13.2 5.8 19.6

1972 .52 12.5 6.2 19.2

~
~
~
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C 7YIREYTOM B'ILTER

Year Sales Market Share Advertising CPM Segment Share

1966 19 .15 3 .7 13 .6 .71 55 .3 '

1967 17 .50 3 .2 7 .7 .45 52 .8

1966 16 .55 3 .1 9.3 .56 50 .7

1969 16.00 3 .1 1 .5 .1 .92 49 .5

1970 14 .93 2 .9 11 .1 .74 46 .9

1971 1 :3.23 2 .5 2 .17 --- 44 .3

1972 12 .45 2 .2 2 .4 .19 42 . 7

C

~
~
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N
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TAREYTON FILTBR

ADVEHTISING EXPP,~DITUHES
(000)

Year~=
Network
TV

Spot
TV Radio

News-
paper

Nlaga-
zinea Supps Outdoor Total

1966 $ 6, 699 $ 729 $528 $493 $3, 161 $ -- $ -- $13, 610

1967 4,383 892 552 156 1,713 19 -- 7,715

1968 7, 929 1,255 69 -- -- -- -- 9, 253

1969 11,496 2,389 438 749 -- -- -- 15,072

1970 8,033 4 84 556 2,454 -- 10 11, 141

1971 -- -- -- - .- 2,154 -- 16 2,170

1972 -- -- -- 567 1,522 q 32 2,421

=~ 1965 & prior - see expenditures and sales undcr 'Lareyton Plain End Section

Newspaper cxpenditures unavailable

fl Independent Supplements not available
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G
TAREYTON CHARCOAL 100's

1967 - 1971

Introduced nationally on July 6, 1967, following test marketing in Colorado and
Northern California since April of 1967, Tareyton Charcoal 100's were distri-
buted in the standard Tareyton white soft pack with dual vertical red stripes .
The major difference in the 100's style's packaging was that "Tareyton 100's"
was printed parallel to the stripes rather than perpendicular to them, as on
the O5mm version pack .

In its first five months of national distribution in 1967, the brand sold 2 . 1
billion units for a market share of 0 .4'V. and 6. 7% of the charcoal filter segment .

Initial expenditures reached $8 .5 million with 71% allocated to television, 2310
to magazines, 4;/o to notwork and spot radio, and 2% to newspapers . CPM for
the first year was $4 . 05 .

Introductory advertising both in print and broadcast included the copy line,
"Now us Tareyton smokers have more to fight for . . . even more of the taste
worth fighting for," delivered by a black-eyed smoker .

Commercials later featured a Tareyton smoker being challenged for changing
to a 100's style, to which he would reply, "Us Tareyton smokers will never
change our stripes ." A jingle explained, "The charcoal tip smoothes out the
taste, improves the flavor too ."

By the close of 1967, Tareyton 100's commercials were suggesting, "If you
could put Tareyton's charcoal filter on the end of your cigarette, you'd have
a better tasting cigarette ."

Sales for 1968 reached 4 . 35 billion units for a market share of 0 .8% and a
segment share of 12 . 9% .

Advertising expenditures were up to S9, 0 million in 1968 with 60% allocated
to television (primarily spot), 37% to magazines and the remaining 3% to
radio (primarily spot) . CPM for 1968 was $2 . 05 .

Broadcast and print advertising continued the "if you could" campaign featuring
different attempts to attach Tareyton's filter to other cigarettes (with paper
clips, zippers, staples, etc .) by black-eyed smokers . Most advertising was
shared by the 85mm and 100 styles . "Activated charcoal" was re-instated both
in print and broadcast advertising, perhaps as a result of American Tobacco ~
leaving the advertising code. `F

~

N
~

M
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The extra-length'style's upward sales trend continued through 1969 ending the
year with sales of 5 .05 billion units . Its share of the total market reached
1 . 0% and its share of the charcoal filter segment jumped to 15 . 6% .

Tareyton 100's advertising budget was cut back to 54 .2 million. Magazines
made up 81% of the 1969 expenditures, while newspapers received another 18% .
A small allocation also went to spot television .

In January, Tareyton ran a newspaper campaign announcing, "IIope for
cigarettes is how Fortune Magazine describes the activated charcoal filter ."
Otherwise, Tareyton 100's advertising continued to be shared with Tareyton
Filter King and featured the "if you could" theme .

Sales for 1970 reached 6 . 13 billion units, achieving a market share of 1 .2%
and a segment share of 19 . 3% .

Advertising expenditures were cut again in 1970, this time to $1 .4 million .
For all practical purposes the entire budgct was allocated to magazines .
CPM for 1970 was down to $ . 23 .

Early in 1970 headlines read, "We wouldn't ask you to put Tarcyton's charcoal
filter on your cigarette without a reason ." Copy explained, "Tareyton's
activated charcoal scrubs the smoke to smooth the taste the way no ordinary
filtcr can." Ads always included an illustration of Tareyton's filter and a
black-eyed smoker with the "rather fight than switch" tag . Other headlines
included, "How do you make a better cigarette?" and "Here's something no
smoker should be without, " each emphasizing the charcoal filter . In September
headlines were changed to "Tareyton is better . Charcoal is why ."

Tareyton 100's sales dropped to 5 .84 billion in 1971 . Although the style's
total market share dropped to 1, 1%, its share of the charcoal filter segment
jumped to 19 . 5% .

Magazines received $1 .56 million and newspapers an undetermined amount
in 1971 .

Newspaper ads were generally smaller in 1971, often two-color (red), and
frequently featured graphically illustrated black-eyed smokers .

Magazine ads were usually full-color, full pages, although on occasion two-color
twin bed ads (vertical ads on opposite facing pages) were used . The "Tareyton
is better, charcoal is why" theme continued through most of 1971 . In August,
Tareyton made a charcoal water filter offer . Listed as a$12. 99 value, ~
consumers could purchase the filter, which fit over a faucet, for $5, 00 and . ~
two Tareyton wrappers. ~

N
~
N
O1

SEE TAREYTON FILTER - ~
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0
TAHEYTON CHARCOAi, 100's

Sales Mkt. Share Advertising CPM Segment Share

1967 2 .10 0 .4 8 .5 4 .05 6 .7

1968 4 .35 0 .8 9 .0 2 .05 12 .9

1969 5 .05 1 .0 4 .2 .89 15 .6

1970 6 .13 1 .2 1 .4 .23 19.3

1971 5 .84 1 .1 1 .6 * --- 19.5

1972 6 .22 1 .1 4 .4 .70 21 .3

*Newspaper figures unavailable .
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TAREYTON CHARCOAL 100's

ADVERTISING EXPENDIT URES
(000)

Television Hadio Newspapers NIagazines Supplements Total

1967 $ 6, 002 $ 379 $ 156 $ 1, 931 $ 19 $8, 487

1968 5,541 223 --- 3,392 -- 9,156

1969 22 --- 749 3,381 -- 4,152

1970 --- 19 --- 1,373 -- 1,392

1971 --- ---
Outdoor

1,563 -- 1,563

1972 --- 32 --- 2,494 1,847 *= 4,373

Q7

Cl
*Newspaper figures unavailable .

** Independent Supplements not available
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C Tareyton Lights

Advertising executions are basically unchanged unless otherwise noted .

`

1977

The Tareyton family was expanded in 1977 to include a low tar version .
Eing size Tareyton Lights were launched nationally in March (following
a test market) with a tar delivery of 8mg . Low Tar Menthol Tareytons
followed in September - tar delivery also 8mg .

Pack design was consistent with Tareyton Parent with the exception of
gold (regular) and green (menthol) vertical stripes instead of red .
"Lights" was added in smaller type below the name Tareyton .

Introductory headlines featured "New low tar with that Tareyton plus ."
Body copy was headed by "Flavor improved by charcoal ." It was con-
tinued by, "The U .S . Environmental Protection Agency reports that
charcoal is the best available method for filtering water . It's also
used to mellow the taste of the finest bourbons . Plain white filters
remove taste . Tareyton's charcoal filter actually improves flavor .
That's why Tareyton goes low tar one better ." Pack illustration was
placed beside body copy . "New Tareyton Lights" stretched across the
bottom of the page above a black eyed smoker . Tareyton filter kings
and 100's were also mentioned .

Another execution featured a two pack illustration mortised in the
corner of an ad . Copy stated, "No other low tar equals Tareyton
Lights' taste because no other low tar has Tareyton's charcoal filtra-
tion," against a white background .

Sales 2 .Cbu

SOM .33%

SOS (Charcoal) 8 .7%
CPM $6.10
Expenditures $12 .2D m
SOV 2 .5%

1978

Tareyton Lights 100's were launched nationally in January, tar delivery
9mg .

Each version of Tareyton Lights was advertised separately as well as ~
in family executions . The single styles were featured in pack-as-hero Q
executions primarily to introduce the new version . Either charcoal or Q'J
dual filtration was usually mentioned in the ad . The family execution ~

( included all three styles of the line extension and was headed by VP
'` "Low tar Tareytons ." Body copy above the regular style was similar ~

to that utilized by Tareyton Parent, "Flavor improved by charcoal ~
filtration," while the menthol version was, "improved by dual filtra-
tion."
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1978 Continued

Another execution utilized the headline, "If your low tar had
Tareyton's filter, you'd be smoking a better cigarette ." King size
and 1DD's Lights (regular) were illustrated beside body copy which
added, "Your present filter is only doing hal£ the job . There is no
substitute for charcoal filtration . There is no substitute for
Tareyton Lights ."

"There is no substitute for charcoal filtration ." headed another
execution . A man's hand was featured displaying the Tareyton filter .
Copy described the results from charcoal filtration . The pack
illustration consisting of both lengths of Tareyton Lights regular
was mortised in the corner of the ad .

% Change vs . Year Ago

Sales 2 .55bu 27 .5%

SOM .42% 27 .3%

SOS (Charcoal) 12 .1% 39 .1%
CpM $5 .49 -10 .0%

Expenditures $14 .0MM 14 .8%

SOV 2 .7% 8 .0%

1979

Advertising executions in 1979 reinl.roduced a campaign formerly
utilized by Tareyton Parent with modifications for the lighter version .
white-eyed (rather than black-eyed) smokers were depicted above head-
lines which said, "Us Tareyton smokers would rather light than fight ."
Models held lit cigarettes, were smiling and usually attired in sports
clothes . Both lengths of the regular version were illustrated beside
body copy which said, "Your present filter is only doing half the job,
because it doesn't have Tareyton's activated charcoal filtration .
There is no substitute for Tareyton Lights flavor ."

$ Change vs . Year Ago

Sales 2 .85bu 11 .8%

SOM .46% 9 .5%

SOS (Charcoal) 14 .8% 22 .3%

CPM $4 .00 -27 .1%

~Expenditures $11 .4MM -18 .6% ~
SOV - 1 .8% -33 .3%

C
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1980

Tareyton Lights king size tar delivery was reduced to 5mg . (regular
only) .

The advertising campaign was dramatically altered in 1980 to a com-
parison format . Six different competitive brand filters were illus-
trated with copy above each one citing the name and "don't have it ."
Below or beside the filters headlines said, "Only Tareyton has the
best filter! For a taste too good to be 5 ." Some ads incuded a
mortice containing models who'd rather light than fight" beside the
pack illustration .

% Change vs . Year Ago

Sales 2 .51bu -11 .9%

SOM .40% -13 .08
SOS (Charcoal) 14 .4% -2 .7%

CPM $5 .06 26 .5%

Expenditures $12 .7MM 11 .4%

SOV 2 .0% 11 .1%

L N
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C
Tall 120's

Tall 120's (menthol and non-menthol) were test marketed by ATC in August
1975 in Houston, Texas and surrounding areas . The extra-length cigarettes
had white tipping and 'tar' deliveries of 18 (menthol) and 20 (non-menthol) mg.

1976

The new brand was launched nationally in February 1976 .

Both styles were packaged in pinstripes . The non-menthol version in a dull
black with gray stripes and the menthol in white with beige stripes, Tall was
printed in capitals in the upper portion of the pack . White lettering was util-
ized for the regular style, green for the menthol .

The advertising campaign utilized a pack as hero execution and positioned the
brand as an extra length economy style. Headlines read, "Tall 120's towers
over ordinary 120's ." Copy added . "Not just extra puffs but extra tobacco and

~

costs no more than 100's ."

Sales 1 .02bu
SOM . 17
SOS (FT) .23%
CPM $7 .06
Expenditures $7 .21tI114
SOV 1 .7%

1977
% Change Vs . Year Ago

Sales .84hu -17 .6%
SOM . 14% -17 . 6%
SOS (FT) .22% 4 .3%
CPM $1 . 80 -84. 7
Expenditures $1 .51 MM -79.0%

SOV .31% -81.8% ~

~
O
N

L ~
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1978

Advertising expenditures were discontinued .
% Change Vs . Year Ago

Sales .63bu -25 .0%
SOM .11 % -21 .4%
SOS (FT) .18% 18 .2%

1979
% Change Vs . Year Ago

Sales .53hu -15 .9%
SOM .09% -18 .2%
SOS (FT) .16% -11 .1%

1980

~ % Change Vs Year Ago.

Sales .496u - 7 .5%
SOM . 08% -11 . 1%
SOS (FT) .15% - 6 .3°/a

~
.F
O
~
N
~
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TEMPO

1964 - 1965

Introduced on March 30, 1964, in New England and Winston-Salem, Tempo
was R . J . Heynolds' first entry into the charcoal filter segment of the
market. Packed in the conventional cup package, colored red, white and
go1d, selling at $9 . 00 per IY^I and at the regular 85mm length . Tempo was
distributed nationally to Lake advantage of the Surgeon General's report
on Smoking and Health published in January, 1964 . Following this report,
the prevailing climate appeared ripe for charcoal/high filtration brands ;
Lark was by any measurement a successful new brand in the L&M stable
and Reynolds gave Tempo massive advertising support (S11, 547, 000)
through the year of its inYroduction . Tempo's charcoal filter, lOmm of
bonded carbon granules between a 10mm acetate filter and the tobacco rod
was of only average performance in the reduction of tars and nicotine, but
vapor phase analysis showed remarkably low (ontent of Acrolein, Acetaldehyde
and Cyanide .

Sales remained low after high trial purchases appeared to disappoint con-
sumers by not providing familiar tobacco taste . This fate was common to
some other charcoal brands introduced about this Lime and was apparently
due to unfamiliar "charcoal° taste . 1964 sales amounted to 2 billion at a
CPM of $5 .77. This gave Tempo a .3% sharc of the cigarette market in
1964 .

The Tempo pack, as for several other products in the same market seg-
ment, featured a description and illustration of the charcoal filter segment
on the back, and also a health disclaimer which read, "No health claim is
made for Tempo . . , only the promise of easy draw, smoother taste ." In
September/October, 1964, the Tempo 20's label was redesigned to feature
a) gold foil; Ii) thee use of their filter description Actifilter ; and c) a change
of copy from "Right in taste with the times" to "For taste too good to miss ."

Through the nine months of 1964 Tempo advertising copy stressed "Far Q)
more charcoal" and the good taste of Tempo. ~

~

In March, 1965, with sales at a low level and with a huge advertising in- N
vestment behind the brand, Reynolds changed the copy to stress Tempo's kP .
"bld-fashioned taste ." Advertising was cut by more Lhan 50°6 in 1965 but N
still remained considerable at S5, 198, 000 with a CPM of $2 . 60 . Most of thc~
ad expenditure (80%) was in TV . A new campaign was started at mid-year .
The new copy was based on change : "Times Change - Tastes Change . I've
changed too---to Tempo!" It produced no positive change in sales, however,
and at the end of 1965 total sales were just under 2 billion with a market
share of .3°5 .
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1966

Print advertising consists of fu11-page magazine ads with snapshot of
character at top in years-gone-by type of scene versus modern times
scene (before and after type situation) . Copy reads "Times change .
Tastes change . I've changed too . . . " Television copy is very similar also
using the "then" and "now" theme .

1967 - 1971

Sales dropped to 900 million units for Tempo in 1967 . The brand's total
market share remained at 0.2'~, but its share of the charcoal filter
segment slipped to 2 .8% .

Tempo's 1967 advertising expenditures were $654, 000. Network television
was allocated 71% of the expenditures, and magazines received the remaining
29%. t=7Pll4 for 1967 was $ . 67 .

Early in 1967, :30 commercials, which occasionally piggybacked Carter
Hall pipe tobacco spots, stressed joining "the new trend in smoking taste ."
The brand was described as, °the charcoal tipped cigarette with the
smoothest taste of all . " By March, advertising was apparently being cut
back as Tempo received only an occasional tag on :30 ~Vinston commercials .

Fu11-page color magazine ads featured the Tempo pack on a silver background .
A sma11 diagram illustrated the charcoal tip and a single headline read, "Tls
new treud in smoking taste!"

Tempo unit sales fell to 400 million in 1968 . The brand's share of the total
market dropped to 0 . 1%, while its share of the charcoul filter segment sank
to 1 . 2% .

No advertising expenditures were reported for Tempo in 1968 .

By 1969, sales were down to 300 million . Tempo's share of the total market
had disnppeared and its share of the charcoal filter segment was down to 0 . 7% .

Tempo showed no advertising expenditures again in 1969 .

Tempo continued its downward sales trend through 1970 with 220 million ~
units . The brand re-established 0 . 1 0 of the total market, as il.s share of NF
the charcoal filter segment remained at 0 . 7%. 0

~

Tempo was not advertised in 1970. ~
F"1
~
~
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Sales sank to 110 million in 1971 . Tempo's share of the charcoal filter .
segment was reduced to 0 .9%. .

No advertising expenditures were recorded for Tempo again in 1971 .

1972

Tempo sold 80 million units in 1972 for 0 . 3% of the charcoal filter
scgment .

1973 - 1974 .

Sales remained at 80 million units for the two years .

- 1975

. The brand was apparently discontinued . ~ .
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TEMPO

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES

($000)

Print Radio Television Total

1964 $ 3,003 $ 728 $ 7,816 S 11,547
1965 1,145 4 4, 049 5, 198
1966 557 --- 3,202 3,759
1967 192 --- 462 654
1968 Advertising Discontinued

C

`
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TEMPO

Ycr Salcs Mkt . Share Adv. CPM Seg . Share

1964 2 .0 0.4 11 .5 5 .77 6 .2
1965 2 .0 0 .4 5 .2 2 .60 5 .7
1966 1 .4 0 .3 3 .8 2 .69 4 .0
1967 0.9 0 .2 0 .6 0.67 2 .8
1968 0.4 0 .1 --- --- 1 .2
1969 0.3 --- _-- ___ 0 .7
1970 0.22 0 .1 --- --- 0 .7
1971 0.11 --- --- --- 0 .4
1972 0 .08 __- --- --- 0 .3
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TENNYSON CONVERTIBLE 100's

1968- : 1,,, ., .-

No sales were recorded for Tennyson 100's in 1968 although it was
noted that the brand had an advertising budget of $45, 000 . Tennyson's
entire budget was allocated to spot television .

Advertising appeared to be unchanged in 1968 .

No further sales or advertising activity has been noted since 1968 .

C\
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TRIUMPH

1968-1969

Triumph was introduced into the central Texas test market on
September 15, 1968. The brand's unique aspect was that it con-
tained no tobacco. Instead, Triumph contained vegetable leaf,
specifically lettuce .

The brand was marketed in a bluish-silver pack with white on
a black oval near the top . The pack also had a multi-color
striped closure .

No sales were recorded in 1968 for Triumph, but advertising
expenditures were reported as including $8, 000 in spot television .

Commercials were generally :30 spoofs of other cigarette spots,
including a Safari suited walker with a hole in his shoe (Camel)
and a black-eyed girl (Tareyton) . The announcer-delivered
messages put emphasis on "flavor, aroma, and no nicotine" and
closed with comments such as "and you didn't have to walk very
far, did you?" or "Now, we didn't have to sell you very hard
did we?°

In print, Triumph initially ran full-page color newspaper ads .
Giant headlines stated, "No Nicotine!" above a large package
illustration . Copy included mention of "a distinctive rich flavor
aroma . °

Although no sales or advertising figures were recorded for Triumph
in 1969, newspaper ads began appearing in Los Angeles and Chicago .
Ads were basically the same as 1968's campaign, but copy added,
°And there's no caution warning on the pack, ° and "Although a
Triumph looks and smokes like a cigarette, don't expect it to have
the aroma of a cigarette . It's pleasantly different . " Ads also
mentioned the availability of regular or menthol styles .

No Triumph activity was noted after 1969 .
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Triumph
Regular and Menthol

C

1979

Triumph, a 3 mg . 'tar' cork tipped Kingsize cigarette was launched
nationally in both regular and menthol flavors by Lorillard in June, 1979 .
Previous test marketing was conducted in Oklahoma, Kansas, New York,
and Missouri.

The name Triumph had been marketed in 1968 and withdrawn in 1969 as
a non-tar, non-nicotine lettuce based cigarette .

Pack design for the new edition consisted of a red, yellow, and gold
(regular) and light and dark green and gold (menthol) triangular graphic
design against a white background . Triumph was printed in capitals
above a small gold crown at the top of the package .

Two different campaigns were developed and test marketed in two areas , .
each. One consisted of a newspaper format with headlines announcing,
"Triumph for tar watchcrs!" A small mortice containing a photograph of
a model smoking was accompanied by, "At only 3 mg . tar this doesn't
taste bad . Not bad at a11 . " Packs of both flavors were Illustrated below
copy. "Triumph'at three." concluded the execution. The other campaign
also utilized a newspaper format and was similar to the campaign developed
by Merit in 1976 . Executions featured constantly changing headlines with
consistent body copy. The photograph mortice was not included, body copy
occupied the majority of the page . The following headlines are examples
of those utilized, "Very low tar Triumph. 3 mg. tar and taste . Together!"
"Taste unlocked at only 3 mg . tar!", "Taste a Triumph. Surprising
satisfaction at only 3 mg. tar.'' Subheadlines invited consumers to,
"Read how new 'Flavor-Intensified' Triumph gives you taste good enough
to stay with . ., at one of the lowest tar levels in cigarettes ." Body copy
described draw, "The smoke comes through abundantly . . . Effortlessly . . ."
and technology, "learned technology applied even farther, . . ." A combination
of two types of filter fiber, filter ventilation (6 rows) and the use of lower
leaf tobaccos were combined to ''intensify flavor" . "Triumph, at only 3 mg .
tar, gives you a taste so good, we believe you'll never want to go back to ~
your old cigarette ." concluded body copy . "Triumph . One of the lowest tar ~j
cigarettes you can smoke . The one with taste enough to stay with ." followed 0
as a tag line . The latter described campaign was featured in the national N
launch of Triumph. ~

N

K,
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Another campaign featuring competitive advertising was developed in
the latter part of 1979. Following the introductory headline, "Triumph
for tar watchers!" was the headline, "Triumph, at 3 mg . tar scores in
same taste league as Merit, Vantage, Winston.Lights". The tag line,
"Triumph for taste! Only 3 mg . tar." was placed below a two pack
illustration .

Discount coupons and street corner sampling were promotional devices
utilized in the launch of Triumph .

Sales 1 .44b.u.
SOM .23%
SOS (Ultra low) 3 . 5%
C PM $16 . 74
Expenditures $24 .1MM
SOV 3 .9 %

The ultra low market segment includes all cigarettes with tar levels
from 0 - 6 mg .
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TRUE FILTER

1966

True was introduced nationally in (ktober, 1966 . Advertising in both
TV and print stresses "the extensively researched filter, the filtration
system itself, the low tar and nicotine content and the mild taste . "
The October Roswell Park report listed True as lowest in tar and
nicotine among 13 brands tested . Advertising support was stepped up
and sales responded . A companion True Menthol was introduced in
November and given advertising support along with the non-menthol
filter .

1967-1971

True Filter sales more than doubled in 1967 with 5 .5 billion units .
The brand's total market share jumped to 1 . 1"fo while its share of the
filter segment reached 2 . 3% .

Expenditures in 1967 were $5 .4 million. All but a lraction of this
(2 . 8% for magazines) was allocated to broadcast media . Television
received 65 . 5% of True Filter's 1967 budget while radio got the
remaining 31 . 7% . CPM for 1967 was $ .98 .

Commercials announced that low tar and nicotine siuokers were no
longer alonc because, °more and more people smoke True . "
Satisfaction with good taste, reduced tar and nicotine, a built-in
mouthpiece, air filtration system and a cigarette holder were all
attributed to True Filters in various commercials in 1967 .

Most radio spots and sonie television commercials emphasized True's
"right now" taste through a group of musicians . Nearly all broadcast
advertisements closed with, "Shouldn't your brand be True?"

The print campaign was limited to two color vertical half pages with
headlines such as, °America's most talked-ahout filter cigarette . "
Copy included True's tar and nicotine listings .

Ci7
Sales rose to 6 . 1 billion units in 1968. True's total market share was O
up to 1 . 2%. Its share of the filter segment was up to 2 .5%. ~

N
True Hilter's advertising expenditures For 1968 were doen to $4 .5 4"
million. Although the major portion again went to the broadcast media, GV
the print media was allocated a much larger share than in previous Q1
years . Television received 54%, radio 23 .4%, supplements 11 . 6%,
newspapers 9 . 5% and magazines 1 .155. CPM for 1968 was $ . 74 .
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Commercials continued to usc the "more and more people smoke
True" approach in :30 and :60 spots. In December the theme changed
to "Iland a friend a True and watch him light up" in somewhat more
whimsical commercials .

C

Print ads also featured the "Hand a friend a True" theme through
most of 1968 . IlM1ost ads were illustrated with a close-up photograph
of a smiling male smoker. Copy generally closed with, "Shouldn't
his brand be True, too?"

In 1969 True Filter sales dropped by 1 .0 billion units to 5 .1 billion .
The brand's market share was down to 1 . 0% and its share of the
plain filter segment slipped to 2 . 1'%.

Expenditures for True Filter in 1969 were up to $6. 2 million .
Television was allocated 78% of True Filter's 1969 budget, supplements
9%q radio 8% and newspapers 4 . 5%. CP?d in 1969 was $1. 22 .

Commercials in 1969, usually :30 and :60 spots, took a futuristic
approach with scenes of True's filter floating in space, while an
announcer said, "Someday you'll probably smoke a cigarette that
looks and tastes this way . But why put it off? Truc is here today. °
Tar and nicotine listings for True were also supered over the starry
backdrop .

Female smokers were noted for the first time in the "Hand a friend
a True" print campaign. Print for True in 1969 consisted of newspaper
and national and independent supplement ads . In October ad headlincs
announced, "More people enjoy True than any other reduced tar and
nicotine cigarette ." Copy included, "America's best tasting, best
selling reduced tar and nicotine brand . "

True Filter sales fell to 4 . S billion units in 1970. The brand's share
ef the total market dropped to 4 . II% as did its share of the plain filter
segment to 1 . 8% .

Advertising expenditures reached $6 . 5 million in 1970 with television
receiving 83 .4°!0, magazines 12 .4% newspapers 2% radio 1 .5% and
the remaining 1 . 0% split between outdoor advertising and supplements .

Commercials continued the futuristic approach until :1larch when a
musical format was introduced in :30 and :60 spots with a couple
singing, ° . . when you smoke True you get all the flavor and the
filter, too. " By July. :30 spots announced the results of government
tar and nicotine tests and stated True rated lowest in tar and nicotine
of the 20 best selling brands . Commercials closed by giving True's
tar and nicotine listings and asking, °Why settle for more? °
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The print campaign for 1970 initially re-emphasized the "best selling,
best tasting" theme, but emphasis was changed to "less tar and
nicotine" in July. Ads were illustrated simply with photographs
of the True packs and also closed with "Why settle for more?"

True Filter sales were back on the upswing in 1971 at 5 . A billion
units . Total market share rose to 1 . 0% as did True's share of the
plain filter to 1 .9% .

Magazines received $1, 6 million of True Filter's 1971 budget,
outdoor advertising $1 . 5 million and newspapers an undetermined
amount . CPM for 1971 was $ . 59 or better .

Ads used various approaches to stress True's low tar and nicotine
content. D1II1 page, full color ads generally illustrated only with
True plain and menthol packs . Tar and nicotine listings were spot-
lighted through headlines such as, "No other leading cigarette puts
their numbers an the front of their pack. Ever wonder whv? If
the back of the True pack doesn't convince you, the front will, ° and
°True has nothing to hide . " Gimmicks included a dotted outline of
where readers should place another brand on the ad and a coupon to
"tear and compare° tar and nicotine figures in other ads .

1972

True Filter sales continued upward to 5 . 69 billion units in 1972 .
The style's market share and share of the non-menthol filter seg-
ment remained unchanged, however, at 1 . 0% and 1 . 9% respectively .

True Filter was allocated $3, 54 million in 1972, of which magazines
received 70 % and outdoor 30% . CPNl for the style was $ . 62 .

True's advertising execution and format were basically unchanged in
1972 . Low tar and nicotine continued to be the focal point of the
True campaign, Copy again stressed that the brand was °lowest
in both tar and nicotine of the 20 best-selling brands" and that it
was "lower in both tar and nicotine than 99% of all other cigarettes
sold . " Tag lines always added, "Think about it . Shouldn't your
next ci,garettc be True?" Ads were shared by both styles .

~
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TRUE FILTER

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES
(000)

Year Television Radio Nsprs. Mapazines Supps . Outdoor Total

1966 $3, 267 $1, 348 $990'= $5, 605

1967 3,526 1, 705 152 5, 383

1968 2,457 1,062 $433 67 $527 4,546

1969 4,848 505 279 - 575 6,207

1970 5,439 75 130 810 2 $ 61 6, 517

1971 - - .- . 1,658 - 1, 558 3,216

1972 - - --- 2,485 . 1 ;052 3,537

J

Q7
~
~
Q7
N

~
~

*All print

**-Newspaper expenditures unavailable
'+=lndependent Supplement expenditures unavailable
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C TRUE FILTER

Year Sales ]4arket Share Advertising CPbl Segment Share

1966 2 . 0
1967 5 .5 1 .1 5 .4 .98 2 .3
1968 6 .1 1 .2 4.5 .74 2 .5
1969 5 .1 1 .0 6 .2 1 .22 2 .1
1970 4 .8 0 .9 6.5 1 .35 1 .8
1971 5.4 1 .0 3 .2-F 59* 1 .9
1972 5 . 7 1 .0 3 . 5 . 62 1 . 9

C

C
mNcwspaper figures unavailable .
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TRUE MENTHOL

Cl

1966 ( .395% Menthol)

Lorillard introduced True Menthol Filter on August 29, 1966, in
New Haven and Hartford, Connecticut, and quickly expanded to include
metropolitan New York and New Jersey on September 13, 1966 . Without
waiting to evaluate test market results, the brand went national on
October 24, 1966, following the September release of the Roswell Park
Studies .

True Green Menthol was advertised as a companion product to True Blue
Filter with a :10 tag added to True Blue spots, using the line, "And now
True comes through with menthol too. New True Green." In mid-
November, :60 ads featuring True Menthol appeared. The opening re-
ferred to True Filter as being the best-tasting, fastest-growing, reduced
tar and nicotine cigarette, followed by the announcement that True Green
was available for menthol smokers . The main selling message was,
"New True Green, same everything as famous True Blue plus a lively
menthol taste. ° In late November, True dropped all reference to a filter
and referred to True as a "reduced tar and nicotine cigarette, " which
indicated that an effort was underway to establish "reduced tar and
nicotine" as a separate category of cigarettes. Lorillard continued to
run ads devoted exclusively to True Blue, but all True Green advertising
was introduced with prominent reference to True Blue .

1967 ( . 375% Menthol)

TV was the largest medium used by True Green in 1967 . $5, 322, 000
out of a total of $6, 355, 000 was spent over the year in a traceable pattern .

Initially, True Green tagged on True Blue spots as thcy did in 1966 . These
spots were identified by the presenter or the approach directing the viewer
to "get with it" or "get away from it all, " seen before from Lorillard .
Heavy health hi-fi implications were the benefit True offered initially in
all advertising . Gradually, they evolved a more whimsical approach, and
True Green had special commercials . With True, Lorillard appeared to
hope that history would repeat itself (see Kent history narrative) .

Q)
Print follows a pattern, also . A two-pack tag, as well as special menthol O
promotion, was used. $118, 000 were spent in print . Another $915, 000 ~
in radio . . N

N~Q

O
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Packaging remained the same with the mouthpiece indicia on the front and
a filter diagram on the back . So did the cigarette with its 10mm suspected
triangle mouthpiece and its 10mm of cellulose acetate and perforated tip-
ping. In November, 1967, True had the lowest nicotine (0 . 68 mge . ) and
tar (12 . 7 mgs . ) of any cigarette completely in national distribution, said
the FTC in their published report. Small selling brands with lower tar/
nicotine figures were, however, available ; but their distribution pattern
was spotty .

1968-1971

True Menthol sales wcre up to 3 .0 billion units in 1968 . The style's
total market share reached 0, 6% and its share of the mentholated
filter segment was up to 2 .87.

Expenditures were $5 .2 million in 1968 with 53% allocated to television,
17"r'o to radio, 15%o to supplements, 13% to newspapers and 2% to mag-
azines . CPM for 1968 was $1 .73 .

Commercials were again shared by both styles of True with a"regular
or menthol" tag, although occasionally commercials for True Menthol
were noted . One snch commercial was a :60 spot and featured a word
association dialogue between two people in which such ad,jectives as
"green° "£resh" and "eeol" were used .

True Menthol's print campaign also used "cool° in headlines such as
"True Menthol Green . It never loses its cool . " Ad illustrations
generally featured the True Menthol pack either frosted or on ice .
Most ads, however, were shared by both styles under headlines such
as, °Iiand a friend a True, and watch him light up . "

Sales dropped to 2 .7 billion in 1969 . Truc MenthoUs share of the total
market fell to 0 .5% while its share of the menthol segment slipped to 2, 3 % .

The style's 1969 budget at $2 .5 million was less than half of that
allocated in each of the previous two years . Television received
68 . 5% of True Menthol's 1969 budget, national and independent
supplements 20 . 3'9a and newspapers 11 . 2 ;0. CPM for the style was $ . 03 .

Commercials in 1969 again specified neither style of True, but
mentioned the availability of regular or menthol. In general, :30
and :60 spots attempted to position the brand as the cigarette of
the future .
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Both styles were also featured in True's print campaign . Full page
color ads in national and independent supplements continued the "hand
a friend a True" theme through most of 1969 . ln October ad headlines
announced, "More people enjoy True than any other reduced tar and
nicotine cigarette ."

True Menthol's sales fell to 2. 3 billion units in 1970 . The style's
market share slipped to 0 .4%, while its share of the mentholated filter
segment sank to 1 . 9% .

Expenditures for True Menthol in 1970 were $1 . 6 million with 50%
allocated to magazines, 37% to television, 8% to newspapers, 4% to
outdoor advertising and the remaining 1% split between spot radio
and supplements .

Commercials and print ads were shared by both styles of True in 1970 .
The print campaign continued with "Best-selling, best-tasting cigarette
of its kind" until July when ads announced True was "lowest in tar
and nicotine of the 20 best selling brands . °

Commercials followed a similar pattern in :60 and :30 spots with
emphasis on "best-selling, best-tasting of its kind" through June and
emphasis on "lowest in tar and nicotine" from July on .

The sales trend for True Menthol turned upward again in 1971 as the
brand sold 2 . 65 billion units and registered 0 . 5% of the total market.
Its mentholated segment share was up to 2 . 1% .

Expenditures for 1971 included allocations of $1 . 7 million to magazines,
$1, 5 million to outdoor advertising and an undetermined amount to
newspapers. CPM for 1971 was $1 .21 or better . .

The 1971 print campaign included continued emphasis on Trne's low
tar and nicotine content . The regular and menthol styles continued
to share full page color magazine ads . Headlines generally either
encouraged readers to compare their cigarette's tar and nicotine
numbers with True, or emphasized "True is lower in both tar and
nicotine than 99% of all other cigarettes sold ."

Occasionally, the menthol style seemed to be given greater emphasis
in ads with such headlines as, "You know True Blue is lower in both
tar and nicotine and 89% of all other cigarettes sold . But did you know
True Green is, too?"

C
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1972

True Menthol sales rose to 2 .78 billion units in 1972 . Both the
style's market share and share of the mentholated filter segment,
however, remained unchanged at 0 . 5% and 2 . 1% respectively .

Expenditures for True Menthol in 1972 were $2 .08 million with
64% allocated to magazines and 36%allocated to outdoor ads .
CPM for the style was $1 .03 .

True's advertising format and execution were basically unchanged
in 1972 . Low "tar" and nicotine continued to be the focal point of
the True campaign . Copy again stressed that the brand was "lowest
in both tar and nicotine of the 20 best-selling brands" and that it
was "lower in both tar and nicotine than 99% of all other cigarettes
sold . " Tag lines always added "Think about it . Shouldn't your next
cigarette be True?" No ads were noted in 1972 which gave specific
emphasis to either style . Most ads, however, were illustrated with
either both packs or the True Filter pack .

Q7
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T rue
(All Styles)

Advertising executions are basically unchanged unless otherwise noted .

Due to the reduction of True Kingsize tar delivery in the 3rd quarter of
1976 from 11 mg . to 5 mg . and the later reduction of True 100's tar
delivery in the 2nd quarter of 1979 from 12 mg . to 8 mg., segment share
is classified as 0 - 15 mg . tar Hi Fi which includes the Ultra Lows,
(0 - 6 mg. tar) .

1973

"True's Educational Sweepstakes" were presented in 1973 . First prize
among 612 was $20, 000 towards a college education for the winner or
his offspring, $10, 000 was offered as second prize . Ten panasonic
complete music centers were featured as third prizes, 100 Olivetti/
Underwood electric typewriters as fourth prizes and 500 Channel Master
portable cassettes as fifth prizes .

l

% Differeuce Vs. Year Ago

Sales 8 .8b .u. 11 .8%
SOM 1 . 5% -
SOS (HiFi) 18 .0'"c -7 .2%
CPM $ . 80 6 . 7%
Expenditures $7 .0MM 9 .4%
SO V 3 . 0% -

1974

In addition to the low tar and nicotine campaign True developed ads
emphasizing taste . Below twcnty illustrated cigarettes (in a pack formation) ~
headlines advised, "True . Easy on your mind . Easy on your taste". 'j
Body copy stated, "Cigarette after cigarette . True's low tar and nicotine 0
never tastes harsh or rough . Just the oppositc . True tastes good and easy. N
And because True is so low in tar and nicotine, every cigarette is as easy ~
on your mind as it is on your taste . Think about it" . The format remained N
essentially the same . Copy in another execution stated, "Number one - of ~
all the low tar and nicotine cigarettes available teday, only one is America's ~
best seller . True is the one". In a similar execution, (pack as hero)
"You don't start with True . You change to True ." was utilized as a headline .
Body copy said, "You've changed . Your life style has changed .
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And so has your attitude towards smoking. You've decided you should
change to a low tar and nicotine cigarette . That decision brings many
people to True . U . S . Gov't. tests show True is lower in both tar and
nicotine than 9K of all cigarettes sold . That means True is not only
gentle on your mind, it's gentle on your taste . Shouldn't your next
cigarette be True?". Separate executions were also developed for
True Menthol . Results from U . S . government tests compared True
Menthol's tar levels with those of other menihols . °Shouldn't your
next menthol be True?" was utilized as a tag line .

°fo Difference Vs . Year Ago

Sales 8.9b .u . 1 .1%
SOIDT 1 . .5 %. 0
SOS (IIiFi) 15 .7% -12 .8%

CPM ~1 .01 26 .3%
Expenditures S9 .0114M - 28.6%
8O V 3 . 0% 0

1975

`

True 100's (12 mg. tar) were launched nationally in January, 1975
following previous test marketing . Streetcorner sampling was a primary
promotion devise utilized in the launch of the line extension .

Pack design for True 100's was basically the same as True Kingsize
although instead of a plain white background vertical pinstripes were added
in either pale blue or green depending on flavor . The package line consisted
of, "U . S. government tests menthol 12 mg . tar, 0 . 7 mg. nicotine" .

Introductory ads featured packs of both flavors of True 100's side by side
in a pack as hero execution. "ncw True 100's low'er in both tar and
nicotine than 98% of all other 100's sold ." was placed above the packs .
The tag line added, "True . The low tar, low nicotine 100 ." In a similar
format headlines stated, "Ncw. True One Hundreds . The first 100mm
cigarette so low in tar and nicotine it could be True . An additional format
listed competitive brand names and tar delivery below the headline, "Sew
True 100's lower in tar and nicotine than : . . ."

A testimonial campaign was developed for True Kingsize in 1975 .
"Considering all I'd heard, I decided to either quit or smoke True . I smoke
True." is an example of the copy utilized in a format which featured a
single model debating the question of smolcing .
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% Difference Vs . Year Ago

Sales 9. 3b . u . 4 . 5°'0
SOM 1 .6% 6 .7"/0
SOS (HiFi) 14. 1% -10 .20/0
CPM $1 .03 2 %
Expenditures $9 . 6MM 6, 7%
SOV 2 .9% -3 .3%

1976

With the advent of True Iiingsize tar level reduction (from 11 mg . to 5 mg.)
the brand was repositioned from the low tar and nicotine cigarette for the
concerned smoker to the lowest low tar cigarette with a taste worth smoking .
Headlines announced, "True slashes tar in half!", "Down to only 5 mg, tar
per cigarette ." and "Down to only 100 mg . tar per pack ." Followed above
an illustration of each claim . "5 mg. tar . And a taste worth changing to .
Think about it ." completed copy. Tar and nicotine levels were placed on
the front of the pack .

\
% Difference Vs . Year Ago

Sales 9. Ob . u . -,3, 201,

SOM 1 .5% -6 .37,
SOS (HiFi) 9.3°0 - 34%
CPM $1 .29 25 .2%
Expenditures $11 .6N.M 20 .8%
SOV 2 .4% -17 .2%

1977

True's Kingsize advertising format evolved to graphic designs utilizing the
number 5 . "The one ultra-low tar cigarettc with taste" was added as a tag
line . True 100's continued to utilize comparative advertising .

% Difference Vs. Year Ago

Sales 10 . 9b . u . 21 . 1% ~
SOM 1 .8% 20%

~SOS (HiFi) 7 . 1% -23 7%` . C7CPM $1 .07 -17 .1% N
Exnenditures $11 .7M114 1%
SOV 2 . 4% - N

~~
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1978

"Unexpected taste" headlined kingsize executions in 1978 . "The other
good reason smokers are switching to True . " followed as a subhead .
The format remained essentially the same .

%o Difference Vs . Year A o

Sales 11 .6b .u. 6 .4%
SOM 1 .9°b 5 .6%
SOS (HiFi) 5 .9% -20 .3%
CPM $1 . 23 15°Jo
Expenditures $14 .3N[M 22 .2%
SOV 2 .9°Ja 20 .8%

1979

In the second quarter of 1979, True 100's tar level was reduced from 12 mg .
to 8 mg. Copy announced, "True 100's slashes tar 40%" . "Unexpected taste
at its lowest tar ever." was utilized as a tag line . The advertising format
was similar to that utilized by True Parent . The package line changed to,
"True cigarettes famous for low tar and low nicotine" . Headlines in True
Kingsize executions encouraged smokers to, "Discover True's unexpected
taste."

Cents off coupons were distributed via print media in order to stimulate trial .

~o Difference Vs. Year Ago

Sales 11 . 6b . u . -
SOM 1 . 9% -
SOS (HiFi) 5 .0J -16.3%
C PM $1 . 39 13%
Expenditures $16 .111TM 12 .6%
SOV 2 .5;%0 -13 .8%

~

~
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TRTTN MENTHOL

C

L

Year Sales

Mkt.
Share Adv . CPM

Seg .
Share

1967 2 .7 0 .5 6 .4 2 .37 2 .6
1968 3 .0 0 .6 5 .2 1 .73 2 .8
1969 2 .7 0 .5 2 .5 .93 2 .3
1970 2 .3 0 .4 1 .6 .70 1 .9
1971 2 .65 0 .5 3 .2* 1 .21* 2 .1
1972 2 .78 0 .5 2 .88 1 .03 2 .1

N ewspaper figures not available ; thereforo, total expenditures not C7* 7

complcte. ~

~
N
~
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TRUE MENTHOL

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES
(000)

/

Year Television Radio
News-
paper Ma2azines Supplements Outdoor Total

1966 $ 953 $ 24 $ 299 $ 159 $ --- $ --- $1,435
1967 5,322 915 12 106 --- --- 6,355
1968 2,772 880 671 100 793 --- 5,216
1969 1,722 1 282 --- 512 --- 2,517
1970 594 11 129 810 2 60 1,606
1971 --- --- * 1,658 --- 1,522 3,180
1972 --- --- --- 1,841 ~> 1,037 2,878

*Newspaper expenditures unavailable
**Independent Supplements not available .
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TR}°pN LTD . REGULAR & M1rNTHOL

1968

Both styles of Tryon were test marketed by U . S . Tobacco in the
Winston-Salem area of North Carolina beginning January 12, 1968 .

The brand's uniqueness was its "very special tobacco, " which was
insecticide-free and came from "only the first three priminge--
the tobacco leaves that ripen first and are picked first, "

The regular Tryon pack had a gold design on a,yeliow field while
the mentholated version's was silver on turquoise .

No sales were recorded for either style in 1968 .

Regular Tryon had an advertising budget of $148, 000 in 1968, of which
$132, 000 went to spot television and $16, 000 was allocated to
newspapers . The mentholated version's budget for 1968 was
$10, 000 with $7, 000 allocated to spot television and $3, 000 to
newspapers .

Advertising emphasized Tryon's "very special tobacco" and
generally mentioned both styles . Large black and white, fractional
page newspaper ads included a "very special tobacco" headline .
The ad's only illustration was a Tryon pack surrounded by small
blocks of copy pointing out and explaining different features of the
brand .

The "very special tobacco" was explained as "low in 'tar' and
nicotine" because only tobacco leaves that ripened first and were
picked first were used in Tryon had "an unusually effective filter . "
Copy also referred to the tobacco as "insecticide-free . . . scarce
and more expensive than ordinary tobacco" (thus the name Tryon
Limited and the premium price) .

No sales or advertising activity was noted for either style of
Tyon after 1968 .

`\
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TWIST

Lemon Menthol 100's

Advertising executions remain basically unchanged unless other-
wise noted .

`

Twist, lemon flavored menthol cigarettes were originally test marketed
in selected counties of Georgia, California and Indiana in June 1973 .
The new brand was launched nationally by ATC in September . Tar
delivery was 17 mg ., nicotine 1 .3 mg .

American's product was packaged in bright yellow . The name Twist
was in green lettering above "Lemon menthol 100's ." A lemon
tree was outlined, also in green, at the bottom of the pack .

Introductory headlines utilized, "Our new menthol is a lemon ."
The fruit was illustrated below the headline . A pack illustration
was mortised on the-left side of the ad . Although not predominately
featured, body copy said, "We put a bracing twist of lemon freshness
into every new menthol Twist . So Twist tastes better than ordinary
cigarettes . And Twist gives you a smoother cool . Now there's a new
Twist for smokers . The one and only menthol with a dash of lemon ."
"Twist Lemon Menthol 100's ." completed the ad . Additional executions
were developed along similar lines . "Lemon-aid for menthol ." and
"Menthol with a Twist" were utilized as headlines .

Sales .50 bu
SOM .09%
SOS (Menthol filt ) 34%er .
CPM $7 .92%
Expenditures $3 .96MM
SOV 1 .7 %

1974 96 A Vs 6 months 1973

Sales 1 .07 bu 114%

SOM .18% 100'/
SOS(Menthol filter) .68% 100%

CPM $5 .73 27 .6%
Expenditures $6 .13MM M54 .8%

N1SOV 2 .06% 21_2% ~

L
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1975 % n Vs Year Ago
C

Sales .55 bu -48 .6%
SOM .03% -83 .3%
SOS (Menthol Filter) .34% -50 .0%
CPM $ .21% -96 .3%
Expenditures $ .117MM -98 .1%
SOV .03% -98 .5%

1976

Advertising expenditures were discontinued .

k [) Vs Year Ago

Sales
SOM
SOS (Menthol filter)

.13 bu

.02%

.08%

-76 .4%
-33 .3%
-76 .5%

1977

% d Vs Year Aco

Sales .06 bu -53 .8%\
SOM .01% -50 .0%
SOS (Menthol filter) .04% -50 .0%

1978 %,Q Vs Year Aqo

Sales .03 bu -50 .0%
SOM .01% ---
SOS (Menthol filter) .02% -50 .0%

1979 % A Vs Year Ago

Sales .01 bu
SOM _--
SOS (Menthol filter) .01%

-66 .7%
---
-50 .0%

1980

The brand has apparently been discontinued . ~~
~

N
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VANTAGE

1970-1971

Introduced nationally in the fourth quarter of 1970, Vantage was wrapped in
a white package with a gold pin striped field behind a dark and light blue,
and red target.

Advertising described Vantage as a low tar and nicotine filter cigarette that
"doesn't cop out on flavor. ° One unique aspect about Vantage was that its
filter end had a definite hole .

Sales reached 1 .0 billion before the end of 1970 for a market share of . 2 % .
Vantage's initial total plain filter segment share was .4%.

Nearly 90 0 of Vantage's $6 .0 million introductory advertising expenditures
went into television . Support was given through newspaper and outdoor
advertisements . (Note : This brand was advertised on TV in markets where
it was not available--i . e . ; to take advantage of TV power for introduction--
commercials had a tag line saying "it may not yet be available in your market--
but look for it soon" . )

Commercials depicted Vantage as "The full-flavor breakthrough cigarette
with the incredible new filter that doesn't cop out on flavor . " Occasionally com-
mercials featured men who had "spent 15 years behind a desk copping out" but
who were now doing what they preferred (chartering boats, etc . ) and smoking
Vantage because it didn't cop out either .

Vantage sales in 1971, tthe brand's first complete year in national distribution,
were 4 . 57 billion units for a total market share of . 9% . Filter segment share
was 1 .6%. Advertising media in 1971 included magazines ($2 .0 million) news-
papers national and independent supplements ($ . 76 million) and outdoor ($ . 97
million) .

The 1971 print campaign stressed Vantage's low tar and nicotine content, its
"ingenious Vantage filter, gcometrically shaped to increase filtration", and its
full flavor .

One execution featured, "The no cop out filter for the no cop out guy" or "You
don't cop out . Why should your cigarette?", and featured photographs of people
doing their,jobs, building bicycles, fishing, etc .

Other ads played up the hole in the filter, explaining, " . . . full flavor draws right
through it . Easily. Without a lot of 'tar' . " Copy also included mention of
Vantage's "specially blended full flavored tobaccos " that made it, "The only full-
flavored cigarette with low 'tar'

. " 670624204

Ads run in certain newspapers in 1971 offered consumers two full packs of
Vantage for two empty ones when mailed with the accompanying coupon .
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1972

Vantage Filter sales reached 5 . 15 billion units in 1972 . The style's
market share remained 0 . 9%, but its share of the non-menthol filter
segment rose to 1 . 7% .

Expenditures for the plain style were over $3 .5 million with nearly
57% allocated to magazines . Magazines and national supplements al-
so received significant allocations . CPM for 1972 was $ . 68 .

Vantage's 1972 campaign consisted of black and white newspaper partial
pages or black and white full pages in magazines and supplements .
Generally, ads were illustrated only with the Vantage packages . Oc-
casionally, however, ads featured photographs of smokers giving testi-
monials on why they switched to Vantage . Most ads simply had a large
headline such as, "Smoking . What are you going to do about it?", or
"Instead of telling us not to smoke, maybe they should tell us what to
smoke? or "To the 56, 000, 000 people who smoke cigarettes ." These
were followed by approximately 200 words of copy, spread over the rest
of the page which boiled down to "Vantage . It's the only cigarette that
gives you so much taste with so little 'tar' and nicotine . "

Point of purchase xmterial was noted in 1972 which offered a free pack
of Vantage for an empty one .
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VANTAGE

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES
(000)

Television Newspaper Magazine Supps . Outdoor Total

1970 $5,454 $ 565 $ --- $ --- $ 2 $6,021

1971 35 * 2,069 759 967 3,830

1972 --- 1,993 879 631*, --- 3,503

~
~
O
tT
N
rA
N
O

*Newspaper expenditures unavailable .

** Independent Supplements not available .
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VANTAGE

Segment
Sales Mkt. Share Adv. CPM Share

1s4o 1 .0 0 . 2 $6.0 $6. 69 0 .4

1 971 4. 6 0 .9 $3 . & * 1 . 8

1972 5 .1 0 .9 $3.5 $ .68 1 .7

C )
*Newspaper expenditures unavailable; therefore, total advertising figure incomplete .
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VANTAGE MENTHOL

1971

Vantage Menthol was introduced in the Second Quarter of 1971 in Central Cali-
fornia, Northern Wisconsin, Eastern Michigan, Southwestern Kentucky, Eastern
Massachusetts and Southwestern Texas . The menthol version was packaged in
much the same way as Vantage Filter except green replaced the gold in the pin-
striped background, and blue in the target and name .

Initial sales reached 600 million units as Vantage Menthol received .1% of the
total market and .5% of the menthol segmcnt .

The menthol style's introductory advertising campaign involved newspapers,
magazines, and supplements . Iieadlines read, "Vantage -- the no cop-out cigarette
announces a menthol breakthrough", and "Thc 'never before' menthol" . V antage
Menthol copy resembled Vantage Filter copy including, "the ingenious filter,
geometrically shaped to increase f'iltration ." For the most part, the word
"menthol" was simply added in applicable sentences such as, "You get real menthol
pleasure and low tar", or °It's the no cop-out menthol."

An introductory offer, involving coupons worth S . 10 off on a pack of Vantage
Menthol, was run in newspapers and supplements .

Later in 1971 Vantage advertisements featured both menthol and filter packs with
copy specifying neither style .

Although most advertisements were shared near the end of 1971, each style
occasionally had ads independent of the other . Vantage Menthol headlines in-
cluded, "If you're a menthol smoker who's concerned about 'tar', ° while copy
featured, "the only full-flavor menthol cigarette with low 'tar' and nicotine ."

1972

Vantage Menthol sales reached 800 million units in 1972 and although the style's
market share remained 0 . 1%, its share of the mentholated filter segment rose
to 0 . 6% .

Newspapers accounted for nearly 57% of Vantage Menthol's $3 .5 million advertis-
ing expenditures in 1972 . Magazines made up another 25% of the style's budget
with national supplements receiving the remaining 18% . CPM for Vantage Menthol
was $4 .37 .

Most of Vantage's 1972 campaign was shared by both styles and consisted of black
and white ads in newspapers, magazines and supplements . Generally, ads were
illustrated only with the Vantage packages . Occasionally, however, ads featured
photographs of smokers giving testimonials on why they switched to Vantage .

670624208
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Most ads simply had a large headline such as, "Smoking . What are you going
to do about it?" or "Instead of telling us not to smoke, maybe they should tell
us what to smoke. " These were followed by around 200 words of copy spread
over the rest of the page, which boiled down to, "Vantage . It's the only
cigarette that gives you so much taste with so little 'tar' and nicotine. "

In October, a campaign emphasizing Vantage Menthol was noted. Two-color
full or partial pages in newspapers and magazines followed the format of other
Vantage ads . Headlines read, "Why haven't you gotten the message?" Copy
went on to explain that most people didn't even know there was a Vantage
Menthol and stated, "Vantage Menthol has the cool fresh taste all menthol
smokers go for, and at the same time reduces 'tar' to 12 milligrams and
nicotine to 0 . 9 milligrams . "

Point of purchase material was noted in 1972 which offered a free pack of
Vantage for an empty one .

C
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Vantage Parent
All Styles

Advertising executions are basically unchanged unless otherwise noted .

1973

Advertising campaigns from 1972 continued in addition to
testimonials from Vantage smokers . Hcadlines such as, "I smoke .
And I'm not going to apologize for it . " were followed by about 200 words
from the smoker explaining why he/she switched to Vantage - low 'tar'
and nicotine, and why they stayed with Vantage - taste .

% Difference Vs . Year Ago

Sales 7 .3b .u . 21 .7%
SOM 1 .3% 18 .2%
SOS (HiFi) 15.8% 10 .5%
CPM $1. 19 1 . 7%

~ Expenditures $8.7MM 24 .3%
SOV 3.8 ;'a 15 .2%

1974

% Difference Vs . Year Ago

Sales 9 .6b.u . 31 .5%
SOM 1 .67. 23 . 1°fo
SOS (HiFi) 17.8% 12 . 7 %
CPM $1 .17 - 1 .7%
Expenditures $11 .2114M 28 .7%
SOV 3.8% -

C

1975

~~
Cents-off coupons were employed as a promotion device for Vantage in 1975 . Q

~
A book of coupons for $200 in discounts off 36 dining/entertaining establish- ~
ments in major U . S. cities was offered to consumers for 50g and two empty ~j
Vantage packs . A guide to the city was included in the offer. F1

0
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% Difference Vs. Year Ago

Sales 12 . 2b . u . 27 . 1$'0
SOM 2 .0% 25%
SOS (HiFi) 20 .1% 12 .9%
CPM $1 .25 6.8%
Expenditures $15 .2MM 35 .7%
SO V 4 . 5% 1, 8%

1976

Vantage sponsored the WCT Doubles Series in 1976 .

% Difference Vs. Year Ago

Sales - - 14.4b . u . 18%
SO34 2 .4% 20%
SOS (HiFi) 16 .7% -16 .9%
CPVI $1.44 15 . 2%
Expenditures $20 . 8MM 36 .8%
SOV 5.0% 22 .2%

1977

Vantage 100's (11 mg . 'tar') were launched nationally in January, 1977
without previous test marketing .

The new style was marketed in a white pack with horizontal blue stripes,
containing the Vantage target, on the upper portion of the pack . The name
Vantage was printed above the band, 100's below it. "20 Low Tar Cigarettes"
was included as the package line .

Headlines above a pack mortice announced, "Finally, Vantage Longs . "
"The first long cigarette to bring good taste to low-tar smoking . " followed
below the mortice. Body copy explained that R . J . Reynolds had resisted
the trend towards longer cigarettes and worked until they could, "perfect a
100 with the famous Vantage combination of full flavor and low tar" .

The three styles of Vantage : Regular, Menthol and 100's were illustrated
in lower corners of Vantage testimonial executions .

C Cents-off and free pack coupons were distributed via print media .
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C
% Difference Vs . Year Ago

Sales 17. 4b . u . 20 . 8%
SOM 2 . 9% 20 . 8%
SOS (HiFi) 13 . 1% -21 .6%
CPM $1 . 80 24 . 9%
Expenditures $31 . 3MM 50 .5%
SOV 6 . 4q'o 28 . 0%

1978

Coupons continued to be employed as a promotional device in 1978 .

% Difference Vs. Year Ago

Sales 18 . 8h . u . 8 . 0%
SOM 3 . 1% 6 . 9%
SOS (HiFi) 11 .0°/0 -16 .0%
CPM $1 . 46 -18 . 9%
Expenditures $27 .5MM -12.1%

C SOV 5 .3% -17 .1 %

1979

Vantage U1tra Lights were introduced nationally in October, 1979 .

Vantage Parent testimonial campaigns were discontinued in 1979 .
The new campaign utilized "The Vantage Point . Where great taste and
low tar meet. ", as a headline in a mortice containing pack and body copy
in the lower portion of the ad . Those executions published in male oriented
magazines featured a full page photograph of a woman lighting a man's
cigarette . The tip of the cigarette was encircled by a target . In women's
magazines a man lit a woman's cigarette . Executions were also developed
for Black publications .

% Difference
Vs . Year Ago % Total Brand

% Difference
Vs. Year Ago

Sales 19 .3b .u . 2.7% 94 .6% - 5 .4% T
~

SOM 3 .2% 3 .2%a 94 .1°fo 5 .9% ~
SOS (HiFi) 10 .1% - 8.2% - - ~.`
CPM $1 58 8 2% - - N

4 . .
~Expenditures $30 .4MM 10 .5% 71 .0% - 29%

SOV 4.8%a - 9.4% 71 .6% -28 .4% N
N
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VANTAGE MENTROS.

Sales Market Share Advertising CPM Seg. Share

1971 .60 0.1 2.0': 0.5

1972 .80 0.1 3.5 $4.37 0.65

VANTAGE MENTHOL

ADV ERTISING EXPENDITURES
(000)

Nat . & Ind .
Newspapers Magazines Supps. Outdoor Total

C\

1971 .4 $ 1,508 $ 553 -- $ 2,061

1972 $ 1,989 878 632 -- 3,499

~
~
0

~N
N
F+
W

=Newspaper figures unavailable, therefore, no CPM could be figured and
total expenditure not complete .
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Vantage Ultra Lights

Advertising executions are basically unchanged unless otherwise noted .

1979

Vantage Ultra Lights Kingsize and 100's (non-menthol only) were launched
nationally in October, 1979. Both styles had a 'tar' delivery of 6 mgs .
Vantage Ultra Lights Kingsize were previously test marketed in the
Northeast .

Pack design consisted of a small horizontally striped square at the top of
the pack, at the center of which was a red, white and blue target .
The name Vantage (in blue) Ultra Lights (in black) was printed below the
design. "Ultra Low Tar 6 mg . " was added at the bottom of the pack .
Pack background was white .

The introductory campaign utilized in test markets featured, "New Vantage
Ultra Lights" in whitc against a blue background as the headline, it was
highlighted by a starburst effect . Above a mortice containing a photograph
of a model smoking was, "Introducing Ultra Taste-At Ultra Low Tar" .
Body copy separated the mortice from the pack illustration . "Only 6 mg .
tar" concluded the execution .

The campaign utilized with the national launch of Vantage Ultra Lights
featured the headline, "New Vantage Ultra Lights" with a starburst effect .
"Introducing Ultra Taste-At Ultra Low Tar", followed the headline in
smaller print . A pack of each size was illustrated in the Lower portion of the
ad, "Only 6 mg. tar" was placed between them .

Street corner sampling and discount coupons were promotional devices
utilized in the launch of Vantage Ultra Lights .

% Total Brand

Sales 1 .05b .u . 5.2%
SOM .18% 5.3% ~
SOS (NVIU1traLow) 3 .3% - ~

~CPM $11 .81 -
M

Expenditures $12 .4MM 29.0% , ~
SOV 1 .9% 2 8. 4%

C
N

The ultra low market segment includes all cigarettes with 'tar' levels Ip
from 0-6 mg . .
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Vello

1976

Liggett & Myers test marketed Vello, an 11 mg'tar', .8 mg nicotine king
size filter cigarette early in 1976 . The new brand was developed in both
regular and menthol versions in white wrap with cork tipping .

Pack design consisted of a V in either two shades of red or green across the
middle, a white background above the V and pinstripes below . The name Vello
was printed diagonally above the V .

Sales volume during the test market could not be determined. The brand did
not achieve national distribution .

Advertising expenditures during the test market totaled $168, 000 .

Liggett & Myers utilized a unique advertising approach in the launch of Vello .
Although other brands have described the research process that took place,
Vello's advertising included the chemist that developed the cigarette . The
brand was, in fact, named after him . Ileadlines such as, "Vello Norman's
revolutionary new concept in low 'tar' cigarettes . ", "If Ve11o Norman had
less courage, you'd have less cigarette . ", and "Introducing Vello Norman .
The man who made all other cigarettes obsolete . ", were utilized. Body copy
explained that Norman had an idea everyone bclieved impossible, yet, he
developed a"low 'tar' high flavor cigarette" . A mortise consisting of a
photo of the chemist was included in the ad . Beside the pack illustration,
the tag line said, "You get the flavor . Vello gets the credit ."

Cents-off coupons aere distributed as a promotional device .

Ln

~

O
~N
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VENTURE

1967

Following test marketing in Philadelphia, Baltimore, Los Angeles, and
Atlanta during the early part of 1967, Continental Tobacco introduced
Venture into the New York and Washington areas . The brand's unique
characteristic was its insecticide-free tobacco .

No sales or advertising data was available for Venture, but the brand's
agency, Palmer, Willson & Worden, estimated the introductory budget
was approximately $5, 000, 000 . This money was never spent, however .
Advertising was concentrated in newspapers with some support from
outdoor ads .

Initial ads said, "If you value your health, you won't smoke . But if you
must smoke, then try Venture -- the safest cigarette you can buy ."

Later, black and white fractional-page newspaper ads featured the
headline, "If you ate cigarettes you'd switch to Venture, " including an
illustration of the Venture pack with a bite taken out of it . Copy explained
the dangers of insecticides and how Venture's tobacco was grown without
"persistent (stick and can't be washed off) insecticides ." The result, it
continued, was "a remarkably better tasting cigarette . One that's slower
burning, cooler smoking because we've done away with hot burning
chemicals . A cigarette of better purity, quality and fiavor ."

No further sales or advertising activity was noted after 1967 .
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VIRGINIA SLIMS FILTER 100's

1968-1971

Test marketed during luly and August, 1968, in San Francisco and introduced
nationally in September, 1968, as the "slim cigarette for women . . . only,"
Virginia Slims was marketed in both filter 100's and menthol 100's . The
fiLter 100's style was packaged in off-white with brown and gold stripes in
various shades on the left side . "Virginia Slims" was printed in black in
the lower half of the package with smaller copy ("Filter, Benson & Hedges, "
etc . ) in gold .

Initial sales of the plain style were 650 million units for a market share
of 0 . 1% .

The filter and menthol styles shared most introductory advertising and were
launched with "the biggest introductory advertising program in Philip Morris
history." Virginia Slims Filter 100's had an advertising budget of $5 .4 million .
Television was the style's base medium with 87% of the total budget . Other
expenditures included $436, 000 in magazines, $109, 000 in newspapers,
$79, 000 in sopplements, and $8, 000 in spot radio. CPM for 1968 was $2 . 75 .

Commercials, generally :60's, followed the liberated woman theme looking
"back in the old days" through mock-ups of old films and featuring a stylishly
dressed modern woman with the jingle, "You've come a long way, baby to get
where you got today, you've got your own cigarette, now baby, you've come
a long, long way . " A female announcer described the cigarette as "tailored
for the feminine hand . . . with flavor women like . . . rich, mild Virginia flavor . . .
in the slim purse pack . "

The campaign was translated into print through photographs or drawings
of early women's rights organizations or scenes of the women of the early
1900's sneaking a cigarette. Copy generally followed the comme reial
messages and used, "You'vc come a long way, baby" as a headline .

Sales in 1969 reached 2 .8 billion units for a total market share of . 5% .
The brand's share of the plain fitter segment was 1 . 1% .

Virginia SLfms' advertising expenditures were boosted to $6 .5 million with
90% going to network and spot television . Magazines were the only other
medium used by Virginia Slims in 1969 . CPM for the year was $2, 32

. Commercials changed only slightly in 1969, switching from "Introducing
Virginia Slims" to "Now there's a cigarette for women . "
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Print also continued to use the time contrast idea, but added occasional ads
which featured only the "modern" woman with the copy, "We made Virginia
Slims especially for women because women are dainty and beautiful and
sweet and generally different from men . Virginia Slims . You've come a
long way, baby . "

Virginia Slims Filter 100's continued its upward sales trend through 1970
with 3 . 1 billion units . The brand's share of the total market reached . 6%
while its share of the plain filter segment was 1 .2% .

Television again received the major portion (82%) of V irginia Slims Filter's
$5. 1 million advertising budget. Magazines received another 17 . 5% with
newspapers and supplements each receiving a tiny allocation . CPM in
1970 was $1 . 65 .

Commercials included stylishly dressed models getting hit in the face with
pies as a man grumbled in the background . "For my money women have come
too far . . . that cigarette's too good for women . " The man ducks a pic, only -
to get soaked by a couple of buckets of water as a woman replied, "Virginia
Slims, still the one cigarette for women only ." Basic copy in other commercials
was unchanged .

The print theme also was unchanged although a sub-head added, "Virginia
Slims, the taste for today's woman . "

Virginia Slims sponsored a"New Year's Eve in Paris" sweepstakes, offering
trips to Paris for 25 winning couples, New Year's Eve Party Kits (a case of
French champagne,-party hats and favors) for 100 second place winners, and
1, 000 bottles of Miss Dior Perfume for third place winners .

Although sales continued to climb for the filter style in 1971 with 3 . 3 billion
units, market and segment share remained unchanged at 0 . 6'^o and 1 .2% .

In 1971 Magazines were allocated $1 . 7 million, supplements $632, 000 and
outdoor advertising $276, 000 .

Ads continued to use, "You've come a long way, baby, " occasionally adding,
"Slimmer than the fat cigarette men smokc . With rich Virginia flavor
women like, " as the only copy . Ads featured many variations of the "from
yesterday to today" theme, sometimes substituting a quote ("There is no
other purgatory but a woman" -- Beaumont and Fletcher) and a comment
("Yes, but what a way to go") for the 1900's photograph . Other ads included
"We make Virginia Slims especially for women because they are biologically
superior to men" or "Virginia Slims would like to drop into the English
language" featuring a change in some cliche (A woman's home is her castle) .
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One group of ads appeared in 1971 with the headl.ine, "You've come a long way,
baby., . with fashions by David Crystal and with your own slim cigarette --
Virginia Slims ." Copy included complete descriptions and prices of the
fashion items . Although the illustrations did not show the model eilher
smoking or holding any cigarettes, the Virginia Slims packs were displayed
in the lower right corner of the ads .

A choker offer was made by Virginia Slims in 1971 . Consumers could purchase
a 24K gold-plated mesh collar and one snap-on stone for $3 .00 and two
Virginia Slims panels . Each additional stone was priced at $1 . 25 .

Virginia Slims also made an engagement calendar offer in 1971 . The calendar,
with specially noted dates significant in women's history, was free for two
Virginia Slims panels .

1972

Sales reached 3 .61 billion units in 1972 and although the stylc's total
market share rose to 0 . 7%, its share of the non-menthol filter segment
remained 1 .2%.

Expenditures for the non-menthol style were $2 .4 million with over
80% allocated to magazines . CPM for Virginia Slims Filter 100's in
1972 was $ . 66 .

Virginia Siims' advertising during 1972 was unchanged with the
exception that in each ad, the designer of the model's outfit was
identified .

The "Virginia Slims Book of Days Calendar" offer was repeated in
1972. The book was again free, but instead of being free for two
Virginia Slims panels, it was free for ten Virginia Slims panels .

Virginia Slims also offered a make-up brush set, valued at $2 .50
for 50( and two empty packs in 1972 .

c.
.F
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VIRGINIA SLIMS FILTER 100's

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES
(000)

Year Television Radio Newspaper Maeazine SUnps . Outdoor Total

1968 $4,754 $ 8 $ 109 $ 436 $ 79 $ --- $5,386

1969 5,872 --- --- 632 --- --- 6,504

1970 4,220 --- --- 899 1 --- 5,120

1971 73 --- * 1,679 632 276 2,660*

1972 --- --- 227 1,938 126** 99 2,392

O)
~
O
~
N

*Newspaper figures unavailable ; therefore, total expenditure not complete .
** Independent Supplement figures not available
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VIRGINIA SLIMS FILTER 100's

Year Sales
ffikt .

Share Adv . CPM
Seg.

Share

1968 0 .6 .5 0 .1 5 .4 2 .75 ----
1969 2 .78 0 .5 6 .5 2 .32 1 .1

1970 3 .07 0 .6 5 .1 1 .65 1 .2
1971 3 .30 0 .6 2 .7 ---- 1 .2
1972 3 .61 0 .7 2 .4 .66 1 .2
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VIRGINIA SLIMS MENTHOL

C

1968 - 1971

Test marketed from July to August, 1968, in San Francisco, Virginia Slims
Menthol 100's went into national distribution with Virginia Slims Filter 100's
in September, 1968 . The menthol style was packaged in white with green and
gold stripes in various shades running vertically up the left side of the package
face . "Virginia Slims" was printed in black in the lower half of the package
with smaller copy such as "Menthol, Benson & Hedges", etc . in gold .

Initial sales for 1968 in the menthol style were 350 million units for a market
share of 0 . 1% .

Expenditures for Virginia Slims Menthol 100's in 1968 were $848, 000 . Maga-
zines were allocated 51% of this, television 26%, newspapers 13% and supple-
ments 9%. CPM for 1968 was $2 . 00 .

Most Virginia Slims advertising was shared between the regular and menthol
styles . Ads compared yesterday's woman with today's . The basic theme of
the Virginia Slims campaign seemed to revolve around, "You've come a long
way, baby", which acted as a lead to the Virginia Slims' jingle in broadcast
advertising and as a headline for the brand's print campaign . Copy described
Virginia Slims as, "the slim cigarette for women . . . only . Tailored for the
feminine hand . . with rich mild Virginia flavor ."

In Virginia Slims Menthol 100's first complete year in national distribution,
sales reached 1 .74 billion units for a market share of 0 . 3%, and 1 .5% of the
menthol segment .

The style's 1969 advertising budget was over $1 . 0 million. Magazines again
received the major portion ($626, 000) . Network and spot television made up .
the only other medium used by Virginia Slims Menthol 100's in 1968 with
$395, 000 . CPM for the year was $ . 59 .

Advertising style, format and messages were basically unchanged throughout
1969 .

Sales climbed to 2 .02 billion units in 1970 as Virginia Slims Menthol 100's
market share rose to 0 . 4% and its share of the menthol segment moved to 1 . 6°jo .

Advertising expenditures for 1970 were $1 . 1 million with nearly 80% of the ~
budget allocated to magazines . Television was allocated another 19. 9% with p
small allocations to newspapers and supplements . CPM for 1970 was $ . 46 . LT)

~
N
N
W
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Ci
"The taste for today's woman" was added as a sub-head to Virginia Slims
print advertisements . Commercials emphasized Virginia Slims as, "still
the one cigarette for women only" . Otherwise the campaign was again unchanged .

Virginia Slims sponsored a "New Year's Eve in Paris" Sweepstakes . Prizes
included trips to Paris for 25 winning couples, party kits (cases of champagne,
party hats and favors) for 100 second place winnders, and 1, 000 bottles of
perfume for third place winners .

Sales reached 2 .2 billion units in 1971 . Although market share remained
unchanged at 0 .4%, Virginia Slims Menthol 100's share of the menthol seg-
ment rose to 1 .7% .

Virginia Slims Menthol 100's 1971 budget was the largest in the style's history .
The 1971 allocation for magazines alone ($1 .6II million) was more than the entire
style had ever been budgeted before . Supplements were also allocated more than
ever before with $524, 000 .

Ads continued to use, "You've come a long way, baby, " but occasionally added,
"Slimmer than the fat cigarettes men smoke . With rich Virginia flavor women
like," as the only copy . Ads featured variations of the "back in the old days to
today" theme .

One group of ads appeared in 1971 with the headline, "You've come a long way,
baby . . . with fashions by David Crystal and with your own slim cigarette
Virginia SIIms ." Copy included complete descriptions and prices . Although
the models shown were neither smoking nor did they hold a pack of Virginia
Slims, the filter and menthol packages were displayed in the lower right
corner of the ad .

A choker offer was made by Virginia Slims in 1971 . A 24K gold plated mesh
collar and one snap-on stone was available to consumers for $3 .00 and two
panels from Virginia Slims . Each additional stone was priced at $1 .25

. An engagement calendar offer was also made in 1971 by Virginia Slims. The
calendar, specifically noting significant dates in the history of women was free
for 2 Virginia Slims bottom panels .

1972 ~~

The mentholated style's sales rose to 2, 57 billion units in 1972 for 0 . 5% of
th t l

Q
~

e ota market and 1 .9% of the mentholated filter segment . ~

Expenditures for Virginia Slims Menthol were near $2 .53 million in 1972 . ~N

C\

Magazines accounted for $1 . 94 million with smaller allocations in newspapers, "'
national supplements and outdoor advertising. CPM was $. 98 .

As in 1971, most Virginia Slims advertising in 1972 was shared by both styles .
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The ads themselves were unchanged except that the designer of the model's
outfit in each ad was identified in small print . Some ads specifically featur-
ing Virginia Slims Menthol were noted in black publications during 1972 .
The ads used the same format as other Virginia Slims ads, but with the men-
thol package alone and the tag line, "The slimmer cigarette with the natural
menthol women like . ° .

The "Virginia Slims Book of Days Calendar" offer was repeated in 1972 . The
book was again free but for ten Virginia Slims panels (instead of two as in 1971) .

Virginia Slims also offered a make-up brush set, valued at $2 . 50, for 50Q and
two empty packs in 1972 .

C
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c
Virginia Slims
Regular and Menthol

Advertising executions are basically unchanged unless otherwise noted . .

1973

Executions were developed for Black publications and featured models
dressed in designer clothes without the nostalgic photographs found in
previous executions .

Nostalgic note cards from the Virginia Slims collections were offered
for four pack bottoms . The Book of Days calender was also offered for
four Virginia Slims pack bottoms .

% Difference Vs . Year Ago

Sales 7.2b .u. 16.1%
SOM 1.3% 18.2%

\ SOS (FT) 1.6% 6.7%
CPM $.97 22.8%
Expenditures $7. 0MM 42. 9%
SOV - 3.0 % 30.4%

1974

Virginia Slimsfeatured a tool kit for $20 .00 which included nine different
tools, nails, tacks, screws and picture hangers in an enameled steel case,
"Because you've got more to fix than your face" . In addition to the Book
of Days calender, Virginia Slims offered a pro t-shirt for $2 .00 and two
bottom flaps, "You've come a long way baby", surrounded Virginia Slims'
"Ginny" on thc white t-shirt .

% Difference Vs . Year Ago

Sales 8.2b .u. 13.9% ~
SOM 1.4% 7.7% .F
SOS (FT) 1.8% 12.5%

Q
~

CPNI $1.06 9.3% N
Expenditures $8.7MM 24.3%

N
C SOV 2.9% - 3.3% ~

~
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1975

Virginia Slims 120's box was test market in California in November of
1975 . The style did not achieve national distribution .

The "Ginny Jersey" was featured in 1975 in either red or white for $6 .00
and two pack bottoms . Virginia Slims also offered to send a bouquet of
flowers to a person of the purchaser's choice for $7 . 50 and two pack bottoms .
The Book of Days calender offer was repeated .

% Difference Vs . Year Ago

Sales 8 .8b . u . 7. 3%
SOM 1 .5% 7.1%
SOS (NT) 1 .9% 5 .6"/0
CPM $ . 85 -19.8%
Expenditures $7 .5MM -13 .8 %
SOV 2 .2% -24 .1%

C

1976

Virginia Slims sponsored a tennis championship in the Los Angeles Sports
Arena in 1976 . A"Ginny" sweater was offered in a self-liquidator
campaign for $9 . 00 and two pack bottoms .
Days calender offer was repeated .

The Virginia Slims Book of

% Difference Vs . Year Ago

Sales 9.lb .u. 3 .4%
SOM 1 . 5% -
SOS (FT) 2 . 1% 10.5%
CPM $ .88 3 .5%
Expenditures $8 .0?/SM 6.7%
SOV _ 1 . 9% -15 . 8%

1977

The Virginia S1ims Book of Days calender offer was repeated and a"Ginny" ~~
jogger was featured in a self-liquidator campaign for $22 .00. ~

L
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% Difference Vs. Year Ago

Sales 9. 5b . u .
SOM 1. 6%
SOS (FT) 2 . 5%

CPM $, 89
Expenditures $8 .5A4M
SOV 1.'7%

1978

Virginia Slims featured "Ginny Jump Jacket and Sports Shorts" for $22 .00
and two pack end flaps in a self-liquidator campaign . The Book of Days
calcnder was also offered .

% Difference Vs . Year Ago

C

C

Sales 9.8b .u.
SOM 1. 6%
SOS (FT) 2.8%
CPM $1.04
Expenditures $10 .2MM
SOV 2.0%

1979

Virginia Slims Lights crush proof box was launched nationally in
September, 1979 . No mention was made of the new style in Parent
executions .

The Book of Days calender was offered for $1 .00 and two pack bottoms .

% Difference
Vs . Year Ago % Total Brand

Sales 9.7b .u .
SOM 1.6%
SOS(FT) 3.0'qo
CPM $1.02
Expenditures $9 .9-mM
SOV 1.6%

89 .8%
89 .07.

51 .0%
53 . 3%

% Difference
Vs . Year Ago
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( VIRGINIA SLIMS MENTHOL 100's

Sales Mkt . Share Advertising CPM Segment Share

1968 .35 0 .1 0 .8 2 .0 ---

1969 1 .74 0 .3 . 1 .0 .59 1 .5

1970 2 .02 0 .4 1 .1 .46 1 .6

1971 2 .20 0 .4 2 .2 ~ 1 .7

1972 2.57 0 .5 2.5 98 1 .9

Cl
='Newspaperfigures unavailable .

O)
~
O
~
N
N

CND
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VIRGINIA SLIMS MENTHOL

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES
(000)

Television Magazines Newspapers Supplements Total

1968 $ 224 $ 436 $ 109 $ 79 S 848

1969 395 626 --- --- 1,021

1970 218 872 --- 1 1,091

1971 ---

Outdoor

1,680 - 524 2,204

1972 _ 98 1, 938 862 12V^> 2, 526

Cl

*Newspaper figures unavailable .

**Independent Supplement figures unavailable .
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Virginia Slims Lights
Regular and Menthol

1979

Virginia Slims Lights, a 9 mg.'tar' 100mm cigarette, was launched
nationally in September, 1979 in a crush proof box after previous test
marketing.

Pack design for the new style was almost a replica of Virginia Slims Parent .
The name Virginia Slims was printed in capitals in the middle of the pack,
Lights was written in script below it. ''Low 'tar' .Filter" "I,ow 'tar' .
Menthol" was utilized as a package line .

Introductory advertising executions were consistent with those developed
for Virginia Slims Parent in that fashionably dressed models were featured
in designer clothes . The headline, "New Virginia Slims Lights" was placed
above an illustrated pack of each flavor. "Only 9 mg. 'tar'° was written
to the side of the pack. "In the new crush proof box" concLuded the ad .

% Total Brand

Sales 1. 06b . u. 10. 1 f
SOM . 17% 11%
SOS (HiFi) .557. -
CPM $8.96 . -
Expenditures $9.5MM 49%
SOV 1.5% 46.7%

~

Q

~N
~N
W
F+
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WATERFORD

]966

Introduced nationally 3/7/66. Early 1966 advertising consists of descrip-
tion of cigarette with close-up on screen. Body copy is "new Waterford
with the water tip," "tiny capsules of water suspended in the tip" and
"you release their moisture by pinching the lines on the Waterford band . "
This is followed by rather humorous situations showing characters
pinching cigarette . Print ads also show cut-away of cigarette and
stress "pinching the water tip."

November, 1966 jobber reports indicate that Waterfords are being
withdrawn from St . Louis market and are to undergo a product change .

Advertising expenditures for 1966 were $3, 830 with sales of . 6 billion
for a CPM of $6 . 38 .

APPARENTLY WITHDRAWN
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t WHITE LEAF
f

1967-1968

White Leaf was test marketed by American in southern Kansas
beginning June 5, 1967 . The 85mm filter brand's unique char-
acteristic was its white tobacco wrapping rather than cigarette
paper .

White Leaf's pack was basically white with tiny sporadic black
lines causing it to resemble newspaper print . Near the top in
black script was "Fine Tobaccos in a White Tobacco Wrapper .
The name was in large white letters near the bottom .

Although sales and advertising data were unrecorded in 1967,
both spot television commercials and newspaper ads were noted
in Wichita .

Commercials were :20 spots stressing, °White Leaf is the
paperless cigarette, because in front of the filter, the wrapper
isn't paper--it's white tobacco ."

In print, black and white fractional pages accentuated "the
paperless cigarette, " but added emphasis on the taste . Copy
included, 'Jt tastes better than an ordinary filter cigarette, " and,
"the no paper smoke with the no paper taste . "

Although no sales were reported again in 1968, it was noted
that White Leaf had an advertising budget of $26, 000, all of
which was allocated to newspapers .

By June, 1968, the same :20 commercials and black and white
newspaper ads which had appeared in Wichita, Kansas, were
now being run in Hartford and New Haven, Connecticut .

No further activity either in sales or advertising has been
noted since 1968 .
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WINSTON

1954-1961

R . J . Reynolds in March, 1954 made their move into the exploding filter
market with Winston, an unusually flavorful cigarette for a filter with no
real attempt at effective filtration . They copied the cigarette (VICEROY)
that was in demand, and unable to supply that demand, in style (king-size
cork-tip), packing (conventional soft pack) and price . All other filters were
at that time selling at a premium of 4 to 5 cents a package more than
VICEROY, and were 70mm with a white tip .

Winston opened market by market, not expanding until the demand in each
new market was filled . Advertising in the markets opened was heavy, heavier
than VICEROY or Kent though not as heavy as L&M . Ignoring filter claims,
the introductory campaign headlined, "The makers of Camels present America's
richest, best-tasting filter cigarette . " Success was immediate .

In 1955, with VICEROY still in short supply for the first nine months, Winston
moved into first place in the filter market with a sales of 22 . 2 billion, slightly
ahead of VICEROY and double L&M .

(~ 1955 also saw the introduction of the Winston copy claim, "Winston tastes good--
like like a cigarette sheuld", which has been the keystone of their advertising ever
Qince. Media expenditures in 1955 were over $12, 000, 000, the heaviest by far

. of any filter. '

With adequate advertising pressure, though exceeded periodically (by VICEROY
in 1957, by Kent in 1959 and 1960, and by L&M in 1959), Winston sales have
progressed steadily . Sales increases faltered after the READER'S DIGEST
article in 1957 and share of market dropped slightly ( .2%) in the following year,
but the brand camc back strong in 1959 moving into third place in the industry
with a sales of 46 . 0 billion .

The addition of the flip- top box style in June, 1957, coming as it did coincident
with the DIGEST article, cannot be credited or blamed for any change in sales
trend . It has never been featured in Winston advertising and accounts for a
smaller percentage of sales than in the case of the other filter brands (with the
possible exception of VICEROY) .

The addition of "It's what's up front that counts" supported by "filter blend" in Q)
1959 had little penetration with the consumer and no apparent effect on the sales Q
trend . Neither did the cut-back in pressure (513, 500, 000 in 1959 versus ~
$17, 500, 000 in 1958 and 1960) during the big push on Salem seen to affect the N
upward trend. ~

2V
W
C!I
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At the end of 1961 Winston was forging ahead with the same campaign and
was credited with sales that year of 58 .8 billion, over 20 billion ahead of
Kent and well over double the sales of VICEROY or L&M, its original
competition .

1962-1963

Winston has had the wisdom to continue a successful campaign and no
changes have been made in their basic copy claim . Sales have continued
to improve each year with 64 . 0 billion in 1962 and 69 .4 billion in 1963 .
Advertising expenditure has also increased in the same period to $20, 506, 900
and $23, .553, 900 but with corresponding improvement in sales the advertising
CPM has been fairly constant. Share of market at the end of 1963 was 13 . 6% .

1964

Like most brands, Winston was affected adversely by the Surgeon General's
report and sales volume declined by 1 billion . Because of the total industry
decline, however, their share rose slightly from 13 . 6% to 13 . 7% . Winston
stayed with its successful copy platform and kept it fresh with new formats
in TV and new situations in print . The advertising expenditure was decreased
from $23, 6.53, 900 to $21, 970, 600 but still remained the largest in the regular
filter category.

1965

"Winston tastes good like a cigarette should" copy continued . Total advertising
expenditures rose 1 . 8 million over 1964, but CPM remained constant at .32 .
Total sales were up to 72 . 0 billion, the highest yet for this brand, and repre-
sented an increase of 4 .4 billion over previous year, as sales follow their
upward trend .

1966

First part of '66 "Sign Painter" theme employed changing the phrase " . . . like
a cigarette should" to " . . . like v_ur cigarette should . " The latter part of 1966
featured a gradual reverting to former phrase yet following up with " . . . like
our cigarette should ."
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WINSTON

1967 - 71

Winston's sales rose to 81 . 8 billion in 1967, an increase of 9 billion units over
1966, bringing its total share up to 15 . 6 .

Advertising expenditures jumped by over $8 million to $33 . 2 million with the
introduction of Winston Super Kings (99mm) and Winston Menthol . The CPM
for 1967 climbed to $ .41 .

The "Sign Painter" theme, which featured billboard painters changing Winston's
copy from "like a cigarette should" to "like your cigarette should" was dropped
in 1967 although most ads continued to use the revised slogan . Most Winston King
Size advertising adopted a "Flavor your fun with Winston" theme, involving people
in recreational settings (dances, camp outs, on horseback, ete. ) smoking Winstons .

Winston Super Kings and Winston Menthol were two of eleven extra-length brand
extensions introduced nationally in 1967 . (Note : Winston Menthol is handled in
the Menthol Section . ) Selling 10 billion units in 1967, Winston Super Kings
immediately led all extra-length cigarettes in sales, although its advertising
budget at $9 . 6 million was considerably less than its chief extra-length competitors
Benson & Hedges ($12 .9 million) and Pall Mall ($18 .6 million) .

The basic introductory theme for the Super Kings included, "It's not how long you
make it . . . it's how you make it long!" Broadcast advertising used a quartet
singing the theme and added, "Taste good, it should, it's Winston ."

1968 was marked by a steady increase in total sales, now 84 billion . Although
Winston King Size dropped slightly to 68 . 8, Winston Super Kings with 12 .5
billion and Winston Menthol with 2 .7 billion easily made up the difference . Mar-
ket share rose slightly to 15 . 9 .

Winston's advertising budget was cut back to $29 . 7 million and the CPM dropped
to $ .35 .

Winston King Si,ee continued to follow the "Fun" theme both in broadcast and in
print, while Winston Super King stayed with "how-you make it long ."

In 1969 total Winston sales (all styles) dropped to 81 . 3 billion units and market
share slipped to 15 . 6 .

Advertising expenditures were again cut although the CPM was up slightly to
$ .36 .
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A dual campaign was begun in 1969 for King Size and Super King Winston . The
central theme, used in broadcast and print, featured variations of "Me and my
Winstons, we got a real good thing."

A°Space Pen" offer was made by all styles of Winston in 1969 . The pen was
made available to consumers for $1 .00 and 10 Winston bottom flaps . It appears,
however, that the offer was given very little emphasis .

Sales recovered slightly in 1970, closing at 82 .1 billion units, as King Size Winston
gained for the first time since 1966 . Winston Super King was also up as total share
rose to 15 . 7. Segment share, however, dropped to 30 .2 .

Advertising expenditures and CPM remained unchanged through 1970 .

In the spring of 1970, a variation of the "Winston tastes good like a cigarette should"
slogan was used in a campaign re-emphasizing Winston's flavor . Generally, the
campaign (which keyed on the grammatical correctness of "like" as opposed to "as"
in the jingle) used still photographs with dialogue ballooned in, always stating,
"Winston may not say it right but they sure know how to make it right, " The idea
was shared by King Size and Super King in print and broadcast although only one
style was featured per advertisement .

Also in 1970, Winston featured a "Win with Winston" sweepstakes offering a
"Winston Red Cadillac" which seemed to indicate at least one direction Winston
advertising would take in 1971 .

Winston continued to gain in total sales in 1971, amassing 85 . 95 billion units,
although total market share remained at 15 . 7 . This was due, in part, to slight
gains by Winston King Size and Super King while Winston Menthol dropped .
Segment share of the plain filter market continued to decline at 29 .2 .

Traceable advertising expenditures were $11 .8 million for 1971 . The CPM
was $. 14 .

Following the government's ruling banning cigarette advertising in broadcast
media . Winston, like Salem, redirected some of its advertising toward offers,
sweepstakes, and sponsorships . In 1971 these included a rodeo, a bowling
bonanza (co-sponsored with Saleaq, a camera offer, a Negro-oriented sweep-
stakes, and a baseball sweepstakes . Support was run for Winston's 1971 cam-
paign of "llown Home Taste" in two other contests ("Down Home Birthday Stakes"
and "Down Home American Stakes") . The campaign featured Winston smokers in
small town settings .

~
.T
C
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1972

Winston plain filter sales climbed to 83 . 77 billion units in 1972 .
Although all of Winston's non-menthol styles gained in number of
sales for the year, the brand's share of both the total market and
the plain filter segment dropped to 15 . 5% and 28 . 2% respectively .

Expenditures for king size Winston were nearly $8 . 36 million in
1972. Magazines accounted for 45% of the style's expenditures
with newspapers making up another 37%: Outdoor ads and national
supplements also received significant allocations . CPM for the
85mm style was $ .12 .

The Super King style received $5 . 64 million for advertising in 1972
with over 41% allocated to magazines . Newspapers accounted for
another-25% with outdoor ads and national supplements splitting the
remaining 34%. The extra-length style's CPM was $ .36 in 1972 .

Winston's "Down Home Flavor" campaign continued into May of 1972
illustrated with domestic, usually rural, scenes of smokers .

Beginning in May, headlines were changed to "How good it is"
with the tag line "with Winston's finer flavor ." Ads were illustrated
by framed photographs of couples including titles such as "Touching, "
°Keeping Warm, ""Running Free, " etc . The traditional "Winston
tastes good like a cigarette should" slogan was included in the copy .
Later in 1972, ads aimed specifically at men appeared . These ads
featured photographs of a single male smoker involved in archery
or skiing with titles such as "The Challenger" or "Victory . "

Through 1972, Winston promotions included a Summer contest
offering such prizes as Winston umbrellas, beach towels, coolers
and kayaks, and a Winston-Salem Bowling Sweepstakes . Also in
1972 Winston offered such self-liquidators as a "How good it is"
puzzle (a $3.00 value for $1 .00 and two empty packs) in September,
Winston Fancy Pants ($2 . 95 and two end flaps) and a G . E . Sound-
Scene Radio (a $12 . 95 value for $8 . 50 and five Winston end flaps)
in October and a free ($ .25 postage and handling) poster of Winston's
Christmas illustration, a snow-covered village, entitled "Peace" .

The brand also continued local newspaper promotions of its rodeo
and NASCAR sponsorships .
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WINSTON PARENT

1973

In 1973 Winston Kingsize with sales of 69 . 6 billion units was the top ranked
nonmenthol full taste cigarette on the market . Marlboro Kingsize was
close behind with sales of 63 . 18 billion units. Winston soft pack sales in-
creased 1, 7% totaling 66 . 8 billion units, hard box sales grew 9 . 8% to 2. 8
billion units. Super Kings grew 5. 7% to 16. 4 billion units . Winston sales
totaled 86 billion units in 1973, SOM was 14. 9%.

Advertising expenditures rose 32% to $23 . 2 million including ; $8. 5 million
to newspapers, $6.4 million to magazines, $5 . 9 million to OOH and $2 . 5
million to supplements. Winston CPM was $. 27 .

In 1973 Winston's advertising campaign remained the same as that developed
in 1972.

In August, 1973 a self liquidator offer featured "Fancy Pants, " hip huggers
in material designed like the Winston pack. The pants sold for $2.99 and a
matching "Happy Hat" cost $1 . 95 .

1974

In 1974 Winston soft pack sales declined 1% to 66 billion units, hard box sales
increased 18% to 3 .3 billion units and Super Kings grew 5% to 17 .23 billion
units. Total Winston Parent sales rose , 6% to 86, 53 billion units . SOM
dropped 2%to 14.6%.

Advertising expenditures rose 34% to $31 . 1 million. $11 .7 million were
allocated to ROP, $7. 5 million to OOH, $7 .4 million to magazines and $4. 4
million to supplements. CPM rose to $ . 36 .

Winston advertising employed a variety of campaigns in 1974 . One execution
involved the Winston pack superimposed over a couple on the beach . In another
execution developed for Black publications the pack provided a backdrop for
stylishly dressed Blacks . Copy in both executions continued the theme of ~
Winston tastes good . The Winston box was also featured in a pack as hero
execution. Upon realization that Marlboro was gaining share among young CD
smokers Winston developed a campaign aimed specifically at them. ~
The narrative of a young man named Red who'd traveled America, completed ~
college and worked with Navajo Indians was placed beside a Winston pack. N

~
~
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The execution had a symbolic relation between the name Red, the red pack
and red - the communicator of taste . In a different campaign executions
were developed with scenic shots of America and included a model alone .
Copy said, "All over America, Winston tastes good" . A variation of that
campaign featured a single model in an outdoor environment . Copy advised,
"When your taste grows up. Come to Winston for good ." as an appeal to the
younger market . The final campaign in 1974 took the form of testimonials .
Close-up shots of models were accompanied by explanations of why they
smoked and why they smoked Winston - taste .

A poster of a couple running on the beach was featured in 1974 . Copy said,
"Not a bad poster offer for Winston without a commercial message" .
Cost was $1 .00 and two empty packs of Winston . In a sclf-liquidator offer
a jigsaw puzzle of people canoeing with the message, "How good it is" was
offered for $1 . 00. In a "Golden Opportunity" offer, four DuBarry 5th Avenue
chains were priced at $4 . 99 . The ad included a pack of Winston Super Kings .
Neither retail value or metal quality was mentioned .

1975

Winston maintained the testimonial campaign in 1975 ..AAdvertising expenditures
dropped 25% to $23, 3 million including ; $8 . 6 million to magazines, $7. 6 million
to supplements . CPM was $. 27 .

Total Parent sales declined 1 . 2ul6 to $85.52 in 1975 . Soft pack sales fell 2 . 7%
to 64. 18 billion units . And although hard box sales rose 4. 2% and Super Kings
rose 3 . 9% to 3 . 44 billion units and 17 . 9 billion units respectively, they did not
arrest the decline . SOM dropped to 14 . 3% .

Winston featured a Fisher quad in a self-liquidator offer, including a turntable,
receiver and speakers for $499 . A Super Lounge shirt was offered from Winston
Super Kings for $10 . 95, retail value $25 . And finally, Winston sponsered a
World Series of softball with a $10, 000 purse in 16" circuit softball .

1976

Winston Parent lost its first place position in the full taste nonmenthol market
segment to Marlboro Parent by 3 . 5 billion units . Winston Parent sales declined
4. 1% in 1976 to 81 . 99 billion units . Soft pack sales declined 5 . 9% to 60 . 38
billion units . Both hard box and Super King sales increased 1 . 7% to 3 . 5 and Q7
18. 11 billion units respectively . SOM decreased 4 .2% to 13. 7%. ~F

C
Nonmenthol full taste sales declined 4. 7% and advertising expenditures dropped ~
24% in 1976 . Nonmenthol hi-fi (7 - 15 mg . tar) sales grew 34% and advertising {~p
expenditures increased 61%. jQ

~
N
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Winston Parent advertising expenditures declined 2 .9°1 to $22 . 6 million .
Magazines received $8 . 1 million, OOH $6 .4 million, ROP $5 . 3 million and
supplements $2. 9. CPM was $ . 26 .

Winston's advertising campaign continued testimonial executions . In 1976
Winston sponscrcd different types of car racing and rodeos throughout America .

1977

In 1977 the name Winston Super Kings was changed to Winston 100's .
The pack remained basically the same . Winston Longs was used in copy .
Executions continued testimonials based on taste . "I won't settle for anything
less than taste" and "Don't tell me taste isn't everything" are some examples .
Body copy supported headlines . Winston Longs were advertised with Kings
as well as separately . Executions were also developed for Black publications .

Advertising expenditures dropped 12 .5% to $19 .8 million including; $6 .6 million
to magazines, $5 . 9 million to OOH, $4 . 5 million to ROP and $2 . 7 million to
supplements . CPM was $. 27 .

Winston's SOM fell 10. 2% to 12 . 3% in 1977 . Total Parent sales dropped 8 .9 io
to 74. 65 billion units . Hard box sales declined 11 . 4°io to 3 . 10 billion units,
soft pack sales declined 6 . 6% to 54 . 6 billion units and Longs dropped 6 .4'io to
16. 95 billion units .

1978

Winston Parent sales declined 10 .9% in 1978 to 66 . 5 billion units . Soft pack
sales dropped 10 . 97o to 48 . 65 billion units, hard box sales dropped 14 . 8'jo to
2 . 7 billion units and Longs fell 10 . 6% to 15 . 1 :i billion units . SOM was 11' u .

Advertising expenditures decreased 6. 3% to $18 . 5 million. $7. 3 million were
allocated to magazines, .$5 . 5 million to OOH, $3 . 8 million to ROP and $1 . 8
million to supplements . CPIDI rose to $ .28 .

Winston Parent's advertising campaign remained the same .
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1979

In early 1979 the format of Winston's advertising campaign continued, but
a copy change occured . Instead of people relating why they smoked and
why they smoked Winston, copy changed to, "I want the best taste I can get" .
Later in the year male models posed as lumberjacks or outdoorsmen .
In some of these executions the background was extended to include the
environment and modell while others featured facial close ups . "When your
taste grows up, Winston out-tastes them all" was utilized as copy, as well
as the previous example . This change was apparently an attempt to establish
a known symbol similar to the Marlboro man rather than confusing consumers
with different smoker images .

Advertising expenditures for Winston Parent increased 39°io to 525 . 91 million
including; $12 . 4 milLion to magazines, .$5 . 6 million to HOP, $4 . 1 million to
OOH, and $3 .7 million to supplcments . CPM rose to $ . 42 .

Winston Parent sales declined 8 .3 j to 60 .98 billion units in 1979 . Soft pack
sales declined 8 . 8%b to 44 . 34 billion units, hard box sales dropped 4% to 2 .59
billion units and Longs fell 7 .3% to 14 .05 billion units. SOM declined 9 . 57b
to 9 .96% .
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WINSTON

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES

Year Print Radio

(000)

Television Total Cost Per D$ Cigs .

1954 $1,260 $ 380 $ 3,290 $ 4,930 $ .65

1955 4,380 470 7,320 12,170 .55

1956 4,200 1,900 7,000 13,100 .39

1957 5,349 1, 566 8,971 15,886 .40

1958 4,742 1,748 11,032 17, 522 .42

1959 1,803 2,888 8,935 13,626 .30

1960 4,369 3,243 9,864 17,476 .33

1961 5,114 3,161 11,804 20,079 .34

1962 4,552 - 3,325 12, 630 20, 507 .32

1963 4, 678 3, 042 15, 835 23, 554 . 34

1964 3,493 3,157 15,321 21,971 .32

1965 3,392 2,900 16,902 23, 194 .32

1966 4,113 3,294 17,891 25,298 .34

1967 2,082 2,012 14, 190 18,284 .26

1968 2,320 1,271 14, 048 17, 639 .25

1969 2,306 2,320 16,601 23,227 .35 ~

1970 2,608 1,935 18,189 22,732 .34
Q
N

M7
N
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WINSTON

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES - cont'd
(000)

Newspaper/ Cost
Year Supplements Maeazines Outdoor Total Per M Ci¢s .

1971 $ 819 $ 4,083 $4, 746 $9, 703* $ . 14
1972 3, 603 *̂ ' 3, 763 992 8, 358 $ . 12

'k Includes $55 TV expenditure
~* Independent Supplements not available
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WINSTON KING SIZE

Year Sa
Market
Share Adv. CPM

Segment
Share

1967 69 . 3 13. 2 18.3 .26 28 .6
1968 68 .8 13 .0 17 .6 .26 26 .4
1969 66.8 12.9 23. 2 . 35 26 . 5
1970 67 .0 12.8 22. 7 . 34 25 . 2
1971 67. 5 12. 6 9.7m .14 24 .0
1972 68 .3 12.4 8.4 .12 23 .0

WINSTON SUPER KING

Market Segment
Year Sales Share Adv . CPM Share

1967 10 .0 1 .9 9.6 .96 4 .1
1968 12 . 5 2 .4 8 . 6 .68 5.0

1969 12 . 3 2. 4 5.1 .41 4 . 8
1970 13 .1 2.5 6.2 .47 5 .0
1971 14 .5 2.7 1.9* .13 5 .2
1972 15.5 2.8 5.6 .36 5 .2

*Newspaper-expenditures unavailable
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WINSTON SUPER KING

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES
(000)

C

C

Year
NewspapersJ
Suonlements Maeazines Outdoor Televisiog Radio Tota

1967 $1,095 $ 872 --- $6,913 $ 725 $9,605
1968 3 791 --- 6,606 1,158 8,558
1969 490 --- 4,568 --- 5,058
1970 12 1,302 --- 4,435 442 6,191
1971 394 1,443 --- 35 --- 1,872
1972 2,333 2, 313 $ 991 --- 5, 637
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WINSTON

SALES BY STYLE

Year

85mm
Soft Pack

80mm
Box Super Kin¢ Menthol Total

1953 --- ---
1954 7 .5 --- --- --- 7 .5
1955 22 .2 --- --- --- 22 .2
1956 34 .0 --- --- --- 34 .0
1957 37 .4 2 .7 --- --- 40 .1
1958 37 .3 4.8 --- --- 42 .1
1959 42 .0 4.0 --- --- 46 .0
1960 48 .7 3 .7 --- --- 52 .4
1961 - 55 .1 3 .7 --- --- 58.8
1962 59 .8 4 .2 --- --- 64.0
1963 65.3 4 .1 --- --- 69 .4
1964 65.0 3 .4 --- --- 68 .4
1965 68 .2 3 .2 --- --- 72.0
1966 72.1 3.0 --- --- 75 .1
1967 66.6 2.7 10 .0 2 .5 81 .8
1968 66.4 2.4 12 .5 2 .7 84.0
1969 64.6- 2.2 12 .3 2 .3 81 .3
1970 65 .0 2 .0 13.1 2 .0 82 .1
1971 65 .4 2.1 14 .5 1 .9 83 .9
1972 65.7 2 .6 15 .5 1 .9 83,8
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WINSTON - TOTAL BRAND

Market Segment
ea Sales Share Adv. CPM Share

1967 81 .8 15 .6 33 . 2 .41 32.7
1968 84.0 15 .9 29 .7 .35 31 .4
1969 81 .3 15 .6 29 .4 .36 31 .3
1970 82 .1 15 .7 29 .4 .36 30 .2
1971 83 . 9 15 . 7 11 . 8* .14 29 . 2
1972 33 .8 15 .2 14.0 . 48 28 . 2

*Newspaper expenditures unavailable
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WINSTON MENTHOL

1967 ( . 253% Menthol)

In test in January and national by April, Winston Supcr Kings Menthol put
$3, 963, 000 of their $5, 310, 000 for 1967 into television .

The cigarette had a 30mm cork tip and a 25mm cellulose acetate filter .
Nicotine and tar was extremely high and just below 100mm Salem . Initially,
like Salem, the product in 1967 had a 20mm filter and 24mm of tipping .

Both the non-menthol and the menthol versions were introduced together on
a national basis . A hinged box for the two 100mm styles followed .

Normally, menthol Winston was tagged or, on some occasions, given dominance
by way of announcement after the non-mentholated Winston Super Kings . In this
case, the non-menthol version always had lead-off position on a :30/ :30 basis .
In another case, the menthol Winston 100mm cigarette had its own :60 commercial .

The special menthol commercials had jingles for everyone . "What a combo!
Winston and Menthol . . . And what's doubly nice, it's at a popular price! Tastes
good, it should, it's Winston . "

Visuals showed water and a musical combo on a raft . Print, with $1, 345, 000,
had the same approach and an unappealing illustration .

Winston Menthol's packaging was of gold foil and an off-center green block in
which the brand name appeared discreetly. The package for the non-menthol
100mm cigarette used a red block and otherwise looked the same as the menthol .

When Winston came out with lhe two new styles, we at Brown & Williamson were
taken quite by surprise . Reynolds, it was thought, was smart enough not to
proliferate or fragment a brand after the industry saw what happened in the early
1960's . This time, at least in 1967, it appeared to work . Probably because of
the brand's healthy growth conditions .

1968-71

Sales climbed in 1968 to 2 .7 billion although market share remained unchanged ~
at . 5 .

Q
~

Advertising expenditures, which were still heavily concentrated in television, ~7
were cut back to $3 .9 million, and the CPM dropped to $1.44, N

Cli
0
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C~ The "What a Combo" theme continued to be used, as a "Sip it" idea was intro-
duced . The newer campaign compared Winston Menthol to a cool drink, not
to be puffed, but sipped .

As sales began to drop in 1969 to 2 .3 billion, market share slipped to .4 .
Winston Menthol's share of the mentholated filter market was 2 . 0 .

Advertising expenditures were cut to $1 . 1 million (less than a third of the
previous year's budget) as CPM settled at .48 . Once again, nearly all of
the advertising budget was devoted to television .

Although the "Sip it" theme was occasionally used in 1969, Winston Menthol's
advertising consisted primarily of occasional product illustration in ads
featuring "We and our Winstons° and mention of availability at the close of
Winston commercials .

Sales continued to nose dive to 2 . 0 billion units in 1970 . Although market
share remained at .4, segment share slipped to 1 . 7 .

Advertising expenditures were again drastically cut, reducing Winston Menthol's
budget to below $ . 5 million and dropping the CPM to .25 .

There were no notable changes in Winston Menthol advertising strategy for
1970 .

In 1971, the drop in sales began to s1ow . Closing at 1, 9 billion units, market
share remained constant for the third year at .4 . Segment share, however,
reached an all-time low at 1 . 5 .

Winston Menthol advertising seemed to primarily key on the Negro market in
1971 . Black magazines were used to promote a "Real & Rich & Cool" theme,
which coincided with an advertising campaign and sweepstakes . Winston
Menthol also continued to use dual ads with Winston Super King throughout 1971 .

1972

Winston Menthol sales slipped to 1 .88 billion units in 1972 as the brand's rate
of sales decline seemed to slow. Its total market share and share of the men-
tholated filter segment, however, both dropped, to 0 . 3% and 1 . 4% respectively .

Although Maxwell listed sales for only a 100mm style, advertising expenditures
were reported for two Winston menthol styles ; Winston Super Kings and, pre- ~
viously unlisted, Winston Kings . The king-size version was allocated $111, 000 p
in newspaper ads for 1972 . There was little other evidence of its existence . ~j
The extra-length version's expenditures were $3 .5 million with nearly 53% a1- N
located to newspaper . Outdoor advertising accounted for another 28% of the N
brand's budget with magazines and national supplements also receiving signifi- N
cant allocations . CPM for Winston Super King Menthol was $1 . 97. Fa
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Print advertising for Winston Menthol during 1972, once again consisted of
tag lines and package appearances in ads with Winston Super King (see WinstonC
for 1972) .
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C- WINSTON MENTHOL

Year Sa1es
Market
Share Adv . CPM

Segment
Share

1967 2.5 0.5 5 .3 2.12 2.4
1968 2 .7 0 .5 3 .9 1 .44 2 .4
1969 2 .3 0 .4 1 .1 .48 2 .0
1970 2 .0 0 .4 . 5 .25 1 . 7
1971 1 .9 0 .4 ,3 .16 1 .5
1972 1 .9 0.3 3 .5 1 .97 1 .4

C
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WINSTON MENTHOL

ADVERTISING EXPF.NDITURES
(000)

Year Television Radio
News-
a er Maeazine Suoulcments Outdoor Total

1967 $3,963 $ 2 $988 $ 357 $ --- $ --- $5,310
1968 3,412 13 --- 446 --- --- 3,871
1969 909 --- --- 196 --- --- 1,105
1970 7 442 12 --- --- 8 469
1971 --- --- - 167 131 --- 298
1972 --- --- 1,848 379 288*t 992 3,307

C

*Newspaper expcnditures unavailable ~

*-Independent Supplement expenditures unavailable
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WINSTON LIGHTS

1974

Winston Lights Kingsize, a 14 mg. tar aonmcnthol cigarette was introduced
nationally in June 1974 . During 1974 the nonmenthol full taste market
segment increased .8% in sales to 307 .15 billion units and the hi-fi (7 - 15 mg . )
market segment grew 16% from 1973 to 53 . 84 billion units, nonmenthol hi-fi
sales totaled 40 .46 billion units . Full taste nonmenthol advertising cxpendi-
tures rose 18% to $134 .4 million and hi-fi advertising expenditures grew
48 .8% to $63 . 3 million .

Winston Lights by December 1974 achieved sales of 1 .55 billion units .
SOM was .439°o in the total market, SOM in the hi-fi market segment, 2 .8% .
Marlboro Lights (11/71) had sales of 4 .1 billion units, its SOM in the hi-fi
market segment was 7 .6°jo .

Total Winston sales rose 2 .4% to 88.08 billion units . SOM remained 14 .9% .
Total Marlboro SOM was 14. 6% .

Winston Lights' introductory advertising expenditures totaled $4 . 5 million
including; $1 .1 million to magazines, $1 .4 million to supplements, $1 .8
million to newspaper and $172, 000 to 0011. Winston Lights' CPM was $2 . 88 .

SOV in the total market was 1 .5%, in the hi-fi market segment 7 . 1% .
Marlboro Lights' SOV in the hi-fi market segment was also 7 . 1°fo . Total
Winston CPM was $ . 40, advertising expenditures totaled $35 .6 million,
an increase of 53% .

Winston Lights' introductory formats featured a pack as hero execution
and utilized a starburst effect . Headlines introduced°New Winston Lights" .
A tag line added, "We put good taste in a whole new light'' .

Among the promotion devices offered in 1974 was a 50¢ off coupon on a carton
of either Winston Lights or Winston Menthol distributed via magazincs .

1975

Winston Lights' sales increased 155 % to 3. 94 billion units in 1975. C)

SOM increased 55% to .66%. Total Winston sales grew 1 .6°jo to 89.46 billion Q
units, total SOM was 14 . 94%. t77

N
N
L1
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Hi-fi sales continued to grow, 12 . 8%in 1975 to 53 . 84 billion units .
Winston Lights had a 7 . 3% SOM in the hi-fi market . However, hi-fi
advertising expenditures decreased 12 .8%to $59.5 million . Winston Lights
in the hi-fi market segment had a 10 . 7% SOV compared to Marlboro Lights'
4 . 9% SOV. Winston Lights' advertising expenditures increased 43% to
$6 .4 million. Magazines were allocated $1 .6 million, OOH, $2 .6 million,
newspapers, $1 .6 million, and supplements, $699,000 . Winston Lights'
CPM dropped 43% to $1 . 63. Total Winston advertising expenditures decreased
16 . 7% to $29 . 7 million, CPT,I was $. 33 .

Winston Lights' advertising cvolved to a format consistent with Parent
executions in 1975 . °I demand two things from my cigarette" headlined
testimonials for Winston Lights . Supportive body copy defined those things
as low tar and nicotine plus taste .

1976

In 1976 the hi-fi market segment grew 42% in sales compared to 13% the
previous year. Hi-fi advertising expenditures increased 163% from 1975 .
Hi-fi SOV was 37 . 7% in 1976, SOIti was 14 . 4% .

Winston Lights' sales grew- 63% to 6 . 44 billion units in 1976 . SOM rose to
1 .1% . Marlboro IEghts' sales totaled 7 .03 billion units, SOM was 1 . 2% .
Winston Lights' SOM in the hi-fi market segment was 7 . 5% compared to
Marlboro Lights 8 . 1% . Total Winston sales increased 5 . 5% to 94 .43 billion
units . Marlboro sales totaled 94 .21 billion units .

Winston Lights' advertising expenditures increased 33% to $8 . 5 million
including; $3. 1 million to magazines, $2 . 5 million to OOH, $1 . 6 million to
newspapers and $1 .2 million to supplements . Lights' CPM decreased 19°6
to $1 . 32 . Total Winston expenditures increased 4 .7?o to $31 . 1 million,
CPM dropped 12 . 5°fo to $ . 35 . Winston Lights' SOV inereascd 8% to 2 .05/0
while Marlboro Lights' SOV was 2 .3% . In the hi-fi market segment Winston
L.ights' SOV was 5 . 3% and Marlboro Lights' SOV was 6 . 1% .

Winston Lights' advertising continued in the form of testimonials .
For example, following the headline, "Low numbers are one thing . But not
everything . ° body copy continued with, "Low tar and nicotine numbers are
important to me . But I smoke for taste . That's why I smoke Winston Lights .
I get a lighter cigarette, but I still get real taste . And real pleasure .
Only one cigarette gives me all that . Winston Lights ."
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1977

With the introduction of Winston Light 100's (13 mg. tar) in March 1977,
the tar level in Winston Lights Kingsize was reduced to 12 mg . from 14 mg.
In 1977, Winston Lights' sales surpassed 34arlboro Lights by 3 . 17 billion
units . Winston Kingsize sales increased 45% to 9 .35 billion units .
100's sales totaled 2 .67 billion units . Total Winston Lights' sales in 1977
were 12.02 billion units, an increase of 87% .

Hi-fi sales grew 54 ;c to 132 . 55 billion units in 1977 and advertising expendi-
tures increased 65% to $257.8 million . Hi-fi SOM was 22% and SOV, 52% .
Winston Lights had a 9 .07°fo SO1V1 in the hi-fi market segment and a 1 .8%
SOIl4 in the total market . Marlboro Lights' SOM in the hi-fi segment was
6. 7%, in the total market 1 . 5%. Total Winston sales declined 8 .2% to
86 .67 billion units, SOll1 dropped to 14 .36~0 .

Winston Lights' advertising expenditures rose 139% to $20 .3 million, over
half of total Winston advertising expenditures in 1977. Magazines were
allocated $8 million, ROP $4 .6 million, supplements, $4 :nillion and OOH,
$3 .6 million .

~ Winston Lights' SOV in the hi-fi market segment was 7 .9%o. Lights' CP;V1
rose 28% to $1. 69 . Total Winston expenditures increased 29% to $31 . 1 million,
CPM was $ .46 .

Winston Lights' advertising continued using the previously established format
emphasizing low tar and tastc .

1978

Winston Lights' advertising campaign changed in 1978 . New headlines invited
smokers to "Taste Winston Lights" . Thc tag line followed with "The low tar
cigarette that's all Winston. All taste." The execution featured a couple
dressed in white and at the bottom of the page a mortice featuring both styles
of Winston Lights. ~

.F
Winston Lights' advertising expenditures decreased 21 o to $16 million in Q
1078 including; $7.7 million to magazines, $3 .4 million to supplements, N
$ 2.8 million to OOH and $2 . 1 million to newspapers . Winston Lights' CP14 ~
dropped to $ . 95 . Winston Lights' SOV in the hi-fi market segment was 4 .8%
in 1978 comparcd to Marlboro Lights' 7 . 1% SOV . Total Winston expenditures L~
dropped 13% to $34 . 9 million, CPIl4 decreased to $ . 41. ~

Winston Lights' sales continued to surpass Nlartboro Lights although total
Winston sales (84 . 6 bill.ion units) were 16 .41 billion units lower than Marlboro
(101 .01 billion units) . Winston Lights' sales totaled 16.85 billion units in 1978,
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an increase of 40% . Kingsize sales increased 24% to 11 . 6 billion units
and 100's sales grew 96.6%to 5 .25 billion units . Winston Lights' SOM
was 2 .78% compared to Marlboro Lights 2 .04% SOM.

1979

In 1979 Winston Lights' advertising format returned to a frontal closeup
previously used in 1977 . Executions for both Kings and 100's were headlined
with, "Taste Winston LightsP . Tag lines for Kingsize executions added,
"Best taste. Low tar" . Tag lines for 100's in women's magazines added,
"Best taste, low tar for today's longer length" . In the 4th Quarter 1979
another campaign was added to the Winston lineup . Copy above a male model
leaning against a ship's railing said, "No compromise . Winston Lights
didn't compromise on great taste to get low tar . Why should I?" A tag line
added, "Winston Lights taste good like a light cigarette should ."

Winston Lights' advertising expenditures increased 61% to 26 .7 million,
almost half of total Winston advertising expenditures ($52 .4 million).
Winston Lights' allocations included $13 .4 million to magazines, $5 .6 million
to newspapers, $4 . 2 million to supplements and $3. 5 million to GOII .
Winston Lights' SOV was 5 .9%. Winston Lights' CPM was $1 .34 .
Total Winston spending increased 31% to $45 .6 million . CPNI rose to $. 56 .

Both Winston Lights Kingsize and 100's sales increased in 1979, 15% and
24%o respectively . Kingsize sales were 13. 34 billion units and 100's sales
were 6. 5 billion units, total Winston Lights' sales increased 17 . 7% to 19 . 84
billion units . SOM increased 57% to 3.2%. SOM in the hi-fi market segment
was 10.4% compared to Marlboro Lights' 8 . 6% . Total Winston sales declined
3% to 80 . 82 billion units, SOM dropped to 13 .2%.
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YORK

1961

Lorillard first introduced York as an "Imperial-size" 90mm plain
end cigarette in August of 1961, n11 page, 2-color newspaper ads
were used for the launching. In these advertisements, the red and
white package was blown up five times its actual size to emphasize
the new product's U. S. P, , i. e. , Imperial Size . York's 90mm length
made it the longest cigarette on the market by 5mm . Headline copy,
in addition to stressing the extra-ordinary length, read "York uses
its Imperial length instead of a filter to make rich tobaccos taste
mild and smooth!" A box chart was also shown in the bottom right
hand portion of the picture illustrating how "- Imperial length gives
the smoke a longer route to travel - to maintain a taste of mildness
and smoothness " . Body copy reinforces this idea by saying "York
travels the smoke farther --- farther --- farther --- to improve
smoking taste. " This copy approach was a direct lift from Pall Mall's
famous "Smoke traveled through fine tobacco tastes best . "

1962

In the early months of '62 York continued with its 2-color ROP cam-
paign. Only minor changes and variations differentiated these ads
from the introductory advertisements of '61 . In the middle of the
year York tried some vertical 3-column ROP ads depicting three
different pictures of the package, each in different perspective . The
copy ran -"try York for size" - "try York for taste" - "try York. "
Here, as always, the II . S. P. of Imperial length receives primary
emphasis, subordinating taste to a secondary claim. A few 4-color
magazine ads were run in '62 . These were direct lifts from the ROP
campaign .

1963-1964

1963 saw the brand commence a rather large scale 4-color magazine
campaign . The ROP format was dropped in favor of a richly elegant
approach. A diffused red cast now fills the entire ad and one pack
of York is prominently displayed . A single cigarette has been taken
from the open package and lighted and left burning in an expensive
glass ashtray. The headline takes the form of a dictionary definition
of the word "Imperial" or some other word that the advertiser wants
associated with the brand such as "Distinctive", "Ultra-modern", etc .
Body copy plays off on the distinction-oriented words defined in the
headline. This campaign ran through 1963 and 1964 .
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York ad expenditures in '63 ran about $1 . 8 million and sales were at
the billion mark. Advertising dropped to $600M in '64 but the cor-
responding sharp decrease in sales sent the CPM to $2 . 18 and dropped
York's overall ranking from 24th in '63 to 29th in '64 .

1965

By now, it was obvious the above described magazine campaign
(elegant but bland) was ineffective and Lorillard changed its approach .
Now came 4-color vertical half pages . In each ad the same virile,
rugged model is used . He is well dressed, stationary and inhaling
a York. His attire changes from ad to ad but he is always alone,
static and staring at the reader . Copywise, replacing the definitions
appears harder hitting copy such as "York gives it to you straight . "
A sub-headline says "The most tobacco-tasting, no filter cigarette
in years . " The whole approach has obviously changed . The emphasis
on the unusual "Imperial size" had failed. The luxurious, high-style
art had failed. Now Lorillard is simply selling no filter, straight
tobacco taste, flavor and boasting that York is the first new no-filter
cigarette in years . This new campaign did nothing to halt York's
declining sales and, in fact, sales declined in '65 to the point where
the Maxwell Report found them so inconsequential as to not list a
precise figure .

1966-1967

York sold 300 million units in 1966 for 0 . 1% of the total market and
0 . 4% of the king size plain end segment .

No advertising expenditures were recorded for the style in 1966 .

Sales dropped to 120 million units in 1967 . The brand failed to register
a share of the total market and its share of the king size plain end
segment sank to 0 . 2%. The brand was changed to a 100mm filter
cigarette in the second quarter, 1967 . The extra length style, however,
apparently failed to sell enough units to warrant recording .

York advertising expenditures were $563, 000 in 1967 . The major
allocation went to network television ($385, 000) with supplements
receiving $120, 000, magazines $51, 000 and newspapers $7, 000 .
CPM for 1967 was $5 . 00 .

The 1967 York campaign was shared with Spring . Emphasis in :60
commercials was on extra-length and coupons . Spots featured a
woman explaining how great it would be to have 100mm York and
Spring, and how nice it would be if they had coupons .
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The print campaign followed a similar format through full page
four-color ads in national magazines and supplements . Headlines
read, "Now! The extra-length cigarettes that come with gift coupons . "

Ads included a coupon for a free "Gift Star Catalog of gifts, full
details on the three easy ways to redeem Gift Stars, plus 200 Gift
Stars to get started. " .

No sales were recorded for York after 1967 . The brand was apparently
withdrawn.
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C YORK

ADVERTISING EXPEVDITUHFS

Year Newspapers Magazines Television Radio Total

1963 $1,002,600 $763,500 $49,600 S1,315,700

1964 807,000 357,000 33,E100 1,197,500
1965 464,000 122,000 1,000 587,000

1966
1967 178,000 385,000 563, 000
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I YORK KING SIZE

Year Sales Market Share Advertising CPM Segment Share

1966 . 30 0 . 1 - - 0, q

1967 .12 1: - .6 5 .00 0 .2

*York changed from non-filter to filter in second quarter 1967 .
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1974

Zack

Lorillard introduced Zack menthol and non-menthol king size cigarettes to
two test markets . The first in November 1974 featured non-menthol box and
soft cup packages . The second, in April 1975, featured both flavors in soft
cup packages . 'Tar' delivery for the new brand was 18-19 mg, nicotine 1 .3
mg.

Designed to appeal to contemporary young adults, the brand was packaged with
a denim-like exterior. The name Zack was printed in either red or green de-
pending on flavor across the middle of the pack.

Introductory executions featured, "Zack's really smoking . ", as headline copy .
Groups of people, casually dressed, were gathered together enjoying a smoke .
"Taste is why", was utilized as a tag line . Other headlines run in the test
market were, "Share a Zack pack", and "IIad one yet?" . The latter was util-
ized in a pack as hero execution . "Taste is why" answered the question . Eth-
nic ads were also developed .

Sales volume and share data for the brand are not available . Advertising ex-
penditures totaled $150, 000 .

Promotional events during the test market included sampling, cents-off cou-
pons, lighter and Zack patch tape-ons plus a "Zack Night" in selected cities
with a live band, refreshments, gifts and door prizes .

L9
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AVALON

1963 - 1964

In the early 1960's, with the subject of smoking and health assuming
more Importance and the anticipated Surgeon General's report on this
subject to be published in early 1964, manufacturers looked toward
charcoal as a filter substance to help remove gasses, tars and irritants,
and other supposed health hazards in the smoke . Coupled with this aware-
ness of the smoking and health question was Dual Filter Tareyton's per-
formance in the 1950's when Tareyton sold impressively from the date of
its marketing as a charcoal filter cigarette . The second charcoal brand
introduced on the market was Lark by Liggett & Myers in April, 1963,
and this brand was advertised to emphasize its unique charcoal granule
filter. Consumer awareness was high .

In July, 1963, charcoal filter AVALON was introduced into two test mar-
kets, Chicago and Northern California . It was felt that our triple filter
was sufficiently developed and that the brand's characteristics and qualitites
gave it a good change on the market . AVALON's advertising was developed
towards its most obivously unique feature - its triple filter . At the tinme of
its introduction it was the only cigarette with three different filters :
1) Millecel, a paper material ; 2) charcoal particles in black acetate ;
3) Actron, white cellulose acetate . It might be mentioned that Actron
was our name given to East{nan Kodak's registered name, Estron . By
copy and illustration the triple filter was featured in print, television,
and point-of-purchase advertising . Our introductory copy mentioned the
triple filter as refining harsh flavor, absorbing hot taste, and smoothing
the smoke . Copy went on to say, "Enjoy pure tobacco taste through
AVALON's triple filter ." In print illustrations we depicted a cut-away
filter which showed graphically the three different elements .

Up until this time it was acknowledged that real high-filtration brands
such as LIFE and King Sano had not delivered much familiar tobacco taste
and new Lark and even Kent were also recognized as being somewhat
lacking in taste . Efficient filters, and the AVALON filter was efficient in
the tar/nicotine removal area, were acknowledged as reducing familiar
taste and satisfaction . It was therefore reasoned that we should not employ
taste-oriented copy for a brand which, on account of efficient filtration
properties, could not deliver what the public normally recognized as taste
in a cigarette . Charcoal as a substance was not, at the time of AVALON's
introduction, a unique commodity in filters and we did not promote charcoal
to any degree . We wished td imply that AVALON's filter was special and
the emphasis was on the filter and we provided the only triple filter .
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At the end of 1963, AVALON's market share in the two test markets was
low at . 25%, approximately. Although penetration studies indicated high
degrees of awareness and trial, consumers were not repeat-buying the
product. In the second half of 1963, our introductory and fol.low-up adver-
tising was tested and actually scored better than Lark's advertising . With
copy tested and with high product awareness and trial by consumers, but
with sales at a low level, it could be seen that what was basically wrong was
our product . In 1963 our sales of AVALON amounted to 76, 273Y1 . In 1963
we spent $1, 035, 527 advertising triple filter AVALON . Following the Sur-
geon General's Report in January, 1964, it was hoped that sales might
improve as a result of the report and as a result of an improved product
which we believed allowed more familiar tobacco taste through the filter .
However, sales remained at a low level and after spending $644, 533 in the
first nine months of 1964, the brand was withdrawn from the Chicago and
Northern California test markets in October, 1964 .

Sales during the year had amounted to 84, 341M . In the early part of 1964,
our AVALON advertising copy was altered slightly . We retained the emphasis
on the triple filter and called it the only cigarette with three different proven
filters . In our print ads we said, "Triple Filter is reason enough to smoke
new AVALON ." The product taste deficiency in AVALON was experienced in
similar fashion by other tobacco companies at about the same time . For
example, American Tobacco Company's Carlton and Lucky Strike Charcoal
Filter, Reynolds' Tempo, Lorillard's York Charcoal Filter, and Philip -
Morris' Parliament Charcoal Filter all indicated that charcoal as a filtering
agent removed not only the so-called harmful elements in smoke, but also a
high degree of familiar taste which often resulted in rejection of these products
by consumers .

AVALON as introduced in July, 1963, was basically the VICEROY blend
and flavor, size 85 x 25mm . The Millecel filter was next to the tobacco
rod, the charcoal section in the middle, and the Actron as the mouthpiece .
Originally the center filter segment contained 18% weight of charcoal in
black acetate . This was increased to 30% in January, 1964, AVALON's
price was in the regular king size class at $9 .00/lyl .

To summarize, triple filter A VALON was in test markets (Chicago and
Northern California) from July, 1963, to October, 1964 .
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ARCTIC LIGHTS
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1978

ARCTIC LIGHTS low 'tar' filter tipped menthol cigarettes were test marketed
by B& W in Cincinnati, Ohio in August 1978 . The new brand was developed in

_ both king size and 100 lengths . 'Tar' delivery for both was 9 mg, nicotine
0. 8 mg.

Blue, green, and silver pack designs were tested . The blue was utilized, being
perceived overall as delivering more menthol refreshment and communicating
low 'tar' . The brand name was printed in white capitals near the top of the pack .
A small square in which white merged to a shade of blue was placed off-center .
The pack line added, "Menthol . Low tar ."

ARCTIC LIGHTS were positioned as a strong tasting menthol with low 'tar' . The
brand performed well in test markets achieving a .5+1a share point and sales of
26 .5 million units during the seven month test market . Total advertising expen-
ditures in 1978 were $460, 000 .

1979

ARCTIC LIGHTS were launched nationally in March 1979 . The first national
launch of a B&W free standing menthol since BELAIR in 1960 .

Advertising executions featured both styles of ARCTIC LIGHTS frozen in simu-
lated ice cubes. The pack illustrations were placed against a blue background
which was enclosed in a white frame that also contained body copy . Headlines
announced. "Discover ARCTIC LIGHTS - more menthol refreshment than any
other low 'tar' cigarette . ". Body copy added, "Full menthol refreshment .
That's what ARCTIC LIGHTS delivers . A very special kind of menthol refresh-
ment you just won't find in any other low 'tar' menthol cigarette. You see,
while the filter holds back 'tar' the unique new ARCTIC LIGHTS menthol blend
comes right through . Result? You get the iciest, brightest taste in menthol
smoking - puff after puff . Light up your first ARCTIC LIGHTS . You just won't
believe it's a low'tar' menthol ." .

A condensed version of the execution described above was also developed .
Under the headline, "Discover the ARCTIC LIGHTS difference . Low 'tar' . . .
more .menthol refreshment . ", body copy was shortened to, "There's more
menthol refreshment . A satisfying blend of menthol and rich tobaccos . The Q
filter holds back 'tar', lets full menthol refreshment come right through. " ~

N
Another format utilized the same headlines and copy as that initially described ~A
with the pack illustrations (in ice) held by leather gloves

. 0)
CC
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A final execution utilized the headline, "Discover less 'tar' . . . more menthol
refreshment. ARCTIC LIGHTS, ", with the illustration of ARCTIC LIGHTS
atop six competitive packs .

Street corner sampling was utilized during the national launch . The brand also
featured a unique five pack carton as a promotion device which resulted in con-
sumer confusion over the "skinny" carton . Cents-off coupons were distributed
via print media.

A coupon similar to that of RALEIGH and BELAIR was added to the pack and
tested in selected areas . The addition did not produce appreciable sales gain
for the brand and was discarded .

Sales 1 .30bu
SOM .21%
SOS (menthol hi fi) 2 .157,

CPM $19. 51
Expenditures $26 .37MM
SOV 4 .0%

1980

Advertising executions in 1980 continued to feature ARCTIC LIGHTS as an "icy"
menthol. A single cigarette was added over the pack illustration . Copy invited
consumers to, Discover full menthol refreshment without all that 'tar' . Dis-
cover ARCTIC LIGHTS ."

Advertising expenditures were discontinued in the 3rd Quarter of 1980 .

% Change Vs . Year Ago

Sales ,75bu -42 .3%
SOM .12% . -42.9%
SOS (menthol light) 1 .20% -44.2 -1.

CPM $5. 07 -74 . 0%
Expenditures $3 .8MM -85 .0%
SOV . 54% -86 . 5ya

1981 ~
.i

ARCTIC LIGHTS were withdrawn from the market in June 1981, shortly before O
the launch of BARCLAY menthol . Sales for the first five months of 1981 totaled In

A
N

C A conjectured reason for the brand's failure was that the selling claim. More O
menthol than any other light" was perceived as too much menthol -- not a good
taste . Another theory was that since the advertising campaign did not develop
any user imagery, consumers were unsure as to who should smoke ARCTIC .
LIGHTS .
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BELAIR

1959-61

BELAIR, B&W's entry in the light menthol field, went into test marketing
in Texas in the summer of 1959 . A king size cigarette with white tipping,
it had a recessed filter . Results were encouraging and BELAIR went
national in May, 1960. Copy featured "Breathe easy . . . smoke clean with
new BELAIR" .

An expenditure of over $5, 000, 000 in 1960 did not bring the sales up to a
satisfactory level since they leveled around 60 million pAr month .

A new copy approach "Smoke twice as refreshed because the filter's recessed"
using a reflection device in print and television had no appreciable effect on
sales in 1961 . After spending over $4, 000, 000 on this and a new jingle
treatment, all advertising was discontinued in October, 1961 . Sales were
still static near the 60 million per month level .

1962-65

In January, 1962, after disappointing sales, the recessed filter was changed
to a flush filter . In March, the decision was made to place the RALEIGH
coupon on BELAIR . When this was done, sales rose dramatically and at once .
RALEIGH sales had been steadily improving and BELAIR advertising in 1962
was coupled with RALEIGH's advertising effort which at that time was
quitc considerable. In 1962 the RALEIGH advertising expenditure amounted to
$3, 948, 066 and BELAIR $2, 361, 419 . The same year BELAIR sales amounted
to 2.3 billion . BELAIR sampling campaigns were conducted in Toledo, Ohio,
in 1962 and Colorado and Tulsa, Oklahoma in 1963 . These did not pay out,
in fact, but because of the size of the campaigns, brand awareness in these
three markets greatly improved,.

BELAIR's advertising copy when the coupon was placed on this brand read, ~
"And NOW . . . You can get famous RALEIGH Coupons on a light menthol ~F
cigarette . . . BELAIR, " and this copy was followed by the BELAIR jingle . O

~
We advertised BELAIR in 1962 by means of network and spot TV . In the ~
sumnier of 1963 we began to schedule 90-second combination RALEIGH/
BELAIR commercials on all network television . In January, 1964, we ~
aired our first 60-second RALEIGI3/BELAIR combination commercial and N
by the fall of the same year, all TV commercials were of 60-second duration .
We had arrived at this compromise after testing showed that both brands scored
well when RALEIGH was allowed the major part of the commercial length and
BELAIR a minor part with the coupon as a connecting bridge between the two
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brands . Also, the economics of having the 60-second rather than 90-second
commercials allowed greater exposure for both brands on television . RALEIGH
commercials featured disappearing premiums and later, frozen premiums,
and these were used until the summer of 1963 . From that time, the commercial
format was changed to talk quality first (taste) followed by the additional benefit

of the RALEIGII coupon . Main copy themes were "Real tobacco taste" and "I
like the taste" for RALEIGH, and "The light touch, just the right touch of
menthol" for BELAIR . In 1963 BELAIR sales were the fastest growing of any
brand in the country and amounted to almost 5 billion . We spent $3, 709, 016
in 1963 advertising BELAIR . Following the Surgeon General's report in January,
1964, all brand sales slowed 49w__ , ELAIR's growth continued, albeit at a
slower rate, and in 1964, 6, 14t~mitlion B~ AIRs were sold . The brand was
the 4th largest menthol cigarette in the country after Salem, KOOL, and Newport,
and rapidly approaching the Newport volume .

In 1964, 3 .5 million dollars was spent advertising BELAIR . In both 1963 and
1964, all RELAIR advertising was devoted to television plus a small military
print advertising effort . The premium catalog during the years 1963-64
was called the RALEIGH/BELAIR Premium Catalog . Towards the end of
1963 and in early 1964, it was noticeable that BELAIR smokers were beginning
to redeem coupons in ever increasing numbers . No doubt it was BELAIR' .s
dramatic growth from 1962 that inspired Philip Morris to introduce its own
coupon program which was first used in connection with Alpine in January,
1964 .

Very few changes were made either fox the BELAIR pack or advertising copy
as a result of the Cigarctte Advertising Code, and the television advertising
format continued into 1965 .

1966

In 1966 BELAIR sales increased 13 .8% to 8 . 759 billion cigarettes . This put
the brand in a strong third position in the menthol segment behind Salem and
KOOL . Share of total market increased from 1 . 5% to 1. 7% .

BELAIR copy remains unchanged and is still exposed in combination with
RALEIGH. As with RALEIGH, a print campaign was initiated in 1966 using
a facing half-pages format illustrating male and female models in generally
up-scale situations . Like television, the print expression stressed product
quality, treating the coupon as an added, and, at times, incidental value .

C\
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1967-71

BELAIR sales were up slightly in 1967 nearing 8 . 8 billion units . Total market
share remained 1 .7% although segment share (menthol) slipped to 8 .4% .

RALEIGH/BELAIR advertising expenditures were $10 .9 million as BELAIR
CPM dropped to $ . 59 .

As with RALEIGH, over 90% of BELAIR's budget was allocated to television .
Commercials were generally formatted as a 17-second segment of a 60-second
total which included RALEIGH and a coupon transition . For spot television,
20's and 30's were used . In these, only a brief mention of RALEIGH was made
in the closing . Format generally included people in action (skiing, sightseeing,
playing games, etc . ) with the basic message, "Taste the light touch, just the
right touch of menthol with a white filter," delivered by singers . Advertise-
ments, although not featuring premiums in use, did give mention to the coupons .

In print, BELAIR continued to share a twin bed format through 1967, treated
separately from RALEIGH although linked as a coupon brand . Like television,
print copy featured, "the right touch of inenthol" theme .

Sales continued a gradual upward trend in 1968, as BELAIR ended the year with
8 . 9 billion units . Market share was unchanged at 1 . 7% .

The RALEIGH/BELAIR 1968 advertising budget was cut by more than $1 .0
million . Over 98% of the $9 .9 million expenditure was allocated to network and
spot television . BELAIR's CPM dropped again to $ .45.

BELAIR's television theme was basically unchanged through 1968 although
execution involved graphics on occasion as well as "slice-of-life" situations .
Delivery continued to be through singers in graphic commercials, but was
through male-female actor dialogue in "slice-of-life° commercials . Near
the third quarter of 1968, commercials featured, "BELAIR tastes light .
'cause the menthol's right, " delivered by singers and announcer given, "You
get a special kind of lightness when you smoke BELAIR . Special because the ~
menthol's right .

Q
Commercials for BELAIR Filter Longs were in production featuring, "lighter, ~
longer menthol, " although the product itself was available only in limited test ktb
markets. N

-NJ
Research completed in 1968 indicated that BELAIR advertising, particularly C+
print, was continuously experiencing executional problems involving coupon
brand smoker image . Due to these problems BELAIR print advertising in 1968
was cut to minimum . . -
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In 1969, BELAIR Long's first year of national distribution, sales were . 7
billion units, which helped cover a drop of .6 billion by BELAIR King Size .
Total BELAIR sales nudged upward to 9 billion units, although total market
share remained 1 .7% .

With the introduction of RALEIGH Filter Longs and BELAIR Longs, RALEIGH/
BELAIR advertising expenditures were boosted by $1 .2 million bringing the
1969 budget to $11 . 1 million . For all practical purposes, all of this was al-
located for network and spot television.

BELAIR Kings' television execution followed 1967's campaign, using more
graphics and the "menthol's right" theme . Commercials continued to be run
with RALEIGH. As with King Size, Filter Long featured emphasis on the
"menthol's right" idea and continued its introductory theme of "a lighter,
longer menthol ." Messages were again delivered by a jinglc technique .

Total sales remained level at B . 96 billion units in 1970 . Although BELAIR
King sales dropped to 7 .2 billion, BELAIR Longs jumped to 1 .7 billion. Total
market share was steady at 1 .7, even though the mentholated filter segment
share was down slightly at 7 .4 .

RALEIGH/BELAIR advertising expenditures were again up $1 .2 million in
1970 . Nearly two-thirds of the $12 . 3 million total continued to be invested
in television advertising . Yet BELAIR was beginning a transition to print .

The 1970 television and print execution featured real life situations and actor
spoken messages . Copy led with "Start fresh with BELAIR . The menthol
taste for today" and concluded with °Gentle on menthol for a soft, fresh taste . "
RALEIGH and BELAIR continued to be paired in commercials and shared print
advertising in the twin bed format .

Overall sales began to move upward again in 1971, climbing to 9 . 26 billion
units . BELAIR Longs rose to 2 . 16 billion, but BELAIR King Size was down
slightly to 7 . 1 billion . Market share continued to drop for BELAIR King Size
(1 .3) and gain for BELAIR Long (0 . 4) as total share for the fifth year remained
1 . 7 .

In 1971, for the first time in 6 years, BELAIR had an advertising budget inde-
pendent of RALEIGH's . Expenditures ran slightly over $4 .4 million with C"
magazines getting the major portion ($2 .43 million) . BELAIR's total CPM N1
was $ .47. ~

BELAIR's "Start Fresh" campaign remained unchanged, using "Big Sur" N
settings in the ads . In twin bed formats vertical half-pages tested better ~
than horizontal half-pages. ~
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A dual campaign with RALEIGH was initiated as support for BELAIR's
1971 campaign featuring "Kaleidoscope", a colorfully cartooned col-
lection of trivia (resembling the Ripley's "Believe it or not" format)
containing RALEIGH and BELAIR copy and illustrations near the bottom
of each ad . The execution was used in national and local supplements,
and TV Guide .

1972

BELAIR sales continued upward in 1972 totaling 9 .3 billion units . The
trend of king size sales dropping while extra-length sales growth continued
also in 1972 as 85mm BELAIR sales slipped to 6 .8 billion and 99mm sales
jumped to 2 .5 billion. BELAIR's total share of the market remained 1 . 7%
as the king size share dropped to 1, 2% and long's share jumped to . 5%. The
brand's share of the mentholated filter segment was down slightly at 7.0%.

Magazines continued to be BELAIR's base medium, receiving over $2 .3 million
of the brand's $4 . 2 million budget for 1972 . Additional support was provided
through supplements ($1 .2 million) as well as outdoor advertising and news-
papers . CPM for BELAIR in 1972 was $ . 45 .

Although BELAIR's advertising message went unchanged in 1972, some
alterations were made in format and execution . The twin-bed format was
dropped as the brand went entirely to full-pagc, full-color magazine ads .
The brand's premium emphasis format was refined through spotlighting specific
catalog gifts in BELAIR's main illustration by boxing them off in a lower corner
of the ad .

A campaign directed at males was begun in 1972 featuring males camping or
hiking, etc . in one of BELAIR's traditional coastal settings. Appropriate
catalog gifts, such as hiking boots or backpacks were also featured .

Kaleidoscope ads continued to run in supplements and TV GUIDE throughout the
year .
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1973

Belair total sales grew 2 . 3% in 1973 to 9 .61 billion units . Kingsize sales
declined .4% to 6 .81 billion units while Belair Longs grew 9 . 8% to 2.8
billion units . Belair's total SOM decreased 1 . 7% to 1 . 67%. Kingsize and
Long SOM remained 1 .2% and . 5% respectively . In the full taste menthol
market segment Belair's SOM declined from 7 .5% in 1972 to 7. 1% in 1973,
sales volume in that category grew 8 . 7% .

Belair's advertising format underwent another change . Although the headline
remained, "Start fresh with Belair" it was placed below the photograph .
The pack and coupon illustrations were removed from the photograph as was
the mortice of the premium offer. All were placed in a platform below the
headline . The premium was boxed in to emphasize the added value of saving
Belair coupons .

Belair and Raleigh discontinued shared advertising after 1972 with the
exception of the Kaleidoscope ad run in supplements and T . V . Guide .

Advertising expenditures decreased 31 .5% in 1973 to a total of $3 .9 million .
CPM dropped 9% to $ . 41 . Total SOV dropped 50% to 1 . 7% .

1974

In 1974 total Belair sales declined 1 .6% to 9 .45 billion units . Kingsize sales
fell 4 .4% to 6 . 51 billion units and although Long sales rose 5% to 2 .94 billion
units they did not arrest the decline . Belair's total SOM decreased 3 . 6% to
1 . 6%. SOM in the full taste menthol market segment dropped 7% to 6. 6%,
sales volume in that segment increased 7% to 143 .5 billion units .

Belair advertising expenditures increased 38% in 1974 to a total of $5 .4
million. CPM rose 39%to $ . 57. SOV grew 5 .9%to 1 .8% . Advertising
campaigns remained the same .

1975

In 1975 the advertising format reverted to that utilized in 1972 . Premiums
and packs were morticed in lower corners of the ad . The headline, "Start
fresh with Belair" returned to its former position above the models .
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The tag line changed from, 'Just the right touch of inenthol",to a longer
version, "The light touch - just the right touch of inenthol . "

Belair freatured a Mr. Coffee .for $23 .99 in a self-liquidator campaign .
As an additional promotional event free pack coupons were distributed via
magazines .

Advertising expenditures decreased 5 .5% in 1975 to $5 . 1 million .
CPM dropped 3.5%to $ . 55 . Belair's SOV declined 16 .7% to 1 .5% .'

Total Belair sales continued to decline . Although Longs grew 3% to 3 .03
billion units, Kings dropped almost 4% to 6. 27 billion units bringing total
sales down 1 . 6% to 9 . 3 billion units . SOM decreased 3 . 1% in 1975 to 1 .55%.

1976

In 1976 the menthol hi-fi (6 - 15 mg . tar) market segment exploded, sales
grew 67 . 3% while advertising expenditures increased 173%. The menthol
full taste market segment declined (2%) for the first time in 20 years,
advertising expenditures in that segment also dropped„ 23% . As an example
of the rapid growth in the hi-fi menthol market segment, Salem Lights
introduced in November, 1975 achieved a market share of 1 . 2% with sales
totaling 7. 2 billion units in 1976 . Launched with a light menthol claim
similar to Belair's, Salem Lights was supported by $8 . 7 million in advertis-
ing expenditures .

Belair's advertising format underwent a major modification in 1976 . In a
campaign named "Treats" strategy became product oriented communicating
light menthol in a hi-fi strategy. The ads depicted only one model who posed
in a reflective, introspective mood on the beach . Colors were muted, in
soft pastels rather than the previous bright shades . "Treat yourself to light
menthol Belair .", headlined the new executions, "Now's the time for the light
menthol cigarette . ", followed as a tag line .

Advertising expenditures remained $5 .1 million. CPM rose 5% to $ . 58 .
Belair's total SOV was 1 . 2% . In the menthol hi-fi market segment Belair's
SOV was 8 .8~0' compared to Salem Lights 15 . 1% .

Belair sales totaled 8 . 83 billion units in 1976. Kings declined 7% to 5 .83
billion units, Longs declined . 1% (the first decrease since introduction) to
3 . 0 billion units . Total Belair sales dropped 5% . SOM also dropped 5% to
1 . 47% . Belair's SOM in the menthol market segment was 5 .0 % and Salem
Lights 4 .3%.
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1977

In the first quarter of 1977 a Raleigh double coupon program was
implemented. Belair also followed the double coupon program .

Sales losses dropped from a 5% decrease in 1976 to a 1 . 6% decrease
in 1977. Belair sales totaled 8 .69 billion units . Kings declined 5 . 3%
to 5.52 billion units compared to a 7% decrease the previous ytar .
Longs rose 5 . 6% to 3 . 17 billion units in 1977 compared to a 1% decrease
in 1976 . Belair's SOM dropped 2% to 1 .44%.

In October, 1977 Belair's Kingsize tar level was reduced to 13 mg . from
15 mg. tar and Belair Longs tar delivery was reduced from 18 mg . to
14 mg. tar . The change was not announced .

The "Treat" campaign continued . Tag lines invited smokers to, "Treat
yourself to gifts twice as fast with new Belair double coupons" . Some ads
included a catalog sendoff .

Belair's advertising expenditures rose 66 . 6% to $8 . 5 million. CPM
increased 69'?o to $ . 98 . Belair's SOV in the menthol hi-fi segment was
9 . 3% and Salem Lights SOV in that segment was 16 .4%.

Salem Lights' total SOM rose 91% to 2 .3% compared to Belair's 1 .44% SOM.
The menthol hi-fi market segment grew 42% in sales, 58% in advertising
expenditures in 1977 . Menthol full taste sales declined 6.9;o and advertising
expenditures dropped 22. 6% .

1978

Belair's advertising campaign underwent a contemporization process in
1978 . In a product benefit oriented campaign fresh taste benefit was supported
by couples interacting in a water environment. It was an evolutionary step
away from a passive, inactive look ("Treats") to a more active spontaneous
fun look. Couples played in the sea under a headline of . . . "Belair. . . all the
way to fresh!" Packs were included in the executions . The colors blue and ~w
white were emphasized . ~}

Advertising expenditures increased 7% to $9 . 1 million. CPM rose 11% to
O
N

$1 . 09 . Belair's SOV in the menthol hi-fi market segment was 8 . 3%, total ~
SOV was 1 .8%, an increase of 5. 9% from 1977. Salem Lights' SOV in the ~7

`

menthol hi-fi market segment grew 14 . 6% to 18 . 8%, total SO V was 4 . 2% .
The menthol hi-fi market segment grow 20% in advertising expenditures and

~F
Un

50 .8% in sales .
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Belair total sales declined 4 . 2% in 1978 to 8 . 3 billion units. Kings
dropped 6 .3% to 5. 17 billion units and Longs dropped . 6% to 3 . 15 billion
units. Total Belair SOM dropped 4. 8% to 1 .37%, SOM in the menthol
hi-fi market segment dropped 55% to 15. 4%. Salem Lights' SOM rose
35% to 3 . 1%, SOM in the menthol hi-fi market segment fell 37 . 6% to 34. 3% .

1979

In 1979 Bclair'star delivery was reduced from 13 to 9 mg . tar as part of
a contemporization strategy . This gave BeLair an advantage in the low
tar category since Salem Lights' tar delivery was 10 mg ., Benson & Hedges
Lights' 11 mg. and Newport Lights' 10 mg. However, Merit Menthols were
Lower at 8 mg. tar .

Minor pack alterations took place in 1979 . The pack closure changed from
a B & W seal and tobacco leaves to a blue and white Belair design . The word
Long's on the extra length style was changed to 100's on the bottom of the
front side of the pack, and "9 mg . tar" was added to the back . Coupon color
was also changed from brown on both sides to light blue on one side and
brown on the other .

Advertising executions continued the contemporization process toward a
symbolic integration of product benefit/user image. Couples remained in
the water emphasizing Belair as a "refreshing experience" . Copy was
shortened to, "Belair fresh" . Executions developed for the lowered tar
version introduced, "New Belair . . . all the way to fresh! Now 30% less tar ."
Another execution invited smokers to, "Taste why Belair is America's #1
menthol under 10 mg . 'tar' ."

Advertising expenditures totaled $10 . 6 million, an increase of 16 . 5% .
CPM grew 2"o to $1 .41 . Belair's SOV in the menthol hi-fi market segment
dropped 19 .3°fo to 6 .7% . Total SOV declined 5 .6% to 1 . 7% . Salem Lights'
SOV in the menthol hi-fi market segment dropped 1 . 6% to 18. 5%, total SOV
in 1979 was 4 . 6% .

Salem Lights sales totaled 22 .2 billion units, 41 0 of total Salem sales .
Belair sales totaled 7.52 billion units, a decrease of 9.6% . Kings and 100's
continued to decline 12 . 9% to 4. 5 billion units and 4 . 1% to 3.02 billion units
respectively. Belair's total SOM dropped 10 .2% to 1 .24%a in 1979, SOM in ~F
the menthol hi-fi market segment fell 18 .8% to 12 . 5%, Salem Lights SOM in ~
that segment grew 9 . 6% to 37 .8%, total SOM increased 16 . 1% to 3 . 6%. N

~N
~
CD
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C BELAIR

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES

Year Print Radio

(000)

Network
Television

Spot
Television Total CPM

1959 $ 143 $17 --- $ 276 $ 436 ---
1960 1,238 25 $2,133 1,894 5,290 $7.57
1961 1,019 85 2,315 893 4,312 6 .14
1962 --- --- 2,277 82 2,359 1.04
1963 2 --- 2, 947 746 3, 695 .77

1964 --- --- 2,362 293* 2,655 .44
1965 SEE RALEIGH -- RALEIGH and BELAIR expenditures are combined

from 1965 through 1970 .

OutdoorJ
Year ar Newspapers Supps Magazines Transit Total

1971 $607 $1,849 $1,389 $3,845
1972 $ 7 $1,180 2,286 401 3,874

~

Q
01
N
A

'~ Includes Allocation for Testing. ~N

~
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BREEZE

1963-1964

Introduced in the test markets of Bt . Louis, Kansas City, Houston, Birmingham,
and Columbus (Ohio), BREEZE was unique because it was the only menthol
brand containing clove .

The object of BREEZE advertieing was to convince smokers that BREEZE
delivered a new quality of freshness in smoking - not available in any other
cigarette - fresh taste and a refreshed breath . BREEZE advertising implied
that all other menthol brands were old-fashioned and out-of-date .

Television was used as the primary medium to carry out the BREEZE media
strategy. In 1963 spot TV made up over 60% of AREEZE's $264, 737 media
advertising budget . Newspapers and magazincs were used to support and
complement the TV effort. During the early phase of the BREEZE introduction,
2-color ROP newspaper ads werc run . .

Advertising positioned the brand squarely in the light menthol field as a modern
quality cigarette for young men and women .

Sales for 1963, however, were just above 14 million units and in January, 1964,
BREEZE was withdrawn from its markets .
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CAPRI

1967-1969

Introduced in test markets of Denver, Hawaii and New Orleans in September,
1967, CAPRI was the first extra-length menthol brand which was not a brand
line extension. First-year sales were 14 million units while expenditures
were over $560, 000 .

Aimed primarily at regular and occasional menthol smokers, advertising
stressed, "Menthol, but with a soft, fresh taste ."

Test marketed in a green pin-striped pack, the initial advertising campaign
was research oriented. Commercials included hidden cameras in locations
such as airports, recording smokers choosing CAPRI two to one over their
own brands .

CAPRI's sustaining campaign used imagery, offering CAPRI as "a nice place
to be, ° referring to a mood or feeling the smoker received from CAPRI (as
opposed to the island) . Adding to the mood idea, "Cirl from Ipanema" was
used as background music for commercials .

Sales for 1968 rrose to 50 million units, as CAPRI appeared to be making
encouraging gains in its test markets with a market share nearing . fi% .

Expenditures for'1968 were over $650, 000, most of which went to CAPRI's
base medium -- television . Extra pressure was'added by newspapers and
outdoor advertising .

Extensive sampling was done in New Orleans, with approximately every other
household receiving two packs of CAPRI and a letter from a marketing research
firm asking for a consumer evaluation of the cigarette . Immediately New
Orelans' initial trial rate jumped substantially . Although no sampling execution
was madc in Denver, initial trial sales quickly caught those of New Orleans,
revealing the futility of the sampling method in this case .

It appears that CAPRI was killed by the flood of extra-length brand line ex-
tensions which were introduced in 1967 and 1966, including at least six extra-
length menthol brands . Sales dropped to 20 million units in 1969 and ex-
penditures were below $240, 000 . The brand was finally withdrawn in July, 1969 .

.1
O
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N
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N
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( CAPRI 110

1975

CAPRI 110's were reintroduced to test markets in Dallas, Texas and twenty-
five surrounding counties in May 1975 . The new version was launched in both
regular and menthol flavors, 'tar' delivery was 21 mg, nicotine 1 .5 mg .

CAPRI 110's were developed to take advantage of the growing consumer market
for extra length full taste cigarettes . In addition to taste, CAPRI 110's offered
more tobacco at the same price as king size which added value to the brand .

The package design featured a gold stylized sunburst below the brand name .
Gold and light green were utilized as background coLors .

$409, 000 was allocated to advertising expenditures .

- Headlined, "New CAPRI 110's . ", advertising executions featured an equation
adding the characteristics of the cigarette . They were (length) (110mm long) +
full diameter + 13% more tobacco than the leading 100mm + priced like king
size -- a two pack illustration of CAPRI . Tag lines concluded, "It all adds up
to more taste . "

The brand did not achieve national distribution and was withdrawn from the
market. -
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CAPRI

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES
(000)

Television*

TV Film
Production Print` Outdoor To al

1967 $126 $242 $ 15 ---- $383

1968 330 239 58 31 658

1969 233 --- 1 --- 234

*Includes Allocation for Testing

SALES
(Millions)

1967 14,000

1968 45,000

O7
1969 23,000 .F

O
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Introduced : Sept. 1967 iA

Withdrawn : July 1969
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CORONET

C

1962

Test marketed in September, 1962 in Evansville and South Bend, Indiana,
CORONET was introduced as an 85mm non-filter, formulated to deliver
full-flavored taste . Its unique selling point was a golden "Alumidor" package
developed in collaboration with Frank Gianninoto & Associates and the
Reynolds Metals Company . The package design consisted of a basic gold
color with black printing reflecting two embossed crowns, with the name
CORONET centered . The words "Full Flavored" appeared in red below the
second crown, with "Cigarettes" at the base of the package .

Package tests reflected a high acceptance of the design elements and the gold
foil package among women . Because of this it was agreed that the most effec-
tive advertising theme would reflect a masculine image for CORONET .

Compton Advertising, Inc. was placed on a retainer basis to develop adver-
tising and marketing approaches for CORONET . Compton translated the
masculine theme into television commercials featuring action scenes of the
U . S . Marine Corps on maneuvers at Camp Pendleton, California . The
structure of these commercials featured a"reporter" visiting the maneuvers
and explaining the action taking place .

All themes were designed to reflect that CORONET offered smokers a rich,
full-tobacco flavor and a freshness of product never before available because
of the brand's unique and exclusive aluminum packaging. The basic copy
theme included, "Planned to give rich, full-tobacco flavor . Packed to keep
that flavor fresh," and "Tobacco's the boss in CORONET. CORONET is all
tobacco . . . great tobacco . . . straight tobacco . Yet smooth and gentle to
yourtaste ."

Local newspaper and spot television advertising was used during CORONET's
introductory phase .

In the South Bend test market only, approximately 70% of the homes in that
area received a special mailing consisting of a complimentary 20's package
of CORONET, a letter inviting the consumer to try the brand, and a certificate
for the consumer to participate in a special cash refund offer . This offer
consisted of a refund of $ .50 or $1 .00 in exchange for returning 5 or 10
CORONET wrappers in an envelope provided in the mailing, accompanied by
the completed refund certificate . A special two-color, 1000-line newspaper
ad was scheduled to make the offer available to consumers who did not receive
the mailing . The purpose of this combination Sampling/Refund Offer was to
quickly establish CORNET in the market and acquaint consumers with the
product.
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The Sampling/Refund test met with little success as first-year sales were a
disappointing 4 . 05 million units . It is theorized that CORONET, as a plain
end, was too late in a field already jeopardized by filters . In addition,
besides a special packaging, CORONET offered no meaningful point of differ-
ence to consumers . The brand was withdrawn near March, 1963 .

C
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DOVER LONGS

1967-68

Introduced in the Southern California test market in January, 1967, and in
Atlanta in the last quarter, 1967, DOVER LONGS was Brown & Williamson's
first extra-length brand. Prior to 1967 Benson & Hodges and Pall Mall
Filter Longs were the only extra-length brands on the market .

Of DOVER LONGS' $1 .6 million advertising budget, over 96°o was allocated
to television . The remaining $62, 000 went to newspapers and supplements .

Marketed in a red pin-striped package, DOVER LONGS' introducfory television
campaign featered old acquaintances greeting one another with "What's new?" .
The reply, "DOVER LONGS" and a dialogue followed which stressed DOVER
LONGS as "a new filter cigarette that's good and long . " Later ads included,
"Only DOVER LONGS give you this extra measure of smoking pleasure, " often
in jingle form .

As extra-length brand line extensions began hitting the market, DOVER LONGS
advertising began to compare the extensions to such objects as old hats with
new creases and old cars with new paint . Other ads stated, "You wouldn't take
a shrub and stretch it out to make a tree . It doesn't figure . So why take a king
size cigarette and stretch it out to make a long size cigarette . " Ads concluded
by stressing DOVER LONGS was a completely new brand from blend to name .

Nevertheless, it's believed the 12 or so extra-length brand line extensions
introduced in 1967 (including Winstorl,Super King which sold 10 billion units)
were responsible for DOVER LONGS' disappointing initial sales (80 million
units in 1967) . By March 1968, DOVER LONGS sales had dropped to 10
million units and the brand was withdrawn .

DOVER LONGS

SALES (billions)

1966
1967 .08
1968 .01
1969 .F

EXPENDITURES (Actual)
O

Nspr . ~TV Net . TV Prod. Spot Radio & Supp . Total N
~

1966
1967

---
505,700

215,784 --- -----
331,292 656, 142 -----

2,250
62, 794

218,034
1,555,928

V

1968 36,116 620 24,858 ----- 310 61, 904
1969 --- --- 324 ----- --- 324
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/ FACT
l ;

1975

FACT, king size regular and menthol cigarettes with a 'tar' delivery of 1 .3 mg,
entered test markets in the Twin Cities in July 1975 . The white papered product
featured a cellulose acetate filter composed of imbedded porous granular resin
particles designed to reduce the unpleasant taste associated with low 'tar' smok-
ing. The test market was expanded in April 1976 to include 40% of the country .
The brand was launched nationally in September 1976 .

A unique package design featured the advertising claim . White and chocolate
brown were utilized as background colors with lettering in black and white . The
message on the pack stated, "FACT is the first cigarette with a selective filter-
ing agent. Selective . That means it reduces things that taste bad in smoke .
Without removing the things that taste good . So, for the first time, you get a
taste you can like in a low 'tar' cigarette . And that's a FACT . °

Advertising expenditures during 1976 and 1977 totaled $16 .47 million. Pack as
hero executions utilized the following headlines :

"You don't have to give up taste to get low 'tar' . That's not a claim . That's a
FACT ."

"All low 'tar' cigarettes promise taste . But only one can really deliver. And
that's a FACT . ", or,

"A low 'tar' cigarette with taste isn't fiction anymore ."

Free pack and cents-off coupons were distributed via print media .

FACT held a . 01% SOM in each month from July through October 1975 . Failing
to meet sales expectations, the brand was withdrawn in November .

FACTS were reformulated, given a new package and advertising campaign, then
relaunched nationally in October 1977 . The new version had a reduced 'tar'
delivery of 8 mg, a patented Purite filter, cork tipping, and extra porous paper .
Both regular and menthol flavors were developed in a king size length .

The pack design utilized a white background with orange and red horizontal band-
ing for the regular, two shades of green for menthol. The brand name was prin- ~
ted at the top of the pack in the darker color. ~F
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FACTS were repositioned against a more downscale demographic audience and
attempted to establish a full flavor image for the low 'tar' cigarette . The new
advertising campaign shifted focus from semi-technical sheets to a more per-
sonalized presentation . Formats featured a distinguished but relaxed gentle-
man proclaiming, "I'm realistic . I only smoke FACTS," Body copy utilized
three points to optimize the strength of the brand's name .

"FACT 1 : We don't want your taste buds to go to sleep . FACT reduces the
aldehyde gases that we believe muddy the flavor of fine tobaccos so you can
enjoy wide-awake taste .

FACT 2 : We have smoke scrubbers in our filter . These Purite scrubbers work
like magnets to reduce these same aldehydes and let the fine flavor come through .

FACT 3 : We have a patent on flavor in low 'tar' cigarettes : #3828800 . Our
Purite filter helps deliver flavor in a way so new we've been able to patent it .
Add it all up . Low gas, low 'tar', great flavor . That's a FACT ."

Advertising expenditures during the second national launch totaled $13 .86 million .

Street corner sampling and carton tape-ons were utilized as promotional devices .
Cents-off and free pack coupons were also distributed .

Failing to meet sales expectations, the brand was again withdrawn, in March 1978 .
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( i FLAIR

1970

FLAIR, B&W's entry into the female-oriented cigarette market, was introduced
into test market in Tulsa, Oklahoma City, Indianapolis, Houston and Louisville
on February 27, 1970 .

An extra-length cigarette (99mm), FLAIR Filter Tip was packaged in a multi-
hued red wrap, with gold copy and foil, and in menthol, packaged similarly
but with grcen as the basic color . Consumer testing of these packages revealed
their highly desirable qualities in terms of their feminine, modern, youthful
orientation .

Both styles (regular and menthol) were advertised dually . The advertising
objective was to establish the desirability of FLAIR versus "standard" brands,
while building a smoker image of women of taste, intelligence, self-sufficiency,
etc . This was attempted through : a) the theme line : "It does something for a
woman" ; b) dramatizing the uniqueness of FLAIR . . . "FLAIR Women" will
always reject smoking of any brand other than FLAIR ; c) emphasizing FLAIR
product attributes (length, slimness, gentle taste) and package as tangible
evidence of the brand's special design for women .

Advertising was aimed at all women smokers with directional emphasis on the
younger, better educated, higher income sniokers and women who have a
contemporary attitude .

Newspapers, supplements and outdoor advertising were used exclusively, when
initial spot TV advertising proved fruitless . .

Sales for 1970 were a disappointing .03 for FLAIR 100's and a . 02 for FLAIR
Menthol.

It was believed that FLAIR's advertising, which featured sophisticated, stylishly
dressed women telling their boyfriends how they could not stand any cigarette
but FLAIR, was interpreted too literally and came off stuffy .

The brand was withdrawn in March, 1971 .

C
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HALLMARK

1970

Following a flurry of low-tar and nicotine brands promising full flavor,
HALLMARK was introduced into test market in Nashville and Pittsburgh
in September of 1970 .

HALLMARK's unique selling point was "windows" (tiny holes that opened in
the special cigarette paper under the influence of heat) through which the
consumer is presented with evidence of HALLMARK's improvement over the
regular filtration process .

It was hoped HALLMARK's appeal would not be restricted only to the high-
filtration segment but would include the much larger full-flavor category as
well .

Both HALLMARK Filter and Menthol were packed in a soft-cup 20's pack .
The graphic illustration on the front of the pack was a replica of the "burn
pattern" that was printed on the special cigarette paper . The difference in
the packaging was the color of the graphic illustration which was blue and
gold for the filter product and green and gold for the menthol .

HALLMARK copy had the task of convincing the smoker that it is possible
to have both full flavor and low tar in the same product . Copy placed
HALLMARK as the greatest improvement in cigarettes since the invention
of the filter. The non-scientific term "windows" was used in the copy to
explain the unique way HALLMARK reduced tar and nicotine build-up .

HALLMARK was introduced into the test markets using SpectaColor and
black-and-white newspaper ads . The brand was also supported by a 30-
sheet outdoor showing to add additional impact to the effort .

Customer Appreciation Days, a promotion conducted in conjunction with the
supermarkets in the test market area, involved a booth in each store where
consumers could register for a free carton of cigarettes of his choice, with
a total of 10 cartons per supermarket to be given away . HALLMARK was
not mentioned, as the entire promotion was positioned as the supermarket's
way of saying "thank you" to its customers for their patronage . All persons
who did not win a carton of cigarettes were sent two packs of HALLMARK
along with a letter and brochure explaining HALLMARK's uniqueness .

HALLMARK sales for 1970 registered a mere .01 share for filter and .01
share for menthol .C
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Research was conducted which indicated that HALLMARK suffered from what
consumers believed to be a product deficiency . Because of the way in which
the "windows" opened, consumers erroneously perceived HALLMARK as
burning too fast, when in actuality it burned no faster than ordinary king-sized
cigarettes . .

It was decided to withdraw HALLMARK around March 1971 . New efforts were
begun to solve the advertising and/or product problem .
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HALLMARK (II)

1976

B&W introduced another version of HALLMARK to test markets in Nashville .
- Tennessee in July 1976 . King size styles were developed in both regular and
menthol flavors . 'Tar' delivery for each was 21 mg, nicotine 1 . 7 mg, which
placed HALLMARK in the full taste market segment. Premium priced (20¢
more), each pack was registered and individually numbered (for quality assur-
ance) .

The brand was packaged in either red or green one piece slide top boxes which
were bordered by a gold band . The upper portion carried a B&W crest in gold
above the name HALLNL9RK . The lower portion bore, "Registered Kentucky
Blend Filter Cigarettes", and the registration number in reverse red or green
in a gold box .

A total of $192, 000 in advertising expenditures was allocated to the brand .

Two advertising campaigns positioned HALLMARK as a quality cigarette .
Against a background of rich brown tobacco leaves . headlines said, "A shuck-
ing invitation to pay more for a cigarette . We craft HALLMARKS as inexpen-
sively as we can . They still cost more to make . ", or "This is that expensive
new cigarette . You can tell it costs more with one puff ." The following four
points surrounded the pack illustration. "1 . Superior tobacco is costly. Our
most expensive blend of tobaccos go into the crafting of HALLMARK . 2 . Pat-
ented new filtration system . The flavor comes through polished but never pun-
ished . 3 . Registered tobacco . Superior craftsmanship . Each pack individ-
ually numbered . 4. Taste tells the story of this expensive new cigarette . Are
you too set in your ways to try it?". A tagline added, "HALLMARK : Costlier
of course ."

The other campaign featured professionals, i. e ., airline pilots, restaurant
executives and golf pros in the upper portion of the ad . Headlines below said,
"I trust this new registered cigarette. IIALLMARK . ° A pack and cigarette
illustration divided body copy. The right side related that the professional
trusted the brand because of the tobacco, expensive therefore quality . The
left side asked if consumers' cigarettes could pass the test of delivering
"superior, costly, tobacco tastes, smooth and confident without a filter . "
The tag line completed the ad with, "Costlier of course ."

Sales volume did not register in either the Maxwell reports or MSA . The
brand was discontinued .

C
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KENTUCKY KINGS

1960-1962

Introduced in 1960 and rushed into national distribution because of the
unprecedented interest in its unique "all-tobacco filter,"KEnTUCKY
KINGS had amazing acceptance and initial trial . Advertising expenditures
of approximately $4, 700, 000 in 1960 and $1, 300, 000 in the first half of
1961 featured °You don't have to change to a filter for a mild smoke" and
°NowI A filler made of tobacco itself filters the smoke and never dulls
the taste ."

Despite the high initial purchase, repeat sales did not develop and adver-
tising was discontinued in May, 1961 . Sales remained fairly level at
around 30 million per month during the balance of 1961 . Total sales for
1961 dropped 52% from 1960 sates to 397 miLlion units .

In 1962, sales were down another 72 o at 109 million units . The brand
was withdrawn in October, 1962 .
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KENTUCKY KINGS

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES

(000)

Network
Radio TV

Spot
TV Prod . Print* Total

1960 18 1,578 775 137 2,248 4,756

1961 38 1,156 79 --- 22 1,295

NOTE : Advertising discontinued in May, 1961

*Print includcs newspapers, magazines, outdoor and transit .

SALES

(Millions)

1960 848,910

1961 397, 551

1962 108,730
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1970-1971

Test marketed in Erie, Pennsylvania, in the fall of 1969, LAREDO was the
first economical roll-your-own filter cigarette comparable to factory-made
cigarettes .

Aimed at malc and female filter smokers with family incomes of less than
$8, 000 per annum, the product was sold in kits and refill unita (canisters) .
Refills included a vacuum packed can of tobacco (enough for five packs of
cigarettes), filters, cigarette tubes, carry-around packs, and instructions .
Materials were snapped inside a plastic cap which fit over the can to make
a single unit, which sold for around $, 98 (manufacturer's suggested retail
price) . Kits consisted of a refill and a cigarette making machine and sold
for around $1 . 96 (manufacturer's suggested retail price) .

Sales for 1969 were 16, 723 pounds and reflected LAREDO's test market
sales . National distribuflon was through twelve progressive steps (roll-
outs) taking production capacity into account .

Introduetory advertising presented thc making machine and package contents ;
mentioned the price; positioned the product as being fresher tasting than
factory-made cigarettes ; and gave the summation copy line, "If you want
something done right, do it yourself . "

Daytime and nighttime television was used in :60 spots as the basic adver-
tising vehicle for the introduction of LAREDO . Daytime spots used female
announcers to reach female smokers . Both :60 and :30 spots were used for
LAREDO's sustaining campaign. '

A cigarette was made during the introductory commercials to show the ease
of operation of the machine and to show that cigarettes made with LAREDO
are equal in quality and appearance to factory-made cigarettes .

Although still not in total national distribution, LAREDO sales were 3 . 2
million pounds in 1970 .

Expenditures for 1970 were $2 . 6 million with ovcr 80% allocated to spot
t',elevision while newspapers and supplements received l8%.
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LAREDO's basic copy platform continued to present the product as the
economic alternative to factor,y-made cigarettes retailing at higher prices .
Emphasis on economy and quality (i . e., freshness) was used with subordinate
copy stressing ease of using the machine and social acceptability of the
product. The "if you want something done right" Line, continued to be featured
in all media advartising .

The geographic sales pattern of LAREDO's best performances developed
primarily in high tax areas or areas experiencing recent substantial increases
in cigarette taxes and specifically non-metropolitan areas under these con-
ditions . Research indicated that the LAREDO smoker, as compared to all
cigarette smokers, was older and had a lower income . This research showed
that approximately 5II%o of LAREDO smokers were men. This is approximately
the same percentage as is found among factory-made cigarette smokers .

In January, 1971, a redesigned maker kit and refill carton were introduced .
The plastic snap-on unit had not lent itself to automation and often suffered
pilferage problems at the retail level.

LAREDO reached total national distribution in March, 1971 . In May, 1971,
following product testing, LAREDO Menthol went into national distribution .

Regular LAREDO sales reached 3 . 95 million pounds in 1971, while LAREDO
Menthol registered .67 million pounds in its first year .

Newspapers and supplements carried 59% of LAREDO's 52.9 million 1971
advertising budget.' Magazines were allocated around 30% of the 1971 expend-
itures .

Introductory advertising for the menthol style followed the basic format and
content of non-menthol LAREDO advertising . Headlines, however, includcd-
"Now LAREDO Menthol too, here's how to make the freshest menthol filter
cigarettes ever for less than 20C a pack" . Advertising copy for both styles
varied, localizing the price according to area tobacco taxes . However, in
national magazine advertising, copy included "204 a pack" with a footnote
explaining this was the manufacturer's suggested retail price .

Later advertising was shared by both styles and ads featured headlines such as,
"Why pay more? ", and "Can you tell the difference?" (between LAREDO and
a factory-made cigarette) .
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1972

LAREDO sales were down to 2 .7 million pounds in 1972 . While LAREDO
Regular sales slipped to 2 .0 million pounds, the menthol style sales rose
to . 7 million pounds .

Expenditures were $734, 000 for the brand in 1972 . Slightly more than 52%
of the brand's budget was allocated to magazines . Newspapers and supplements
provided additional support .

LAREDO advertising was basically unchanged in 1972 . Copy continued to
emphasize economy and quality of the product . The line, "Less than 200
a pack" continued in all national advertising .

LAREDO's package underwent additional changes during 1972 . In a further
attempt to prevent pilferage, the die cut windows were eliminated and the top
was sealed to the dust flaps .

C
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LAREDO

SAi,PS (In Lbs . )*

Regular Menthol Total

1969 16, 723 16, 723

1970 3,180,940 3,180,940
1971 3,954,915 671, 870 4, 626, 789
1972 2,048,478 697,861 2,746.,339

C *1 Lb . = 5 . 3 refills or kits
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KOOI .

1933-1937

C !

Introduced in February 1933 at $6 . 65 per M (regular brands were then at
$5 . 50 per M), KOOL had national distribution and carried its first national
advertising in magazines in August of that year. The penguin was featured
from the first. Although KOOLS were carrying the S&W coupon, this was
not mentioned in 1933 ads which featured "Your throat will not get dry. "

In 1934, the first full year of distribution, a very modest magazine budget
of about $300, 000 featured °Throat comfort" and °Free coupons bring
handsome gifts . ° Sales increased to 2 .4 billion. The premium cost for
the year was $900, 000 and this proportion of advertising cost, 3 to 1
for premium vs . media, continued until 1939 .

Magazine pressure remained about the same and radio was added late in
1936 when KOOL shared a network show with RALEIGH .

Copy remained the same until the end of 1937 and sales for 1937 were
4. 0 billion, or 2. 5°fo of the industry . Media advertising expenditures that
year totaled $600, 000, premium $1, 600, 000 .

1938-1945

After a quick try at "The beneficial head clearing qualities of menthol" early
in 1938, copy was switched to the °In between the others, rest your throat with KOOLS" theme that continued until 1940

.

Sales dropped each year - share dropped even faster . (The two extra coupons
packed in the carton were eliminated in January 1938 . Because of decreasing
sales, in June, six months later, four extra coupons were put in the carton .
This did not affect the sales trend .)

In 1940 media expenditure was halved by dropping radio . In August KOOLS
were cut to popular prices (by then up to $6 . 53 M). In September the extra
coupons in the carton were cut from four to two .

Copy featured "Switch from 'Hots' to KOOIS" for the first time.

By 1940 sales had dropped to the lowest level since the introduction year .

In 1941 advertising expenditure was cut to $100, 000. Copy featured "Smoker'sC Hack. ° The downtrend halted and sales started drifting up with the industry .
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1938-1945 (Continued)

The year 1942 continued about the same and then in July 1943 all coupons
on KOOLS were discontinued .

Media expenditure was increased to $500, 000 after elimination of the coupon .
Copy remained the same and sales, during the shortage period, were just
over 5 billion per year .

1946-1953

Sales dropped sharply after the shortage . Practically all advertising was
discontinued during the early part of 1946 while everything was concentrated
on RALEIGH. A $400, 000 expenditure in network radio during the summer
and early fall didn't help. A new campaign of spot radio announcements
featuring Willie the Penguin jingles and "Smoke KOOLS! Smoke KOOLS!
Smoke KOOLS! " in test markets showed results .

In 1947 KOOL started the climb back that by 1953 had more than doubled the
1946 share of market. Media expenditures grew steadily with practically all
of the money in spot radio until 1950 - copy remained virtually unchanged .
As television developed, spot TV was included in the KOOL media mix,
increased salcs taking care of the cost and, by 1952, radio and TV expendi-
tures were about equal . In 1951 and 1952 a campaign in Sunday comics did
not affect the upward trend .

During this period KOOLS were test marketed in the Reynolds Metal Plyseal
Pack. (B&W developed and registered its own name "Alumidor" during the
test. ) A heat-sealed all-foil pack without cellophane, it gave the cigarettes
much better protection on the shelf. The new style package, introduced in
Milwaukee in October 1947, caused little comment . The test market was
increased in January 1950 to include the balance of Wisconsin and Minnesota .
Sa1es seemed weaker and the conventional pack was put back in Milwaukee
in August 1950 . The test, however, was continued in the other sections until
February 1952, then discontinued completely . KOOL sales apparently
suffered in the test markets and those areas have remained among the poorest
in the country for KOOIL even though the test is long since forgotten .

In 1953 sales increases slowed with the industry. In mid-year, copy
featuring "Don't be chained by the hot cigarette habit" (used in test markets
with good results during the previous six months) was started in New England
and New York. Results warranted its adoption nationally in October when a~
network television show was added. ~~
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The 1953 budget was $3 . 2 million. (This was th,e first year since elimination
of the coupons that advertising expenditures were higher than in the days of
the premium plan even though sales tripled during this period. ) Share of
market was 2. 9%, the highest recorded up to that time .

King size KOOLS were introduced in test markets the latter part of 1953 at
1g per package more than regular size KOOLS. Results warranted national
distribution on both sizes which was accomplished in March 1954 .

`

C

1954-1960

The expansion of king size was backed with heavy advertising and expenditures
jumped to $5, 700, 000 in 1954, with most of the money in television . Sales
responded and share of market reached 3 .4% (the highest share ever attained,
before or since. )

In 1955 expenditures were cut back to a little over $4, 000, 000 and sales leveled .

In 1956 copy was changed to 'symptoms .' "Throat raw?" °Got a cold?" -
etc. "Switch from Hots to KOOLS . " Before this change could have any effect,
Salem came out as the first filter tip menthol . That was in May and in
September a filter was added to king size KOOL. Even in that short time
KOOL sales had been hurt and sales for the year 1956 were down . 5 billion
and share dropped to 3 . 0%.

A switch back to "Break the hot cigarette habit" copy in January, 1957, and
budget increase to about S6, 000, 000 for the year, turned sales slightly and
share held steady .

In early 1958 Salem passed KOOLS in sales and in May copy was changed to
imitate Salem and featured "Snow-fresh KOOL . . . America's most refreshing
cigarette. " The budget was cut to $5, 200, 000 in 1958 and $4, 500, 000 in
1959. Almost $500, 000 of that was spent on pretty, full-color magazine
ads without much sell. KOOL sales for 1959 were down to 12 . 7 billion and
dropping. (During that year Salem continued its original copy and spent
over $18, 000, 000 with resultant sales over 28 billion) .

In January, 1960, KOOL made two important changes . The package design
was refined and greatly improved . Then, recognizing the fact that the public CA
knew KOOL was not a light menthol, copy was revised to make a virtue out ~F
of the heavier menthol . The budget remained the same but was concentrated Q
in dramatic television coaimercials featuring "Smokers, when your taste N
tells you it's time for a change . . . come up . . . come up. ., come all the way W
up to the menthol magic of KOOli ; Although research indicated that this O
copy did not connote heavier menthol" to the smoker, it did change the N
sales trend dramatically and KOOL finished 1960 with a sales of 13 . 6 billion,
the highest in the history of the brand .
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Sales continued to improve for KOOL in early 1961 but due to lack of
variety in commercial situations and overexposure of a small commercial
pool at that time sales trended downward in the second half . Sy April,
1962, a new campaign was on the air . . . an advertising campaign that has
proved to be one of the most effective cigarette campaigns ever used, and,
in fact, for an old established brand, probably the most effective . A
number of factors have contributed to the success of this brand but two
primary reasons are paramount. Most important, KOOL's advertising
theme promised a specific product benefit . . . "extra coolness, " and the -
product itself, with its heavier menthol content, delivers on that promise .
KOOL was the only U . S. domestic cigarette at that time to make so specific
and readily proven claim. Increased advertising budgets contributed to
this growth as well . Research indicated a consumer acceptance of heavy
menthol and the television commercial technique referred to as the "Problem/
Solution" approach served to strongly convey KOOL's taste promise .

Within three months of starting the new campaign sales began to move upward
enabling the brand to finish 1962 at 14 . 5 billion cigarettes continuing to 16
in 1963 and ending 1964 at 19 billion cigarettes . KOOL's market share
during these three years went from 2 . 9 in 1962 to 3 . 8 in 1964 .

Sales in 1964 were four and a half billion cigarettes above the 1962 level,
a 31% increase .

The advertising budget increases started in mid 1963 when the appropriation
went from 6 . 2 million to 6 . 8 million and then to 9 . 5 million in 1964, a 41%
increase in appropriation .

Television was and continues to be the carrier medium for KOOL .

1965-1966

The highly successful °slice of life" problem-solution presentational TV
format for KOOL has continued since 1962 . Copy continues to stress the
discernible product difference of KOOL, i .e., taste extra coolness .

According to Maxwell (1964 vs . 1965), generic demand for menthols rose
from 16 . 2% to 17, 4% - a 7 . 4% increase . BELAIR and KOOL were the only
two brands to benefit from the increased size of the menthol segment .
KOOL Filter scored a 13 . 6% increase in share of segment (19 .9 to 22 . 6%) .

KOOL ended 1965 with a 4. 9 share of market. Sales increased from 19 . 0
billion (1964) to 23.2 billion (1965) . Of the 23 .2 billion sold in 1965, KOOL
Regular (70mm) accounted for 2 . 9 billion (same as 1964) which indicates
that 70mm KOOL, sales, while on a declining trend from previous years, is
still declining at a much less rapid rate than other 70mm brands . KOOL
increased its share of market to 5 . 5 during the lst quarter of 1966 . .
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1965-1966 (Continued)

C \

Advertising appropriations have also increased from the $9 million level
in 1964 to $12 million in 1965 to $13 . 8 million in 1966 . CPM has ranged
from .51 to .54 to .52 respectively .

TV (network and spot) continues to be the major medium for KOOL . Since
May. 1966, all commercials have been aired in color .

KOOL continues to be the growth leader in the menthol segment despite the
many new menthol brand entries introduced . Through June, 1966, no less
than 10 new entries have been launched (either in test or national) since the
fall of 1965 .

1967 (.340 % Menthol in King Size ; .360% in Long Size)

Continuing into and through 1967, problem/solution, slice-of-life :60's
and :30's carried the bulk of the brand's network and spot TV advertising
with the exception of test markets for a new longer-length KOOL . Consumer
research showed this to be a relatively average commercial format among
viewers, but sales were proving otherwise .

To attempt to get away from the Salem look, a new print format was evolved
and used. This was later not considered successful . It had a cool scene
comprised of green trees with water and minute figures involved in a
problemf solution with KOOL cigarettes .

Special promotions were aimed at markets where KOOL had an extra-
ordinary share. Similarly, high-development Spanish, Negro, and
Hawaiian markets were exploited by the use of radio .

All national advertising was again aimed at the 85mm product with the 70mm
entry holding its own from generic override .

Sales grew continually over the year for the brand ending with 28 . 14 billion
cigarettes and a CPM of .57. Share of market for KOOL averaged 5 . 45%.
Gain was 7 . 9% as KOOL broke into the area of a 6%-plus share at the close
of 1967.

The total media budget of $15, 474, 000 was broken down with $9, 110, 000 Q)
in network TV, $2, 841, 000 in spot TV, $236, 000 in radio, and $2, 602, 000 ~F
in print. ~

KOOL's chief competitor, Salem, was losing business at the rate of about ~
4.6%per year. Salem had a lower CPM, $ . 38, on volume of 40 .5 billion G7
cigarettes with their 85mm style . Salem in mid-year, after a brief test, ~
launched Salem Super King Size .

The Menthol segment had expanded from 19. 55 % to 20 . 80 of the total market .
KOOL's share of segment jumped from 1966's share of 36 .4% to 1967's of
38 . 3%. Salem, however, lost 4 . 6% of its volume from 1966 to 1967 . Salem's
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share of the total market dropped from 8 .56%in 1066 to 8 .20%in 1967 . Share
of segment dropped from 43. 78% to 39 .55%in 1967 .

J

99mm KOOL was introduced to defend KOOL's extraordinary share in the test
markets of Hawaii and Michigan (excepting Upper Peninsula) in September of
1967. It should be noted that as an exceptional market for KOOL, Detroit had
a low extra-length development .

This test of KOOL 99 was to determine :

1 . A satisfactory 99mm KOOL product ;

2 . l.baluate marketing plan which could be translated into a
national effort ; and

3 . Plot sales trends for total KOOL and measure the effect
of proliferation .

The print campaign being used in national magazines carried a two-pack visual
in the test area . Likewise, network TV cut-ins in Hawaii and Michigan had a
long-size pack ending and pack inserts in the smoking sequence .

Special introductory effort for the long-size version consisted of spot TV and
newspaper advertising. TV spots employed an animated shape as the KOOL
spokesman and a door-to-door surveyman in a dramatized situation .

1, 000 newspaper ads in two-color said . "KOOL Filter Longs are Here! Others
taste short by comparison . " Regional editions of magazines carried extra full-
color page ads : °Now you can enjoy the taste of extra coolness a little bit longer . "

The test product for KOOL Filter Longs was a 99mm x 24 . 8mm cigarette . It
had cork tipping of 27mm and a cellulose acetate filter measuring 22mm .
Nicotine and tar delivery were slightly below average. Only Lucky Strike
Menthol Filter 100's were below KOOL Longs, but by year end more attention
was being paid by manufacturers to the problem of reducing tar/nicotine in
longer-length brands .

The package for KOOL Longs looked like the family of KOOL cigarettes . All
packages now had a smart appearance with the much more simplfied cartouche .
The side panels of the 70mm and the 84mm KOOL held the rectangular caution
notice and the KOOL indicia. KOOL 99mm had a fullwidth strip of green for
caution notice and indicia .

A total cost for the fourth quarter of 1967 ran $145, 000 with half of that figure a)
in the first month. This figure was above the national space costs appropriated ~1
against the test. It did cover space premiums and cut-in fees connected with Q
the test and the extra effort. N

By year end, KOOL 99, like KOOL 85, was the largest seller in its segment in
the test markets. ~
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In 1968, KOOL's sales increased to 32 .3 billion units over 28 . 1 in 1967 . KOOL
Longs accounted for 1 .5 billion of those sales, while the 70mm style sold 2 .3, a
slight decrease from 1967 . KOOL ended 1968 with a market share of 6 .1%.

KOOL's advertising budget was increased substantially in 1968 to $18 million
(as opposed to $15 .7 million in 1967) resulting in a CPM of $ .56.

The majority of KOOL's spot TV budget was in :20 and :30 prime-time spots .
Attempts to develop the slice-of-life technique in shorter length commercials
were unsuccessful . Various problem/solution executions, however, proved
successful in stressing the extra coolness benefit and were aired . Extra pres-
sure advertising was allocated to markets where KOOL was already showing
strong sales gains .

A radio test was run in 1968 in Los Angeles where specific musical executions
were created to correspond with each specific type of station, i .e ., ethnic,
classical, country and western, pop and easy listening . Heavy use was made of
each form of music to stress coolness as KOOL's unique product attribute .
Heavy outdoor advertising was also included in the test . The entire effort failed
to increase sales and was not extended beyond Los Angeles .

In 1969 sales continued to increase as KOOL ended the year with a total of 36 .1
billion units for a share of 6 .9%.

Advertising expenditures were $19 million with a CPM of $ . 53 .

Throughout 1969, KOOL conducted an all-print test in Philadelphia using interior
and exterior transit, outdoor, magazines and newspapers . The magazine execu-
tion featured visualized problem/solution such as a crushed hat above a cool scene
and KOOL pack with the copy, "Platness got you down? Come up to the KOOL
taste . It's fresh. " VICEROY spots were run locally over KOOL's network tele-
vision time . The lack of television advertising in Philadelphia showed no effect
on KOOL sales .

Because of KOOL's pronounced masculine image and because 70-80% of the extra-
length menthol cigarette smokers were women, daytime television was used for
the first time in the Fourth Quarter of 1969 to promote KOOL Longs to female
smokers . Research indicated that women considered longer size cigarettes styl-
ish, so the commercials featured stylishly dressed women in cool scenes with
the copyline, "Stylishly long . ., tastefully cool . Lady Be Cool," Five minutes
of network television were purchased weekly, and spot T V was used inn a number
of well developed, Long-size markets . Results of this effort were encouraging
and the schedule continued through 1970 .
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Sales continued to climb in 1970 to a total of 42 billion units . KOOL Longs'
sales were 5 . 34, although the 70mm version declined to 1 . 83 billion . KOOL's
share of market was 8 . 0%, while Salem's total sales for the year were estimated
to be 44. 1 for a share of 8 . 4% .

C-)

Although broadcast advertising continued, KOOL began a transition to print in
the Fourth Quarter of 1970 . As a result of this slight cut in TV pressure and
surge in outdoor and magazine advertising, expenditures reached $21 . 9 million
with a CPM of $. 52 .

Extensive use of Black radio was made in 1970 . The message, "Come up to
the KOOL taste -- you never had it so cool, " was delivered in Black vernacular
by announcer and jingle .

Television continued to successfully use the problem/solution, slice-of-life
format through the end of 1970 .

Copy testing indicated that the direct TV problem/solution slice-of-life format
did not translate well into magazine advertising . A number of approaches were
attempted. Finally copy testing indicated that ads featuring cool scenes, posing
common cigarette problems and offering KOOL as the solution would be effective .
The copyline. "Come All the Way Up to KOOL" remained unchanged . Although
KOOL Longs were included with KOOL King Size in many generic KOOL magazine
ads, in 1970 KOOL Longs alone was promoted in a special campaign in selected
female magazines . Execution featured an extension of KOOL Longs' television
campaign (which translated more easily than the basic KOOL campaign) with
stylishly dressed women in coal scenes with the copy, "Stylishly Long, Taste-
fully Cool -- Lady Be Cool . "

Outdoor executions featured graphics and short messages stressing the product
benefit of "extra coolness . ° Exterior transit ads were exactly the same as those
used in the outdoor execution, but scaled to that medium . KOOL's interior tran-
sit copy executions were variations of the magazine and outdoor copy .

Sales continued to show gains in 1971 with a total of 44 . 2 billion units and a share
of 8. 2%. KOOL Longs sold 6 . 4 billion units as opposed to 5 . 3 billion the previous
year. Following the continued decline of the entire segment, the 70mm version
dropped from 1, 8 billion in 1970 to 1 . 6 billion in 1971 .

When broadcast advertising was terminated at the close of 1970, KOOL's 1971
budget was reduced to $18 . 3 million ($3 . 6 million less than 1970) . This included
$6 . 67 million in national magazines (the base medium of KOOL's advertising) ;
$5 .06 million in newspapers and Sunday supplements, and $4 . 3 million in outdoor .
Transit signs were allocated slightly less in 1971 than 1970 due, in part, to judg-
ments in audience reach . KOOL's CPM dropped to $ . 42 .
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Newspapers were used as a problem solving technique in 1971 in major markets
where KOOL sales had been hurt by rumors that the product was being taken off
the market . KOOL's schedules were 1200-line ROP, black and one color (green),
with copy and illustration localized in major cities when possible . Ads featured
graphic illustrations of masses of KOOL smokers with the copy, "Just ask a
million menthol smokers why they switched to KOOL . " Variations included a
KOOL pack on a local map with a headline such as, "It's KOOL in New York, "
The rumors appeared to have abated somewhat by the end of the year .

The reach of KOOL's advertising to lower income consumers (predominately
Negro) was particularly limited by the elimination of broadcast . Print media
was less effective in relaying KOOL's message to this consumer group because
the incidence of readership of magazines and newspapers by lower income con-
sumers was lower than that of the general population. Since Negroes are impor-
tant to the brand's total smoker franchise, interior transit was used in 30 cities
with large Negro populations .

Also in 1971, KOOL initiated a self-liquidator campaign whereby consumers were
given the opportunity to purchase an 11-foot sailboat which carried the KOOL logo
and ordinarily sold for around $120. Consumers, however, could purchase a
"Sea Snark" for $88 and one KOOL carton end flap . The purpose of the offer was
to increase the effectiveness of the ad ; it was one of KOOL's highest scoring ads
according to copy testing and so it was used again in 1972 . Incidentally, KOOL i
received over 18, 000 orders for "Sea Snarks" in 1971, i,-"

A point-of-purchase test was conducted in 1971 comparing the "Sea Snark" floor
display with a non-liquidator KOOL display . In stores using the ordinary dis-
play KOOL sales failed to increase enough to justify the $6 . 00 store payment .
KOOL sales in stores using the "Sea Snark" display did rise enough to more than
cover the display payment and cost .

1972

Both KOOL King and KOOL Long sales rose substantially in 1972 to 39 .45
and 7 .6 billion respectively. The 7omm style dropped to 1 .46 billion .

To take advantage of the growing "low tar" segment and the tar and nicotine-
based tax in New York City (which put KOOL Kings and Longs at a disadvantage
because the tax generated as much as a 4F per pack price difference between . .
KOOL and its "low tar" competition), on July 25, 1972, Brown & Williamson
introduced a lowered tar version of KOOL . The new style, KOOL Milds,
went into national distribution without prior test marketing and sold over a
billion units in 1972 .
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Total KOOL sales were over 49 .5 billion units for 1972 as the brand's
total market share reached 9 . 0% and its share of the mentholated filter
segment moved to 35 . 5%. KOOL became the best selling mentholated
filter brand in 1972 by topping Salem sales in that segment by 450 million
units . The brand also established itself as the fourth best selling brand
of any style (behind Winston, Marlboro and Pall Mall) in the United States .

Expenditures for KOOL totaled $19 .5 million including $7 .6 million
allocated to magazines ; $5 .9 million to outdoor ads ; $3 .4 million to
supplements ; $600,000 to newspapers and $600,000 to transit . CPM
for KOOL in 1972 was $, 39 .

FUll-page, four-color magazine ads were used to introduce KOOL Milds,
which was independent of other KOOL campaigns through most of 1972 .
The newly established style was an 84mm menthol cigarette with lowered
tar . The major difference between the Milds pack and that of KOOi .'s
other styles was that the Milds' sides and front rectangle were white with
green lettering as opposed to the reverse on Kings, Longs and Plain-end .

Ads for KOOL Milds, like other KOOL ads, featured cool, refreshing
scenes . The Milds package was shown at the end of a rainbow (which was
used as a visual symbol of mildness and a means of distinguishing Milds
advertising from that of other KOOL styles) . Headlines announced "The
taste of extra coolness with lowered tar, too ." Copy mentioned " . . .tobaccos
are light, mild, and lowered in tar . Just the right amount of pure menthol .
Pure white filter, too, " and tag lines closed with "En,joy a cooler kind of
mild ." Similar ads also appeared in supplements . In December, the KOOL
Mi.lds pack was mortised in the lower right corner of KOOL ads, to bring
this style under the umbrella of KOOL advertising .

Advertising for KOOL Kings and Longs in 1972 continued with traditional
KOOL illustrations and problem-solution copy in full-page, four-color
magazine ads . A more aggressive copy position was taken during the year,
aimed at incorporating the use of "pure menthol" in the ads . This was part
of a continued attempt to deal with KOOL's perceived image problem, i . e .,
harsh, strong, etc ., and to take a more competitive stand against other
menthol brands .

Advertisements, used in general interest magazines, were also used in
national and independent supplements . Fractional page ads in the form of
diagonally positioned quarter pages were used in Parade . While different
in format, these fractional units incorporated the same problem-solution/
cool scenery as was used in full-page insertions .

As in 1971, KOOL had a heavy schedule in Negro magazines in 1972 . Copy
featured in Negro publications used both the dual audience expression and a
special execution using Negro models . .
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KOOL's Sea Snark promotion was repeated again in 1972, adding the option
of payment through national charge cards (Bank Americard and Master
Charge) .

The "Lady, be cool" campaign promoted KOOL Longs in female publications
and ran through much of 1972 . A new execution aimed at women, however,
was begun in the latter part of the year featuring more aggressive copy
and the headline "The longer you smoke, the more you'll like KOOL Longs . "
"Lady, be cool" was used as a tag line for the newer campaign .
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KOOL Parent

1973

KOOL Milds achieved a substantial increase in sales from 1 billion units
after five months on the market in 1972 to 2 .76 billion units in 1973 .
The low tar (7-15 mg. ) menthol market segment grew 20% in 1973 to 12 . 2
billion units, 2% of the total market . KOOL 3Iilds' SOM in the low tar
segment was 23%, . 5% of the total market . During its second year on the
market KOOL Milds (15 mg . ) became the second largest selling low tar
menthol cigarette . True,with 2 . 92 billion units was first . In 1973 KOOL
Milds was the ninth ranked menthol cigarette on the market, .37 billion
units behind Newport's soft pack . KOOL Parent was the largest selling
menthol and Salem was second .

Advertising for KOOL Milds continued in the same format, (a pack at the
end of a rainbow). Copy changed slightly from, "The taste of extra coolness
with lowered tar, too. ° to "Try KOOL Milds and taste the difference extra
coolness makes in a lowered tar cigarette ." KOOL Nlilds received $2 . 6
million in advertising monies, 15% of the total KOOL advertising budget .
SOV for KOOL Milds in the hi-fi segment was 5 . 6% .

Total KOOL advertising expenditures decreased 18% to $16 .5 million in 1973 .
KOOL Parent SOV in the menthol full taste segment was 23% . Salem held an
SOV of 33%, Benson & Hedges 11% and Newport 7%. In the KOOL Parent
budget, $5 .4 million were allocated to magazines, $4.9 million to OOH,
$2 .2 million to supplements, $570, 000 to transit and $400, 000 to newspapers .
CPM decreased 26% to $ . 29 from $ . 39 in 1972 .

KOOL Parent advertising continued in the same format . Copy headlines
varied in an attempt to take a more aggressively competitive stance against
other menthol brands . "Does your cigarette taste hot?, Fed up with flat
tasting cigarettes?, Rough taste, who needs it?" are some examples .
°Come all the way up to KOOL" followed as body copy . The "Lady be cool"
campaign continued in women's magazines as did advertising in black
publications. A"KOOL house" made of fiberglass screening was offered
via magazines and supplements in a self-liquidator campaign for $129 .

Total KOOL sales incrcascd 13% to 56 . 11 billion units in 1973, KOOL held
a 38 % share of the menthol market segment. KOOL 100's increased 16 . 1%
to 8 . 87 billion units, Kings increased 9 ;lo to 43 . 10 billion units .
KOOL Regulars dropped 6 . 7% to 1 . 38 billion units . KOOL's SOM increased
5% to 9. 5%. Salem's SOM in 1973 was 8. 5%, a decrease of 1%. Benson &
Hedges' 1. 2%, an increase of 7%, and Newport's .8%, an increase of 8% .
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1974

Advertising expenditures in the menthol full taste segment increased 35%
in 1974 . KOOL expenditures increased 24% to $20 .4 million, 20% of all
menthol expenditures . Salem spent $24 . 5 million, Benson & Hedges
$20 . 3 million and Newport $5 .4 million . $6 million of KOOL expenditures
were allocated to outdoor ads, $5 million to magazines, $2.8 million to
supplements, $750, 000 to newspapers and $560, 000 to transit. CPM rose
14% to $ . 33 .

Advertising for KOOL Parent continued in the theme established by previous
executions . KOOL Nlilds were featured in a corner mortice in parent
executions . Headlines in women's magazines read, " The longer you smoke
the more you'll like KOOL Super Longs . Lady be cool" remained the
tag line . Black publications ccntinued KOOL support . Most KOOL executions
included the tag line, "Come all the way up to KOOL'' . In a self-liquidator
campaign a lawn swing was offered to consumers via supplements and
magazines for $119 .

R . J. Reynolds launched a Salem hard box in February 1974, sales at the
end of the year totaled 1 . 75 billion units . Brown & Williamson followed
suit and launched a KOOL flip open box, distributed nationally in November,
sales in December totaled .33 billion units . The pack design was essentially
the same as that of KOOL Parent . The new style was advertised in all media
as, "The only flip open box with the taste of extra coolness inside" .

Total KOOL sales increased 9% in 1974 to 61 . 15 billion units, almost 40% of
menthol volume . KOOL Milds grew 17% to 3 . 23 billion units, Longs also
grew, 12.2% to 10 .01 billion units . KOOL Regulars fell 11 . 6;lo to 1 . 22 billion
units. Salem sales decreased 9% to 22 . 3 billion units, Benson & Hedges
dropped 13% to 17 . 7 billion units and Newport dropped 18% to 5 .4 billion units .
Industry volume grew 2 . 6%, sales in the menthol full taste market segment
increased 7% . Total KOOL SOM increased 6% to 10 . 1°b .

1975

In 1975 a Music program was developed in cooperation with Festival Productions
Incorporated. The primary objective of this program was to enhance the
product and smoker image of KOOL cigarettes through the well publicized
association of KOOL with sponsorship of specific types of music suitable to
the various target audiences of KOOL styles . Secondly, to develop a contingency
program which would enable advertising and promotion in a climate of restrictive
legislation . And finallyto become a brand preemptive property .
The KOOL Jazz Festivals produced in 1975 featured Black soul music in major
outdoor stadia across the country . Increased awareness and improved product
and smoker imagery among those aware of the tiIusic Programs was attributed
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to the entertainment. The Jazz Festival was promoted via supplements,
flyers, POP, etc . Two other promotional events were presented in 1975,
a sweepstakes and a self-liquidator campaign. The "KOOL $64, 000
Sweepstakes" featured a menthol green 1975 Rolls-Royce Corniche as the
grand prize. The Sea Snark (11' sailboat) offer was repeated in a self-
Liquidator campaign . The price in 1975 was $139 . Both campaigns were
promoted via magazines and supplements .

KOOL Parent's advertising budget increased 6% to $19 . 3 million. KOOL
Mild expenditures decreased 45°fo to $1 .2 million. Total KOOL expenditures
were $20 .08 million. The OOH allocation increased 15% to $6 . 97 million,
magazines received an additional 18% totaling $5 . 97 million. Supplements
received $2.5 million, transit $950,000 and newspapers $650,000 .
CPll1 remained $ . 33 . The advertising format continued to use cool refreshing
scenes .

Sales in the menthol full taste market segment increased 2.4%, hi-fi sales
grew 9 . 7%. KOOL SOV in 1975 was 5 . 9'~0, Salem's 6 .6%, Benson & Hedges'
5 . 2% and Newport's 1 . 9°jo . Despite a 3% drop in KOOL Kingsize sales to
44 .64 billion units and a drop of 11% in Regular sales to 1 .08 billion units,
total KOOL sales increased 4.5% in 1975 . All other KOOL styles grew .
After 14 months on the market KOOL's flip open box achieved sales of 2 .03
billion units, only 11 ;^o behind Salem hard box (2 . 25 billion units) and almost
50% ahead of Newport box (1 .36 billion units) KOOL Longs increased 5 . 7%
to 10.58 billion units . Parent sales totaled 57 . 26 billion units. KOOL Milds
increased 10 .2% to 3 .56 billion units bringing total sales to 63 .92 billion units,
the largest selling menthol cigarette on the market . KOOL's SO\4 increased
.7% to 10. 27%, Salem's decreased 1 . 1% to 8 .5%, Benson and Hedges'
increased 15% to 1 . 5%, and Newport's increased 11% to .9% .

1976
~
.S

In 1976 the menthol full taste market segment declined 7% . TotalKOOL Q
Parent sales fell 7% to 58 . 33 billion units, Salem Parent sales also fell, ~
9. 7%6 to 45 .4 billion units . KOOL Regulars dropped 13% to .94 billion units ~
and Kings also droppod, 5 . 5% to 42 .2 billion units . Despite the decline (a
experienced by KOOL Parent, Long and flip open box styles grew, 1 .3% to N
10 . 72 billion units and 28% to 2 . 6 billion units respectively . KOOL Siilds W
continued to grow, 19 . 10% to 4 . 24 billion units in 1976. Salem Lights 85
and 100mm were introduced in September 1975, sales in 1976 were 7 .2 billion
units . The growth of Salem Lights offset the brands decline and total Salem
sales increascd 3% to 52 .6 billion units . Total sales for all KOOL styles
droppcd slightly, 1% to 63 . 3 billion units . SONI fell 4% to 9 .7°fo in 1976 .
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The KOOL Lucky Lady Sweepstakes were presented via magazines and
supplements in 1976. A 63' yaught from the film "Lucky Lad,v" valued
at $100, 000 was the grand prize, 10, 000 tickets to see the film were
also offered. KOOL Jazz Festivals continued throughout the year .
In a self-liquidator campaign KOOL promoted two Jazz and Soul albums
for $1 .59. A KOOL Catamaran was also available for $699 .

KOOL advertising copy and format remained the same . Expenditures
totaled $24. 59 million, an increase of 22 . 5%. $8 . 42 million were
allocated to outdoor ads, $7 . 3 million to magazines, $3 . 5 million to
supplements and $880, 000 to newspapers . CPM increased 21% to $ .40 .

Another addition to the KOOL family, KOOL Naturals, was test marketed
in Little Rock, Arkansas . A nonmenthol KOOL, the style was not successful
and was never nationaLLy distributed .

1977

In 1977 KOOL Parent advertising featured the Americana campaign, a
change from the previous waterfall executions . The new format was
similar although waterfalls were replaced by rural scenes of barns and
waterwheelsbeside placid blue lakes .

In an attempt to soften the harshness of product image headlines changed to,
"So cool you can taste it'' and, ''The most refreshing taste you can get in any
cigarette" . Beneath the packs on the previously described execution,
"No wonder it's America's #1 menthol . "was added as a tag line. KOOL Kings
and Longs shared these executions . Advertising expenditures for KOOL
Parent totaled $14.88 million. KOOL Super Lights, launched in July, 1977
received $16 .03 million. Total expenditures were $32 .44 million, an
increase of 32mo . The major portion of KOOL Parent advertising monies was
spent in magazines and 0011, $6 . 30 million and $4. 76 million respectively .
Super Lights concentrated spending in newspapers, $4 . 7 million and magazines,
$3 .6 million, $2 . 9 million were allocated to OOH . CPM rose 37% to $ .55 .

KOOL and Cricket lighters jointly promoted a $100, 000 sweepstakes .
First prize was $10,000 in cash and a pair of 1977 Chrysler Cordobas,
three 1977 Dodge Aspen SE stationwagons were offered as second prize
and 6, 000 third prizes included a Cricket Accent Table Lighter with a carton
of KOOL cigarettes . Jazz Festivals continued in KOOL Music Programs .

Total KOOL sales in 1077 again decreased, 1% to 62 . 64 billion units .
Salem sales totaled 53 . 7 billion units, an increase of 2% . Benson & Hedges
sales totaled 9.7 billion units, an increase of 4. 7%. Newport sales rose
17% to 7 .3 billion units . KOOL Super Lights (7/77) achieved sales of
2 billion units, Newport Lights (8/ 77) had sales of .31 billion units and
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Benson & Hedges Lights' (9/77) sales totaled .61 billion units .
The menthol hi-fi market segment grew 42% . KOOL Milds sales
increased 19jo to 5 . 06 bitlion units . Longs decreased 2% to 10. 46
billion units, Kings dropped 6 . 8% to 39 . 34 billion units, flip open box
sales decreased 5% and Regulars were down 10 . 6% to .84 billion units .
Total KOOL SO_1Q in 1977 decreased 2% to 9 .9% .

1978

In 1978 KOOL Music Programs expanded to include KOOL Country on Tour,
KOOL Latino Festival and KOOL Super Nights as well as KOOL Sazz Festivals .
KOOL Country On Tour featured top country music performers in high
brand development markets for KOOi. Parent and Milds . Latino Festivals
were developed for the growing Hispanic market in the ti .S ., considered a
prime target audience for KOOL cigarettes . Super Nights were launched in
an effort to create an upscale image for the KOOL Super Lights brand
consistent with the marketing strategy of expanding the franchise .

Advertising for KOOL Parent continued with the Americana campaign .
Expenditures totaled $34 .2 million, $17 . 7 million were allocated to KOOL
Super Lights . KOOi. Parent expenditures were distributed as follows :
$6 . 14 million to OOH, $4 . 74 million to magazines, $1 .82 million to
supplements, $590, 000 to transit, $130,000 to beetleboards, and $103,000
to newspapers . CPRl remained at S . 55 .

Industry volume in the menthol full taste segment declined 13 . 4% .
KOOL Parent sales slid 6% to 49 . 9 billion units, Regulars decreased 8%
to .77 billion units, Kings dropped 6% to 36 . 9 billion units, Longs dropped
5% to 9. 94 billion units and the flip open box fell 7% to 2 . 3 billion units .
Volume in the menthol hi-fi segment grew 51% in 1078 . KOOL Mild sales
increased 2 .6% to 5 . 19 billion units and KOOL Super Lights grew to 4 . 28
biLlion units . KOOL sales totaled 59 . 38 billion units . SOM decreased 1'Jo
to 9.8% . Salems SOM increased . 1% to 8 . 9% due to the growth of Salem ~
Lights . Benson & Hedgest SOM grew 12 . 5% to 1 . 8% and NewportTs SOM ~~
grew 83% to 1 . 3%. ~

~
N

C

1979 ~

In 1979 KOOL sales continued to decline . Menthol full taste volume also
F+
L7

declined . 6 .3%o . Salem Parent sales fell 11% to 31 .8 billion units .
KOOL Parent sales fell 7, 5'io to 46 .2 billion units . Kings decreased 8% to
33 . 9 billion units, Longs dropped 6% to 9 . 3 billion units . Flip open box
sales continued to decline, 4 .3% in 1979 to 2 . 2 billion units, Regulars dropped,
9% to . 7 billion units .
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( The hi-fi menthol market segment grew, 30% to 60. 33 billion units .
Salem Light sales grew 19% to 22 . 2 billion units, Benson & Hedges
Lights grew 31°/o to 4 .21 billion units and Newport Lights increased
27% to 1 .04 billion units. KOOL Super Lights grew 2 . 8% to 4 .4 billion
units . KOOL Mild sales rose 15% to 5 . 94 billion units. KOOL Milds 100's
were launched in October 1979, sales for that style were .35 billion units .
Total KOOL SO]4 was 9. 3%, a decrease of 5%o .

KOOL n4ilds was separately advertised and promoted for the first time in
1979 since the hrand's introduction (1972) at any significant level . It was
positioned as "Mild but not too light" with historical outdoor visual and
the lead copy line, "Fecl the taste of menthol mist" . Parent executions
continued the "Americana" campaign, while KOOL Super Lights replaced it
with the "Jugular" campaign in March .

KOOL Parent advertising expenditures included $5 .45 million allocated to
outdoor ads, $3 .23 million to magazines, $2 .4 million to newspapers,
$720, 000 to supplements, $560, 000 to transit and $80, 000 to beetleboards .
Lxpenditures for KOOL Parent totaled $14 .2 million, an additional $17 .3
million was distributed to KOOL Super Lights bringing total expenditures
to $32 .9 million. CPM rose 25o to $. 56 .

(
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KOOL

Advertising Expenditnres

Year Newspaper Magazine

1934 $ $ 300
1935 400
1936 400
1937 300
1938 300
1939 300
1940 300
1941 100
1942 200
1943 300
1944 500
1945 500
1946 100 ---
1947 200 ---
1948 100 --
1949 100 ---
1950 100 100
1951 500 ---
1952 _ 400 ---
1953 ---
1954 200 ---
1955 250*
1956 600
1957 225
1958 420
1959 487
1960 133
1961 491
1962 343
1963 140
1964** 710
1965 930
1966 564

1967 85 2,537
1968 540 2,320
1969 636 2,657
1970 517 4,011

Radio

$ ---
---
100
300
300
200
---
---
---
---
---
---
500
700

1,300

1, 100
1,200

1,100

1,000

700
200
690
500
750
570
280

5

328
265
365
361
186
253

(000)

Television Premium Total CPM

100
500
900

1,200
2,500
5,300

3,230
3, 900
5,010

4,200
3, 710
4,384
5,726
5, 342
6,387
8,640

11,532
13,074

262 12,886
772 14 , 300
528 14,676
835 13,534-

$ 900 $1,200 $ .50
1,400 1,800 .53
1,500 2,000 .54

1,600 2,200 .55

1,400 2,000 .57
1,600 2,100 .62
1,600 1,900 .58
1,600 1,700 .42
1,800 2,000 .42

1,200 1,500 .27

500 .09
500 .10
600 .14
900 .18

1,400 .21

1,300 .17

1,900 .21
2,500 .24
2, 600 .23

3,200 .28

5,700 .46
4,170 .33
5,000 .41

5,985 .49
5,190 .40
4,477 .35

4,522 .33
6,545 .46

5, 950 .41
6,892 .43
9,711 .51

12,648 .54
13,891 .53 ~

Outdoar/
Transit

.S
Q
~

15,770
N

.56 wl~

117 18 , 049 . 56 N
492 18,989 .53 -0

3,004 21, 901

.

.53

*Total print includes newspapers, magazines, outdoor and car cards. i
**Figures from 1964 include allocation for testing and production .
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KOOL

Advertising Expenditures

(000)

News-
ap per Supplements Magazines Outdoor Transit Total

1971* $5,056 $ 6,867 $4,315 $1,009 $17,047
1972 $ 616 $ 3,393 7,603 5,873 599 18,084

Share of Market

1966 4 .9
n
.F

1967 5 3
Q

.

~1968 6.1 N
1969 6 .9 N1
1970 8 0 W
1971

.
8 2 r. ~

*Figures from 1971 do not include production .
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KOOL

Sales by Style

All 70mm Soft Pack Prior to 1952

Year
85mm 70mm

Non-Filter Soft Pack
85mm
Filter Total

1954 3 .0 9 .4 -- 12 .4

1955 4.1 8 .5 -- 12 .6
Filter replaced 85mm non-filter in September, 1956 .

1956 2 .6 7 .5 2 .0 12 .1

1957 5 .7 6 .6 12 .3

1958 ' 4 .8 8 .1 12 .9

1959 4.1 8 .6 12 .7

1960 3 .8 9 .8 13 .6

1961 3 .6 10 .5 14.1

1962 3 .2 11 .3 14 .5

1963 3 .0 13 .0 16 .0

1964 2 .9 16 .1 19 .0

1965 2 .9 20 .3 23 .2

1966 2 .7 23 .4 26 .1

1967 2 .5 25 .8 28 .1

Longs .F

1968 1 .5 2 .3 28 .5 32 .3

O
tT
N
~1969 3 .9 2 .1 30 .1 36 .1 W
~~1970 5 .3 1 .8 34 .3 41 .4

1971 6 .4 1 .6 36 .2 44 .2
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KOOL

Sales by Style (Cont .)

70mm 85mm
Year Longs Milds Soft Pack Filter Total

1972 7.6 1.0 1.5 39.4 49.5
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KOOL Super Lights

In 1977 the full taste menthol segment accounted for 21% of industry volume,
a decrease of 7°Jo versus 1976, while the menthol hi-fi (1-15 mg .'tar')
segment grew 42% and accounted for 6% of industry volume . Twenty-two
new low tar styles (seven of which were menthol) entered the market from
January, 1976 - June, 1977 . Advertising expenditures for menthol hi-fi
products increased from $57 .6 million (14% of industry advertising) in 1976
to $91 million (16 % of industry advertising) in 1977. Total industry volume
grew . 1% .

The primary objective in the launch of a KOOL line extension was to attract
competitive smokers . There was also a need to halt the exodus of KOOL
fullt,ste smokers who were switching to competitive low tar products .
The final objective in the new style's launch was to contemporize the KOOL
brand by addressing the increasing market prefercnce for low tar .

Due perhaps to the decline in the full taste menthol segment (7%), KOOL
parent sales dropped 4 . 3% in 1977 . The growth of KOOL Milds (21 .4% in
1977), however, did not offset the decline in total KOOL sales . Total SOM
in 1977 was 9 .8% . Salem parent sales also dropped in 1977 (12 . 5%), although
Salem Light sales rose 94% bringing total SOM to 8 . 9% in 1977 and establishing
the marketability of a low tar line extension . Because of the promising
growth exhibited by KOOL Milds and the risk of franchise alienation, it was
decided to launchh a new flanker rather than reduce Milds' tar level (14 mg . ) .

The line extension was to be positioned offensively as a single digit low 'tar'
product in the growing hi-fi segment with KOOL MIlds providing defensive
support . Marketing strategy planned to capitalize on the strength of the KOOL
name and taste heritage, capture KOOL parent defectors and expand the KOOL
franchise into underdeveloped demographic groups .

KOOL Super Lights was the name chosen for the new 9 mg . 'tar' (0 . 45%
menthol) product . Names tested were KOOL 6's, KOOL 7's, KOOL 8's, ~
KOOL 9's, KOOL and Low, KOOL Extra Lights, KOOL Soft Lights, ~~
KOOL Special Lights, KOOL Super Lights and KOOL Ultra Lights. q
The name KOOL Super Lights was perceived as having the lowest tar and
greatest appeal and was adopted. ~

C.7

Two packs were tested against the Salem Lights pack in March, 1977 .
The alternatives tested were a white pack similar to that of KOOL parent
and a silver pack with a green band encircling the top . In a pack test the silver
pack was preferred72% over the white pack. The product image was perceived
to be stronger, more satisfying, more flavorful, with more quality and
menthol flavor than Salem Lights or the experimental white pack . Tar level
however, was thought to be higher in the silver pack . The smoker image was
perceived to be for a younger, more active heavier smoker versus the other
packs . The silver pack was adopted. In a later test with ten competitive packs
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the KOOL Super Lights silver pack achieved significant preference over
all others. Among the attributes tested were attractiveness, color, design,
modernity, quality, and expensiveness . The KOOL Super Lights silver
package was evaluated as having strong aesthetic appeal .

1977

KOOL Super Lights was launched nationally in June, 1977 . Special merchan-
dising programs were implemented in the first six months accompanied by
heavy advertising and promotion . Street corner sampling was a primary
promotion devise . KOOL Super Lights achieved sales of 2 billion units after
six months on the market . The King size length attained sales of 1 .09 billion
units, Longs .91 billion units . SOM was .33% in 1977 . 62% of KOOL Super
Lights smokers were former KOOL or KOOL Mild users .

A total of $15 . 5 million was allocated to KOOL Super Lights, 47 % of total
KOOL advertising expenditures (KOOL parent received 51%) .
Media expenditures were as follows : newspapers, $4 . 7 million; magazines,
$3 .6 million; 00P3; $2. 9 million ; supplements, $1 .9 million; beetleboards,
$350, 000 and transit, $121,000 . An additional $6 .3 million was spent in
promotion . KOOL Super Lights' SOV in the hi-fi menthol segment was 17%
in total industry advertising, 3. 1% .

Advertising developed for KOOL Super Lights borrowed from the heritage
of KOOL parent. The introductory campaign, "Waterfall 9", featured both
sizes of the new style in full page spreads . Copy promised satisfying refreshing
coolness unavailable in any other low tar . "Save $2 .50 on KOOL Super Lights"
headlined a newspaper ad in August, 1977. Consumers had the opportunity
to save $ . 50 on a three pack purchase and $2 . 00 on a carton from a mail-in
coupon. In October to December free silver dollars were offered upon proof
of purchase (via mail) to consumers (three silver dollars from a two-carton
purchase) .
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1978

The launch of KOOL Super Lights continued into 1978, including special
merchandising programs featuring the silver dollar promotion in April to
June and a $ . 50 coupon via newspapers in November. Advertising expendi-
tures totaled $19 .4 million in 1978 including $6 . 99 million to 00H, $4 . 35
million to magazines, $2 . 5 million to supplements, $1. 63 million to
beetleboards and $5, 000 to newspapers . $8 . 7 million was spent in promotion .
KOOL Super Lights SOV remained at 170 of the low tar market versus Salem
Lights' 18% SOV. Spending in the low tar market grew 16 .4% to $109 . 3 million
since 1977.

By its' third year in the market Salem Lights sales rose to 18 . 6 billion units
while its' share of the menthol hi-fi market segment reached 51 . 9% .
KOOL Super Lights' share of the menthol hi-fi segment was 12°fo, in total
industry, . 71% . Sales rose to 4 . 3 billion units . Longs climbed to 2 . 11 billion
units and Kings rose to 2 .17 billion units . Cannibalization was down 13% to 54%0 .

The evolution of the "Waterfall 9'' campaign coincided with the shift in the
Parent campaign. The basic format remained the same although the waterfall
was replaced by scenes of barns or cabins beside placid blue lakes .
KOOL Super Light Longs were featured in full page spreads, copy claimed,
"No leading menthol long is lower in 'tar' . Only 9 mg. 'tar' . And KOOL
refreshing satisfaction too ." A silver two page spread with a background
similar to the Super Lights pack included the "Americana 9" . Both pack sizes
were mortised on the left side of that ad . Copy invited smokers to, "Feel
refreshing coolness in a low tar cigarette."

1979

In March 1979 a new campaign replaced the ''Americana 9" . The new
campaign utilized a pack as hero format in conjunction with a mortice of
four competitive ads . Titled °Jugular", the campaign was implemented for
several reasons : to address ICOOL Super Lights' product image (it was
perceived unfavorably across most product and smoker attributes by
competitive smokers due to KOOL parent image transfer), to create a distinct
separation from KOOL Parent and to call attention to smooth taste and lower ~
tar vis-a-vis competition. KOOL Super Lights 100's headlined an execution ~
developed for Longs, it was followed by, "Smooth and fresh all the way" . ~
Copy above the competitive pack whosc tar levels were listed claimed, ~7
''At only 9 mg. 'tar' it's lower than all these : " Executions for both sizes were
also developed within the same format. WN

W
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In August 1979 the tar delivery of KOOL Super Light Kings was reduced to
7 mg . (0 .47% menthol). The new 7 mg. product was significantly prefered
among menthol full taste sniokers and directionally prefered by Salem Light
and KOOL Super Lights smokers over the previous 9 mg . delivery in a
product test . This reduction gave KOOL Super Lights a greater quantifiable
advantage over the other major low tar menthol brands whose tar delivery
was higher. (Salem Lights 10 mg., B& H Lights 11 mg ., Merit Menthol 8 mg.
and Newport Lights 10 mg . tar . ) Copy for KOOL Super Lights changed to,
"Now smooth gets smoother and even lower in tar ."

Advertising expenditures totaled $17 . 5 million in 1979, a decrease of 9 .8°fo
from 1978 . KOOL Super Lights received 55% of the total KOOL budget .
(KOOL MIlds were allocated $11 . 1 million and Parcnt $3 . 2 million . )
0011 and magazines split major support, $5 . 99 million and $4 .89 million
respectively. $1 .7 million were distributed to newspapers, $1 . 38 million
to supplements, $691, 000 to beetleboards and $60, 000 to transit . $4 . 4 million
were spent in promotion . Special merchandising programs were implemented
in August as well as an ROP blitz . Coupons were placed in newspapers in April
and in Ebony magazine in June, 1979 . KOOL Super Lights presented Super
Nights throughout 1979 in an effort to upscale the image of KOOL Super Lights
consistent with marketing strategy. Singers Paul Anka, Mel Torme,
Gerry Mulligan, Steve Lawrence, Eydie Gorme and Sarah Vaughan appeared
in performing centers across the country . KOOL Super Lights packs were
mortised in newspaper ads, "KOOL Super Lights-the smoothest taste in
menthol presents a Super Night of Music" was used on body copy .

KOOL Super Lights sales increased 2 . 3% to 4. 4 billion units . Longs increased
3 . 8% to 2 . 11 billion units, Kings rose . 84% to 2 . 21 billion units . Total SOM
for KOOL Super Lights in 1979 was . 72 ~, . Cannibaliv.ation decreased to 49% .
Salem Lights SOM in 1979 was 3 . 6°%. Merit Menthol and B & H Light each
had an SOM of . 7% . SOM for the menthol hi-fi segment was 9 .8%, the category
grew 11 . 7% in 1979 . Industry volume grew 1 .2% to 612 .04 billion units .
A number of factors may have inhibited growth of KOOL Super Lights .
Two new brands and 24 new styles were introduced in two years after Super
Lights launch, (three were Brown & Williamson products, Rich Lights (9/78),
ARCTIC Lights (3/79), and KOOL Mild 100's (10/79) . Most new styles were
launched with heavy advertising support . Advertising expenditure in the hi-fi
segment increased 73% to 157 .7 million from 1979 and sales increased 68% to ~
60 .33 billion units. `~

07
N
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LAREUO

KIT SALES(units)

Re ular Menthol Total

1969 9,624 ----- 9,624
1970 4,504,024 ----- 4,504,024
1971 2,101,795 400,622 2,502,420
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LAREDO

REFILLS (units)

Regular Menthol To¢al

1969 79,008 ----- 79, 008
1970 12,354,958 ----- 12, 354, 958
i971 6,457,026 3,160,289 9, 617, 315

~
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LAREDO

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES

(000)

Newspaper &

Television Supplements

1970 $2, 159 $ 388
1971 (28) CR 1,744
1972 --- 319

Figures include allocation for testing

Magazines Outdoor Production Total

$ --- $ --- $ 73 $ 2, 620
959 23 204 2,932
385 --- 30 734

9
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LIFE

C

1948 - 1951

LIFE was first introduced in New York in April, 1948 . An 30mm cigarette
but with the same circumference as a 70mm (in contrast with the thinner
85mm), it had waterproof paper and was sold at the same price as king size .
Extensively advertised, it had good initial reception but faded fast . In a red
pack with white lettering, it was brought out to compete with the growing Pall
Mall, but it didn't really compete and was withdrawn from the test markets in
1951 .

1952 - 1960

LIFE had a second test in September, 1952, in Southern California . This
time as an 86mm (filter length) cigarette in a white package . The only feature
retained was the waterproof paper . The extra millimeter was the basis for
copy, "Get longer LIFE" but again, after fair initial acceptance, it faded and
was discontinued in July, 1955 .

LIFE was brought out again in the summer of 1959 as B&W's entry in the high-
filtration field . LIFE indeed did deliver the least nicotine and tar . Backed by
heavy advertising and with a somewhat clouded assist from the READER's
DIGEST (thanks to Duke's longer filter), sales at first were quite encouraging,
hitting a high of almost 329 million per month .

LIFE's claim "The eigarette proved to give you least tar ; least nicotine" with
the dramatic filter absorption test, brought to a climax the heated high-filtra-
tion battle . As a result, the F . T. C . banned all filtration claims and all mention
of nicotine and tar. LIFE tried to keep on with "The light smokc! The right
smoke! ", but deprived of the right to advertise "filters best" the brand declined
rapidly and advertising was discontinued in April, 1960, after an expenditure
of over $8, 000, 000 .

1961

There was another flurry in July, 1961, when another READER's DIGEST
article appeared with LIFE shown as lowest in tar and nicotine . A quick
campaign on "The light smoke! The right smoke!" lifted sales slightly but
not enough to justify continued advertising .

The close of 1961 found LIFE selling about 25 million per month with no
advertising support, but still B&W's safeguard at the bottom of comparative
nicotine and tar table in case the rules changed again .
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1962 - 1963

In 1962 sales fell to a total of 158 million cigarettes, with nothing spent on
advertising . Then in 1963 yet another READER's DIGEST article showed LIFE
as lowest in tar and nicotine among filter brands . This was only a short while
before the Surgeon'General's Report was published, and there was much interest
in the cigarette/health subject at the time the DIGEST article came out . To
support the DIGEST figures, $432, 000 was spent in advertising LIFE in news-
papers, and sales increased substantially in 1963 to a total of 428 million at
about a $1 . 00 advertising CPM factor . Iiowever, the public interest in LIFE
was short-lived . It was one of many high-filtration brands that appeared in
1963 and 1964, and the majority of these new brands had charcoal filters to
which many of the more health-conscious smokers switched . LIFE copy in
newspapers in 1963 read, "Why a cigarette, practically unknown yesterday, is
suddenly the cigarette millions want to smoke . " and "NOW an independent
report on filter cigarettes helps smokers narrow their choice to one brand . "

1964

Through 1964 sales of LIFE fell month after month. No money was spent that
year in advertising the brand, and 296 million cigarettes were sold in 1964 .

At the end of the year a package change was effected as a result of the Cigarette
Advertising Code rulings on packaging . The simulated rubber stamp seal on the
front of the LIFE pack was changed from "Millecel" wording to "B&W Filter Tip. "

1964 - 1971

Without advertising support, LIFE sales continued to steadily drop from 303
million units in 1964 to 40 million in 1969 .

In June, 1970, LIFE 84mm was changed to Brown & Williamson's first and only
100mm cigarette (all other B&W extra length brands are 99mm) . Two of the
objectives behind marketing LIFE 100's were to be able to put a stop to the
Silva Thins' claim, "Lowest in tar and nicotine of all 100's ." and to use the
description "Multi-filter" as a competitive action against Philip Morris . The ~
word ' Multi-filter" replaced "B&W Filter Tip" in the simulated rubber stamp ~j
seal on the front of the LIFE pack . The change better described LIFE's dual O
filter of paper and cellulose acetate . The appeal of the extra-length and the N
high filtration styles for women provided an added attraction to introducing ~
LIFE 1o0's. W

N
The introductory promotion given LIFE 100's was announcement to Division ~
Managers of comparatively highly developed markets, preparing them to receive
the brand . Support for LIFE 100's was limited to a small amount of point-of-
purchase material including carton cards and shelf talkers .
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By the time the FTC report of the tar and nicotine content in cigarettes was
released, listing LIFE 100's as the 100mm cigarette with the lowest tar con-
test, Silva Thins had changed its claim .

LIFE 100's introduction appeared to make no difference in declining sales
which were near 30 million units in 1970 and 24 million in 1971 .

Throughout 1971, LIFE maintained its claim of being lowest in "tar" of all
extra length styles .

1972

LIFE sales leveled near 23 million units in 1972 .

Support was again limited to point-of-purchase material .

To produce the brand less expensively while protecting LIFE's claim of being
lowest in "tar" of all long styles, product changes were introduced in 1972 .
LIFE was given a more standard blend and its two-piece filter (celluloid
acetate and paper) was changed to a one-piece filter of celluloid acetate . The
overall size of the cigarette was cut from 100mm to 99mm .

As a result of these changes "tar" levels rose from 10 mg . to 13 mg . and
nicotine levels went from . 0 mg . to . 9 mg. Due to the brand's new length,
the claim, "lowest in 'tar' of all 100!s" was changed to "lowest in 'tar' of
all long size cigarettes" .

Packaging remained basically the same, although appropriate changes were
made (length, tar and nicotine figures) .

It might be noted that although sales remained relatively low, the product
changes in LIFE increased its profit contribution an estimated 40% .

~
.F
O

N
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LIFE

ADV F,RTISInG EXPENDITURES
(000)

Network Spot
Year Print Radio TV TV Total CPNl

1959 $1, 653 8 4 $1,893 $2,188 $5, 738 $6 .66

1960 41 3 1,691 725 2,460 9 .93

1961 ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ---

1962 ___ ___ ___ ___

1963 323 --- 94 5 422 ---

1964 ADVERTISING DISCONTINUED
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LYME

1971 - 1972

Introduced into the Allan County (Fort Wayne), Indiana test market during
October, 1971, LYME was Brown & Williamson's attempt to satisfy the
perceived problems with low "tar" cigarettes, i. e . , no taste, by substi -
tuting lime/mentholl flavoring. It was also R&W's first brand to use mini-
market advertising (national media advertising with controlled exposure by
ZIP Code) . The 84mm brand was marketed in a white soft pack with a two-
tone green illustration of a lime centered on the front .

In the test market area of 282, 000 people, LYME sales totaled nearly
984, 000 units for the Fourth Quarter of 1971 .

Initial advertising expenditures were $130, 000 with the major portion
($109, 000) going to magazines . Smaller allocations went to newspapers,
supplements and outdoor advertising .

During LYME's initial test market in Ft . Wayne, it had been observed that
the brand's trial rate was low, although its conversion rate was acceptable .
In an attempt to increase the brand's trial rate, the test market was expanded
to Hillsborough, Manatee, Sarasota and Pinellas Counties (Tampa/St . Peters-
burg area) of Florida .

It was decided to make a special point-of-purchase offer in the Tampa/St .
Petersburg area featuring one free pack with the purchase of two other packs
of LYME. The offer, however, failed to increase LYME's trial rate as
combined test market sales reached 3 . 6 million units in 1972 .

Over $298, 000 was allocated to LYME advertising in 1972 . Magazines were
again LYME's base medium receiving $207, 000 of the brand's budget .
Additional support was provided through outdoor advertising ($48, 000),
newspapers ($38, 000), and supplements ($5, 000) .

Full page four-color magazine ads positioned the brand as the latest phase
of cigarette development through headlines (such as, "It had to happen"), ~
and small illustrations of each stage of cigarette development from regular ~j
plain-end to filter, menthol, low "tar" and, finally, LYME . A large illus- Q
tration featured the LYME pack on a background of limes . Copy mentioned, N
°After the first low-'tar' cigarette, the search was on for a way of bringing 4,
back the pleasure that went out of cigarettes along with 'tar' . We found the (a
answer . Pure fruit lime . . . LYME is the answer. Ours . Yours . " Similar {J
ads ran in newspapers and supplements N.

Following the Tampa/St. Petersburg offer's failure to increase LYME's trial
rate, the brand was withdrawn from test market during the Third Quarter, 1972 :
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Phoenix

1975-1976

Phoenix, 120mm brown papered filter tipped cigarettes, were
test marketed by B&W in August, 1975 . The brand was developed
in both regular and menthol flavors, aimed toward the growing full taste extra length market segment

. Tar delivery for both
styles was 17mg ., nicotine 1 .3mg .

The package design featured a silhouette of the brands namesake
in the lower portion of the pack . The colors gold and brown
were utilized for the regular version, green and silver for the
menthol, the darker color provided the background . The brand
name was printed in white at the top of the pack and separated
from the bird by two bands of either gold or silver .

A total of $761,000 was allocated to the brand from the third
quarter 1975 through the second quarter of 1976 . A .018 SOM
was achieved in the first four months but subsequently disappeared .

Two advertising campaigns were developed for the brand . The
first appealed to individuals with a sense of adventure, a desire
for something different . Headlined, "Escape from the ordinary .
Escape to 120mm of full, rich flavor . Escape to Phoenix ." The
pack was illustrated against layered rocks with buttes in the
distant background . The second campaign was image oriented and
intimated to consumers that they'd look different, i .e ., better
if they smoked Phoenix . The format was horizontally split, copy
and pack illustrations were placed at the top . "Introducing
Phoenix 120's . They can change the whole way you look ." headlined
the ad . Body copy added, "Take a long look at Phoenix . Phoenix
is long on style . A new, slimmer shape . A handsome brown color .
A matching filter . Phoenix is long on length . 120 millimeters .
20% longer than Super Long 100's . Phoenix is long on flavor .
Full, rich flavor from selected fine tobaccos, Regular and Menthol .
Available at popular price ." The lower portion of the ad featured
a close-up of either a male or female model, a cigarette in each
side of his mouth, one regular, the other Phoenix . The models'
face was vertically split by a white line . Copy on the side with
a regular cigarette said, "Cover this side to see how a Phoenix
looks," and on the other side, "Cover this side to see how a
cigarette looks ." Apparently neither of these campaigns was very
effective as the brand was withdrawn from the market .
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RALEIGH
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1928 - 1932

RALEIGH was first introduced in the wallet-pack as a premium-price
cigarette, ($8 . 50 per 11 vs . industry $6 . 00) in New York in the fall of
1928 . Advertising was limited and sales were negligible. Any possible
chances of success were probably killed by the depression and the brand
did nothing until switched to the conventional cup package and reduced to
the general industry price of $6 .85 in March, 1932 . In September, 1932,
the use of coupons good for playing cards was begun . Sales for 1932 were
200 million .

1933 - 1943

RALEIGH did not cut prices with the rest of the industry in 1933 and sold
at a premium until the industry raised prices in January, 1934, and RALEIGH'
cut to meet them the following month . Since then RALEIGH has followed the
industry price .

During 1935 the premium scheme was expanded to include an ever-increasing
selection of merchandise . .

Media advertising was practically non-existent during this period and media
expenditures did not reach $100, 000 until 1936 when a network radio show was
shared with KOOLS .

RALEIGHS responded to the coupon treatment and beginning in 1934, sales
increased each year until the shortage in 1944 .

Advertising increased with sales but, since the bulk of the money went into
the premium scheme, media expenditures did not exceed $1, 000, 000 until
1942 .

During this period RALEIGH advertising was split between two agencies,
each of which had its own theme for headline copy . One stressed "More
Golden Tobaccos, " the other, "Four points of superiority : 1 . Finer blend ;
2 . Union made ; 3 . Plain or Cork Tips; 4 . Valuable Coupons ." Both
carried the premium story as strong secondary copy . Since the secondary
copy was consistent, the advertising's greatest value could well have been
the publicizing of the premium scheme .

In 1943, RALEIGH sales hit their all time high of 12 . 7 billion .
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1944 - 1948

The premium scheme was discontinued in November, 1943, and sales
dropped sharply and steadily until the shortage pushed them up. The
elimination of the premium scheme saved over $4, 000, 000 annually but only
1 million of this was put in media . Copy featured, "Does your cigarette taste
different lately" in 1944, and "RALEIGH means perfection" in 1945 .

This advertising failed to build a franchise and when the shortage was over
sales fell from a billion a month to about 300 million .

In 1946 RALEIGH media expenditure reached an all time high of $3, 100, 000
(the equivalent of $ . 91 per 1101 cigarettes) as all available network shows and
$1, 400, 000 in newspaper advertising were thrown in to halt the slide .

A new agency brought forth tough "Medical Science offers proof positive no
other cigarette gives you less nicotine ; less throat irritants ." "Proof Posi-
tive" became an accepted term in the American language, but failed to in-
crease sales which stabilized around 300 million per month .

In 1947 a new blend - "903", new copy -"It's moisturized", and continued
heavy spending failed to bring sales up, and by 1948, share of market had
fallen to the lowest point since 1934 .

(The conventional RALEIGH cup pack was replaced by a new "Alumidor" pack
in Detroit in April, 1948 . This package was the Reynolds Metal heat-scaled
package "Aluminum inside - aluminum outside ." The labels were redesigned
somewhat to show the foil effectively and the package was not cellophaned .
The public missed the cellophane, didn't care about the all-foil pack, sales
drifted down and the test was terminated at the end of the year . )

1949 - 1952

In February, 1949, the return of the coupon was announced and sales doubled
overnight,

Although media expenditure was held at about $1, 000, 000 per year, RALEIGH
sales remained at the level established within 90 days after the coupon's return .
Within the brand itself there was a shift as plain end sales gained and tipped
fell . This was probably attributable both to the four extra coupons in the
plain carton (no extras in tipped) and to the availability of a king-size tipped ~
cigarette in Herbert Tareyton, for which advertising started in 1949. Ni

Q

Copy during this period featured the premium scheme in various ways with N
product "reassurance" as a secondary copy point. yP,

W
W
G9
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Advertising was concentrated in radio until 1951 . In that year the normal
$1, 000, 000 budget was split equally between print and radio, while $200, 000
was added to test the rapidly expanding new medium - television .'

In 1952, as a result of the previous year's test, all advertising was concen-
trated in television. (The budget was reduced to $900, 000, the equivalent of
$ . 11 per M, for the year 1952 . ) In September, the four extra coupons were
added in :the tipped cartons .

RALEIGH finished 1952 with total sales of 7 . 9 billion for a 2 . 0% share - its
best year since the shortage .

1953 - 1957

In April, 1953, both styles of RALEIGH were converted from 70mm to 85mm .
The price was increased from $9 .00 to $9 .10 per PdI (the same as Pall Mall
and Herbert Tareyton) .

Copy featured "Three king-size extras - extra flavor, extra coupons, extra
value." In 1955, in an effort to emphasize the "product", advertising head-
lined "If you had a million dollars, a million million dollars, you couldn't
buy a better cigarette than RALEIGH. "

The entire advertising budget was concentrated in television and expenditures
increased yearly until in 1957 they were over $2, 000, 000, equivalent to
$ .31 per VL .

Following the change to king-size, total RALEIGH sales dropped suddenly,
then were static. The brand lost 10% in sales the year of the change, 1953,
falling to 7 . 1 billion . The loss was in the plain-end style and tipped in-
creased slightly . In 1955 sales leveled at 3 .8 billion plain-end and 3 .3
tipped and in 1956 sales stilLtotaled 7 . 1 billion . Since the industry was
growing, share of market fell .

In 1957, as filter tip sales continued to soar, both styles of RALEIGH fell
off with the non-filter market and total RALEIGH sales were down over 7%
that year .

In late 1957 the cork tipped style was replaced by filter in a test market ~~
(California). n

N
A

1958 - 1961 G7

The substitution of filter for cork tipped resulted in a significant improve-

W
~

ment in the test markct and in March, 1958, the change was made nationally .
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Advertising expenditures were increased from around $2, 000, 000 to
$2, 500, 000 as copy featured, "Go steady with RALEIGH . . . choose filter
or plain. " Premiums were, of course, prominently featured in the
advertising .

After a brief try at featuring the fact that the filter was packed tipped down
"to go untouched by fingers from pack to lip" (this type of packing had been
used on the cork tipped style and retained on the filter although all other
filter brands on the market were packed with the tips up) RALEIGH bowed
to the conventional and effective in March, 1959, switched to packing tips up .

Sales started to improve in 1958 as soon as filter was introduced, although
plain ends continued to fall .

In 1960 a new commercial format was started featuring the "disappearing
premiums" . This dramatically put across the premium story while copy
reassured "only RALEIGH gives youi+garanteed finest quality tobacco plus
luxury uremiums '

~ Sales responded and by the end of the year totaled 8 . 8 billion exceeding
-!j~"`~ ~ 1952 (the year before the change to king size) sales for the first time .

The budget was increased to match sales in 1961 (cost per M remaining
about the same) . Sales continued to improve going over 10 billion for the
year . The growth was all in the filter style, however, even the plain-end
style levelled and by the end of the year was trending up very slightly .

1962 - 1965

In 1962 RALEIGH Filter sales continued to increase while Plain sales
levelled off. It was in this year that the RALEIGH coupon was applied to
BELAIR, and by increasing the size of the coupon family, we were able
to give more exposure via television advertising to RALEIGIi . Our adver-
tising copy in 1962 : "Ever thought what you'd be missing if you didn't
smoke RALEIGHS?" and "The best things in life are free ."

Sales in 1962 amounted to 11 . 0 billion, and in that year we spend $3, 948, 066
advertising RALEIGH . This was spent entirely in network and spot television .
During the year we continued to feature RALEIGH premiums in our television
commercials, employing a"disappearing" device and also the "frozen" pre- ~
mium . Both devices gave prominence in our format to our premiums, and `F
it was only in 1963 that we decided to make mention first of quality, by men- Q
tioning taste, followed by a premium reference . Our main copy theme for N
RALEIGH in 1963 was "Real tobacco taste plus valuable coupons

. " kL.
( .7
W
~
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In 1962 and early 1963, we employed 90-second television commercials
advertising both RALEIGH and RELAIR . The latter part of 1963 we changed
to a 60-second commercial which allowed 33 seconds for a RALEIGII section,
followed by a coupon bridge and a BELAIR sell section . The advantage of a
60-second commercial over a 90-second was that we were able to give both
brands greater exposure due to the cheaper time cost of 60-second vs . 90-
second commercials, and research indicated that both RALEIGH and BELAIR
scored as well within the 60-second format . In 1963 we spent 54, 391, 735
advertising RALEIGH, and sales amounted to 9 .4 billion (filter) and 3 .6
billion (plain) .

In the latter part of 1963 and early 1964, we decided to test market a new
RALEIGH pack. The blend was unchanged, as was the design of the coupon .
The new pack for the filter and plain varieties was shipped to Washington and
Oregon states on August 6. 1964 . The plain pack was basically white with a
red band, the filter pack basically beige with a red band . They were advertised
in these two states only by means of point-of-purchase material in which we
said, "Smart new pack, same fine quality . " We cut-in new pack television
commercials (which were identical to commercials aired in the rest of the
country but for the packs) into these test markets, but made no additional
mention of the pack change . In Washington and Oregon, sales of the new pack
continued to increase in much the same way as the nationall trend . In 1964,
RALEIGH Filter sales improved at a steady rate and amounted to 10. 6 billion .
RALEIGH Plain sales were still level with the previous year and amounted to
3 .6 billion .

In 1965, the Cigarette Advertising Code rulings had extremely little effect on
RALEIGH, both from the advertising point of view on television and in pack
design. In 1964 Philip Morris introduced Alpine with a coupon and test mar-
keted a charcoal cigarette, Galaxy, in Texas with a similar coupon . During
this year Lorillard introduced a Gift Star coupon program in connection with
York, 8pring, and Old Gold cigarettes in some western states . Both the
Philip Morris and Lorillard coupon programs were applied to brands with
small sales bases . In 1963 and 1964, the RALEIGH/BELAIR catalog was
distributed widely, and about 6 million were produced each year . In 1965,
it was decided as a result of the apparent success of the Washington/ Oregon
new pack test to go national with the red band RALEIGH pack, and this
distribution was started in September, 1965 . Again, 6 million RALEIGH/
BELAIR catalogs were distributed in 1965, and our RALEIGH television
format remained the same .

In 1963, RALEIGH/BELAIR had three minutes of network television a
week; in 1964, a basic 4 minutes a week; and in 1965, also 4 minutes
a week. Media advertising in 1965 continued in television only, and the
brand's budget amounted to $9 .5 million. This included BELAIR adver-
tising, since from early 1965 the two brands received a joint budget .
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1966

In 1966 RALEIGH advertising continued basically unchanged, Using
the actor -given -dialogue technique in everyday 'Islice-of-life" situations,
the RALEIGH copy emphasizes the quality-taste offer ("Real Tobacco
Taste"), followed by presentation of the coupon as a value bonus .

Although television continued to be the basic media vehicle for the
brand, a print campaign was initiated and continued throughout the
year . As in television, RALEIGH print advertising was coupled with
BELAIR advertising in a facing half-pages ("twin-beds") format .
Print illustrations involve both male and female subjects, generally
in up-scale situations . Like television, the print copy stresses product
qualities, treating the coupon as an added, and, at times, incidental
value .

1966 RALEIGH sales totaled 18 . 239 billion cigarettes, a 10 . 6% increase
over 1965 . RALEIGH Filter sales accounted for 14 .388 billion of this,
and increased 13 . 8% over the year before, while the plain end version
showed no real increase over 1965 . RALEIGH increased share of market
from 3 . 2% to 3 . 4% in 1966 with the filter version accounting for 2 . 7%
of total U. S . sales .
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1967-71

The steady growth in sales RALEIGH had enjoyed since the early '60's came
to an abrupt halt in 1967 . Total RALEIGH sales dropped to 18 . 08 billion,
primarily due to a slip in RALEIGH PLAINS to 3 .64 billion . Filters were up
slightly to 14 .44 billion units .

RALEIGH/BELAIR advertising expenditures were $10 .9 million and RALEIGH
CPM was about $ .29 .

Over 98% of RALEIGH's 1967 advertising budget was allocated to network and
spot television . Commercials continued to feature conversations between men
in 20- and 30-second segments of a combined RALEIGH/BELAIR commercial .
Mention of RALEIGH's "real tobacco taste" was usually delivered by the actors .
Premiums were still generally seen in use, although occasionally mentioned
as "I'm saving for . . . " Commercial format most frequently involved a 30-
second RALEIGH lead with a short coupon transition and a BELAIR follow-up.

Limited magazine use continued with the twin bed format treating RALEIGH
and BELAIR separately, yet linking them as coupon brands .

RALEIGH FILTER sales rose to 14 . 72 billion in 1968, although RALEIGH
PLAIN sales sank to 3 . 3 billion, causing total sales to slump slightly at 18 . 02
billion .

Expenditures were, cut by more than $1 . 0 million in 1968 as television again
accounted for more than 98% of the $9. 9 million allocated . CPM continued to
drop at $ .23 .

Throughout 1968 RALEIGH's broadcast campaign emphasized RALEIGH's
milder taste . Executions became more generic (featuring couples as opposed
to pairs of men) than the previous year and again were almost always aired
with BELAIR commercials . Near mid-1968 commercials began including
"Get on the pleasant side of taste!" Later in the year announcer dialogue
included "Come to RALEIGH FILTERS . . come to good taste . " Although
dialogue did change on occasion throughout the year, ads continued to follow
the basic slice-of-life pattern used prior to 1968 . Print advertising was
minimal due to continued difficulties in copy and execution .

The decline of RALEIGH Pi .AIN sales failed to slow in 1969 and RALEIGH ~
FILTERS joined the downward trend . The styles ended the year with sales ~F
of 2 .82 billion units for RALEIGH PLAIN and 13 .85 billion units for RALEIGH ~
FILTER . Even the introduction of RALEIGH FILTER LONGS, which sold N
.75 billion in its first year of national distribution, did not prevent the total ~
sales from sinking to 17 .42 billion units. (J

0
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Advertising expenditures reached $11 . 1 million in 1969 for RALEIGH/BELAIR .
This included the introduction of extra length extensions for each brand .
RALEIGH's total CPM was $ .29 . Plain and King Size were $ . 15 while RALEIGH
FILTER LONGS' CPM was $3 . 13,

For all practical purposes, RALEIGH's entire 1969 budget went into television .
Following tests which revealed that most consumers continued to feel that
RALEIGH was too harsh, product changes were made and the theme of
RALEIGH's 1969 campaign was changed to "RALEIGITS are tastin' milder ."
Copy included "a special treatment softens the tobaccos for a smoother, milder
taste ." Commercial format was changed to include the theme put to music as
illustrated by actors and animation . Occasional use was still made of the slice-
of-life format . Generally 60-second commercials were again shared with
BELAIR, linked by a coupon transition. RALEIGH FILTER LONGS followed a
similar format and was introduced as "longer and milder."

Both RALEIGH PLAIN and FILTER KING sales continued to slip in 1970, ending
the year at 2 .44 billion and 12 . 39 billion, respectively . RALEIGH FILTER
LONGS, however, continued to climb, more than doubling 1969 sales at 1, 93
billion units . Total brand sales were down to 16 .76 billion .

RALEIGH/BELAIR advertising expenditures were again boosted by more than a
million dollars in 1970, bringing the budget to $12 . 3 million . RALEIGH's
total CPM was $ . 32 .

RALEIGH began its transition to print in 1970 as television was allotted 65 .3%
of the budget while print got the remaining 34 . 7% .

Both broadcast and print advertising emphasized, "Spend a milder moment
with the quiet taste of RALEIGH ." These executions usually featured various
scenes of couples smoking RALEIGHS at sunset . The print sub-headline was
"A special treatment softens the tobacco for a smoother, milder taste . "
RALEIGH FILTER LONG sales for 1971 were 2 . 37 billion, surpassing the
slowly declining RALEIGH PLAIN sales of 2 .13 billion . The downward trend
in RALEIGH KING SIZE seemed to slow at 12 . 11 billion units in 1971, bringing
total RALEIGH sales down to 16 . 6 billion . .

As a result of the elimination of cigarette broadcast advertising, RALEIGH and
BELAIR were given separate advertising budgets for the first time since 1964 .
The major portion of RALEIGH's $5 .4 million advertising budget went to
magazines . The remainder was allocated to newspapers and supplements, ~
outdoor advertising, and transit . RALEIGH's total CPM was $ . 32. ~

The loss of television brought no basic changes in RALEIGii's print campaign lIIYYYVVV!!!.
In twin bed formats vertical half-page tested better than horizontal half-page . ~
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The ads for both RALEIGH styles continued to feature the "Milder Moment"
idea, although the scenes were no longer always at sunset, nor did the ads
always feature couples . RALEIGH began attempting to capitalize on its more
masculine image by featuring a man spending a "milder moment" in male-
oriented publications . The sub-head was modified to "Highest Quality
Tobaccos - Specially Softened for Milder Taste" in both generic and male
magazine executions . This was done in an effort to offset consumer feelings
that RALEIGH used less than top-quality tobaccos .

A dual campaign with BELAIR was initiated in 1971 featuring "Kaleidoscope,"
a colorfully cartooned collection of trivia containing RALEIGH and BELAIR
copy and illustrations near the bottom of each ad . This execution was used
in national and local supplements and TV GUIDE .

1972

RALEIGH Long sales continued to climb during 1972, reaching nearly 2 . 6
billion units . The declining sales trend of RALEIGH's other styles also
continued throughout 1972 as king size sales fell to 11 . 7 billion units and
plain end sales dropped below 2 . 0 billion units. Overall sales for the brand
slipped to under 16 . 5 billion. RALEIGH's total share of the market remained
2.6% as the king size share dropped to 2 . 1% and long's share jumped to 0 .5%.

The major portion ($3 . 9 million) of RALEIGH's $5 . 3 million budget for 1972
was allocated to magazines. Additional support was provided through supple-
ments ($1 . 1 million) as well as newspapers . CPM in 1972 remained $. 32 .

RALEIGH's advertising message was basically unchanged, although format
and execution were altered somewhat. The twin-bed format was dropped as
the brand went entirely to full-page, four-color magazine ads . The brand's
premium emphasis format was refined spot-lighting specific catalog gifts
featured in RALEIGH's main illustration and boxing them off in a lower
corner of the ad . A campaign directed at males was begun in 1972 featuring
one or two males fishing or camping, etc . , in traditional RALEIGH outdoor
scenes . Appropriate catalog gifts such as camping tools or tackle boxes
were also featured .

Kaleidoscope ads continued to run in supplements and TV GUIDE through
1972 .

C
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1973

In 1973 total Raleigh sales dropped slightly, . 6%, to 16 .36 billion units .
Although declining 0 .68 billion units to 11 . 10 billion units, Raleigh Kings
continued to constitute a major portion of sales, 67 .7% . Raleigh Long
sales increased 17% to 3 .37 billion units and Raleigh Plain sales dropped
6. 5% to 1 . 87 billion units . Total Raleigh SOM decreased 6 .4°fc to 2 .8% .

As part of the "Mildness" strategy a new package was marketed in 1973 .
Horizontal read became vertical on a white pack with a two-toned red
band encircling 3/4's of the package . Copy introduced, "Smart new packs -
same great taste" . The advertising format remained the same although the
subhead was changed . "A special treatment softens the tobaccos for a
milder taste . ", replaced the previous subhead, "Highest quality tobaccos -
specially softened for milder taste" . Copy included, "Spend a milder moment with Raleigh

." The layout continued to spotlight specific catalog
gifts . Belair and Raleigh Kaleidoscope ads remained in supplements and
T . V. Guide through 1973 . Raleigh advertising expenditures decreased
12% to $5 . 6 million . $3 . 7 million of the S5 . 6 million advertising budget
was allocated to magazines, and approximately $1 million each to
supplements, OOH, and production. CPM increased 13% to S . 34 .

1974

A new Raleigh line extension was introduced in 1974 . Raleigh Extra Muds -
a 13 mg . tar cork tipped kingsize cigarette was launched nationally without
previous test marketing . Raleigh Extra MiLds achieved sales of 9 .4 miLlion
units it's first year on the market and a . 1% SOM .

The Raleigh Extra Milds blue and gold banded pack was added to Raleigh
executions . Advertising continued with "MiLder Moment" deliveries .
Raleigh Extra Milds were introduced as . "Something new from Raleigh,
Mild but not meek . ", and also, "Something extra from Raleigh . New
lowered tar RaLcigh Extra MiLds" . Advertising expenditures rose 70% to
$8 .5 million. CPM increased 94%to $ .66 .

Raleigh Kingsize fiLter sales decreased 16?a to 9 . 58 billion units . Longs fell

1 . 02 billion units in 1974 ending the year with sales of 3 . 35 billion units .
Plains dropped 22 0/% to 1 .63 billion units . Total Raleigh sales decreased Q~
6.5% to 15 .4 billion units . SOM declined 7 .7°Jo to 2.6i'n ~

0
~
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1975

Total Raleigh sales declined S% in 1975 to 14. 15 billion units; sales slid
in all styles . Longs declined 2 .5°/.to 3 .37 billion units, Kings dropped
10.4% to II . 68 billion units and Plains were down 11 . 6% to 1. 37 billion units .
Extra iUliLds, in its second year on the market, dropped 13% in sales to
.63 billion units . Raleigh's SONl in 1975 was 2 .36°fo, a decline of over 10%
from 1074 .

Advertising expenditures decreased 3E9 f, to $5 . 3 million . CPM dropped
to S . 37. Magazines received 80% of the budget, $4 .2 million . A transition
in copy began . "Spend a Milder Moment", changed to, "Full flavor to
match the best of times", set in more masculine outdoor scenes, which
Later developed into "Taste the good times with Raleigh", in male oriented
recreations such as bowling or fishing .

In 1975 the value of 1 million Raleigh coupons was offered in a sweepstakes .
liferry coupon ads were placed in supplements during the Christmas season,
redeemable for a bonus of 50 Raleigh coupons .

1976

In 1976 two important changes took place regarding Raleigh . The name
Raleigh Lights replaced Raleigh Extra Milds . It was felt that Raleigh Lights
was a more fitting name applied to the growing low tar segment . Therefore,
the opportunity was taken to position the brand as such in an effort to gain
a greater share of the low tar market . Apparently Raleigh Lights provided
clearer more distinctive brand positioning to smokers whereas the name
Raleigh Extra Mi1ds struck the halfway mark between full taste and low tar
cigarettes .

Another important change was the implementation of a new Raleigh campaign .
For eight years the "Spend a Milder Moment" campaign was accompanied by
accelerating sales losses . In direct competition with Raleigh mildness and
soft settings were the Marlboro Cowboy and Winston, "Taste good like a
cigarette shouLd" . In 1976 Marlboro had a 14 .4% SO1Y1 and4Vinston 13 .8%o
SGVl . Raleigh had a 2 .15%, SOM. It was perceived that the Mildness

campaign was the wrong approach to a strong tasting cigarette .

In a new strategy planned to tap directly the attitudes and lifestyle values ~
of Raleigh Parent and competitive smokers the ''Slice of Americana" ~]
campaign was launched . Headlines were changed to ''Taste the Good Times . 0
Raleigh" . Executions featured blue collar pooplc in a warm, human interest N
environment in a Norman Rockwell Style . For example, one ad employed a ~
mailman reading Christmas cards while soaking his feet in a steaming tub (o
of water, another man relaxing in a hammock watching T . V . , a dog by his IA
side. I{W
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Coupons received less emphasis than before and were placed beside
Raleigh packages in the lower corner of the ad . Occasionally gifts were
included within the format or displayed beside the packs . Raleigh King_s,
100's and Lights were shown .

C

Advertising expenditures increased 5 .7%o to E5 .6 million. Magazines were
allocated S2.9 million, supplements $1 .5 million and newspapcrs $49, 000 .
CPM rose 26%r to $ .43 .

Total Raleigh sales dropped 8 .8y to 12 . 91 billion units in 1976 . Longs
decreased 5 .8% to 3 .09 billion units, Plains dropped 11 . 6% to 1 . 37 billion
units . Raleigh Lights rose 3 .4%n to . 86 billion units. SOM decreased 8 . J o
to 2 . 15%a .

1977

In the first quarter 1977 a Raleigh double coupon program was implemented .
Consumers were invited to trade one Old C ;old, Old Chesterfield, or Alpine
coupon for one Raleigh double coupon in a mail-in offer . Fifty additional
double coupons were included in the return package . A$1 .00 discount on
a carton of Ruieigh was also available, this particular program was offered
only in supplements . All Raleigh styles carried double coupons which were
publicized via magazines, cartons included an extra eight coupons .

Increased advertising expenditures (36~,) and double coupons cut sales losses
from -9.6% in 1976 to -3. 6;5 in 1977 .

Total Raleigh sales in 1977 were 12 .46 billion units . Raleigh Lights
increased 16 .5% to 1 .03 billion units . Kingsize filter sales dropped 9%
to 7. 11 billion units and Plains dropped 7% to 1 . 13 billion units . Total Raleigh
SOM declined 4 .2% to 2 .06c .

Advertising expenditures in 1977 totaled $10 .2 million, $ .8 million were
allocated to Raleigh Lights and the remaining $9.4 million was distributed
to Raleigh Parent and Plains . CPM increased 47 . 5 f to $ . 82 . "Taste the
Good Times", continued to be the advertising theme .

1978

From 1975 to 1977 the low tar (0 - 15 mg. ) market segment SOV grew from
20 .8% to 65.4%n . Advertising expenditures in the low tar market segment
grew $251 . 6 million to $321 . 4 million within the same period . Sales in that
category grew 134% from 1975 to 154 . 25 billion units in 1977 with 24 new
brands or line extensions introduced on the market . Low tar SOM grew
from 117~ in 1975 to 25 . 6 o in 1977 .
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From 1977 to 197B therc was a major shift in Raleigh ad spending from
Parent or family products to emphasis on Ralcigh Lights . 69% ($5 .2
million) of total Raleigh expenditures was allocated to Raleigh Lights .
Raleigh Lights SOV in the low tar market segment was 1 .3% compared to
Marlboro Lights' 6. 1% SOV and Winston Lights' 4.2% SOV . Total Raleigh
advertising expenditures decreased 36% to $7 . 5 million and a $. 62 CPM.
Raleigh's advertising campaign remained unchanged .

Raleigh Light 100's (9 mg. tar) were launched nationally in Ju1y, 1978 .

Tar delivery in Raleigh Lights Kingsize was reduced to 9 mg .
Total Raleigh Lights sales in 1978 were 1 .55 billion units . Raleigh Lights
Kingsize sales increased 18% to 1 .26 billion units . Raleigh Lights 100's
achieved sales of 2 .9 million units after six months on the market .
Raleigh Lights SOM in the low tar segment was . 6%. Total Raleigh sales
declined 2 . 9% to 12 . 11 billion units . Raleigh SOM decreased 3°fo to 2"fo .

1979

Raleigh Lights Kingsize sales rose . 8% to 1 . 27 billion units, Light 100's
sales totaled .66 billion units in 1979 . Raleigh Lights' SOM in the low tar
segment was .5%, a decrease of 16 .7°Jo from 1978 . Raleigh Parent sales
dropped 10 . 8%to 9 .44 billion units . Total Raleigh sales declined 6 . 5% to
11 . 37 billion units . SOM decreased 7 . 5% to 1 . 85% .

Raleigh's "Taste the Good Times" advertising campaign continued .

Advertising expenditures decreased 5 .6%„ to 57 . 1 million. Raleigh Lights
were allocated $6 .8 million of that amount and achieved a 1 .5% SOV in the
low tar market segment . Raleigh CPM remained $ . 62 .

~
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RALEIGH

Advertising FXpenditures
(000)

Total Total
Year Print Radio Television Media CPM Premium Total CPM

1934 $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 300 $ 300 $ .50
1935 - - - - - 600 600 .43

1936 100 100 - 200 .08 1,000 1,200 .52

1937 - 300 - 300 .09 1,400 1,700 .50
1938 - 400 - 400 .08 2,000 2,400 .50

1939 - 500 - 500 .07 3,000 3,500 .51

1940 - 1,000 - 1,000 .13 3,700 4,700 .61

1941 200 800 - 1, 000 .11 4,000 5, 000 .55

1942 300 1,000 - 1,300 .11 4,900 6,200 .54

1943 200 1,400 - 1,600 . 12 3, 900 5, 500 .43

1944 1,500 1,200 - 2,700 .25 - 2,700 .25
1945 200 1, 900 - 2, 100 .18 - 2, 100 . 18

1946 1,400 1, 700 - 3, 100 .89 " - 3,100 .89

1947 700 1,700 - 2,400 .73 - 2,400 .73

1948 - 1,000 - 1,000 . 35 300 1, 300 .46

1949 200 1,000 - 1, 200 . 17 2,900 4, 100 .58

1950 - 1,000 - 1,000 .14 2,900 3,900 .54

1951 500 500 200 1,200 . 16 3,400 4,600 .60

1952 - .- 900 900 . 11 3,500 4,400 .56

1953 - - 1,100 1, 100 .15 3,800 4,900 .65

1954 - - 1,500 1, 500 . 20 3,800 5,300 .72

1955 100 - 1,500 1,600 .23 3,800 5,400 .76
1956 - - 2,100 2,100 .29 3,700 5,800 .81
1957 - - 2, 020 2,020 . 31 3,700 5,720 .87

1958 130 - 2, 320 2,450 .35 3, 880 6,330 .92

1959 - - 2, 700 2,700 .36 3,950 6,650 . 88
1960 26 - 2,610 2,636 .30 4,483 7 .119 .81
1961 141 - 3,544 3,685 .37 4, 984 8, 669 .88

1962 4 - 3.944 3,948 . 36 5,367 9, 315 .85

1963 4 - 4, 388 4,392 . 34 - 4, 392 .34

1964 - - 6,053 6,053 .43 - 6,053 .43
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RALEIGH

Advertising Expenditures
(000)

Year Newspaper Supps, Magazines Outdoor Transit TV Total CPM

*1965 $--- $--- $--- $--- ,$--- $9,105 $ 9,105 $,38
*1966 --- --- 1,353 --- --- 9,850 11,203 .42
*1967 18 146 --- --- 10,765 10,929
*1966 -- 115 --- --- 9,803 9,918
*1969 --- 51 --- --- 11,049 11,100
* 1970 1,028 2,874 377[ --- 8,087 12,366
1971 622 2,710 1, 291 179 --- 4, 802
1972 7 1,101 3,867 --- --- --- 4,975

*RALEIGH/BELAIR budgets combined from 1965 thru 1970 .
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RALEIGII

Sales by Style

Year
70mm 70mm
Plain Cork Tip

King Size
Plain

King Size
Tipped

85mm
F51ter Total

1932 .05 .15

1933 .03 .17
1934 .1 .5
1935 .3 1 .1
1936 .5 1 .8
1937 .8 2.6
1938 1.5 3.3
1939 2.6 4.3
1940 3.3 4.4
1941 4.5 4.6
1942 6.0 5.4
1943 6.2 6.5
1944 4.7 6.0
1945 7.2 4.6
1946 .9 2.6
1947 .9 2.4
1948 .6 2.2
1949 3.8 3.3
1950 4.6 2.7
1951 5.0 2.7
1952 5.4 2.5
1953 1.0 .5 3.3 2.3 - 7 .1

1954 Discontinued 4.1 3.3 - 7 .4

1955 3 .8 3.3 - 7 .1

1956 3. 8 3 . 3 - 7. 1
1957 3.6 2 .9 .1 6 .6

1958 3 .4 .5 3 .0 6 .9

1959 3.2 Discontinued 4.4 7 .6

1960 3 . 2 5. 6 8.8

1961 3 . 3 6 .6 9 .9

1962 3 .4 7 .6 11 .0
1963 3 .6 9 .4 13. 1
1964 3 .6 10 .6 14 .2

1965 3.9 12 . 6 16 . 5

1966 3.9 14 .3 18 . 2
1967 L.on s 3.6 14 .4 18 . 1
1968 ~~ 3 . 3 14 .7 18 .0

1969 - 7 2 .8 13. 9 17.4

1970 2 .0 2 .4 12.5 16 . 9
1971 2 .4 2 . 1 12. 1 16.6
1972 2. 8 2.0 11 .7 16. 5
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SEVENTY

1976

B&W introduced SEVENTY, the first full flavor low 'tar' 70mm available to
test markets in Kansas City, Missouri in June 1976 . The cigarette was avail-
able in both regular and menthol flavors at the same price as king size brands .
'Tar' delivery was 10 mg, nicotine 0 .8 mg.

The pack design utilized a white background with the brand name spelled out
above 70. The numeral was illustrated in either black and red or black and
green depending on flavor .

The brand was designed to appeal to low 'tar' smokers who wanted to decrease
their intake while retaining the satisfaction of a full flavor cigarette . The ad-
vertising campaign featured both male and female models . "Congratulate me .
i'm cutting down . ", headlined the ad. The subhead, "Introducing sensible
SEVENTY. Cut down on smoking, not pleasure . ", was placed below the model
-holding up a pack of the brand . Body copy stated, "They're full flavored, fil-
tered and just about one of the most sensible ways around to cut down on your
smoking. SEVENTY is about half the length of the 120mm brands, and a pack
of SEVENTY has about 70 mg less 'tar' and l0% less nicotine than a pack of
the leading full flavored king size cigarette . Try new SEVENTY. It's just
short of quitting ."

Three free pack coupons with no purchase requirement were featured in Sun-
day supplements . Cents-off coupons were also distributed via print media .

The brand was withdrawn in September 1976 due to a failure to meet sales/
market share expectations .

C
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Spirit

Spirit, low tar (9mg ., 0 .8mg . nicotine) king size and 100's
were introduced to test markets in Houston, TX and Portland, MN
in September, 1978 . The new product was developed in non-menthol
only, wrapped in white paper with cork tipping . The brand was .
positioned as a low tar cigarette that delivered full taste satis-
faction .faction

. The package was designed to convey a traditional, comfortable
look . The result was a white background with red and blue stripes .
The brand name was printed in blue capitals below the first stripe .
An oval enclosing the outline of an eagle in gold was placed on
the lower red and blue stripes . . The signature line stated, "The
first low tar with Spirit ." Tests found that the pack communicated
relatively low tar, along with high levels of satisfaction and
confort with a patriotic undertone .

The advertising campaign featured normal looking, everyday people
who were smiling to convey that they were enjoying the cigarette
they were smoking - they'd found the cigarette they were looking
for . Both male and female models were utilized . Headlines read,
"SPIRIT! It's what's been missing in low tar cigarettes ." Body
copy was supportive of smokers . It said, "Smoking was never meant
to be dull . It was meant to be fun . And full of Spirit . That's
why we put Spirit into a low tar cigarette . You'll know it from
the first puff . You'll get a feel about it, but you won't get the
high tar . It takes a whole lot of Spirit to make this kind of
cigarette . And we've got it . Spirit ."

Street corner sampling and the distribution of cents-off coupons
were utilized as promotion devices .

A total of $773,000 was allocated to the six month test market .
Sales during that time were 11 .4 million units . The test market
was discontinued in February, 1979 . SPIRIT did not achieve national
distribution .

C
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SUEDES

1975

SUEDES, brown papered 120mm cigarettes, were test marketed by B&W in
. September 1975 . The brand was developed in both regular and menthol flavors

in order to take advantage of the growing 120mm full taste market segment .
'Tar' delivery was 18 mg, nicotine 1 .4 mg .

The package design utilized a simulated suede background in brown or green
depending on flavor. The name SUEDES was placed diagonally across the
upper part of the pack .

The brand was positioned as a stylish cigarette for both sexes . Headlines
announced, "Introducing SUEDES 120's . The cigarette you wear. " Executions
featured stylishly dressed (in suede) couples participating in leisure activities .
Body copy described. "The look of SUEDES . New, slimmer shape . Handsome
brown color. Matching filter . The length of SUEDES, 120 millimeters . 20%
longer than Super Long 100's . The taste of SUEDES . Full, rich flavor from
selected fine tobaccos . Available at popular price . Regular or menthol ."
A two pack illustration was included in the ad .

$280,000 was allocated to advertising expenditures .

Free pack and cents-off coupons were distributed during the test market .

The brand did not achieve national distribution and was withdrawn from the
market.

C
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Tramps

1974-1975 _

Tramps, regular (18mg . tar, 1 .1mg . nicotine) and menthol (16mg
. tar, 0.9mg . nicotine) cigarettes were introduced to test markets

in October, 1974 . A king size version in white wrap with cork
.tipping was tested in Fort Wayne, IN and a brown papered, cream
tipped version in Wichita, KS . The test market for the brown
papered version was expanded in March, 1975 to include California,
Wisconsin, Oregon and parts of Nevada and Idaho . Tramps were
also developed in a 110m length (regular and menthol) and test
marketed in Oklahoma City .

The package design featured a daguerreotype of the Little Tramps
character, immortalized by Charlie Chaplain, under a liscensing
agreement with the actor's agency . The characters frontal view
was on that side of the pack, the reverse on the back . A tan
background with dark lettering was utilized for the regular version,
white with green for the menthol . The logo, "The gentle smoke"
was added under the brand name .

Although advertised as a'gentle' cigarette, the brand delivered
full taste flavor . Tramps utilized a nostalgic approach to posi-
tion the brand as a light hearted, spirited satisfying cigarette
designed to appeal to both sexes .

A total of $197,000 was allocated to Tramps advertising expendi-
tures in the last half of 1974 . The test market expansion in
March was accompanied by an increase in funds to $2 .22 million .

The advertising campaign predominately featured the brand's name-
sake, in movie frames, reproduced from the frames by silhouette .
Separate executions were developed for all styles . Headlines
utilized for the king size version were, "Introducing Tramps .
The gentle smoke," and "Meet Tramps . The gentle smoke ." Body
copy added, "Tramps cigarettes . . . Buy Em or Bum Em . Whichever
way you get your hands on Tramps, you can't help noticing some-
things . They're nice . They're lovable . They're also brown
and white . The brown part is where the nich rich tobacco taste ~
comes from . The white part is a neat white filter that gives ~
Tramps its gentle taste . That's Tramps . With a combination like ^
that, how can you lose? Unless you buy Tramps . And you're a n
easy touch . Gentle Tramps ." Tag lines repeated, "Buy 'Em o Nr
Bum 'Em ." Executions aimed toward the fair sex were headlined ~
by, "Why do ladies go for Tramps?" Body copy similar to tha t
above was utilized . Tag lines included, "Tramps . The gentle
smoke ." Executions for Tramps 110's were economically oriented .
The extra length style was introduced by "Meet Trams 110's . The
generous gentle smoke . Body copy described Tramps 110's as having
"a size all their own . A new longer size that isn't shinny .
Tramps 110's give you more tobacco than most other cigarettes .
even 120's . And they don't cost more", continued with a product
description and concluded by, "At a popular price . With a com-
bination like that how can you lose .? Gentle Tramps ."
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A single Tramps 110 was illustrated below, "Tramp 3ize gives
you more tobacco than most other cigarettes ." The tag line
utilized was "EUy 'Em or Bum 'Em .' .

Sampling, cents-off coupons, jean patches and bumber stickers
were utilized as promotion devices .

The brand was apparently perceived as a novelty item as sales
reached a .06 SOM in March, 1975 and dropped to .01% SOM in
September . The brand was eventually withdrawn .

C
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Vanguard

1975-1976 Vanguard, a low tar king size cigarette developed by B&W
featured a Duolite cellulose acetate filter . The filter utilized
a patented "Anti-fume" system containing porous granule resin
particles . The brand was developed in both regular and menthol
flavors, tar delivery was 14mg . and 13mg . respectively, nicotine
1 .0mg. and 0 .9mg . Test markets were originally conducted in
Binghamption, NY and expanded to selected counties of Minnesota
and Wisconsin by October, 1975 .

The pack design consisted of a square with a diagonal slash
against a white background . Shades of red were utilized for the
non-menthol version, green for the menthol . The name Vanguard
in black lettering was placed at the top of the pack .

\

A total of $675,000 was allocated to advertising expenditures
during the test market .

Vanguard was primarily positioned as a cigarette that delivered
satisfaction, reduced 'fumes' were cited as a cause of that
satisfaction . Headlines read, "Introducing VANGUARD . The
guaranteed cigarette ." Body copy explained, "This is the simplest
guarantee you ever read . Vanguard tastes better than any filter
cigarette made or double your money back . The reason is our
patented new Anti-Fume Filter, which has polymer particles that
cut down on offensive elements that common filters can't handle .
The less fumes in the smoke, the better any cigarette tastes .
Try a pack . What have you got to lose?" Tag lines above the
pack illustration advised, "Smoke the Anti-Fume Filter cigarette .
Smoke with your head ." Both flavors and the Vanguard Guarantee
were illustrated in the lower portion of the ad .

Free pack and cents-off coupons were distributed via print media .
Tape-ons were also utilized as promotion devices . POP material
featured the claim, "Double your money back if you hate 'em ."

The brand was withdrawn following unsatisfactory test market
results .
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VICEROY

1936-1945

'- In May 1936 VICEROY was introduced as a cork tipped, filter tip cigarette .
The list price was $6 .85 per M (the same as KOOL and Philip Morris) vs .
the general price of $6 . 10 .

$300, 000 was spent in newspapers that year featuring "The tip is a filter,"
"Your smoke comes clean, ""Safer smoke for any throat, ""Checks smoker's
throat, °"Guards teeth and throat" and "Inhale without discomfort . " Apparent
in that first year was the failure, so general in those days, to adopt one
strong theme and stay with it . Even so, sales were encouraging, totaling
400 million in less than six months of national distribution .

VICEROY, in 1937, did adopt one copy theme . Overlooking the potential
of several of the themes used the first year, copy switched to "Don't P-F-F-T
tobacco . " After spending $200, 000 on this copy in the first six months, in
the face of steadily declining sales, all media advertising was discontinued
and the B&W coupon was added . Sales for the year 1937 dropped to 200
million .

The situation remained the same until 1942, except for a slight price flurry
in 1940 . In July 1940 VICEROY followed the industry in raising the price
$ . 30 per M . Six weeks later the price was brought back to the original
$6 .85 (against the industry's $6 . 53) . In August 1941 VICEROYS were cut
to the general $6 .53 price .

In 1942 the coupon was removed and $60, 000 spent in small magazine ads
featuring "It's smart to smoke VICEROY ." Sales tended down at first
then went up with the industry .

VICEROY increased sales during the shortage years, but it is doubtful
whether the small appropriation for newspaper advertising (in a syndicated
column -"Byy Lines") had much effect .

1946-1956

In 1946 VICEROY sales dropped to pre-shortage levels and share was at an
all time low . The original advertising agency seemed to have no particular
ideas so the account was given to the Ted Bates Agency when they submitted
a campaign based on dentists' recommendations .
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At the same time VICEROYS were made a premium priced cigarette as
the list price was increased from the general $7 . 09 per M to $8 .00 . The
differential was narrowed when VICEROY did not take the general $ .29
increase a month later, but VICEROY has continued as a premium priced
cigarette, establishing the accepted popular price level for all filters when
that segment of the market expanded .

A comprehensive sampling plan among dentists to secure their recommendation
was started . Sales responded immediately even though the media budget was
not increased until 1948 .

Copy remained the same (except for the ever increasing number of dentists)
until the end of 1949, by which time sales were at the highest level in the
history of this brand although the media expenditure was only $200, 000 .

The January 1950 issue of Reader's Digest featured an article, "How Harmful
Are Cigarettes, " that mentioned the value of filters . Within a week, VICEROY
advertising headlined "Reader's Digest tells why filtered cigarette smoke
is better for your health ."

Sales increased from 700 million in 1949 to 1 .2 billion in 1950 and as the
advertising budget grew with sales and copy remained the same, the rate
of increase was maintained in 1951 and 1952 . In 1952 the bulk of the
$1, 300, 000 budget was in television spots and sales were 2 .7 billion .

In May 1952 the new Tennessee Eastman cellulose acetate filter was intro-
duced in a test market . Results exceeded the most optimistic expectations
when sales in the test market more than doubled and the new filter replaced
the old paper filter nationally in October 1952 .

In 1953 three things combined to push the demand for VICEROY far beyond
production capacity : (1) the new filter ; (2) king size replacing regular size
nationally in March ; (3) greatly increased public attention to the "Health
aspect" of smoking . VICEROY advertising exploited this to the fullest extent
as "double-barrelled health protection" copy, which introduced King Size
VICEROY, was backed up with factual evidence of the nicotine and tar
reduction offered by VICEROY . Advertising expenditures were increased
to $2, 500, 000 .

Sales went to 6 .0 billion in 1953 even though the brand was on allocation and
could not begin to supply the demand in the latter part of the year . New
filter brands appeared in rapid succession and the filter segment of the
market exploded . Although VICEROY sales reached 15 .9 billion in 1954, the
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brand was in short supply and on allocation until October . Winston was
introduced in 1954, opening market by market and flooding each market
in turn with cigarettes and advertising . VICEROY advertising expenditures
in 1954 were $5, 300, 000, (Winston spent almost that much during the
9 months they were on the market . )

How much VICEROY's eventual sales share was hurt by this 18 months
shortage no one can say with certainty ; however, it seems more than
coincidence that in Hawaii (where VICEROY was never in short supply
since it was used as an isolated test market to ascertain just how high
sales would go) VICEROY remained the dominant filter brand, in fact
the largest selling brand of any type, and in Boston and Providence (where
Winston was first introduced) VICEROY's continued performance has been
the poorest in the nation . It is also interesting to note that VICEROY's
"Retter for your health" claims were toned down just a month or two before
Winston hit the market .

In 1955 VICEROY, in full supply and with an advertising budget of about
$9, 300, 000 (Winston that year spent $12, 200, 000) increased sales to
19 .8 billion but Winston sales practically tripled for a total of 22 .2 billion .

Aside from the disparity in advertising pressure, VICEROY suffered from
a constantly changing copy story. Shifting back and forth from emphasis
on filter to emphasis on taste, VICEROY had six different campaigns in
the two years 1955 and 1956 .

VICEROY finished 1956 with sales of 23 .2 billion, an increase of 17 .2%
over 1955 . (A most satisfactory increase until compared with Winston --
53 .2%, L&M -- 63 . 7% and Marlboro -- 123 . 4% in the same year. )

1957-1961

Going in 1957, VICEROY was still gaining in sales and (reacting to the much
greater progress being made by Winston, L&M and Marlboro) expenditures
were greatly increased with copy swinging back to stronger filter claims .

In July 1957, the Reader's Digest published an article listing tar and nicotine
content of all cigarettes with Kent lowest . This was followed by an article in ~
August telling of the great improvement in Kent and its filter efficiency. ~
Kent sales, which had been static for several years, went from 300 million ~
per month to 3 billion per month. Q)

N
W
N
~
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The progress of all other filter brands was brought to a halt but the effect
on VICEROY was staggering . Advertising continued to feature "20, 000
filter traps" with implied claims of better filtration . Kent, not having to
imply, left no doubt in the consumer's mind that Kent filtered best, and
when the Digest ran another article in July 1958 giving the lowest numbers
to Kent again, there was nothing for VICEROY to do except change to copy
that contained no competitive claims .

"The thinking man's filter, the smoking man's taste" campaign was designed
for this purpose and in the two years that it ran, the downward sales trend
slowed and was tending to level when "Thinking man° was replaced in
August 1960 . (Although sales were leveling, share of market had dropped
from 6 .0% in 1957 to 4 .17. in 1960 and VICEROY had slipped to 5th place
in the filter field . )

"VICEROY'S got it at both ends," which followed "Thinking man," coincided
with another down trend in sales .

A new and more pleasant television treatment of this story plus a million
dollar newspaper campaign in the summer of 1961, featuring the "Deep-
Weave Filter, " did not improve the trend and this copy was replaced in
October with "Something special end to end -- Special filter -- Special
blend ." Sales slipped about 8% in 1961 even though all other filters (with
the possible exception of Kent) showed substantial increases .

There were other important changes during this period . VICEROY in an 80mm
flip-top box was introduced in the summer of 1957 . This coincided with the
Digest article and it is impossible to evaluate the effect of this added style ;
however, sales in this style have fallen faster than those of the soft pack,
and by 1961 the box accounted for less than 7% of VICEROY's business . In
test markets in the Northwest, the flip-top box was replaced by the "trigger-
top" box in June 1958 . This had no apparent effect on sales and was, in
turn, replaced by an improved version called the slide-top case in April 1960 .
The slide-top case was also put in a new test area in New York state and
the new area was showing some improvement in both box and total sales by
the end of 1961 .

Another change was the refinement of the package design and the inclusion
of the name "Deep-Weave Filter" on the package in mid-1960 . Again, this
did not appear to have any effect on the sales trend ; although sales turned
down a few months later coincident with the copy change .

Perhaps the most important change, even though it could not been seen, was
the variance of tar delivery in the product . Averaging 24 .2 milligrams at
the time of the 1957 Digest article, tar content was down slightly to 22 . 1 at
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the time of the 1958 article . Changes were made to improve this and, by
the end of 1959, it was down to 12 .9 mgs . Tar delivery reached a low 11 .4
(in the range of Kent) in mid-1960 . By that time it was apparent, with the
advent of the high-filtration brands, that it was inadvisable to stay in the
filtration race . Pressure drop was lowered and by the end of 1961, tar
delivery was in the range of 15 .6 mgs . (comparable in tar content and

. pressure drop to Winston and Marlboro) .

1962-1964

Going into 1962 sales continued to fall and in the first half of the year were
5 . 5% below the first six months of the previous year . However, efforts
were underway to arrest the decline and get the brand moving again . In
addition to the product changes which took place in late 1961, distribution
was improved through the purchase of supermarket shelf space and vending
machine columns . A new advertising platform was also being developed
and was tested for effectiveness .

In March, 1962, the new TV advertising in a ballad format was begun .
It was, "Not too strong -- Not too light -- VICEROY's Got The Taste That's
Right ." This campaign was supported in 1962 with an advertising expenditure
of $10, 988, 975 as compared to $10, 647, 640 in 1961 . At the end of 1962
sales were 17 .7 billion compared to 17 .9 billion in 1961 ; however, the
downtrend was stopped as sales in the last half of the year moved up 3 .7%
as compared to the last half of 1961 .

The same copy campaign was carried on through 1963 and 1964 and sales
continued to improve . In 1963 a filter reference was added to the copy with
the line, "VICEROY's Got the Deep-Weave Filter and The Taste That's
Right" and testing showed that it resulted in improved effectiveness .

The Surgeon General's Report on Smoking and Healtty which was released on
. January 11, 1964, had an immediate effect on VICEROY and sales were down

by 4 .1% at the end of January . There was a further decline of 15 .2% in the
month of February . In anticipation of adverse consumer reaction from the
report a special newspaper and TV campaign had been prepared for possible
use . The copy was not basically changed but was presented in a more subdued
format than the ballad . The lead lines were, "Which is the VICEROY? Why
Should You Care?" "You Should Care Because VICEROY's Got The -- etc ." ~
This was run for a short period following the report and then the regular C
ballad format was resumed . There was no way of measuring the results of ~

. the special effort but it may have been helpful in that VICEROY's sales N
drop in this period was not as great as most of its competitors. W

C Q
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At the end of 1964 VICEROY sales were up 1 .3% at 19 .1 billion, and were
still increasing . Share of market had also improved to 3, e% .

The Cigarette Advertising Code which was set up in 1964 began to take action
in late 1964 in an effort to have code approved advertising in effect at the
beginning of the new year . VICEROY material was reviewed by the Code and,
as a result, two copy changes were necessary. The use of "Deep-Weave
Filter" was eliminated and the "VICEROY's Got the Deep-Weave Filter and
the Taste That's Right" were changed to "VICEROY's Got the Filter For
the Taste That's Right ."

1965

VICEROY sales continued to improve during 1965 and at the end of the year
showed an increase of 5% over 1964 . In the same period, the share moved
from 3 .8 to 3 . 9 .

Advertising expenditures in 1965 were increased by about $400, 000 with the
added money going to network television . The CPM, however, was lowered
from $, 63 to $ . 61 because of the larger sales volume .

The copy theme, "VICEROY's Got The Filter For The Taste That's Right"
was continued through 1965 . In commercial effectiveness testing, started
with Schwerin in mid-1965, however, the VICEROY commercials did not
show a satisfactory lift and were excessively skewed to the female smoker .
Therefore, efforts were started to find an effective and more masculine copy
expression .

1966

A new copy expression was adopted in 1966 -- "VICEROY's Got The Taste
That's Right -- Right Anytime Of The Day." This was an effort to give the
brand a specific taste image -- "long lasting taste that does not wear out ."
At the same time, the commercials were cast for strong male orientation .
Testing showed that the commercials did improve in masculine appeal, but
they still had relatively little power in persuading trial . Efforts were still
underway at the end of 1965 to improve the copy, ~

Sales in 1966 continued to improve and ended the year 3 .4% over 1965 with O
a share of 4 . 1 . The rate of growth, however, was declining and last quarter ~
figures showed that VICEROY was losing ground probably because of new brand ~
introductions and the relatively ineffective copy . The advertising expenditure G,)
in 1966 was reduced by about $400, 000 and resulted in a CPM of $ .58. ~

N
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1967-71

With the introduction of several long-size brand extensions in 1967 (including
Winston, L&M and Kent), VICEROY's slowly climbing sales took an abrupt
about-face . A decline of 5 . 5% from 1966 brought sales to 19 . 5 billion. Market
share dropped to 3 .7.

Advertising expenditures remained basically unchanged at $11 million although
CPM was up to $ . 56 .

The influx of long-size brand line extensions prompted the introduction of ,
VICEROY Longs in October, 1967 . Originally packaged in gold, VICEROY
Longswas test marketed via television in Louisville, Indianapolis and Columbus .
(VICEROY Longs tvent national in the white pack because gold was costly, had
feminine oricntations and was used by most other 100's . Use of the white pack
showed that VICEROY Longs had taste properties similar to the 84mm version) .

Sales recovered slightly in 1968 with 20 billion units and a market share of 3 .8 .

Advertising expenditures were cut to $10 .7 million and the CPM slipped to $ . 54 .

It was felt that the sale of VICEROY Longs nationally would not disrupt the brand's
franchise although most longs' sales came from the 84mm version .

In August, 1968, VICEROY Longs was launched nationally using the copy exe-
cution, "Good Taste Never Quits ." A four-color print execution followed in
October, using a simple comparison technique to improve penetration and
memorability of the copy line . Ads, for example, would include an elephant
and a pack of VICEROY Longs side by side. Copy would read, "Never Forgets"
and "Never Quits". ~

~
The basic format used to deliver this message on television was slice-of-l5fe, ~
problem/solution, actor-given dialogue in :60 commercials . In terms of N
execution, spot television basically included :20 non-pattern ads in the latter IA
oart of 198R n.,ri Parrlv nm,t ~f 19F9_ G7

Sales fell again in 1969 to 19 .3 billion and market share dropped to 3 .7, as
TO

VICEROY Longs established itself with sales of 2 .03 billion. Although VICEROY
Longs' share was only .4, it had doubled since 1968 and the gain seemed even
more substantial as the market shares of both Marlboro 100's and Winston 100's
were stagnant . .

CAdvertising expenditures were increased in 1969 to $13 .2 million with an increase
in CPM to $ . 68 . Of the total budget, $8 . 8 million was spent in network television,
$1 .5 million in spot TV and the remainder in print and radio .
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An all -print test was conducted in Cleveland in 1969, using magazines, supple -
ments, newspaper ROP, transit (interior and platform), and outdoor. The
test, which paralleled the KOOL print test in Philadelphia, had no effect on
sales . In each city, already purchased television time was given to the brand
not being tested .

VICEROY's salcs in 1970 were 19. 6 billion units of which 2 . 62 billion were
attributed to VICEROY Longs . Share of market rose to 3 .8, advertising
expenditures remained approximately the same at $13 .8 million. The CPM
continued to increase to $ . 70 .

VICEROY's copy execution was switched to "All The Taste, All The Timc" in
1970, and a musical jingle was used instead of a voice-over announcer . Non-
pattern :20 commercials were used in approximately 20% of the network time
to gain variety and to heighten the impact of the new copy and jingle .

The copy line was translated to print using the problem/solution technique
similar to VICEROY's television format and embodying a "slice -of -life" look .
Key actor spoken dialogue was attributed (through quotes) to specific characters
in the advertisements or included in the copy .

VICEROY Longs used female situations on day-time network television in 1970 .
The commercials were patterned after VICEROY's usual :60 problem/solution
theme . The difference in the day-time campaign was that the characters were
always women and VICEROY Longs (as opposed to king-size) always satisfied
the unhappy smoker .

In 1971, VICEROY sales totaled 19 .4 billion with VICEROY Longs contributing
3 .06 billion of that total . VICEROY ended the year with a share of 3 .6 .

Advertising expenditures for 1971 dropped to $11 .2 million, a cut of over
$2 . 5 million from 1970. The CPM dropped to $ . 58 .

The primary medium for VICEROY in 1971 was magazines . Additional weight
was placed in national supplements, major market newspapers, outdoor and ~
transit. ~

0
With the transition to a11-print, the VICEROY image continued to be that of a ~
full-flavored cigarette . In the problem/solution format using models, the copy fv~
platform featured, (unlike other brands which run out of taste), oVICEROY („7
gives all the taste . . . all the time . " This was developed into the "Selective 0)
People" campaign. Originally aimed at females, it featured people, their W
special interests, and VICEROY, their special choice in cigarettes . The cam-
paign tested so well, it was used in female magazine and then revised to generic
versions .
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Because VICEROY sales had been fairly stagnant for six years (never above
21 .3 billion or below 19 .3 billion) and because a distinct personality (harsh,
mild, full-flavored, masculine or feminine, etc . ) had never been developed,
in 1971 it was decided to aim VICEROY's advertising at the chief consumer
group for full -flavored cigarettes -- men under 50 years old . A campaign
associating VICEROY with auto racing was developed and tested in August,
1971 . Copy included, "Get a taste of what it's all about . Get the full taste
of VICEROY." The test campaign proved very successful in reaching men
under 50 years old and was adopted for national use .

Various forms of auto racing were also investigated under the belief that
sponsorship might lend credibility to VICEROY's campaign . It was judged
that the USAC type of racing is perceived as a more glamorous style than
either stock car (NASCAR) or drag strip (NHRA), and the USAC circuit
perhaps has the better known races in the sport (Indianapolis, Ontario, etc . ) .
In December of 1971, VICEROY announced it would sponsor a USAC racing
team under the direction of Parnelli Jones and Ve1 Miletich . The team, soon
known as "Super Team," included veteran drivers Mario Andretti, Joe Leonard
and A1 Unser .

1972

Although VICEROY Longs sales continued upward to 3 .3 billion units in 1972,
total VICEROY sales fell to 18 . 9 billion . The drop in total sales resulted
from VICEROY King-size sales' slip to 15 . 6 billion. The brand's total mar-
ket share sank to 3 :4% as did its share of the non-menthol filter segment to
6 . 4% .

Another sharp decline in expenditures brought VICEROY's budget down to
$8 .2 million . Magazines received the major portion of the brand's 1972 bud-
get with over $5 .0 million. Supplements, outdoor ads, newspapers and transit
provided additional support . CPM for 1972 was $ . 43 .

The "Selective People" campaign ran during January of 1972, however, in ~
an attempt to develop a distinct brand image for VICEROY, this campaign ~
was replaced in February by the "Auto Racer" campaign. N

A
The new campaign positioned the brand amidst the excitement of a masculine W
sport by featuring action oriented closeups of VICEROY drivers smoking before ~
or after a race .

The campaign thus appealed directly to male smokers and began giving the brand
a more fully defined image . In so doing, VICEROY was attempting to capitalize
on the fact that men smoked half again as many full-flavored cigarettes as women .

Full-page, four-color magazine and supplement ads featured the auto racer
illustrations with the headline, "Get the taste of what it's all about . Get the
full taste of VICEROY. "
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After six months, sales had not responded to the new campaign but
switching studies showed an improved performance by the brand among
men and a reduction in king size losses due to switching . On this basis,
it was felt the campaign appeared to be working .

In May, a self-liquidator campaign was begun which made a Heuer
Chronograph Watch, valued at $200, available to consumers for $88
and one VICEROY carton end flap . In September, a second self-liquida-
tor offer was made, featuring a$22 .00 racing jacket for $11 .00 and
one carton end flap . Both promotions used fully integrated sales promo-
tion and media advertising . A unique floor display was the focal point of
P .O .P . material .

Product tests revealed that both styles of VICEROY have preference
levels at best similar to competition . However, in describing brand
attributes, both styles of VICEROY were rated as more harsh than
competition . On this basis, research was begun in 1972 to decrease
VICEROY's harshness and give it a more discernible flavor as well .
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1973

In 1973, total VICEROY sales declined to 18 .5 billion units, a decrease
of 3%. VICEROY Kings dropped 4% to 14 . 94 billion units, while VICEROY
Super Longs rose 150 million units to 3 .55 million. The brand's total
SOM slipped to 3 .2 0, despite the increase in sales from VICEROY Super
Longs . Vlarlboro and Winston gained 9°i and 11% respectively, leaving
Winston at 15 . 58% with the largest SOVl and Marlboro second at 13 .68%
SOM.

Advertising expenditures increased 13% to $9.97 million in 1973, with
almost half ($5.369 million) going to magazines . Marlboro ($18 . 66 million)
spent nearly twice as much as VICEROY and Winston ($23 .2 million) spent
133% more. VICEROY'S CPM was $ . 54 .

Advertising campaigns continued the racing theme . Executions for VICEROY
Super Longs were developed within the racing format and featured women,
Copy changed from emphasis on taste ("Get a taste of what it's all about .
Get the full taste of VICEROY . "), to a lifestyle emphasis ("He's just won
$25, 000, poured a bucket of champagne over his head . He's not going
to follow 211 that with a boring cigarette . ") . Ads featured people in
exciting lifestyle situations who would not smoke a boring cigarette .

In a self-liquidator promotion, the VICEROY race car, valued at $100, 000,
was offered to consumers for $75, 000 and one VICEROY carton end .
The ad, delivered via magazines, displayed the car and a coupon next to a
pack of VICEROY .

1974

VICEROY Extra Milds introduced in April 1974, entered the high-filtration
contest with 14 mg. 'tar' and finished the year with a 0 . 1% SOM .
Winston Lights (14 mg. ) was also introduced in 1974, achieved sales of
1 . 55 billion units and a 0.26% SOM. Marlboro Lights (1971) with 12 mg . 'tar'
had sales of 4 . 1 billion units and a 0 . 69% SOM . Vantage (1970) at 11 mg .
'tar' remained the leader at 8.2 billion units with a 1 .3w~ SCM . SOM for all
high-filtration brands was 16% .

Despite the addition of VICEROY Extra Milds, VICEROY sales continued to fall .
In 1974, total sales dropped 8 .77, to 17 .49 billion units . The decline spread
through all parent styles . VICEROY Kings slipped 10%to 13 . 40 billion units .
VICEROY Super Longs dropped 3 . 7% to 3 .42 billion unite . Total sales included
0 .67 billion units from new VICEROY Extra il'Iilds . VICPROY'S SCM for 1974
was 2 .8°0 .

6'7O624366
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The VICEROY Extra Milds campaign mirrored that of the parent campaign .
VICEROY Extra Milds emerged as "The Challenger" . "'1'he cigarette with
lowered tar but lots of taste" was used as body copy . The VICEROY man
stood beside his car wearing a helmet. VICEROY parent copy continued
with "He'd never smoke a boring cigarette . VICEROY. Where excitement
is now a taste . ", as body copy in reference to a driver that had just won
a race .

The VICEROY parent advertising budget increased 1% to $10 . 67 million with
an additional $4 . 7 million allocated to VICEROY Extra Vlilds . The majority
of these monies was distributed to magazines . Outdoor ads and supplements
provided further support . CPM for V7CEROY Parent in 1974 grew to $ . 60 .

1975

VICEROY sales continued to drop, and in 1975 showed a larger decrease
of 11% to 15 .96 billion units . SOM declined from 2 .8°ic to 2 .6m, a decrease
of7 .1o .

Advertising expenditures were $10 . 664 million, and CPiL1 was $ . 70 .

In 1975, "boring cigarette° executions were developed for Black publications
and featured Black male reference group models in a lifestyle format .
Racing campaign executions featured male drivers at the track . Copy read
"Why VICEROY? Because I'd never smoke a boring cigarette ."

1976

Although in 1976 VICEROY Extra Milds reached it's greatest market
penetration at .73 billion units, total VICEROY sales fell 9 .4% to 14.20 billion
units . SOM dropped to 2 .2q/o . Winston and l4arlboro sales also slowcd with
Winston slipping 1 .3% to 90 .13 billion units, and Vlarlboro gaining 3 % to
94. 21 billion . VICEROY sales declined at a rate of 11% .

Media funds were reduced to $5 . .531 million, a cut of 48','c . CPM dropped
to $ . 41 .

1976 was the final year of the racing campaign . Originally designed to
attract the male smoker under 50, it reached the intended audience hut
failed to stimulate trial . The campaign apparently did not translate into
taste, quality, or satisfaction to the majority of smokers . Rather, it
seemingly provoked the consumer to associate VICEROY with the negative
aspects of smoking; unpleasant fumes, fire, and the more grim aspects of
racing, danger and blood .
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1977

In 1977, the VICEROY account was put up for bid . After reviewing
campaigns from several agencies, the account was assigned to
McCann-Erickson .

A new campaign was launched to strengthen VICEROY'S position in the

full-flavor segment . The campaign took an aggressive stance, aimed
primarily at Winston and Marlboro smokers . The ads used a male
model between the ages of 25 and 49 who depicted the new masculinity
of the VICEROY man. "More tobacco, less 'tarT" promised smokers
good taste with less tar than either Winston or Marlboro . In the lower
right hand corner, scales proved the difference in tobacco weight
between Winston and VICEROY or Marlboro and VICEROY .

Advertising expenditures received an increase of 82% to $10,049 million .
CPM increased to $ . 32 .

In 1977 VICEROY sales declined less sharply, 4 .6'"0, compared with 9 .4°$
the previous year. (The average decline rate for VICEROY from 1971 to
1977 was 6 .9ao) . VICEROY Extra Milds had a . 1'"o SOM and sold 0.66
billion units . Total VICEROY sales were 12 .86 billion units . The brand's
total SOM slipped to 2 . 12%.

1978-1979

In 1978, advertising expenditures were cut 62'jo to $3 .789 million in
preparation for the future Rich I,ights campaign. The "more tobacco,
less 'tar"' campaign was phased out in an all-out effort to promote Rich
Lights . VICEROY Extra Milds were to be replaced by Rich Lights in the
market.

Total VICEROY sales dropped 4 .4% to 12 .27 billion units in 1978 . SOM for
VICEROY parent was 1 .83c0 . CPM was $ .34.

In 1979, media funds wcrc withdrawn . Total VICEROY sales slipped 4 .2%o
to 11 . 76 billion units . SOM was 1 .9%.

C
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V ICEROY

Year

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES
(000)

Newspaper Magazine Radio Television Premium Total CPM

1936 $300 $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 300 $ .75
1937 100 100 - - - 200 1 .00
1938 - - - - 100 100 .50
1939 - - - - 100 100 .33
1940 - - - - 100 100 .33
1941 - - - - 100 100 .33

- 1942 - 100 - - - 100 .33
1943 100 - - - - 100 .25
1944 100 - - - - 100 .18

. , 1945 100 - - - - 100 .14
1946 - 100 - - - 100 .25
1947 - . 100 - - - 100 .25
1948 100 100 - - - 200 .33
1949 200 - - - - 200 .29
1950 300 - - 200 - 500 .42
1951 - 100 100 500 - 700 .37

, 1952 100 100 100 1,000 - 1,300 .48
l 1953 100 200 2,200 2,500 .42

1954 550 1,020 240 3,490 - 5,300 .33 .
1955 1, 640* 860 6, 820 - 9, 320 .47

. 1956 1, 500 1,000 10, 100 - 12, 600 . 51
- 1957 2,920 1, 370 11, 810 - 16, 100 .66

1958 2,840 610 10,730 - 14, 180 .68

1959 1, 669 320 9, 715 - 11,704 .59

1960 1,477 . 19 8,471 - 9,967 .51
1961 1,475 720 8,794 - 10, 989 .61

1962 1, 741 431 8, 475 - 10,647 .60

1963 2,175 497 8,041 - 10,713 .57
1964 3,283 601 8,069 - 11, 953 .63
1965 2,307 127 9,926 - 12, 360 .61
1966 22 1, 929 168 9, 831 Transitf 11, 950 .58

1967 64 1, 334 35 10, 132 Outdoor 11, 565 .60
1968 651 1,303 44 9,995 10 12,003 .60
1969 562 1,961 310 10,384 17 13,234 .69

1970 437 3,432 272 9,089 483 13,713 - . 70

*Total print includes newspapers, magazines, outdoor and car cards .

Figures include allocation for testing and production .
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VICEROY

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES
(000)

Newspapers Supplements Ma s . Outdoor Transit Total CPM

1971* $ 1,708 $ 5,882 $ 2,174 $ 428 $ 10, 192 .57

1972 $ 427 $ 891 5,194 814 6 7,332 .43

i° N

o)~0
N

~ Figures from 1971 do not include production ; CPM based on total expenditure ~
including production. " - ,~
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VICEROY

Sales by Style

All Sales Prior to 1957 Soft Pack

Year
85mm 80mm

Soft Pack Box

Slide-
Top Case 99mm Total

1957 22. 4 2. 1 -- 24, 5
1958 18 .4 2 .5 -- 20.9
1959 18.2 1,6 -- 19.8
1960 18.2 1.2 ,1 19.5
1961 16.7 1.1 ,1 17,9
1962 16 .3 .4 1 .0 17 .7
1963 17.4 - 1.4 18.9
1964 ,18.1 - 1.1 19 .1
1965 19.1 - 1.0 20 .1
1966 19.6 - 1.0 20 .6
1967 18.6 - , 8 .04 19 .4
1968 18.8 - .3 .9 20 .0
1969 17.3 - -- 2.0 19 .3
1970 16.9 - -- 2 .6 19 .5
1971 16.3 - -- 3.0 19 .3
1972 15.6 - -- 3.3 18 .9

Share of n4arket

1967 3.7
1968 3. 8
1969 3.7
1970 3.8
1971 3.6
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RICH LIGHTS

`

1977

In 1977, the full-taste non-menthol segment accounted for 40 .4ro of
industry volume, a decline of 6 . 7% versus 1976, while the hi-fi
non-menthol segment grew 22% and accounted for 19 .5% of industry

volume . Twenty-nine new low tar styles entered the market in the
period 1975-1977 . Advertising expenditures for non-menthol hi-fi
products increased from $45 million (13.4% of industry advertising)
to $207 million (42% of industry advertising) .

VICEROY Parent declined from 2 .25% SOM in 1976 to 2 .03% SOM in
1977, a decline of 10% . 40% of the defectors from the VICEROY
franchise switched to competitive low-'tar' products . VICEROY Extra lviilds
achieved its maximum market penetration at . 13% SOlV1 .

197B

The initial strategy for Rich Lights was defensive--it should act as a
receptacle for VICEROY smokers switching to low'tar' products .
In 1978, VICEROY declined 13 . 6% to 1 .83% SO~G1 . An offensive strategy
was developed for Rich Lights . Rich Lights was to be positioned as a
compelling new product alternative to VICEROY smokers as well as
competitive full-flavor smokers looking for a flavorful low'tai' cigarette .

Three different 9mg . 'tar' king size products were consumer product
tested against Merit Kings. The selected product achieved over-all
parity performance with Merit . The product developed in the first quarter
was consumer product tested in the second quarter versus Merit 100's .
It again achieved over-all parity performance with Merit . (Merit was the
third largest selling low'tar' product in 1979, 1 . 96"'o SON .

The objective in package design was to devise a pack that would communicate
taste and low 4ar' delivery. The result was a blue pack, with the VICEROY
shield positioned off center and Rich Lights above the shield . Thirty-three
different pack designs were tested in December 1977 . The following names
for the new product were tested : VICEROY Lights, VICEROY Super Lights,
VICEROY Rich - 9mg., and VICEROY Rich Lights . It was found that
Rich Lights and the blue pack communicated taste and satisfaction greater
than or equal to Merit, plus more taste than the low 'tar'level would suggest . ~
It was also sufficiently differentiated from other low'tai' entries that ~
employed earth colours and white backgrounds . In a later evaluation, the 0
blue pack was tested against a silver pack with similar graphicsand achieved M
significant preference 63% to 37% . Blue rather than silver communicated ~
balanced taste and'tar'delivery. W

t~,7
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Requisites for Rich Lights advertising communication were defined
as follows ; it must have the ability to communicate a new product,
give reason for trial, be single minded in communication, be unique
among low'taz' advertising, cause conscious reflection, high level of
interest and attention and also be able to capitalize on the current
full flavor smokers' personal and/or social concerns about smoking .
The desired impression would create richness in taste, packaging,
tone, and manner, or more directly, quality, class and style .
Introductory executions featured the pack as hero against a silver
background, type reverse white on silver . (Type body was later changed
to blue on silver to aid in readability . ) The brand was positioned as,
"The first low'tar' cigarette good enough to be called 'Rich' ."
Campaign criteria required an ability to withstand a changeable
environment and translatability across all media .

On March 13, 1978 VICEROY Rich Lights King Size entered the test
market in Little Rock, Arkansas . (Pulaski County pop . 336, 000)
VICEROY Kings held a BDI of129 and VICEROY Extra Milds a BDI of 105 .
The media plan utilized a mix of magazines, supplements, paint, 30-sheet,
and hi-fi. Street corner sampling was a primary promotion devise .

Almost all results from the test market reached set objectives by week 16 . -
From a 50%u objective in brand awareness 47% were reached according
to telephone monitor. 7% triers/rejectors gave Rich Lights serious trial
over the objective of six . A conversion rate of one in nine was 33yo greater
than the one in 12 goal . Share in Little Rock by week 16 reached . 74"o SOM .
The test market average for the Market Facts s'torc panel audit was .81% .
Advertising research indicated that Rich Lights performed well in reinforcing
satisfaction and providing good taste communication while at the same time
communicating low'tax'. Management evaluation of the test market recommended
that Rich Lights Kings and 100's be launched nationally on October 1, 1978 .

$6 .7 million was spent in advertising during the introductory quarter .
Outdoor ($3.1 million) and ROP ($2 .6 million) received most support.
$0 .7 million was allocated to magazines . Merit ($13 million) spent over
50% more than Rich Lights in its introductory quarter . Merit (1/77) was the
2nd freestanding low'tar'cigarette on the market . In 1977 Camel Lights
($9 .7 million) and Benson & Hedges Lights ($8 .7 million) both spent 26E
more than Rich Lights in their respective introductory markets .
Merit also had a much greater per capita expenditure per snioker than
Rich Lights, ( .437 to . 110 in 1979 terms) during its' introductory six months ~
and reached a share of .95 compared to a . 35 share for Rich Lights. ti7

~
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Rich Lights Fourth Quarter, 1978
Share and Advertising Results

C

(1)
Share

(2)
BDI

(3)
CSP

(4)
% Ad

(5)
% Nat. Vol .

(6)
(5)e (4)
Ad Eff .

Market Type

'A'(14 markets) .47 142 16 .2 22 .9 22.7 99
'B'(28 markets) .33 100 57 .3 57 .1 57 .3 100
'C'(21 markets) .26 79 26 .5 20 .0 20 .0 100
National .33

The market results above indicated constant advertising efficiency across
markets implied share achievement isdirectlyrelated to spending and that
increased spending would result in a proportional increase in share .

1979

In April 1979 the Brand Group requested $28 million in incremental funding
based on Rich Lights demonstrated responsiveness to spending in the fourth
quarter 1978 . Another element in the request was that Rich Light
introductory and planned spending levels were not competitive with other
successful line extensions . During their introductory years Camel Lights
(3/78) spent $26 million and Benson and fIedges Lights (9/77) $21 .8 million
achieving shares of 0. 95% and 0 . 65% respectively . In June, 1979 management
approved a $15 million funding request for implementation in the second
half of 1979 . National magazine expenditures were doubled (w4 million)
and the bulk of the remaining money was spent in HOP and 0 . 0. H. in the
28 markets receiving incremental funding. Share in markets receiving
incremental funding increased at an annual rate of 25 . 1% ( .45% SOM in July
to .50 in December) whereas share remained flat in markets not receiving
incremental funding.

Eighteen ad executions representing six campaigns were tested monadically
in a portfolio test with two competitive ads (Camel Lights and Merit) during
the fourth quarter 1978 . The best executions were judged tobe the Spotlight ~
Campaign. The Spotlight Campaign involved pack as hero executions againsl~
dark backgrounds versus the silver campaign . This campaign was designed 01
to make the advertising more intrusive and provide a less neutral showcase ?Q
for brand communication. The Spotlight Campaign was implemented in W
national magazines in February, 1979 . In the portfolio test Rich Lights ~
was perceived as being, "A brand for someone like me", "A satisfying fA
cigarette to smoke", "Smooth tasting", "Being a quality brand", and
"Having low tar" . .
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Three changes were made in the Spotlight Campaign during the second quarter
1979 for implementation in ROP in June and remaining media in August .
The size of the name Rich Lights was enlarged to increase brand awareness .
Copy was shortened from "The first low'tar• cigarette good enough to be
called rich" to°the rich low tar" . .

Approximately 6 .7 million gross trials were generated with the 1979 promotion
plan . Sample packs were distributed in 28 markets primarily from February
through April . 30 million HOP coupons followed by several weeks .
Special merchandising programs offered in the third quarter 1979 a free

in- mail penlight . In the fourth quarter the "In aClass by Itself'' sweepstakes
were presented . In the first quarter 1980 a Rich Lights drawstring bag was
available at participating retailers . Coupons were distributed throughout

the year. Free pack pop-up coupons (15 million circulation) were offered
in May through June . In September and November a 500 2 pack/carton refund
coupon was offered in newspapers (41 million circulation) to aid distribution .
In December 20 million Buy One Get One Free coupons were distributed via

HOP. The Bay Hill Classic golf tournament was sponsored by Rich Lights
in March 1979.

The "In a Class by Itself" sweepstakes (Oct .-IDov . 1979) were the establishment
of a planned long-term promotion image for Rich Lights . It was designed to
appeal to the lifestyle aspirational levels of the brand's target audience and to
become the brand's preemptive property . The sweepstakes were developed to
increase brand awareness based on the quality, class and style proposition,
thereby causing immediate association with Rich Lights . A single idea, the
sweepstakes could adopt a number of themes . Rich Lights presented the first
"In a Class by Itself" sweepstake in the fourth quarter 1979 . Grand prize was
a 1980 Excalibur Series IV Phaeton . Other prizes were a handmade persian
rug, a sapphire diamond platinum necklace by Harry Winston Inc ., a signed
Picasso linocut, "Femme Accoud6e" (1959), and 100 special edition Lighters
by Alfred Dunhill of London, Inc . A 25p magazine sweepstake pop-up coupon
was distributed in a 19 million circulation.

In 1980 consumers had the opportunity to win an island from Rich Lights in
another sweepstakes ''In a Class by Itself'' . Located in a central Florida lake,
the island came complete with a furnished house . The winner of the island
had an option of accepting a cash settlement of $100, 00 in lieu of the island .
A free pack coupon was also offered in the ad .

Distribution was reported at 90% ACV since week 10 of the Rich Lights launch .
However, according to an intelligence study 11'jb of Rich Lights trier/rcjectors
did not convert due to unavailability of the product .

6'70624375
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In 1979 Rich Lights sales were 2 . 3 billion units . SOM was . 36% .
Among factors contributing to Rich Lights growth impediment were
new braads/styles, distribution, increasing advertising expenditures and division of SOV

.. Two new brands and five new styles were launched
in 15 months after Rich Lights introduction to the market . Two of these
were Brown & Williamson products, ARCTIC Lights (3/79) and KOOL
Mild 100's (10/79) which limited Rich Lights' exposure . Rich Lights
entered the low 'tar' market with 9 mg . 'tar' . Most of the other brands
which entered the market in the fourth quarter 1978 and first quarter 1979
had lower Rar' levels . 38% of industry volume occurred in the low 'tar'
market segment in 1979 . Advertising expenditure for low 'tar' products
was 8995 of the total amount in 1979. Rich Lights had a 5% low 'tar' SOV .
These factors plus others inhibited Rich Lights growth .

C
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WINGS AND AVALON

1932 - 1961

WINGS and AVALON are considered together since the combined sales
show a truer picture of the economy-priced cigarette market than would
the individual sales of either brand .

As the table on the next page shows, whenever advertising pressure was
applied to either of these brands, that brand increased largely at the
expense of the other .

The rise and fall of the combined sales of WINGS and AVALON appears
to depend solely on the extent of their "price appeal ." This "price appeal"
results largely from a substantial savings over popular-priced cigarettes
and also depends on general economic conditions .

When WINGS were cut to $ . 10 in 1932 they achieved sensational success,
since they offered a substantial savings over popular-priced cigarettes
and the country was in the depths of the depression . But, when a reduc-
tion by the popular-priced cigarettes cut the differential from $2 . 10 per
1, 000 to $ . 75 per 1, 000 in 1933, WINGS sales dropped sharply . When
the differential increased to $1 . 35 per 1, 000 the following year, sales
quickly rose to their previous level . Combined sales of WINGS and
AVALON reached an all-time high in 1937 when the differential increased
to $1 . 50 per 1, 000. Since there was no WINGS or AVALON media adver-
tising during this period it could not have been a factor .

In October 1938 the first real media advertising for either of these brands
was started with a network radio show for AVALON . This advertising
pressure was continued until April 1941 . AVALON sales went up steadily
and WINGS sales went down just as steadily .

In July 1940 WINGS were made I{ing-Size and a few months later were
featured on a network radio show . Sales increased steadily but did not
quite make up AVALON's losses, particularly after AVALON radio
advertising was discontinued .

As the war prosperity came in, both WINGS and AVALON sales dropped
steadily even though WINGS had the support of a full network show
throughout 1942 and a mention on the RALEIGH network show until March
1944 .

Thus, although $2, 000, 000 was spent on network radio in the four pre-war
years, sales dropped to practically nothing with the return of "easy money ."

http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/jtx04f00/pdf
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$150, 000 spent on a modest network program for WINGS in 1947 had no
apparent affect on declining sales . Spot radio in selected markets for
WINGS was tried off and on for several years without success and as a
result all advertising was discontinued . AVALON was withdrawn from
national distribution in 1947 and discontinued completely January 1, 1955 .
WINGS sales declined gradually each year and were about 20 million per
month at the end of 1961 . A complete package redesign in 1961 caused
favorable comment but no significant change in sales .

http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/jtx04f00/pdf
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WINGS AND AVALON SALES
(in billions)

Year WINGS AVALON Total

1932 7 .0 7 .0

1933 5 .5 5 .5
1934 7 .7 7 .7
1935 8 .5 8 .5
1936 7 .2 5 8 .7
1937 6 .2 2 . 9 9 .1

1938 4.2 4 .2) network shows 8 .4

1939 3 .1 5 .5) October 1938 3 .6

1940 3 . 5 (K) ) network shows 5 .3) through 8 .8
1941 4.2 ) October 1940 through 4 .1) April 1941 8 .3
1942 3 .6 ) December 1942 3 .4 7 .0
1943 3 . 0 2 .3 5 .3
1944 2 .3 2 .3
1945 2 .2 2 .2
1946 1 .1 1 .1

1947 1 .0 1 .0

1948 .8 .8
1949 .8 .8
1950 .8 .8
1951 .7 .7
1952 .6 .6
1953 .5 .5
1954 ,4 .4
1955 .4 .4
1956 .4 .4
1957 .4 .4
1958 .4 .4
1959 .3 .3
1960 .25 .25
1961 .25 .25
1962 .23 .23
1963 .21 .08 .29
1964 .19 . 08 .27
1965 . 19 Withdrawn .19
1966 .17 17
1967 .i0** 10 Q7
1968 .07 07

Withdrawn
~

777April 1969 N

(K) . King Size effective July 1940 .
~` AVALON available only in limited number of markets .
#~ WINGS changed from non-filter to filter in first quarter 1967 .

http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/jtx04f00/pdf



WINGS

1962 - 1968

From 1962 to the end of 1964, no advertising money was spent on
WINGS. Sales gradually declined during this period from 225 million
in 1962 to 193 million in 1964 . In May, 1963, the wholesale price of
WINGS increased from $7.30 to $7.50 per NI. In late 1964, the pack
and carton logo color was changed from white to black to give it a more
noticeable appearance ; otherwise, the pack was left the same .

The downward trend of WINGS sales continued from 1964 (190 million
units) to 1966 (168 million units) . Yet, WINGS remained the largest
economy brand on the market .

In 1966, economy brands accounted for less than 0 . 1% share of the total
market and segment sales continued to decline . Since the filter segment
of the total market continued to trend upward, it was decided to introduce
WINGS Filter in early 1967 and discontinue the manufacture of WINGS
P1ain.

The package was changed slightly. All lettering in brown ink was changed
to black to add clarity and emphasis to the "filter" reference and the
words "filter tipped" replaced "perfect blend" on labels and cartons .

It was expected that a substantial number of confirmed plain end smokers
would leave the brand . It was also expected that the filter version would A,
attract a larger number of new smokers than would be driven away. b t I q .•
Although the first expectation was correct, the second did not materialize . S

J'

It appeared that consumers who might have been attracted to the economy
price filter brand were not aware of the change, as WINGS sales for 1967
dropped to 104 million units, 38. 1% less than 1966 sales .

A major point-of-purchase sales promotion effort was begun in 1968 to
acquaint consumers with WINGS' change from plain end to filter tipped and
to point out that WINGS was less expensive than other filter brands . The
effect, however, was only temporary as sales dropped 32 . 7% to 70 million
units . The brand was discontinued in December, 1968 .
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